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SyMBOL LEGEND

Designed Here
Our expertise backs these items, so you can expect  
better performance and reliability than from similar 
products.

AES Number
AES will help you estimate aerator sizing.

Fresh Water or Salt Water
Indicates products that are compatible with fresh  
water or salt water.

Aquaculture Duty
Ultra reliable and tough enough to withstand 
constant use.

Hazmat Air
Hazardous Material: Air Fees Only.

Hazmat AG
Hazardous Material: Air and Ground Fees.

DESIGNED HERE

AES

FW SW

AQUACULTURE DUTY

HAZMAT A

HAZMAT AG
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residential 
and 

commercial

food and 
beverage

infrastructure

energy

industrial

7 continents
100 manufacturing facilities

90 service centers 
30.000 employees

1.000 product lines
$ 8 Billion annual revenue

InspIred solutIons for a changIng world



website
PentairAes.com

Dive into the digital experience with the all-new PentairAES.com

all new weBsite... all new expierence...

• learn aBout aquaculture Blog
• advanced learning search
• pentair pulse e-newsletter
• aquaculture calculators

• live chat with representative
• online account management
• product instruction manuals
• new product announcements

• moBile friendly design
• customer spotlights
• tech talks
• search By part numBer



worldwide sales and service
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems, Inc., has served over 150 countries worldwide. Now with additional corporate offices in North America, Chile and 
China, our global sales and service support increases immensely. This includes multi-language catalogs and international customer service 
representatives, which will bring you a better customer experience.

 Pentair head office in Lausanne, Switzerland

 Corporate offices in Sanford, NC, USA

 Operations and sales office in Apopka, FL, USA

 Operations and sales office in Beverly, MA, USA

 Operations and sales office in Vancouver, Canada

 Operations and sales office in Puerto Montt, Chile

 Sales office in Herentals, Belgium 

 Sales office in Fairbanks-Nijhuis, Netherlands

 Sales office in Norway

 Sales office in Jung Pumpen, Germany 

 Sales office in Nocchi, Italy

 Sales office in Rome, Italy

 Sales office in Dubai, United Arab Emirates

 Sales office in U.P, India

 Operations and sales office in Suzhou City, China

 Sales office in Singapore

 Operations and sales office in Brisbane, Australia

 Sales office in Milperra, Australia

 Sales office in Dandenong South, Australia

 Customers served worldwide
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global solutions for tHe  
future of aQuaculture
With depleting food stocks unable to keep up with rising 

demand, the commercial aquaculture industry is ready 

to explode. The potential for commercial aquaculture is 

enormous, but the industry is also highly complex. The need 

for advanced equipment, high-level support and precise 

engineering has never been greater, and the many economic  

and ecological challenges of fish production must be solved.

Which is why we’re here. Our mission is to offer symbiotic 

biological and engineering solutions to support any 

aquaculture need. For you, this means everything from 

designing a complete facility to engineering solutions for 

existing production systems. Our commercial aquaculture team 

can also help you with equipment upgrades, troubleshooting 

and technical support. With Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems as your 

partner, the future has arrived.

commercial 
aquaculture
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Proud Manufacturer Of:
Point Four™, Arias™ Filter, Eco-Trap/Flow, Sparus™ Pump

Proud Distributor Of:
Sweetwater® Blower and Pumps, ProLine™ Algae Food

tap into serious Potential

2011 was a momentous year for the evolution of the human diet, when world farmed fish production topped beef production for the first time in recorded 
history. Fish and shellfish farming—also known as aquaculture—increased its lead in 2012, with output reaching a record 66 million tons, compared 
with 63 million tons of beef. And 2013 became the first year that people consume more farmed fish than those caught in the wild.
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems is ideally and strategically placed, has extensive in-house experience and expertise with proven products and the know-
how that allows our team to help you to design, install and maintain the world-class systems you need to be successful in today’s aquaculture industry.
Our mission is to help growers navigate this dynamic industry with innovative, high-quality aquaculture products, and the skills and knowledge that 
build a strong business and meet your expectations for growth and profit.

your single-source solution

Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems is your single source for complete system design, equipment supply and advice. We can enhance your ability to produce the 
premium quality products you need to thrive in expanding and increasingly competitive local, regional and global markets. Our complete line of innovative 
and energy-efficient products are engineered to maximize the performance of your aquatic systems, maintain water quality parameters, minimize 
investments in feed, energy and oxygen and reduce stress within your systems. 

more Ways to Help you

As your business evolves and grows, we’re ready to help you gain and maintain momentum. You’ll have access to our teams  
of in-house experts—including designers, engineers, aquaculturists, biologists and technicians—each dedicated to your business’ growth and long-term 
sustainability. 
With Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems, you’ll have a partner who understands and knows your business and industry. We anticipate challenges before they 
arise and offer extraordinary solutions that no one else can match. Our extensive and unmatched product offering is what separates us from the 
competition and has established Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems as the global leader in all aspects of commercial aquaculture.

a leader never stands still

With 35 years of aquaculture leadership,  
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems has the knowledge and experience to help you succeed. We’ve leveraged our expertise to become pioneers of technological 
innovation and develop the infrastructure necessary to support your aquaculture business globally. From concept design through harvest, we’re with you 
every step of the way—no matter the size of your business or species produced.

stability and innovation you can count on

Pentair is the global leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of equipment, technology and engineered solutions for the aquaculture industry. Our 
global reach ensures that innovative products will remain at the forefront of aquatic research technology for years to come.



tHe model environment 
for aQuatic researcH
No matter your research model, you depend upon safe, 

reliable environments. That’s why our approach to research 

habitats is unlike any other. Our team of biologists and 

engineers begin each project by listening carefully to your 

goals and concerns. Only then do we offer recommendations 

for facility design, products and installations.

We tailor our laboratory systems to meet the specific needs  

of individual species, and we specialize in turnkey systems 

that are secure, efficient and virtually fail-safe. Our 

mission is to support the success of your research now and 

for years to come.

laBoratory 
animal housing
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Proud Manufacturer Of:
C-Series Controllers, Z-Hab Habitat Systems, X-Hab Habitat Systems, G-Hab Habitat Systems, Mini Z-Hab Habitat Systems and Z-Hab Duo Habitat Systems

the model environment for aQuatic researcH

As biologists and engineers, we understand and appreciate the complexity of aquatic life.  
As a result, we tailor our laboratory systems to meet the specific needs of individual species, including zebrafish and Xenopus. Our goal is to equip you 
with the finest systems and support available for engineering, project management, system commissioning, training, husbandry and more. With any 
research project, it is essential for habitats to promote optimal animal health, while being flexible enough to meet a variety of requirements. For this 
reason, our Aquatic Habitats custom and turnkey systems aresecure, efficient and virtually fail-safe. Depend on Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems for 
state-of-the-art aquatic housing that’s easy to use.

multi-rack facility design

The Multi-Rack system is custom-built to your specifications, with as many racks as your research needs. We have been designing  
large-scale aquatic research facilities since 1997 and continue to lead the industry in quality of equipment and service. You’ll get flexible options regarding 
tank sizes, shelf configurations, rack widths and heights—everything. No facility design is too complicated. If you envision it, we can make  
it a reality.

efficient system design

Aquatic Habitats systems require minimal upkeep—our multi-rack system designs don’t require daily, weekly or even monthly service. You’ll save money on 
labor and replacement consumables, and you won’t have to worry about constant maintenance. We want you to focus on your research; you can leave the 
rest to us.

discover our Winning lineup

Our aquaria rack systems set the global standard. This includes unparalleled customer support for our worldwide customer base. After installation, we 
make sure you’re thoroughly trained using a detailed walkthrough checklist. You can also count on an informative Use and Care manual for step-by-step 
instructions for all procedures of system operation. The manual provides replacement order information, recommendations for system start-up and 
guidance on water quality management. All manufacturers’ literature on system components is also included. 

care Plan

Protect your investment and your research with routine preventative maintenance, equipment upgrades and more.

stability and innovation you can count on

Pentair is the global leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of equipment, technology and engineered solutions for the handling and 
treatment of water. Our global reach ensures that laboratory systems will remain at the forefront of aquatic research technology for years to come.



 

innovative solutions for 
every body of Water
More than a quarter-million acres of lakes and ponds have 

benefited from our global network of expertise. At Pentair 

Aquatic Eco-Systems, we’ve been improving the quality of  

large and small bodies of water for more than 35 years.

Whether you need us to design a large reservoir aeration 

system, troubleshoot a farm pond or replace old equipment, 

your success matters to us. You’ll see this in the equipment, 

accessories and solutions we provide. And, more importantly, 

you’ll see it in the technical support we never stop providing. 

You need results. That’s why we’re here.

lake and pond 
management
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Proud Manufacturer Of:
Great Lakes® Diffuser Assembly, Desert Rain® Water Fountain, MAID® 
Nutrient Reduction Equipment

Proud Distributor Of:
HeavySet® Air Tubing, Sweetwater® Compressor

more than a Quarter-million acres aerated

Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems is the world leader in lake and pond management systems. Since 1978, we have improved the quality of more than 250,000 
acres of lakes and ponds. All told, our staff of biologists, technicians and specialists has more than 50 years of field experience in pond and lake 
management. 

a deep Problem

At their deepest depths, bodies of water depend on oxygen. When water warms up during the summer months, oxygen is often consumed faster than it can 
be replenished. This reverses the purification process and nutrients that would normally be unavailable or “locked” in the sediment are recycled into the 
water column. These excess nutrients are just as harmful to a lake or pond as those that come from the surrounding watershed. Don’t wait until you 
experience a fishkill to realize there’s a problem.

no matter the size, your Project matters to us

Whether you are looking to have a large reservoir aeration system designed and quoted, or you’re simply troubleshooting a backyard pond, you’re in 
qualified hands. With true customer service support and attention to every technical detail, we provide the following services:

• Aeration system design and installation
• Lake and pond management consulting
• Stormwater nutrient load reduction
• Chemical injection systems
• Sediment inactivation treatments
• Hydrologic/Nutrient budget studies
• Custom fountain design 

our expert solutions

Our Great Lakes® Synergistic Airlift  
Diffuser Assembly delivers up to 10 lbs of dissolved oxygen per horsepower per hour.  
Our Sweetwater® Compressor delivers 8,000 gpm/hp of circulation—by far the highest in the industry—guaranteed.

stability and innovation you can count on

Pentair is the global leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of equipment, technology and engineered solutions for the handling and 
treatment of water. Our global reach ensures that lake and pond management systems will remain at the forefront of aquatic research technology 
for years to come.



life-driven solutions
Aquatic life support demands nothing short of state-of-the-

art solutions. For this reason, we offer a team of designers, 

engineers and biologists dedicated to helping animals  

thrive in zoos, public aquariums and other large facilities.  

Backed by more than a century of scientific and field expertise, 

our experts meet and exceed the needs of owners, curators, 

architects, engineers and contractors.

Because Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems features the world’s 

widest selection of products and resources, each of our 

solutions is backed by unparalleled service support.  

Whether you’re seeking to optimize an established system  

or design one from scratch, we share your passion for life.

aquatic life 
support
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Proud Manufacturer Of:
Commercial Skid Packages, Verus™ Pump, IntelliZone® Ozone Generator, 
Arias™ Filter

Proud Distributor Of:
Sweetwater® Blower and Pumps, ProLine™ Algae Food

design, build and consult with the global leader

Aquatic life support systems, whether for  
zoos or aquariums, demand cutting-edge equipment and state-of-the-art design solutions. Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems provides the unmatched and 
total capability you require.
We’re driven by innovation and a deep knowledge of aquatic science. Whether you need assistance with concept development, project management, 
installation, retrofitting, turnkey systems, training or troubleshooting, we have the vision and expertise to bring your aquatic system to life.

expertise always by your side

Around the world and at all stages of system development, you’ll have access to our world-class team of designers, engineers, biologists and consultants. 
With over 100 years of combined academic and field experience, we know first-hand what it takes to keep aquatic species thriving in any system 
configuration. With Pentair at your side, you’ll have adedicated and experienced partner who shares your passion for sustaining aquatic life and systems 
that operate with optimum reliability and efficiency.

exceptional solutions for every need

We collaborate with owners, curators, architects, engineers and contractors to create aquatic life support systems that set new standards for design and 
performance. Whether you’re housing fish, aquatic mammals, coral, plants or all of the above—in fresh or salt water—we have the imagination and 
expertise required to design, build and optimize your system. 
Our service model is flexible, allowing us to customize the solution that meets your specific needs. We collaborate closely so you obtain a seamless and 
economical solution that aligns with your unique goals. Included are the most advanced and energy-efficient equipment choices available from Pentair, the 
global leader in equipment for aquatic life support. 

aquatic life is more than a Profession, it’s our Passion.

Find out what hundreds of facilities around the world have already learned. No matter the scope, Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems has what it takes to bring the 
aquatic environment you envision to life with the best possible solutions for your system.

stability and innovation you can count on

Pentair is the global leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of equipment, technology and engineered solutions for the handling and treatment 
of water. Our global reach ensures that aquatic life systems will remain at the forefront of aquatic research technology for years to come.
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sddf-a
•  Supports up to 35,000 zebrafish
•  Supports up to 1,440 Xenopus laevis

mddf-a
•  Supports up to 72,000 zebrafish
• Supports up to 2,880 Xenopus laevis

LAborAtorY AniMAL HousinG
multi-rack facility design/filtration packages
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multi-racK facility design
The Multi-Rack system is configured to your specifications, with as many 
racks as your research needs. We have been designing large-scale aquatic 
research facilities since 1997 and continue to lead the industry in quality of 
equipment and service. Couple our industry pioneering rack designs with  
our new cutting-edge filtration packages you will benefit from a robust, 
user-friendly system for many years to come.

•  Z-Hab, X-Hab and G-Hab system are all available for multi-rack  
facility design

•  Heavy-duty, powder coated 316L stainless steel construction  
provides corrosion resistance, durability and ease of maintenance

•  State-of-the-art Aquatic Habitats Filtration Packages

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

aQuatic Habitats filtration PacKages
Pentair introduces its next generation filtration packages, innovative solutions designed to 
address the needs of the modern day aquatic lab. We have married our intimate knowledge 
of aquatic husbandry and state-of-the-art technology to deliver robust, flexible, user-
friendly systems capable of providing the model environment for aquatic research.
Optimal water quality is maintained using an oversized 5-stage filtration process featuring 
the most cutting edge technology on the market. Which includes Sparus™ Pumps with 
Constant Flow Technology™, rotary micro-screen drum filters and a programmable 
logic controller (PLC) customized to your specific system requirements. The modular 
design is flexible enough to be ramped up or down for situations like multi-phase projects 
or daisy-chained with additional packages for lab expansions.
Low cost of ownership and labor savings provided by zero consumable filtration and 
minimal maintenance requirements. Say good-bye to changing filter pads and cartridges! 
Each PLC is equipped with SMS or email alarm capabilities and remote access via the 
web. All of this contained within a small footprint configured for easy access to all the 
system components.

• Automated Monitoring and Control
• Water Quality
• Drum Filter BackwasH

• Carbon Filter Backwash
• Zero Consumables
• Minimal Maintenance (6 month service 

intervals)

Website:  www.pentairaes.com  I  Email: paesemea@pentair.com  I  Information and advice: +1 877 347 4788



lddf-a
• Supports up to 100,000 zebrafish
• Supports up to 4,000 Xenopus laevis

12 LAborAtorY AniMAL HousinG
multi-rack facility design/filtration packages

sParus™ PumP WitH constant floW tecHnology™
Quiet, energy efficient and smart
•  Sparus Pumps with Constant Flow Technology(CFT) manage water 

circulation quietly and efficiently. The integrated Variable Frequency Drive 
automatically calculates and self-adjusts the speed of the motor to deliver 
the programmed flow rate

• Each Sparus with CFT pump features a digital communication port that 
allows for monitoring/control by PLC systems

• By utilizing the unique feature set of the Sparus with CFT and by 
monitoring pressure, the PLC system controller adjusts the speed of the 
pump to maintain a constant pressure. The result is consistent flow is 
maintained to aquaria when the flow to other racks of aquaria is shut off. 
Eliminates unexpected sharp increases in flow and provides consistent 
flow to aquaria as flow elsewhere on the system is adjusted.

mecHanical filtration
Zero consumables
•  High-quality, self-cleaning rotary drum filter(s) provide highly efficient 

solids removal without the need for consumables. Say good-bye to 
replacing filter pads, cartridges or bags. 

biological filtration
self-cleaning
•  Moving bed bioreactors use a continuous flow action achieved by aeration 

and high density polyethylene biofilm carrier elements. The continuous flow 
action makes the media self-cleaning!

cHemical filtration
polishing
•  Activated carbon captures smaller suspended solids and adsorbs dissolved 

solids and other contaminants that may make their way into the system, 
ensuring optimal water quality and transmission of UV light

uv disinfection
eliminate pathogens
•  NSF UV Sterilizer outfitted with over temperature, lamp out, and UV intensity 

alarming capabilities are sized to provide a minimum UV dose of 110 mJ/cm², 
EOU. UV Lamp service interval of 12,000 hrs. Choose between stainless steel 
or heavy-wall UV-resistant polymer vessel.

aeration and degassing
optimize dissolved oxygen levels
•  Quiet linear piston pumps supply air through Sweetwater diffusers to strip 

CO2 and maintain dissolved oxygen levels of the supply water to aquaria at  
optimal.

temPerature control
Maintain consistent water temperature for animals
•  Heater (Standard)- Submersible titanium heaters and automatic controller 

maintain system water temperature at  set point + - 1° C (Ambient +5° C)
•  Chiller (Optional)- Multiple options  including chillers, heat exchangers  

and heat pumps are available for a variety of applications

Water Quality control
automated Monitoring and dosing
•  Conductivity and pH levels are continuously monitored by precise 

high-grade sensors. Buffer and salt solutions are automatically dosed 
using peristaltic pumps to maintain steady-state pH and conductivity

•  PLC system controller automatically opens a solenoid valve to bleed off a 
user programmable percentage of system water per day to keep nitrates 
at non-stressful levels. System water is automatically replaced with 
virgin make-up water

Programmable logic controller
Versatile and dependable
•  Pentair PLCs operate with reliability, precision and responsiveness. 

Examples of water quality and system parameters you can control or  
monitor include dissolved oxygen, system temperature, pH conductivity, 
level, supply line pressure, carbon filter vessel pressure, total dissolved 
gas pressure (TGP) and pump speed. Each model has an easy-to-read 
touchscreen interface that will tell your system status at a glance. If an 
alarm condition is detected, the device will text or email multiple 
cellphones to alert staff—helping prevent catastrophic failures and loss 
of animals.

features
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close-up of spawning sites.meps® with optional light cycle dome.

mePs® mass embryo Production system
Designed specifically for the production of large numbers of zebrafish embryos 
for drug screening, toxicology assays/experiments or propagation of fish.

features
• Allows for the housing and maintenance of thousands of fish in a single tank, 

reducing labor required for husbandry and system maintenance
•  Multiple spawning sites, adjustable to optimal depths and locations within  

the tank, maximize embryo production
•  Optional light cycle dome with dimmable light cycle timer allows for the 

collection of embryos at any time of the day
• Carbon filter on incoming water line ensures optimal water quality,  

reduces possibility of chemical inhibition affecting spawning success  
and enhances embryo production

• Easily removable egg collection chambers facilitate accurate timing of 
fertilization with minimal disturbance to fish

•  Available in two tank sizes that will fit in the footprint of any rack system
• Each Mass Embryo Production System includes an unconditional 2-year 

warranty and 24/7 emergency support
With the MEPS®, thousands of embryos per day can be attainable and 
sustainable. Factors affecting embryo production include line, age of fish,  
sex ratio, degree and quality of broodstock conditioning and management  
and system maintenance.

flexibility
•  Can be incorporated into any multiple rack system
• Can be connected to a filtration unit to operate as an independent system
• Can be set up as a flow-through system

options
• Light cycle dome for photoperiod control

mePs® sPecifications
•  Volume: 295 L (78 gal) flooded & 242 L (64 gal) operating
•  Total weight: 328 kg (723 lbs) flooded & 275 kg (610 lbs) operating
• Recommended stocking density of 1-g adult zebrafish: 2,000
•  Recommended flowrates of 19 Lpm (5.0 gpm) for recirculating system 

applications & 7.6 Lpm (2.0 gpm) for flow-through applications
• Electrical: 120/240V, 50/60 Hz

mini mePs® sPecifications
•  Volume: 100 L (26.4 gal) flooded & 80 L (21.1 gal) operating
• Total weight: 123 kg (271 lbs) flooded & 103 kg (227 lbs) operating
• Recommended stocking density of 1-g adult zebrafish: 660
• Recommended flowrates of 6.3 Lpm (1.66 gpm) for recirculating system 

applications & 2.52 Lpm (0.67 gpm) for flow-through applications
• Electrical: 120/240V, 50/60 Hz

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

LAborAtorY AniMAL HousinG
meps/mini meps
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Z-Hab duo systems
Double the capacity of the Z-Hab system while minimizing maintenance.  
Ask about our competitive lead times today.

features
superior design and engineering
• Oversized, 5-stage, state-of-the-art filtration ensures optimal water quality
•  C351 programmable logic controller (PLC) control panel with low water 

level safety shut-off and alarm
• Heavy-duty, powder coated 316L stainless steel construction provides 

corrosion resistance, durability and ease of maintenance

convenience
• Filter and UV bypass allow service while system runs
• Automatic water exchange saves time and reduces labor

flexibility
• Choose from five-shelf and six-shelf systems
• Ergonomic, autoclavable polycarbonate tanks (1.5-, 3.0- and 10.0-liter 

sizes), lids and baffles

space efficiency
•  Housing life support and filtration, monitoring, controlling and alarming  

all in 16 ft2

redundancy
•  Two water pumps ensure flow to tanks should one fail
•  Two UV reactors ensure disinfection of system water should one fail
•  Each Z-Hab Duo System includes an unconditional 2-year warranty and  

24/7 emergency support

specIfIcatIons
water
• Culture volume 600 L (158 gal)—576 L (152 gal) as shown
•  Zebrafish holding capacity @ 10 adult fish/L: 6,000 fish—5,760 fish  

as shown
•  Total water volume: 827 L (218 gal)—804 L (212 gal) as shown
•  6 culture tank water exchanges per hour

electrical
• 120V/10.25 A/50 or 60 Hz
• 240V/5.1 A/50 or 60 Hz

filtration
• 1st Stage: 120-micron filter pad
• 2nd Stage: Moving bed biological filtration (over 42 m2 of surface area)
• 3rd Stage: 50-micron filter cartridge
• 4th Stage: Activated carbon adsorbs volatile organics and other 

contaminants
• 5th Stage: UV disinfection dose of 110 mJ/cm2 at end of lamp life

other
• Air pump and manifold provide supplemental aeration and degassing
• Titanium heater maintains temperature differential of 5º C
• Weight with water: 1,134 kg (2,500 lbs)

options
• Automated water quality monitor/control/alarm system
• Breeder tanks
• Baby baffles for larval rearing
• Powder-coating

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Danio rerio

14 LAborAtorY AniMAL HousinG
Z-hab duo
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Oryzias latipesDanio rerio

Z-Hab mini systems
The Z-Hab Mini benchtop system is ideal for labs that have no floor space and 
limited counter space. Each shelf holds six 10-liter, twelve 3-liter or twenty 
1.5-L tanks. Mix and match for added versatility! Ask about our competitive 
lead times today.

features
superior design
• Oversized, 5-stage, state-of-the-art filtration ensures optimal water quality
•  Low water level safety shut-off and alarm with optional programmable logic 

controller (PLC) control panel
• Heavy-duty, powder coated 316L stainless steel construction provides 

corrosion resistance, durability and ease of maintenance

convenience
• Filter and UV bypass allow service while system runs
•  Automatic water exchange saves time and reduces labor
•  Central PLC control panel (optional)

flexibility
•  Two- to three-shelf models available
•  Ergonomic, autoclavable polycarbonate tanks (1.5-, 3.0- and 10.0-L sizes),  

lids and baffles
•  Each Z-Hab Mini System includes an unconditional 2-year warranty and  

24/7 emergency support

specIfIcatIons
water
• Culture volume: 180 L (48 gal)—126 L (33 gal) as shown
•  Zebrafish holding capacity @ 10 adult fish/L: 1,800 fish—1,260 as shown
• Total water volume: 252.5 L (67 gal)—98 L (52 gal) as shown
• 6 tank water exchanges per hour

electrical
•  120V/10.25 A/50 or 60 Hz
•  240V/5.1 A/50 or 60 Hz

filtration
• 1st Stage: 120-micron filter pad
•  2nd Stage: Combined moving and submerged-bed biological filtration  

(over 32 m2 of surface area)
•  3rd Stage: 50-micron filter cartridge
• 4th Stage: Activated carbon adsorbs volatile organics and other 

contaminants
•  5th Stage: UV disinfection dose of 110 mJ/cm2 at end of lamp life

other
•  Air diffusers in biofilter provide supplemental aeration and degassing
•  Titanium heater maintains temperature differential of 5º C
• Weight with water: 195 kg (430 lbs)

options
• Automated water quality monitor/control/alarm system
•  Individual photoperiod control for each shelf
• Total gas pressure monitor/controller

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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Danio rerio

Z-Hab systems
The Z-Hab is one of our proven, time-tested zebrafish housing systems. 
Save time setting up and keeping track of your experiments compared with 
conventional fish-keeping systems. In fact, you can fit up to 120 tanks in 
the same footprint as three conventional 37.9-L (10-gal) glass aquaria! Ask 
about our competitive lead times today.

features
superior design and engineering
• Oversized, 5-stage, state-of-the-art filtration ensures optimal water quality
• Standard controller with low water level safety shut-off and alarm  

(optional C351 programmable logic controller)
• Heavy-duty, powder coated 316L stainless steel construction provides 

corrosion resistance, durability and ease of maintenance

convenience
• Filter and UV bypass allow service while system runs
• Automatic water exchange saves time and reduces labor

flexibility
• Choose from five-shelf and six-shelf systems
•  Ergonomic, autoclavable polycarbonate tanks (1.5-, 3.0- and 10.0-L sizes), 

lids and baffles
•  Each Z-Hab System includes an unconditional 2-year warranty and  

24/7 emergency support

specIfIcatIons
water
• Culture volume 300 L (79 gal)—222 liters (58.6 gal) as shown
• Zebrafish holding capacity @ 10 adult fish/L: 3,000 fish—2,200 fish  

as shown
• Total water volume: 340 L (90 gal)—285 L (75 gal) as shown
•  6 tank water exchanges per hour

electrical
•  120V/10.25 A/50 or 60 Hz
• 240V/5.1 A/50 or 60 Hz

filtration
•  1st Stage: 120-micron filter pad
• 2nd Stage: Combined moving and submerged-bed biological filtration  

(over 90 m2 of surface area)
• 3rd Stage: 50-micron filter cartridge
• 4th Stage: Activated carbon adsorbs volatile organics and other 

contaminants
• 5th Stage: UV disinfection dose of 110 mJ/cm2 at end of lamp life

other
• Air diffusers in biofilter provide supplemental aeration and degassing
• Titanium heater maintains temperature differential of 5° C
• Weight with water: 544 kg (1,200 lbs)

options
• Automated water quality monitor/control/alarm system
•  Individual photoperiod control for each shelf (5-shelf tall systems only)
• Total gas pressure monitor/controller
• Breeder tanks

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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Xenopus laevis

We can design and 
build multi-racK 
XENOPUS systems

X-Hab systems
The X-Hab line is designed for Xenopus applications and accommodates a wide 
variety of tank sizes for various applications. Ask about our competitive lead 
times today.

features
•  Ideal for Xenopus sp. frogs or other mid-sized aquatic animals
•  Polycarbonate 40-liter tanks can be easily cage-washed or autoclaved
• Shelving improves overall environment, providing contrast for feeding,   

reducing algae growth, improving biosecurity and reducing  
maintenance time

•  UV disinfection rate is among the highest in the industry, designed for  
a 12-month service interval

•  Lab-grade racks are manufactured to conform to ASTM standards and 
include barrier protection for wet environments

•  Low water level safety shut-off and alarm with optional programmable  
logic controller (PLC) control panel

•  5 tank water exchanges per hour
• NEW! Custom standpipe solution for automatic water cleaning  

(flood and flush)
•  Each X-Hab System includes an unconditional 2-year warranty and  

24/7 emergency support

specIfIcatIons
electrical
• 120V/12.2 A/50 or 60 Hz
• 240V/6.1 A/50 or 60 Hz

filtration
• 1st Stage: 120 microns
•  2nd Stage: Combined moving and submerged-bed biological filtration  

(over 90 m2 of surface area)
• 3rd Stage: 50-micron cartridge filter
•  4th Stage: Activated carbon adsorbs volatile organics and  

other contaminants
•  5th Stage: UV disinfection dose of 110 mJ/cm2 at end of lamp life  

(e.g., 12 months)

Xr3
•  4-tier system with 16-L or 23-L tank options (twenty or sixteen tanks)
•  Xenopus laevis capacity (1 adult/3 L): 100 (16-L tanks) or 112 (23-L tanks)
•  Xenopus tropicalis capacity (1 adult/0.75 L): 420 (16-L tanks) or 480  

(23-L tanks)

Xr4
• 3-tier system with 40-L tanks
•  Xenopus tropicalis holding capacity @ 1 adult/0.75 L: 477 frogs
• Xenopus laevis holding capacity @ 1 adult/3 L: 117 frogs

Xr5
• 2-tier system with 74-liter or 189-liter tank options (eight or four tanks)
•  Xenopus laevis capacity (1 adult/3 L): 192 with 74-L tanks or 252 with  

189-L tanks

options
•  Automated water quality monitor/control/alarm system
•  Total gas pressure monitor/controller
• Heating and chilling options are available

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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Astyanax mexicanus

g-Hab systems
With bigger tanks than the Z-Hab system, the G-Hab system is a nice fit for 
labs where larger species of fish are being used. Also a great choice for 
toxicology related studies in which plastic tanks may not be ideal. Ask about  
our competitive lead times today.

features
superior design
• Oversized, 5-stage, state-of-the-art filtration ensures optimal water quality
• Low water level safety shut-off and alarm with optional programmable logic 

controller (PLC) control panel
• Aeration provided to each individual tank
• Heavy-duty, powder coated 316L stainless steel construction provides 

corrosion resistance, durability and ease of maintenance

convenience
•  Filtration bypass allows service while system runs
• Automatic water exchange saves time and reduces labor

flexibility
• 3-tier rack can accommodate 37.9-, 113.6- or 208.2-L glass tanks
• Central PLC control panel (optional)
• Each G-Hab System includes an unconditional 2-year warranty and 24/7 

emergency support

specIfIcatIons
water
• Culture volume: 680 L (180 gal) as shown
• 4 tank water exchanges per hour
• Total water volume: 870 L (230 gal) as shown
• Weight with water: 1,182 kg (2,600 lbs)

electrical
• 115V/10 A/60 Hz
• 230V/5.1 A/50 Hz

filtration
•  1st Stage: 120-micron filter pad
• 2nd Stage: Submerged-bed biological filtration
•  3rd Stage: 50-micron filter cartridge
• 4th Stage: Activated carbon adsorbs volatile organics and contaminants
•  5th Stage: UV disinfection dose of 110 mJ/cm2 at end of lamp life

options
• Automated water quality monitor/control/alarm system
• Total gas pressure monitor/controller
• Temperature control (heating and chilling)

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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20 AQuAPonics
Backyard aquaponics system

you can grow a variety of produce at one time in the grow beds.

water is filtered before being delivered to grow beds.

nutrients for the system are provided by fish in these tanks.

bacKyard aQuaPonics system
The perfect aquaponics system for everyone  
from the advancing hobbyist to the beginning 
commercial grower. We have successfully grown 
over one hundred varieties of produce in this 
system throughout our initial testing period and it 
has proven itself to be robust and problem-free. 
The kit includes all major components needed  
to construct the aquaponics system as shown*. 
System uses 747 total watts. Provides 1,176 
planting sites on 15.2 cm centers, and 864 planting 
sites on 20.3 cm centers. System size can be even 
be doubled to better suit your needs.

system includes
• 4 x 3,141.5-L fish culture tanks
• Complete filtration system
• All major plumbing
• Aeration equipment
• Energy-efficient centrifugal water pump
•  Enough liner to build four 7.3 m x 1.2 m x  

0.3 m growing troughs

Visit YouTube.com/AquaticEcoTV and see the 
system in action.

*Excluding wood boards and brackets used to build 
the plant troughs and polystyrene rafts (found at 
your local hardware store). Net cup and media 
choices will depend on the customer and are also 
not included.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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the mini fish farm

ck50

stand-alone  
aquaponics Kit 
(optional)

the Mini fish 
farm™

ff50-3w1
See our    channel  

to learn more!

tHe mini fisH farm™   desIgned here

The Mini Fish Farm™ is a complete fish raising system, including an oilless air 
pump, a state-of-the-art clarifier and a biological filter. It is easy to set up, 
easy to maintain and easy for a novice to successfully bring 45.4 kg of tilapia to 
market size under standard conditions. And nutrient-rich water from this 
enclosed system can be used in your garden or greenhouse or to run an 
aquaponics system!
Made entirely of professional quality, aquaculture-duty components, the Mini 
Fish Farm™ is not a toy. With minor maintenance—less than ten minutes per 
day—all components have a life expectancy exceeding fifteen years. All 
electrical components are UL-approved and away from the water, and power 
consumption is a mere 60 watts. 

  shIp wt 
Model  (Kg)

ff50-3 MINI FISH FARM 104.3

ff50-3W1 MINI FISH FARM W/FF50W 104.3

ff50-3W2 MINI FISH FARM W/FW22 104.3

ff50W SMALL WINDOW, EACH

fW22 LARGE WINDOW, EACH

ZPf2 REPLACEMENT FILTER PADS

alr15 REPLACEMENT DIFFUSERS

sl88 REPLACEMENT AIR PUMP

tHe mini fisH farm™ stand-alone aQuaPonics oPtion Kit   desIgned here

Use this aquaponics kit with our Mini Fish Farm™ (ff50-3) to utilize fish effluent as fertilizer,  
all while supplementing biofiltration with plant uptake.
Eighteen lettuce, herb or other leafy plants are partially suspended in the recirculated water, 
providing optimal nutrient uptake and aeration of roots without the use of gravel or perlite.  
This unit is modeled after a commercial aquaponics unit that produces 45,000 heads of  
lettuce per day. It requires no additional power.

Model

ff50Ht STAND ALONE AQUAPONICS OPTION KIT

cK50r AQUAPONICS REFILL KIT

tHe mini fisH farm™ floating aQuaPonics oPtion Kit
Would you like a low-cost addition to your Mini Fish Farm that could greatly 
enhance its use as a teaching tool while making it even more exciting to your 
students? The aquaponics option is a unique aquaponics tray that allows the 
growth of lettuce, herbs, flowers and other crops in the same tank as the fish! 
This interaction between animals and plants provides students with the 
opportunity to study and observe a more natural eco-system.
The kit is constructed of heavy-duty ABS plastic and designed to float within 
The Mini Fish Farm, covering one half of the waters surface. It weighs 13.6 kg  
and is capable of growing up to 24 plants. Special screening protects plant 
roots from foraging fish and the design provides proper tray height above the 
water. Includes twenty-four 5.1-cm net pots, twenty-four 8.3-cm net pots, zip 
ties, twenty-four Rockwool cubes, two trays and complete instructions. Ships 
Oversize. Made in the USA.

Model  

cK50 AQUAPONICS OPTIONS

cK50r AQUAPONICS REFILL KIT
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common aquatic species

common aquatic species used in aquaponics
tilapia sp.
There is little documentation through research as to which aquatic species work best in 
aquaponic systems. Tilapia have the most results as they are very hardy and adaptable to poor 
water quality, temperature and poor handling by farmers. They also have a large market value 
and have developed a niche as a good-tasting white fish. The most common tilapia used are Nile 
tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus), Mozambique tilapia (Oreochromis mossambicus), blue tilapia (Tilapia 
aureus) or some crossbred variety of a wide number of tilapia species. They are ideal for our 
system here in Florida, as we have a longer warm season here than many US states, and their 
ideal water temperature is in the range of 24–32º C. There are a number of hatcheries in our 
geographic area that can supply us with fresh, affordable fingerlings. For colder temperatures, 
the blue tilapia has shown a wider tolerance than the other species of tilapia and will continue 
feeding down to below16º C. However, once the water temperature starts to dip to 10º C and lower 
for a significant period of time, the fish will not survive for very long. If you live in a cooler climate 
and do not have the capability to heat the water, then perhaps tilapia is not the ideal species for 
you. Again, this will all go back to market demand and your own cost analysis.

Koi
Koi are ornamental varieties of the common carp (Cyprinus carpio) and have a large market in 
the United States as a decorative water feature or small pond fish for many homes and 
businesses. They are cultured in many states and can tolerate a wide range of temperatures 
and water quality parameters similar to tilapia. However, their ranges are most ideal between 
16–24º C. Similar to the tilapia, once temperatures drop below their ideal range, they will stop 
feeding and can eventually die. Below 10º C, they will cease feeding and their immune system 
will begin to shut down, so they too can suffer mortality after prolonged periods of time in those 
temperatures. Fortunately, in Florida we don’t experience too many days with an average 
temperature below 10º C.

other common aquaponics species
Ictalurus punctatus is North America’s most common catfish and is easily procured through the 
web of aquaculture hatchery suppliers in the country. It is popular in aquaculture due to its 
rapid growth and wide temperature tolerance of 20–29º C.
Hybrid-striped bass (Morone saxatilis and Morone chrysops cross) do well in a wide range of 
environmental conditions, including a temperature range of 4–32º C, but grow best in between 
24 and 27º C.
Barramundi (Lates calcarifer) is already a fish of large commercial importance throughout the 
world, especially in the Indo-Pacific area. It has proven to be useful in aquaculture and 
aquaponic systems since its temperature ranges are similar to that of tilapia.
Jade perch (Scortum barcoo) is being considered more and more for aquaponic systems due to  
its wide tolerance for temperature fluctuations, 10–35º C. It is originally found in Australia and, 
like tilapia, is omnivorous.
Crappie and other sunfishes exist in almost every single US state, making access easy to 
farmers. Their temperature ranges are ideally between 14–20º C, but they have been located in 
waters much cooler and warmer than that.
Malaysian prawn (Macrobrachium rosenbergii) is a freshwater shrimp native to the Indo-Pacific 
area and is a common aquaculture food species. Temperature ranges for this shrimp are 
ideally between 20–27º C. One thing to note is that shrimp don’t typically occupy the same 
space in the water column that a school of fish will occupy. They are found on the riverbed in 
nature as detritivores, but in an aquaculture system, their surface area can be increased with 
the addition of high surface area structures within the tanks or ponds.

note:
it is important to understand that while these are the most commonly used aquatic species used in aquaponics, there is only limited documented information regarding their performance and production data. should you choose to 
use a species outside of this list, we recommend that you contact your local aquaculture extension agent or a hatchery/farm operator to discuss the feasibility. as with any other aspect of this operation, you need to determine your 
market and what would work best for you. if your ambient temperature is within 20– 26º c on average throughout the growing season, perhaps you should stick with a species best suited to that temperature to minimize system shock 
and avoid possible loss of crop. it is true that the warmer the temperature, the more the fish will eat and the more nutrients they will excrete. however, high temperatures can also inhibit the growth and nutrient uptake of the plants, 
so it is important to try to find a happy medium for all of your water quality parameters.
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seeding and planting systems
seed germination
Germinating seeds can be extremely easy or extremely difficult depending on the type of plant 
and method used. There are several ways to do this and we will describe a few below:
1. Directly into starter cubes: This is where you use a starter cube (Rockwool®, coco fiber, 

composted pine bark, etc.) with a small hole in the center to start your seeds. You simply wet 
the media, drop the seeds in the hole (or widen it a bit with a pencil for larger seeds) and then 
place them in a tray (with or without a humidity dome, depending on your local humidity). Make 
sure to read up on your starter media as some media should presoak in a mildly acidic solution 
for better sprouting results. Some seeds will do better when placed directly out in the sun; 
some will do better if left in the dark for a few days then moved into the sunlight; and some will 
do better with a bottom heat pad placed under the tray of starter cubes. One thing to 
remember is that you want to get them in the same intensity of light that you will be growing 
them to maturity in as soon as possible. In lower light conditions, plants stretch looking for 
light and become thinner/weaker and more prone to breaking. Then when you move them into 
more intense light, they have a tendency to get leaf burn and growth slows as the plant adjusts 
to the stronger light. If you’re trying a new variety for the first time, plant a few test cubes, put 
them in direct to partial sun for a few days and watch what happens. Most seeds will sprout 
just fine this way as long as the temperatures are in the correct range for the plant species 
being grown (look on the seed packet as most of the timeall of the zone/planting times are 
listed on the packaging), but if you aren’t having any luck or you see them sprout and start to 
get a bit burned, try one of the other methods until you see what works best for that particular 
seed. Just remember, the quicker you get the plant used to the final light intensity, the quicker 
it will grow.

2. Paper towel/plastic wrap method: Another popular way of sprouting seeds is by dampening  
a paper towel with water and placing it on a plate. You then place your seeds on the damp 
paper towel and cover the plate with plastic wrap. Place this in a dark place such as a 
cabinet and check it daily while also lifting the plastic wrap to exchange the air inside. As 
soon as you see the seed crack open, remove the seed from the plate and place the seed 
cracked end down into the starter cube. It will then shoot the tap root down into the starter 
cube and the seed will rise out of the cube and fall off of the sprout. This method works 
extremely well for all types of larger seeds such as beans, peas, sunflowers, cucumbers, 
etc. Using smaller seeds is not advisable, since it would be extremely difficult to pick them up 
and place them into starter cubes without hurting the sprouts.

3. Cuttings: Some plants take an extremely long time to grow from seeds, but their cuttings 
will readily root when cared for properly, eliminating a lot of valuable time spent by the 
grower. The procedure is fairly simple. First you want to make sure you sterilize your 
scissors, knife or whatever tool you plan to use to take the cuttings and also make sure to 
wash your hands well (especially if you are a smoker). Once you have sterilized the cutting 
tool, take your cuttings and remove all of the fruit from the plant (if there is any) along with 
the bottom 50% of the leaves/stems. Dip the cut end into either a rooting hormone powder 
or gel, then place directly into a presoaked starter cube. Some plants such as tomatoes 
will start to root within a day or two, while other plants such as rosemary may take as long 
as a month to show any signs of roots. You want to keep the cuttings in a humid 
environment by using a humidity dome or plastic wrap, and you want to make sure to 
exchange the air inside several times a day. Some plants will look pretty bad before 
looking better, but that is because you are stressing the plant and basically forcing it to 
either grow roots or die. You want the media moist, but not wet or waterlogged. You can 
also mist the plants to let the leaves take up water. Riding that fine line of wet/dry media 
tells the harder-to-root plants that they need to sprout roots. Once you have done it a few 
times you will be able to look at the plants and tell when they have started to root, then 
take the dome off until the plants get strong enough to move them to your main system.  
Where to germinate: Seeds can either be germinated directly in your system, on sprouting 
tables, in individual sprouting trays or by many other means. It really comes down to what 
works best for the area you have, labor involved and finances available.

23AQuAPonics
seeding and planting
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AQuAPonics 
tecHnoLoGY And 
desiGn worKsHoP

topics that will be covered during this 41/2-day workshop:

UVI AQUAPONIC SYSTEM & UVI-BASED 
SYSTEM AT AQUATIC ECO-SYSTEMS
• System design and management

• Aeration

• Blower selection and sizing

• Plumbing

• Pump Selection

• Total Dynamic Head (TDH)

• Components

• Construction techniques

• Operation

• Electric Cost

FISH PRODUCTION
• Stocking rates

• Feeding, growth and survival

• Harvesting and processing

• Water quality 

• Brood stock management

• Breeding

• Fry sex reversal

MARKETING AND ECONOMICS 
PLANT PRODUCTION
• Seedling production

•  Importance of pest identification

• Disease and insect control

• Nutrient dynamics

HANDS-ON INSTRUCTION
• PVC work

• Pump setup and plumbing

• Plant grow tray construction

• Fish handling

• Water quality testing

GREEN SKY GROWERS  
ROOFTOP GREENHOUSE TOUR

“BEHIND THE SEEDS TOUR”  
AT THE LAND AT EPCOT®

For more information about educational  
courses offered by Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems,  

please email PAES.General@Pentair.com.

Web: www.pentairaes.com
2395 Apopka Blvd., Apopka, FL 32703

spring and fall 2015, apopka, fl
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induction grow lights

lIghtIng conVersIon reference

pnr-100-par (100w) replaces 200w metal halide or hp sodium lights

pnr-200-par (200w) replaces 400w metal halide or hp sodium lights

pnr-400-par (420w) replaces 1,000w metal halide or 750w hp sodium lights

grow lights
      coVerage area (cM)   dIMensIons (cM) shIp wt
Model  Volts hZ watts l w l w  h (Kg)

Pnr-100-Par 100W GROW LIGHT 120-277 50/60 100 61 61 48.3 36.8  17.2 3.63

Pnr-200-Par 200W GROW LIGHT 120-277 50/60 200 91.4 91.4 67.3 36.8  17.2 4.99

Pnr-400-Par 420W GROW LIGHT 120-277 50/60 420 122 122 104 36.8  17.2 6.8

Pnr-400-Pon 40W PONTOON ACCESSORY 120-277 50/60 40  — — 101.6 5.1  14 1.81 

combo light Kit
      coVerage area (cM)   dIMensIons (cM) shIp wt
Model  Volts hZ watts l w l w  h (Kg)

Pnr-400-Par-Pon 420W LIGHT & 40W PONTOON 120-277 50/60 420+40 122 122 104 50.8  17.2 8.62

pnr-400-par-pon

pnr-400-par

pnr-400-pon

induction groW ligHts
energy saving, full spectrum lighting ideal for aquaponics!
Introducing Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems’ new line of induction grow lights. 
Induction lighting is an emerging technology that is replacing metal halide  
and high pressure sodium lighting in aquaponics. Induction lighting offers  
many benefits to crop production including a broad spectrum, greater canopy 
penetration and lower operating temperatures.
• Consumes up to 70% less power than traditional HID lamps 
• One lamp from vegetative thru flowering reduces plant stress 
• PAR rated spectrums: 90% UV – 95% Carotenoid – 80% R/FR/IR
• 98% specular reflectance for greater canopy penetration 
• Low operating temperatures reduce cooling costs
• Longer lamp life (100,000 hour rated) 
• 10 year lamp and driver warranty 

40W Pontoon accessory
Designed to work as an enhancement accessory to the induction lamps’ broad 
spectrum phosphor blend. They are a low wattage addition to our induction 
lamps’ spectrums and should be considered when the gardener is seeking 
optimized quality, yield and reduced time to harvest.
• Flowering enhancement accessory
• Comes fully assembled No Tools Required for Easy Installation
• 5-year warranty
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29 Valves/air filters/assemblies

30 regenerative Blowers/heat  
 dissipating pipe

31 high-pressure Blowers

33 diffusers

38 disc diffusers

39 oxygen/ozone cones

41 pressurized column

42 oxygen concentration systems

43 oxygen generator
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sweetwater regenerative Blowers
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3-Phase equipment:
We highly recommend using protective devices with 
all 3-phase equipment. Motor starters, phase 
monitors and phase protectors are not included in the 
sale and should be sourced locally. Failure to install 
protective devices will void most warranties. We also 
recommend that a certified electrician perform the 
installation.
Combination starters are not included with 
Sweetwater® blowers, but are strongly recommended. 
NEC and local electrical codes prevail.

sWeetWater® regenerative 
bloWers   aQuaculture dutY

The Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Sweetwater® 
regenerative blowers reach higher pressures, 
operate in more corrosive environments and 
operate at lower noise levels than industry 
standard commercial blowers. They are 
inexpensive to operate, and the air they deliver  
is oil-free. They are extremely energy-efficient 
and quiet.
Sweetwater® blowers are simple. And simplicity 
means reliability. They have only one moving part:  
a dynamically balanced impeller that is attached 
directly to the motor shaft. The rotating impeller 
doesn't touch a thing, so there's no wear, no 
vibration, no seals and no lubrication. Just wash 
the inlet air filters as needed and replace the 
motor bearings after three years of continuous 
operation.
All Sweetwater® blowers come with internal 
mufflers and low- restriction, washable inlet 
filters as standard equipment. Outlet flex hoses, 
which simplify installation, are also standard 
equipment.
The Sweetwater® blower's electric motor is a 
high-efficiency type motor that will run cool and 
handle a wide range of power variations so often 
found in rural locations. All models will operate on 
both 50 and 60 cycle (Hz) power except s631 and 
s651, which are 60 Hz only. 60-Hz curves shown 
(pressure and volume at 50 Hz will be about 
30% less).
Automatic thermal overload protection is 
standard (except s631). Should a power brownout 
occur and trip the motor, the Sweetwater® blower 
will restart automatically after cooling. Motors 
are completely enclosed and fan cooled for the 
highest reliability in a humid aquaculture 
environment. Each blower is assembled with 
antiseize compound, performance tested prior to 
shipment and guaranteed for three years! All are 
UL-listed, CSA-certified and CE-compliant.
High altitude will affect blower performance. 
Deduct 4% of volume and pressure for every  
1,000' (300 m) above sea level. The 3,450-rpm 
motors used on these regenerative blowers  
require about ten seconds to reach full speed.  
Use starting watts to size generators and use  
full load amps to size breakers.

flexible outlet hose  
simplifies installation.

automatic thermal overload protection*
should a power brownout occur and trip 
the motor, the sweetwater® blower 
will automatically restart after cooling 
(*except s631).

air filter
low-restriction inlet, washable 
filter that removes particulates 
to 50 microns included in price.

high-efficiency premium motor
runs cool, is completely enclosed and 
fan cooled for the utmost reliability in 
humid environments. universal 50/60 hz, 
ul-, csa- and ce-compliant.

antiseize compound
sweetwater® is the only blower 
we know of that is assembled 
with antiseize compound to 
ensure easy disassembly when  
it becomes necessary years 
down the road.

s41
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Blower specifications (at sea level, 20° c, 60 hz)
         runnIng watts   rated heIght  outlet shIp 
         M3/hr free aIr @ cM water  MaX   no. Input @ startIng MaX full load w/o fIlter wIdth hose pIpe wt 
Model 51 76 102 127 dutY (cM) hp phase fIlters cM water watts Voltage aMps (cM) (cM) sIZe (cM) (Kg)

s11a 1 ² 22.1 5.1 — — 146.1 1/8 1 1 198/51 900 115/230 2.0/115 25.4 20.3 2.5 10.4

s21 1 ² 45.9 32.3 11.9 — 185.2 1/3 1 1 377/76 1,800 115/230 3.8/115 25.4 23 2.5 12.7

s31 1 ² 57.8 47.6 35.7 27.2 241.3 1/2 1 1 471/76 2,000 115/230 5.6/115 25.4 25.4 3.8 16.3

s313 1 57.8 47.6 35.7 27.2 241.3 1/2 3 1 410/76 4,000 230/460 2.0/230 25.4 25.4 3.8 16.3

s41 1 ² 118.9 110.4 90 61.2 249.8 1 1 1 971/102 4,000 115/230 9.8/115 30.5 30.5 3.8 22.7

s43 ² 118.9 110.4 90 61.2 249.8 1 3 1 860/102 5,000 230/460 3.2/230 30.5 30.5 3.8 22.7

s45 ² 186.9 170 152.9 135.9 280.3 11/2 1 2 1,430/102 9,000 115/230 10.4/230 35.6 38 5.1 34.9

s453-aQ ² 186.9 170 152.9 135.9 280.3 11/2 3 2 1,500/102 12,000 230/460 4.9/230 35.6 38 5.1 38.6

s51 1 ² 229.3 203.9 186.9 170 280.3 21/2 1 2 1,760/102 14,000 115/230 11.9/230 35.6 38 5.1 39.5

s53-aQ ² 229.3 203.9 186.9 170 280.3 21/2 3 2 1,750/102 17,000 230/460 6.9/230 35.6 38 5.1 45.4

s61-aQ 3 322.8 305.8 280.3 — 193.7 21/2 1 2 2,600/102 14,000 115/230 11.8/230 40.6 43.2 7.6 45.4

s63 3 322.8 305.8 280.3 271.8 344.9 31/2 3 2 3,260/152 28,000 230/460 8.8/230 40.6 43.2 7.6 52.2

s653 3 322.8 305.8 280.3 271.8 474 5 3 2 3,520/203 36,000 230/460 12.0/230 40.6 43.2 7.6 68

s56 3 203.8 203.8 200.5 198.8 1,208 6 3 2 4,000/381 38,000 230/460 18.2/230 48.3 56 7.6 97.5

s69 3 424.8 416.3 390.8 356.8 474 51/2 3 2 4,190/152 48,000 230/460 18.2/230 56 56 7.6 113.4

s73 3 662.6 637.1 594.7 560.7 540.2 10 3 4 7,640/203 75,000 230/460 25.0/230 61 56 7.6 111.1

s15 1,104.4 1,087.4 1,070.4 1,036.4 540.2 15 3 1 11,000/203 70,000 230/460 50/230 58.4 53.3 7.6 205

s18P 1,223.3 1,206.3 1,172.3 1,104.4 267 18 3 2 12,000/203 90,000 230/460 52/230 51 71.1 10.2 198.7

s18s 696.6 688.1 679.6 671.1 508 18 3 1 12,000/203 90,000 230/460 52/230 56 71,1 10.2 195.5

s30P 2,166.2 2,089.8 2,038.8 2,021.8 318 30 3 2 20,000/203 140,000 230/460 98/230 58.4 81.3 12.7 285.8

s30s 1,104.4 1,087.4 1,070.4 1,061.9 572 30 3 1 20,000/203 140,000 230/460 98/230 58.4 83.8 12.7 274.9

1standard with 115v or 230v 2.4-m power cord (230v models are also rated for 208v). add "230" to part number for 230v. 2s453 and smaller ship ground. 3s51 and larger ship via motor freight only.  
4no thermal overload protection.

s51

s11a s21 s41

s56

s63

3-year warranty

28 AerAtion
sweetwater regenerative Blowers

sWeetWater® regenerative bloWers  aQuaculture dutY
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air filter

Bleed valve
assembly

check valve assembly
(plastic)

inlet muffler
assembly

AerAtion
valves/air filters/assemblies

29

air filters
If you’re not getting the air you need out of your blower, perhaps a dirty air 
filter is keeping air from getting into the blower. Keep a spare on hand, change 
out as needed, then wash and dry the dirty one when you have time. Both 
filters have 2 3/8” I.D.

Model sIZe fIts Blower Model

bf4 4” FOR s11, s21
bf6 6” FOR s31 AND LARGER

note: 2 or more Bf6 filters required for s45 and larger blowers.

bleed valve assemblies
Regenerative blowers are quieter, run cooler and use less power when excess 
air is vented or “bled off.” Weighs 3 lbs.

Model fIts Blower Model 

bv1 s11, s21 WITH alr15 SILENCER

bv2 s31 WITH alr15 SILENCER

bv3 s41 WITH alr15 SILENCER

bv4 s45 AND s51
bv5 s6 SERIES

Pressure relief valve assembly
Designed for low-pressure blowers, these valves will automatically protect 
blowers from over-pressurization by discharging air to the outside. The valve 
assembly is easy to install and calibrate. Pressure relief valves can be noisy 
when dumping air, so add a muffler assembly if you plan to use it as a 
normally open bleed valve. Both sides are FNTP. One-year warranty.

Model sIZe fIts Blower Model

Prv20 2” PR VALVE ASSEMBLY FOR s45, s453, s51, s553, sd5
Prv30 3” PR VALVE ASSEMBLY FOR s61, s63, s631,  
  s651, s653, s56, s69, s73, s15, sd6, sd69

Model tYpe fIts Blower Model 

bcva1 INLET (PLASTIC) S11, S21

bcva2 INLET (PLASTIC) S31

bcva3 INLET (PLASTIC) S41

bcva4 INLET/OUTLET (STEEL) S5 SERIES

bcva5 INLET/OUTLET (STEEL) S6 SERIES

bcva6 INLET/OUTLET (STEEL) S7 SERIES

eXternal inlet muffler assemblies
for Blower Inlet
Model Inlet/outlet (npt) fIts Blower Model 

bm20 1” S11, S21

bm30 1 1/4” S31, S313

bm40-2 1 1/2” S41, S43, S45, S453-AQ, S51, S53-AQ, SD4, SD5

bm60-2 2” S61-AQ, S63, S631, S651, S56, S69, SD6

bm70-2 3” S15, S18P, S18S, S73

cHecK valve assemblies
for Multiple Blower assemblies
Inlet check valves can be plastic, but outlet check valves are subject to high 
temperatures requiring steel.

air filter

pressure relief
valve assembly

inlet muffler
assembly

check valve assembly
(steel)

Bleed valve
assembly
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sst10

        rated heIght  outlet  
               M3/hr free aIr @ cM water MaX      full load w/o fIlter wIdth hose sIZe shIp wt
Model 51 76 102 127 dutY (cM) hp phase Voltage aMps (cM) (cM)  (cM) (Kg)

sst10 27.2 15.3 — — 81.3 .3 1 115/230 2.6/1.3 21.3 19.8 2.54 5.9

sst15 68 56.1 44.2 34 142.2 .6 1 115/230 6.0/3.0 24.9 24.4 3.2 10

sst20 85 73.1 59.5 47.6 162.6 .67 3 230/460 2.6/1.5 24.9 24.4 3.2 10.4

sst25 144.4 129.1 113.8 101.9 162.6 1.3 3 230/460 4.0/2.3 30.2 28.7 3.8 15

sst30 144.4 129.1 113.8 101.9 193 1.75 1 115/230 14.0/7.0 30.2 28.7 3.8 16

sst35 144.4 129.1 113.8 101.9 223.5 2 3 230/460 5.5/3.2 30.2 28.7 3.8 16

sst40 224.3 207.3 190.3 178.4 182.9 2.35 1 230 12.0 30.2 28.7 3.8 16

sst45 224.3 207.3 190.3 178.4 213.4 2.75 3 230/460 7.5/4.4 33.8 33.3 5.1 21

sst50 340 322.8 305.8 288.8 193 3.4 3 230/460 9.0/5.3 42.2 38.1 5.1 29

sst55 340 322.8 305.8 288.8 233.7 4.6 3 230/460 12.0/6.5 42.2 38.1 5.1 34

sst60 340 322.8 305.8 288.8 315 6.2 3 230/460 15.2/8.5 42.2 38.1 5.1 42.2

sst65 441.7 416.3 391 365.3 284.5 6.2 3 230/460 15.2/8.5 42.2 38.1 5.1 43.1

sst70 577.7 555.6 530.1 509.7 284.5 8.4 3 230/460 20.0/11.2 51.1 44.7 6.4 65

sst75 577.7 555.6 530.1 509.7 408.9 11.5 3 230/460 27.5/15.0 51.1 44.7 6.4 68

sst80 764.6 730.6 696.6 671.1 264.2 11.5 3 230/460 27.5/15.0 51.1 44.7 6.4 72.6

3-year warranty

AerAtion
regenerative Blowers

sWeetWater® series 2 
regenerative bloWers 

aQuaculture dutY

get more performance per hp!
The Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Sweetwater® 
Series 2 regenerative blowers operate at a higher 
efficiency than traditional regenerative blowers. 
The cool-running outboard bearing design allows 
these units to achieve higher differential 
pressures, provide more cfm per horsepower and 
extend service life. The rugged die-cast aluminum 
build is lightweight, compact and extremely quiet. 
Easy-to-install, close-coupled design means 
you can quickly add them to your system. And 
their internal silencers, washable inlet filter and 
outlet flex hose further simplify installation. 
Oilless and virtually maintenance-free. CE- and 
UL-listed TEFC motors operate at both 50 and 60 
Hz. Three-year warranty. sst45 and larger ship 
motor freight.
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          MaX     rated  heIght  outlet  shIp 
                           M3/hr free aIr @ cM water*    dutY    full load w/o fIlter wIdth hose sIZe wt 
Model 137 274 411 483 538 620 688 757 826 (cM) hp phase Voltage aMps (cM) (cM) (cM) (Kg)
aHPb05 39.1 20.4 — — — — — — — 325 1.1 3 230/460 3.8/2.2 31.75 29.5 3.2 16
aHPb15 47.6 34 28.9 25.5 — — — — — 490 1.25 3 230/460 4.0/2.3 32.5 29.5 3.2 24
aHPb20 47.6 34 28.9 25.5 22.1 18.6 15.3 12 — 757 2.75 3 230/460 7.5/4.4 32.5 29.5 3.2 28
aHPb25 47.6 34 28.9 25.5 22.1 18.6 — — — 673 2.35 1 230 10.3 32.5 29.5 3.2 30
aHPb30 54.1 34 — — — — — — — 368 1.25 3 230/460 4.0/2.3 34 31.2 3.2 17
aHPb35 54.1 34 — — — — — — — 399 1.47 1 115/230 18.0/9.0 34 31.2 3.2 18
aHPb40 62.9 51 42.5 35.7 34 — — — — 612 2.75 3 230/460 7.5/4.4 34.5 31.2 3.2 30
aHPb50 69.7 51 — — — — — — — 378 2 3 230/460 5.5/3.2 37.6 34.5 3.2 23
aHPb60 88.3 71.4 59.5 — — — — — — 419 2.75 3 230/460 7.5/4.4 37.8 34.5 3.2 33
aHPb65 88.3 71.4 59.5 54.4 51 47.6 42.5 39.1 34 866 5.1 3 230/460 13.5/7.8 37.8 34.5 3.2 39
aHPb70 107 81.6 51 — — — — — — 490 3.4 3 230/460 9.0/5.3 39.6 36.6 3.2 29
aHPb75 122.3 110.4 95.1 — — — — — — 460 3.4 3 230/460 9.0/5.3 39.9 36.6 3.2 40
aHPb80 122.3 110.4 95.1 88.3 83.3 78.2 71.4 64.6 59.5 826 6.2 3 230/460 16.5/9.5 39.9 36.6 3.2 51
aHPb85 152.9 122.3 93.4 6.8 68 — — — — 541 5.1 3 230/460 13.5/7.8 45.5 41.7 3.2 35
aHPb90 186.9 152.9 135.9 129.1 122.3 115.5 — — — 660 6.2 3 230/460 16.3/9.5 45.5 41.7 3.2 56
aHPb95 186.9 152.9 135.9 129.1 122.3 115.5 110.4 101.9 92.4 856 8.8 3 230/460 22.5/12.6 45.5 41.7 3.2 65
aHPb100 331.3 288.8 254.9 241.3 — — — — — 511 8.4 3 230/460 20.0/11.2 41.4 63.8 5.1 70
aHPb105 331.3 288.8 254.9 241.3 299.3 209 186.9 — — 673 11.5 3 230/460 27.5/15.0 41.4 63.8 5.1 77
aHPb110 543.7 492.7 441.7 424.7 407.8 — — — — 612 16.8 3 230/460 50.2/29.0 51 79.6 6.4 143
aHPb115 543.7 492.7 441.7 424.7 407.8 382.3 356.8 — — 765 23.2 3 230/460 60.0/34.5 51 79.6 6.4 155
aHPb120 1,240 1,155 1,036 — — — — — — 439 31 3 230/460 72.0/42.0 62.5 107.7 10.2 206
aHPb125 1,240 1,155 1,036 985.4 934.5 — — — — 551 39 3 230/460 90.0/52.0 62.5 107.7 10.2 227

*for complete cfm air @ inches water specs see pentairaes.com.

3-Phase motor testing
A common mistake in the field is to wire a 3-phase 
motor and “bump” it to test the rotation. (Keep in 
mind, only certified electricians should be installing 
electrical equipment!). A phase tester should always 
be used to test the rotation. When a motor is 
“bumped” and the rotation is incorrect, the impeller 
can—and will—spin off. When the impeller spins off, it 
will not only break the impeller but also damage the 
volute. This can be a costly mistake.

HigH-Pressure bloWers
The ideal replacement for rotary lobe blowers  
and dry rotary vane vacuum pumps. While 
delivering comparable (or better) air pressure, 
these high-pressure blowers do not require the 
maintenance typically associated with traditional 
types of blowers and vacuum pumps.
The cool-running outboard bearing design allows 
these units to achieve higher differential 
pressures and extend service life. The rugged 
die-cast aluminum build is lightweight, compact 
and super quiet. Easy-to-install, close-coupled 
design means you can quickly add them to your 
system. And their internal silencers, washable 
inlet filter and outlet flex hose further simplify 
installation. Virtually maintenance-free. 
Fin-cooled TEFC motors operate at 50 and 60 Hz. 
Three-year warranty.ahpB05

3-year warranty
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32 AerAtionAerAtion
diffusers

 length* wIdth* suggested   aes   shIp wt 
Model (cM) (cM) cM cM M3/hr (Kg) aIr supplY connectIon (Kg)

as1 3.8 4 1.3 1.3 .85 .68 O.D. (4 MM), ABS .014
as2 3.8 4 1.9 2 .17 1.36 O.D. (4 MM), ABS .027
as3 5.1 5 2.54 2.5 .34 2.27 O.D. (4 MM), PE .05
als3 5.1 5 2.54 2.5 .34 2.27 NPT (6 MM), PE .05
as4 3.8 4 3.8 4 .42 3.18 O.D. (4 MM), PE .1
as5s 7.6 8 2.54 2.5 .51 3.63 O.D. (4 MM), PE .07
as5l 7.6 8 2.54 2.5 .51 3.63 O.D. (6 MM), PE .07
als5 7.6 8 2.54 2.5 .51 3.63 NPT (6 MM), PE .07
as8s 7.6 8 3.8 4 .59 4.54 O.D. (4 MM), PE .18
as8l 7.6 8 3.8 4 .59 4.54 O.D. (6 MM), PE .18
als8 7.6 8 3.8 4 .59 4.54 NPT (6 MM), PE .18
alr8 7.6 8 3.8 4 .59 4.54 NPT (12 MM), PE .18
as15s 15.2 15 3.8 4 .85 6.35 O.D. (6 MM), PE .34
as15l 15.2 15 3.8 4 .85 6.35 O.D. (9 MM), PE .34
alr15 15.2 15 3.8 4 .85 6.35 NPT (12 MM), PE .34
as23s 22.9 23 3.8 4 1.27 9.07 O.D. (6 MM), PE .61
as23l 22.9 23 3.8 4 1.27 9.07 O.D. (9 MM), PE .61
alr23 22.9 23 3.8 4 1.27 9.07 NPT (12 MM), PE .61
as30s 30.5 30 3.8 4 1.69 12.25 O.D. (6 MM), PE .68
as30l 30.5 30 3.8 4 1.69 12.25 O.D. (9 MM), PE .68
alr30 30.5 30 3.8 4 1.69 12.25 NPT (12 MM), PE .68
asW88s** 7.6 8 7.6 8 1.19 8.62 O.D. (6 MM), PE .32
asW88l** 7.6 8 7.6 8 1.19 8.62 O.D. (6 MM), PE .32

*dimensions of length and width are ±3 mm. **fitting is in center of 7.62 cm x 7.62 cm dimension. the suggested m3/hr shown above is typical for 
aquaculture; higher m3/hr amounts will create larger bubbles. nonstandard fittings are available on request. pe is high-density linear polyethylene. 
aBs is green plastic.

2-year warranty

sWeetWater® air diffusers   desIgned here

as close to perfect as diffusers get!
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Sweetwater® diffusers are the highest-quality 
ceramic-type air diffusers on the market today. They're machined from a solid 
block of glass-bonded silica. Because dust and dirt particles up to 30 microns 
in size will pass right through these diffusers, there's no need for expensive 
air filters. And with an air resistance of less than .02 kg/cm2, Sweetwater® 
glass-bonded diffusers are compatible with economical low-pressure 
blowers.
They produce a uniform medium/fine bubble and are very resistant to 
clogging. And when cleaning does become necessary because of a buildup  
of calcium precipitate or bacteria, an acid bath restores them to like-new 
performance.
Note that water pH in excess of 9.0 will shorten the diffuser life. Self-weighting 
when used with typical tubing lengths.

Beware of imitations
Sweetwater® diffusers are the original 1,093° C glass-bonded silica diffusers 
introduced by us in 1984. You may come across other diffusers that copy our 
sizes, descriptions and even our photos, but it takes more than flattering 
imitation to compete with the best. Look for the name and  
the two-year warranty. Made in USA.

sweetwater® MedIuM pore dIffuser specIfIcatIons

BODY 1,093° C GLASS-BONDED SILICA 
FITTING ABS (as1 & as2) LINEAR 
 POLYETHYLENE OR SPECIAL ORDER
MAXIMUM PORE SIZE 140 MICRONS 
BUBBLE SIZE 1–3 MM
NOMINAL PARTICLE RETENTION 50 MICRONS 
SERVICE LIFE AT PH BELOW 8.0 UNLIMITED
FLEXURAL STRENGTH 175 KG/SQ CM 

aes   Kg of fish supported.
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diffusers/diffuser Bumpers

sWeetWater® generation ii diffusers  desIgned here

perfect for custom manufacturing
Sweetwater® diffusers manufactured by Pentair AES quickly became and still 
remain the standard of the aquaculture industry for diffused air aeration. The 
Generation II series is the same glass-bonded diffuser that is so resistant to 
clogging. Generation II diffusers give the added flexibility of changing the air 
diffuser fittings in the field. All diffusers have 3.175 mm FNPT threads that 
accept MNPT fittings, either straight or elbows.
Use tubing with a smaller I.D. to act as a valve, restricting the volume of air 
delivered to the diffuser. Use a larger I.D. tubing in applications where the 
tubing is long and/or too restrictive. To make the diffuser lie flat in deep water, 
use an elbow fitting and put a weight on the tubing to counteract its buoyancy.

 length wIdth aVg.  aes  
Model (cM) (cM) cM cM (Kg) M3/hr

asi-3 5.1 5 2.5 2.5 5 .34

asi-5 7.6 7.6 2.5 2.5 8 .51

asi-8 7.6 7.6 3.8 3.8 10 .59

asi-15 15.2 15 3.8 3.8 14 .85

asi-23 22.9 23 3.8 3.8 20 1.27

asi-30 30.1 30 3.8 3.8 27 1.69

all above do not include air supply connections, which must be ordered separately.

aes   Kg of fish supported. 

alr8 with Bumpers

AQuAPonics tecHnoLoGY And desiGn worKsHoP
•  An introduction to recirculating systems

•  Critical considerations before designing 
recirculating systems

•  Component options for use in recirculating 
production systems

•  Developing an appropriate design for your 
aquaculture application

•  The management of recirculating systems

For more information about educational 
courses offered by Pentair Aquatic Eco-
Systems, please email PAES.General@Pentair.
com.

“Teaching at the aquaponics course 
sponsored by Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems 
was a real treat for me because their 
employees have an incredible depth of 
experience and knowledge that they share 
with their students as they guide them 
through all phases of constructing and 
operating an aquaponic  
system to establish a  
successful hobby or 
business.”

dr. James rakocy 
“father of aquaponics”

diffuser bumPers
Protect diffusers from abrasives or protect a tank from abrasive diffusers. 
Use two bumpers for each diffuser. Made of Buna 70 for an easy stretch over 
3.81 cm square diffusers. Sold in packs of 10.

Model

db10
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34 AerAtion
diffusers/universal mount

sWeetWater® fine-Pore diffusers  
for oZone and Pure oXygen   desIgned here

Sweetwater® fine-pore diffusers are the same high quality as our regular 
Sweetwater® diffusers. The difference is in the smaller pore size, which 
produces finer bubbles. Sweetwater® fine-pore diffusers do require higher 
pressure (about 12.7 cm H2O more) and more frequent cleaning than our 
regular pore diffusers, so they are not typically recommended for regular 
aeration. The bubble uniformity is excellent.
The cP part numbers are fitted with CPVC for use with mild ozone 
concentrations. The ss part numbers are fitted with stainless steel for 
use with the strongest ozone and carry a 1-year warranty. Made in USA.

CFM
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        Regular Pore (AS15L)
Fine Pore (AS150)

 length wIdth suggested aIr supplY    shIp wt 
Model (cM) (cM) (cM) (cM) M3/hr aes  * connectIon (Kg)

as10 3.8 4 1.3 1.3 .08 15 O.D. (4 MM), ABS .03
as20-aQ 3.8 4 1.9 2.0 .17 30 O.D. (4 MM), ABS .06
as3f 5.1 5 2.5 2.5 .34 60 O.D. (4 MM), PE .10
as40 3.8 4 3.8 4.0 .42 75 O.D. (4 MM), PE .21
as50 7.6 8 2.5 2.5 .51 90 O.D. (6 MM), PE .16
as80 7.6 8 3.8 4.0 .59 100 O.D. (6 MM), PE .39
alr80 7.6 8 3.8 4.0 .59 100 NPT (12 MM), PE .39
alr80ss 7.6 8 3.8 4.0 .59 100 NPT (12 MM), SS .39
alr80ss4 7.6 8 3.8 4.0 .59 100 NPT (6 MM), SS .39
as150 15.2 15 3.8 4.0 .85 150 O.D. (6 MM), PE .75
alr150 15.2 15 3.8 4.0 .85 150 NPT (12 MM), PE .75
alr150cP 15.2 15 3.8 4.0 .85 150 NPT (12 MM), CPVC .78
alr150ss 15.2 15 3.8 4.0 .85 150 NPT (12 MM), SS .875
as230 22.9 23 3.8 4.0 .85 220 O.D. (6 MM), PE 1.35
alr230 22.9 23 3.8 4.0 .85 220 NPT (12 MM), PE 1.35
alr230cP 22.9 23 3.8 4.0 .85 220 NPT (12 MM), CPVC 1.38
alr230ss 22.9 23 3.8 4.0 .85 220 NPT (12 MM), SS 1.48
as300 30.5 30 3.8 4.0 1.69 300 O.D. (6 MM), PE 1.50
alr300cP 30.5 30 3.8 4.0 1.69 300 NPT (12 MM), CPVC 1.56
alr300ss 30.5 30 3.8 4.0 1.69 300 NPT (12 MM), SS 1.68

*note: 100% pure o2.

Model

ed328

universal diffuser mount
•  Provides 3/4" FNPT threaded connection
•  Engineered for 2–8" metal or plastic, thick or thin wall pipe
•  Can be glued to PVC or ABS pipe
•  Easy to install
The universal diffuser mount for disc diffusers is designed to accept a 3/4" MNPT diffuser connection. 
Installation simply requires drilling a 11/4" diameter hole, deburring the hole, installing the diffuser mount 
and screwing in the diffuser. The universal diffuser mount may be used for mounting on the top or bottom  
of the lateral but is not recommended for sidewall diffuser mounting.

sweetwater® fIne-pore dIffuser specIfIcatIons

BODY 1,093° C HEAT-BONDED SILICA 
FITTING ABS, PE, CPVC OR SS
MAXIMUM PORE SIZE 80 MICRONS 
BUBBLE SIZE 0.5–2 MM
NOMINAL PARTICLE RETENTION 25 MICRONS 
SERVICE LIFE AT PH BELOW 8.0 UNLIMITED
FLEXURAL STRENGTH 245 KG/SQ CM 
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 oVerall sIZe shIp wt rec. operatIng MaX flowrate @ 3.5 Kg/cM2 gas Inlet 
Model (cM) (Kg) range (lpM) (3.5 Bar) (lpM) connectIon

1dmbdc100 37 X 4.5 0.535 UP TO 1.5 4.5 6 MM HOSE BARB

1dmbdc300 39 X 8.3 1.3 UP TO 3 9 6 MM FEMALE

1dmbdc600 70 X 8.3 2.3 UP TO 6 18 6 MM FEMALE

1dmbdc900 102 X 8.3 3.3 UP TO 9 27 6 MM FEMALE

1dmbdc120 132 X 8.3 4.3 UP TO 12 36 6 MM FEMALE

FLOW
DISTRIBUTION
MANIFOLD

OXYGEN
SUPPLY

FLOWMETERS

Pressure
Relief
Valve

OXYGEN
REGULATOR
Adjustable or Preset

To
 Ta

nk
 1

To
 Ta

nk
 2

To
 Ta

nk
 3

Pressure
Gauge
0-60 psig
0-4 bar

Point four™ micro bubble oXygen diffusers (mbd)   
aQuaculture dutY

the original ... since 1988
One of the simplest ways to dissolve gases, such as oxygen or carbon 
dioxide, in water is to introduce the gas as small bubbles - the smaller the 
bubbles the more efficient the absorption of the gas.
These aquaculture-duty diffusers are among the most efficient diffusers 
available, allowing you to increase yield while controlling the cost of 
expensive gases. Made from premium materials and subject to rigorous 
testing, MBD diffusers provide the kind of performance and reliability our 
reputation is built on.
Point Four diffusers use a specially developed, ultra fine pore ceramic 
plate that produces a cloud of extremely fine bubbles of approximately 
100–500 microns; far superior to airstones, porous hose or membrane 
type designs. The flat plate design ensures uniform bubbles across the 
entire surface and minimizes bubble coalescence to achieve an absorption 
rate in excess of 80%, depending on depth and flowrate. Bubbling Pressure 
is 1.75 to 2.45 kg/cm2 (1.7 to 2.4 bar).
• One of the most efficient diffusers available
•  Robust construction—ceramic plates set in a rigid aluminum base with 

solidbrass connection fittings
• Easy to install and use—trouble-free operation
•  Flexible, modular design lets you easily add or subtract diffusers as your 

needs change
•  Simple ceramic plate maintenance - provides reliable bubbling performance

1dmBdc100

1dmBdc300

1dmBdc600
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Point four™ Plastic micro bubble 
oXygen diffusers  aQuaculture dutY

Point Four Plastic Micro Bubble Diffusers (PMBD) 
are one of the most efficient diffusers available, 
allowing you to increase yield while controlling the 
cost of expensive gases. Made from premium 
materials and subject to rigorous testing, PMBDs 
provide the kind of performance and reliability our 
reputation is built on.
Point Four diffusers use a specially developed, 
ultra fine pore ceramic plate that produces a cloud 
of extremely fine bubbles of approximately 
100–500 microns; far superior to airstones, porous 
hose or membrane type designs. The flat plate 
design ensures uniform bubbles across the entire 
surface and minimizes bubble coalescence to 
achieve an absorption rate in excess of 80%, 
depending on depth and flowrate.
• One of the most efficient diffusers available
• Robust construction—ceramic plates set in an 

injection molded plastic base with solid brass 
connection fittings

• Simple ceramic plate maintenance - provides 
reliable bubbling performance

• Flexible, modular design lets you easily add or 
subtract diffusers as your  
needs change

Overall size (with fitting) is 22 x 7 x 1.9 (cm). 
Weighs 0.45 kg. Recommended operating range 
is up to 0.75 lpm. Maximum flowrate @ 3.5 bar is 
2.2 lpm. 6 mm hose barb gas inlet. Bubbling 
pressure is 1.7-2.4 bar.

  MaX flow shIp wt 
Model dIffusIng area (l X w) (lpM) (Kg)

dyPfP24 PLASTIC BASE, 61 CM X 6.4 CM 7 2

dyfP12 ALUMINUM BASE, 30.5 CM X 6.4 CM3.5  1

dyfP16 ALUMINUM BASE, 40.6 CM X 6.4 CM 5 1.4

dual position Barb

dyfp16

sWeetWater® air diffusers,  
flat ceramic
economical price, cost-effective performance
These ultra-fine pore diffusers are ideal for  
pure gas applications (oxygen, carbon dioxide), 
high-density hauling, holding/growout tanks and 
emergency aeration. Choose from aluminum or 
nylon 6/glass composite (plastic) base. Aluminum 
models are best for long-term, heavy-duty use. 
Plastic models are tested at -20º C to ensure 
performance and integrity. They also give you the 
convenience of two 6 mm barb positions to choose 
from, and their preinstalled check valve prevents 
damage. Dual barb position feature only available 
with plastic base diffusers.

Model

1Pmbd075
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  dIffusIng area optIMuM flow shIp wt 
Model  l X w (cM) (lpM) (Kg)

1dtlc001 BASE 31 X 6 3 1.8

1dtlc010 END SET — — .5

1dtlc0011dtlc010

Point four™ trac-locK micro bubble 
oXygen diffusers   aQuaculture dutY

Maximum versatility for increasing  
your dissolved oxygen 
Point Four Trac-Lock Diffusers are an economical 
alternative to the Point Four Micro Bubble Diffusers 
(MDBs). Like the MDBs, they are good for use with 
pure oxygen and/or carbon dioxide. However, their 
module design allows for greater flexibility, and their 
plastic base eliminates the possibility of corrosion.

a simple design
The flat plate design ensures bubbles across the entire 
surface. The slim design will not hinder fish netting 
and will accommodate most fish transportation 
systems. The "twist and lock" design allows for easy 
diffusing area adjustment, or for simple removal of 
sections for cleaning/servicing. We recommend using 
a support when locking three or more bases together.

high absorption efficiency 
Depends on submerged depth, flowrate and dissolved 
oxygen concentration. Typically 40% to 50% at 1 m 
depth; can be as high as 80% or even 100% at depths  
of 6 m or more. 

features and Benefits 
•  Plastic frame will not rust or degrade over time
•  Easy to install and use—trouble-free operation
•  Efficient design minimizes rising air bubble 

coalescence
•  Simple ceramic plate maintenance - provides 

reliable bubbling performance

PentAir AQuAtic eco-sYsteMs sPArus™ PuMP witH constAnt FLow tecHnoLoGY™

•  IP55-rated enclosure for robust service life in 
wet locations and harsh conditions

•  Ask about how the Pump Affinity Law can save 
you money!

see page 112 for more info.

•  The world’s first aquaculture pump to deliver  
a CONSTANT user-defined flow rate.

•  Pump motor speed self-adjusts to maintain  
the constant flow rate setting, even as system 
conditions change. 

•  Fully-programmable for any flow rate  
from 75–530 lpm. 

•  3 hp rating. 230V, single-phase, 50hz. 
•  Permanent magnet TEFC motor. 51mm ports.  

UL listed.
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1dwlc0011dwlc010

  dIffusIng area optIMuM flow shIp wt 
Model  l X w (cM) (lpM) (Kg)

1dWlc001 BASE 12.7 X 2.5 1.6 1

1dWlc010 END SET — — .5

Point four™ Wedge-locK™ micro 
bubble oXygen diffuser  

aQuaculture dutY

WEDGE-LOCK™ is a modular system of diffusers 
and end sets that fit together to form a bank of up to 
eight units. Oxygenation capacity can be increased 
(or decreased) as your needs demand by simply 
changing the number of diffusers used for greater 
flexibility and minimal downtime.
Designed for total ease of use, WEDGE-LOCK™ 
modules "twist and lock" together to form an 
airtight seal without the use of tools. Hose with 
push-in fittings connects the diffuser banks to  
the gas supply, significantly reducing set-up  
time and effort.
Manufactured from tough plastic, WEDGE-LOCK™ 
will not corrode and is resistant to the sun's 
ultraviolet rays. The diffuser's streamlined wedge 
shape improves stability in tanks with high water 
flow and offers less resistance in self-cleaning  
tank systems.
The streamlined wedge shape is more stable  
in tanks with high water flow. Single base 
(unassembled) diffusers measure 13.7 cm x 16.8 
cm x 3.2 cm and weigh 0.8 kg. Recommended flow 
0.75 Lpm, maximum flow 1.6 Lpm. Recommended 
operating pressure is .88–2.45 kg/cm2, maximum 
pressure is 3.5 kg/cm2*. UV-resistant plastic. Inlet 
is 6mm barb fitting. One-year warranty.

features and Benefits 
•  Flexible, modular design lets you easily add or 

subtract diffusers to match your changing needs
•  Simple "twist and lock" installation—diffuser 

modules and hose connect in minutes without  
the use of tools

•  Rugged thermoplastic build is corrosion-free and 
UV-resistant

•  Streamlined wedge shape improves stability in 
tanks with high water velocity

•  Simple ceramic plate maintenance - provides 
reliable bubbling performance

*Above 3.5 kg/cm2 (3.4 bars) the diffuser can break

disc diffuser, 23 cm
engineered for Maximum performance
FlexAir® disc diffuser bodies are made of high-strength polypropylene with  
18 mm MNPT connections. Each diffuser has a minimum of 6,600 engineered 
air release orifices, which is up to 20% more than comparable models. The 
special design of the EPDM membrane, with its engineered thickness taper, 
results in full utilization of the membrane surface, even at low airflow 
operations. This results in improved oxygen transfer efficiency, along with 
maximum operational flexibility. The disc diffuser has an integral "triple" 
check valve to prevent fluid backflow. Normal airflow range is 0–8.5 m3/hr. 
Resistance is about 25.4 cm H2O when clean. FlexAir® disc diffusers in stock 
have EPDM membranes installed and weigh 1 kg. Made in USA.

Model

ed327
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oXygen/oZone contact cone
pentair aquatic-eco systems oxygen/ozone contact cone
•  Formerly HE Group
•  100% Utilization of gas
• Designed for maximum utilization of gas transfer area
• Provided with 1.75 kg/cm2 pressure relief valve
• Available in many sizes for various flow requirements
• Designed for containerized shipping anywhere in the world
• Top inlets allow for multiple inputs

 dIaMeter heIght shIp wt 
Model (cM) (cM) (Kg)
o2c-025-012 30 79 24.5
o2c-025-018 46 107 32.2
o2c-025-024 61 142 48
o2c-025-027 69 163 57
o2c-025-030 76 175 64.4
o2c-025-033 84 193 82.5
o2c-025-036 91 208 99.3
o2c-025-042 107 244 140.2
o2c-025-048 122 282 187.8
o2c-025-054 137 300 209.5
o2c-025-060 152 338 315.2
o2c-025-072 183 404 503.5

o3c-025-012 30 79 24.5
o3c-025-018 46 107 32.2
o3c-025-024 61 142 48
o3c-025-027 69 163 57
o3c-025-030 76 175 64.4
o3c-025-033 84 193 82.5
o3c-025-036 91 208 99.3
o3c-025-042 107 244 140.2
o3c-025-048 122 282 187.8
o3c-025-054 137 300 209.5
o3c-025-060 152 338 315.2
o3c-025-072 183 404 503.5

oxygen/ozone contact cone

available in other pressure ratings. contact paes for more information
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sWeetWater cones for oXygen or oZone
100% efficiency potential
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Sweetwater cones are designed to optimize the 
saturation of gases in water, and gas transfer efficiencies of up to 100% are 
possible. Operation of the cone is simple: as water and gas (either pure 
oxygen, ozone or other gas) enter from the top at a relatively high velocity, the 
water shears and moves the bubbles downward. As the cone widens the 
velocity is reduced. The undissolved bubbles keep returning to the top, so only 
water without bubbles can exit the bottom. At higher pressures, the dissolved 
oxygen concentration may be increased significantly above saturation. For 
example, a Sweetwater cone operating at only 0.7 kg/cm2 can deliver water 
with a dissolved oxygen concentration above 25 mg/L. Sweetwater cones may 
be operated at a pressure of up to 1.47 kg/cm2. No matter what concentration 
of dissolved oxygen is needed, Pentair AES has the right cone for your 
application. Please contact Pentair AES for assistance with sizing and 
complete skid systems.

 flow  suggested  lIters Inlet/ shIp wt 
Model range flow Meter* (approX.) outlet (cM)  (Kg)

oy30f-1 73–130 mfr440 170 7.6 29.5

oy60f-1 150–260 mfr4150 416 10.2 45.4

oy110f-1 280–480 mfr4150** 738 12.7 111.1

oy140f-1 350–600 mfr4150** 1,268 15.2 131.5

*see index for flow meters, flanges and valves. **two required.

dIMensIons (approx. cm)

oy30f-1 oy60f-1 oy110f-1 oy140f-1

a 172.5 216 272 328

B 61 86.4 102 122

c 40.6 42 49.5 56

d 9 10 14 15.2

e 39 23 25.4 29.2

water inlet

oxygenated
water outlet

c

a

B

d e

oy30s 
(complete system using 
oy30f-1—call for info)

ozone 
compatible

40 AerAtion
oxygen/ozone cone

aes  Multiply lbs/hr D.O. by 1,500 to estimate the lbs of fish that can be supported 
at 3% bodyweight (bw) feed per day (assumes oxygen/feed ratio of 0.5). 1 lb O2 = 
12.08 ft3 @ STP; 28 liters = 1 cubic foot; 1 kPa = .145 psi.

teMP 50º F (10º c) teMP 68º F (20º c) teMP 86º F (30º c)

gauge 
pressure

oxygen 
capacity

d.o. 
mg/l

oxygen 
capacity

d.o. 
mg/l

oxygen 
capacity

d.o. 
mg/lpsi bars lbs/hr kg/hr lbs/hr kg/hr lbs/hr kg/hr

oy35P
65 gpm

10
15
20

0.7
1.0
1.4

1.5
1.8
2.1

0.7
0.8
1.0

59
68
76

1.2
1.5
1.7

0.6
0.7
0.8

47
54
61

1.0
1.2
1.4

0.4
0.5
0.6

38
44
49

oy75
90 gpm

10
15
20

0.7
1.0
1.4

2.2
2.6
3.0

1.0
1.2
1.4

60
69
78

1.8
2.1
2.4

0.8
0.9
1.1

48
55
63

1.4
1.7
1.9

0.6
0.8
0.9

39
45
50

oy110
130 gpm

10
15
20

0.7
1.0
1.4

3.2
3.8
4.4

1.5
1.7
2.0

61
70
80

2.6
3.1
3.5

1.2
1.4
1.6

49
56
64

2.1
2.5
2.8

0.9
1.1
1.3

39
45
51

oy160
200 gpm

10
15
20

0.7
1.0
1.4

5.0
6.0
6.9

2.3
2.7
3.1

62
71
81

4.0
4.8
5.5

1.8
2.2
2.5

49
57
65

3.2
3.8
4.4

1.5
1.7
2.0

40
46
52

oy250
300 gpm

10
15
20

0.7
1.0
1.4

7.6
9.1

10.5

3.5
4.1
4.8

62
72
81

6.1
7.3
8.4

2.8
3.3
3.8

50
57
65

4.9
5.8
6.7

2.2
2.6
3.0

40
46
52

oy400
500 gpm

10
15
20

0.7
1.0
1.4

12.8
15.2
17.6

5.8
6.9
8.0

63
72
82

10.3
12.2
14.1

4.7
5.5
6.4

50
57
65

8.2
9.7
11.3

3.7
4.4
5.1

40
47
53

teMP 50º F (10º c) teMP 68º F (20º c) teMP 86º F (30º c)

gauge 
pressure

oxygen 
capacity

d.o. 
mg/l

oxygen 
capacity

d.o. 
mg/l

oxygen 
capacity

d.o. 
mg/lpsi bars lbs/hr kg/hr lbs/hr kg/hr lbs/hr kg/hr

oy30f-1
130 gpm

10
15
20

0.7
1.0
1.4

3.2
3.8
4.4

1.5
1.7
2.0

61
70
80

2.6
3.1
3.5

1.2
1.4
1.6

49
56
64

2.1
2.5
2.8

1.0
1.1
1.3

39
45
51

oy60f-1
260 gpm

10
15
20

0.7
1.0
1.4

6.6
7.8
9.1

3.0
3.6
4.1

62
72
81

5.3
6.3
7.3

2.4
2.8
3.3

50
57
65

4.2
5.0
5.8

1.9
2.3
2.6

40
46
52

oy110f-1
480 gpm

10
15
20

0.7
1.0
1.4

12.3
14.6
16.9

5.6
6.6
7.7

63
72
82

9.8
11.7
13.5

4.5
5.3
6.1

50
58
65

7.9
9.3
10.8

3.6
4.2
4.9

40
47
53

oy140f-1
600 gpm

10
15
20

0.7
1.0
1.4

15.4
18.3
21.2

7.0
8.3
9.6

63
72
82

12.3
14.6
17.0

5.6
6.6
7.7

50
58
66

9.9
11.7
13.6

4.5
5.3
6.1

40
47
53

oy10
12 gpm

10
15
20

0.7
1.0
1.4

0.17
0.20
0.23

0.08
0.09
0.10

39
44
49

0.13
0.16
0.18

0.06
0.07
0.08

31
35
40

0.11
0.13
0.15

0.05
0.06
0.07

25
29
32

oy18
25 gpm

10
15
20

0.7
1.0
1.4

0.50
0.60
0.69

0.23
0.27
0.31

52
59
67

0.40
0.48
0.55

0.18
0.22
0.25

41
47
53

0.32
0.38
0.44

0.15
0.17
0.20

33
38
43

oy35
65 gpm

10
15
20

0.7
1.0
1.4

1.5
1.8
2.1

0.7
0.8
1.0

59
68
76

1.2
1.5
1.7

0.6
0.7
0.8

47
54
61

1.0
1.2
1.4

0.4
0.5
0.6

39
44
49

oXYgen capacItY at MaXIMuM flowrates, VarIous teMperatures and pressures, salInItY 0, sea leVel, Inflow sat. 100%, contactor sat. 60% 
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point four ppc system

Point four PressuriZed column
high-performance gas injection system—flexible with low operating costs 
The Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Point Four Pressurized Column has 
applications in aquaculture, horticulture, wastewater and effluent treatment, 
and mining. In a typical system, pressurized water is side-streamed to the 
column, where it is supersaturated with dissolved gas and then re-integrated 
to the mainstream.
The system can be controlled manually, semi-automatically, or automatically. 
An automatic system consists of a level or oxygen controller, water flow 
meters, pressure gauge, and control valves. 

features and benefits 
100% gas utilization 
•  No gas losses from the system. 100% of the oxygen is dissolved into the 

water with no bubbles. 

high absorption capacity 
•  Packs the most gas into a given volume of water; e.g., 200 mg/L of dissolved 

oxygen at 4.1 bar and 15º C. 

custom engineered system 
•  Each system is designed to meet your specific needs. 

low operating costs 
•  Only a small side-stream is required (typically 5% of the main flow) to 

achieve desired D.O. levels. If the system has adequate line pressure, 
integrating the column into the main flow requires no additional pumping. 

optional automatic control 
•  Simply enter the desired oxygen level into the controller.  

Oxygen concentration, and column water level are continuously  
monitored and controlled. 

flexibility 
•  The system is designed to accommodate varying water flows. 

retrofit 
•  The system is easily installed into any pre-existing facility with minimal 

disruption or down time.

sYsteM specs

COLUMN HEIGHT 
2.8 M 
COLUMN DIAMETER 
0.15 TO 1.05 M 
MAXIMUM OUTLET OXYGEN CONCENTRATION 
230 MG/L @ 60 PSI AND 10º C 
OPERATING PRESSURE 
UP TO 45 PSI (3.0 BAR) WITH A PSA OXYGEN GENERATOR  
AS THE GAS SOURCE. 
UP TO 100 PSI (6.9 BAR) WITH LIQUID OR HIGH-PRESSURE  
GAS AS THE SOURCE. 
OPTIONAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
PT4 MONITOR WITH FULLY AUTOMATED PID CONTROL OF OXYGEN 
CONCENTRATION. 

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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  flow rate flow rate flow rate output aVerage operatIng Base dIMensIons Base unIt 
Model purItY (lpM) (scfh) (M3/hr) pressure (Kpa) power use (Kw) power (l X w X h, cM) wt  (Kg)

docs 80-55 93% 80 170 4.8 68.97 TO 689.7 4.2 460V OR 380V 132 X 107 X 142 680.4

docs 200-55 93% 200 435 12 68.97 TO 689.7 9.5 460V OR 380V 188 X 188 X 183 1,383.5

docs 500-5 93% 500 1,060 30 34.49 TO 55.18 18 460V OR 380V 290 X 183  X 211 2,449.4

docs 500-55 93% 500 1,060 30 68.97 TO 689.7 21 460V OR 380V 290 X 183  X 211 2,585.5

Pci dePloyable oXygen concentration systems
PCI is a manufacturer of on-site oxygen generation systems using a proprietary 
reversible blower Vacuum Swing Absorption (VSA) technology. The DOCS 
(Deployable Oxygen Concentrator System) uses half the power of equivalent 
Pressure Swing Absorption (PSA) systems along with a significant reduction  
in footprint. Superior turndown and load following characteristics further 
enhance energy efficiencies not provided by PSAs. 
• Uses an oilless blower
• Lower operating pressure minimizes the potential for water condensation
• Not as susceptible to humid environments
• Single-bed process eliminates all process valves and required manifolds
• Low operating pressure minimizes sieve dusting because the pressure 

swing is an order of magnitude lower
• VSA adsorber vessel has a much longer service life than PSA vessels
• Shows significantly less degradation of performance at high altitudes
• Needs no feed air compressor (> 50% saving vs. conventional systems)
• Meets the USP 93% standard and can be as high as 95%
• Turnkey integrated solution—no need to size and source air compressors, 

dryer systems and product or feed buffer tanks

docs 500-55 (deployable oxygen concentration system) is capable  
of producing 500 liters per minute of 93% oxygen at 10-100 psig

docs 500-55 (deployable oxygen concentration system) is capable  
of producing 500 liters per minute of 93% oxygen at 10-100 psig

docs 80-55 (deployable  
oxygen concentration system) 
is capable of producing 80 liters 
per minute of 93%  oxygen  
at 10-100.

42 AerAtion
oxygen concentration systems

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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features
• Self-contained (includes air compressor)
• Transportable roller base design
• Easy to install and maintain
• Low operating cost
• Time-proven reliability
• High-impact polystyrene enclosure

specifications
   product product product dIMensIons shIp wt 
onyx  descrIptIon flow* pressure (Kpa) concentratIon (w X d X h, cM) (Kg)

as016-2 ONYX 220V/50 HZ, STAND ALONE 6 LPM 62.1 93% 41 X 38 X 74 27.2

onyx plus  
as017-2 ONYX PLUS 220V/50 HZ, STAND ALONE 8 LPM 138 93% 41 X 38 X 74 160

onyx ultra 
as121-2 ONYX ULTRA 220V/50 HZ, STAND ALONE 10 LPM 138 93% 41 X 38 X 74 168

*lpm (liters per minute) gas measured at 1 atmosphere and 21° c / scf (standard cubic foot) gas measured at 1 atmosphere and 21° c. product dew point: -73° c. physical connection product gas outlet: 1⁄4” fnpt 
Jic-8. ambient operating conditions: locate the oxygen generator in a well-ventilated area that is protected from weather elements and remains between 4° c and 44° c.

onyx

1 Year Parts and Factory Labor Warranty*
* An unprotected or inadequately ventilated environment, or improper control 
power may cause damage to the oxygen generator not covered under 
warranty.
All performance ratings based on an ambient temperature up to 38° C, up to 
305 meter elevation, and 80% relative humidity.

airseP® Psa oXygen generator onyX series 
Specifically designed for reliability, energy efficiency, and ease-of-use,  
there are thousands of Onyx PSA Oxygen Generators currently in use 
throughout the world. The Onyx’s reliability, low noise level, and ability  
to deliver up to 95.5% oxygen concentration make it a perfect fit for many 
aquaculture applications.

airsep® is a registered trademark of airsep corp.

Can’t find what you’re looking for? see it all at www.pentairaes.com.
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filter bags WitH Poly ring moutH
Bag filters are very effective at removing organic particulate matter.
The monofilament type is single-ply nylon resembling a piece of cloth or window screen. The felt 
tyPe is polypropylene, thick and fluffy, giving it three-dimensional filtering ability. Both are washable,  
but the felt type should be washed gently.
All bags are 81 cm long with a 18 cm diameter mouth and polypropylene ring that fits the optional 
high-performance acetal resin adapter (fbH) perfectly. Made in USA.

nylon Monofilament Bags, 81 cm x 18 cm
Model

fb1n 1 MICRON

fb5n 5 MICRONS

fb10n 10 MICRONS

fb20n 20 MICRONS

fb40n 40 MICRONS

fb75 75 MICRONS

fb100n 100 MICRONS

fb200 200 MICRONS

fb300 300 MICRONS

fb800 800 MICRONS

felt Bags, polypropylene, 81 cm x 18 cm
Model 

fb1 1 MICRON

fb5 5 MICRONS

fb10 10 MICRONS

fb25 25 MICRONS

fb50 50 MICRONS

fb100 100 MICRONS

fbH FILTER BAG ADAPTER

felt filter 
Bag

water level

water to  
Be filtered

direct overflow back to tank in  
case bag filter becomes clogged.

adjust length  
of pipe as necessary 
to have filter bag  at  
correct water level.

male 
adapter

part fBh 
filter Bag 
adapter

fB10

45MecHAnicAL FiLtrAtion
filter Bags

Model 
Pmb1 75µ X 46CM
Pmb1l 75µ X 79CM
Pmb2 100µ X 46CM
Pmb2l 100µ X 79CM
Pmb3 125µ X 46CM
Pmb3l 125µ X 79CM
Pmb4 150µ X 46CM
Pmb4l 150µ X 79CM
Pmb5 200µ X 46CM
Pmb5l 200µ X 79CM

Model 
Pmb6 250µ X 46CM
Pmb6l 250µ X 79CM
Pmb7 300µ X 46CM
Pmb7l 300µ X 79CM
Pmb8 400µ X 46CM
Pmb8l 400µ X 79CM
Pmb9 800µ X 46CM
Pmb9l 800µ X 79CM
Pmb10 1,500µ X 46CM
Pmb10l 1,500µ X 79CM

Polyester mesH bags
• Pre-filters water
• Zooplankton collector
• Ideal for collecting rotifers, Artemia, fish eggs and other small organisms
• Polyester mesh bags are available in 46 and 79 cm lengths and a variety of 

mesh sizes
• Can be used for filtering particulate matter from tank inlets and overflows
• Equipped with a stainless steel ring 18 cm in diameter and a cotton handle

pmB1l
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filter Bags/geotube

Bag800

filter bags WitH draWstring
Nylon monofilament bags with a drawstring  
top If you are presently using adapterheads, these 
bags will also fit over them. Bags are 81 cm long 
with a 18 cm diameter mouth. Made in USA.
•  Pump bags, to increase filter area
• Removable inlet screen filters
•  Discharge strainers, to prevent fish or fish  

egg migration
• Allows attachment directly to any open  

water line

Model

bag1 1 MICRON
bag5 5 MICRONS
bag10 10 MICRONS
bag20 20 MICRONS
bag40 40 MICRONS
bag75 75 MICRONS
bag100 100 MICRONS
bag200 200 MICRONS
bag300 300 MICRONS
bag800 800 MICRONS

Model 

mb01 250 MICRONS, 8 CM X 10 CM
mb02 800 MICRONS, 8 CM X 10 CM
mb1 250 MICRONS, 15 CM X 25 CM
mb2 800 MICRONS, 15 CM X 25 CM
mb3 250 MICRONS, 20 CM X 30 CM
mb4 800 MICRONS, 20 CM X 30 CM
mb5 250 MICRONS, 20 CM X 38 CM
mb6 800 MICRONS, 20 CM X 38 CM
mb7 250 MICRONS, 20 CM X 46 CM
mb8 800 MICRONS, 20 CM X 46 CM
mb9 250 MICRONS, 41 CM X 61 CM
mb10-aQ 800 MICRONS, 41 CM X 61 CM 

mB1

filter bags
These polyester monofilament filter bags are 
excellent for retaining carbon, zeolite and 
other media. They are perfect for placing in 
sumps, trickle filters, pond filters and many 
other uses. Bags feature drawstringclosing 
tops. Select 250- or 800-micron mesh size. 
Sold in packs of 10.

geotube® deWatering tecHnology
Geotube® containers have been used for removal of solids from aquaculture 
waste, industrial waste, municipal sludge and dredged materials, thus 
eliminating the need for mechanical dewatering. They have also been used 
in breakwater applications to protect and enhance beachfronts and 
coastlines or as dikes to preserve and reconstruct eroding embankments.
Geotube® systems are fabricated from a strong, woven geotextile material 
with special high-strength sewing techniques. The geotextile fabric is 
permeable to water while retaining solids, sludge or dredged materials. 
Excess water drains from the Geotube® container through small pores, 
resulting in effective dewatering of the contained material. This volume 
reduction allows for repeated addition of solids to the Geotube® system. 
After dewatering, the dried solids can be used to fertilize crops, burned or 
disposed of in a landfill.
Three standard sizes of Geotube® systems are available: Mobile Dewatering 
System (MDS) tube and two MuniTube containers. Custom sizes are also 
available based on flowrates and/or volume. Please call for more 
information.
The MDS tube fits in a 30-yard, roll-off container or can be placed on the 
ground. If used in a roll-off container, the weight limit is about 14–15 tons to  
be legally hauled over highways (check with your local authorities for more 
information). The tube has standard 4" flange fittings, can be moved from 
location to location in the roll-off container and can serve as a temporary  
onsite dewatering system.
The MuniTube dewatering container is delivered to the jobsite on a wooden 
pallet. It can be placed on an existing drying bed, in a dewatering basin or 
on a layer of sand with an underdrain system for collection of the effluent 
water.

    shIp wt 
Model  dIMensIons M3  (Kg)

ge01 MDS TUBE 3.4 M X 7.9 M 23 70.3

ge05 MUNITUBE CONTAINER 1.5 M X 15.2 M 76  79.4

ge09 MUNITUBE CONTAINER 4.6 M X 27.4 M 138 147.4

geotube® is a registered trademark of nicolon corp.
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fv1 w/optional Base (36049) 
and pressure gauge

36002
internal Basket 

w/Bag filter

fv1 w/fv1f

dpg20

Model

fv1 BAG FILTER VESSEL 
36049 CONICAL BASE
bg15 GAUGE, 0–15 PSI, 6MM NPT
lPg30 GAUGE, 0–30 PSI, 6MM NPT, LIQUID-FILLED
bg61 GAUGE, 0–60 PSI, 6MM NPT
vf65 GAUGE ADAPTER & AIR BLEED
dPg20 DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE GAUGE, 15–20 PSI

replaceMent parts

fv1s REPLACEMENT LID O-RING
fvv1l REPLACEMENT THREADED LID
36002 REPLACEMENT INTERNAL BASKET
fv1f REPLACEMENT LEGS (2)
vb1 FV1 BAG FILTER (FELT), 1µ
vb5 FV1 BAG FILTER (FELT), 5µ
vb10 FV1 BAG FILTER (FELT), 10µ
vb25 FV1 BAG FILTER (FELT), 25µ
vb50 FV1 BAG FILTER (FELT), 50µ
vb100 FV1 BAG FILTER (FELT), 100µ
vb200 FV1 BAG FILTER (MESH), 200µ
vb300 FV1 BAG FILTER (MESH), 300µ
vb600 FV1 BAG FILTER (MESH), 600µ
vb800 FV1 BAG FILTER (MESH), 800µ

fv1s vB800

bag filter vessel and filters 
This polypropylene filter vessel is designed to allow high flowrates through a single reusable bag filter.  
It is rated at 4.7 liters/sec for clean water (for particulate- laden water and/or to extend time between 
cleanings, we recommend a design flowrate below 2.5 liters/sec). For higher flows, use two or more in 
parallel. To further extend time between cleaning, place a larger micron filter before a smaller micron 
filter in series. The vessel is made of UV-inhibited polypropylene with a threaded lid, O-ring and 
removable internal basket for easy bag removal. This vessel has 5cm FNPT inlet and outlet and 6mm 
FNPT lid vent and weighs 4.5 kg. 96.5 cm H with legs x 28 cm D at the widest point. Optional pressure 
gauges for lid vent are below.

choose from 10 levels of filtration
Bag filters are 15 cm dia. x 51 cm length with 19 m2 of surface area. They are fitted with a ring that seals 
directly against the filter housing, eliminating any chance of bypass. Vessels include housing, lid, retainer 
basket and 2 plastic leg/foot assemblies, easily cut to required height. Conical base (36049) highly 
recommended. Maximum pressure is 7 kg/cm2 @ 43° C. Made in USA. One-year warranty.

differential pressure gauge
Designed exclusively to supplement pressure gauges used on our fv1 bag filter. It mounts on the 
mounting pad's bag vessel located on the opposite side of the inlet port. The window turns red, indicating 
"time to change." Requires a 4mm drill to install portholes; use only screws provided. 5 cm long.
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Bag filter/filter Bags

fv234

Xl234 bag filter
The XL234 is a highly durable bag filter system. The vessel, 
constructed of glass-filled polypropylene with UV inhibitors, 
comes with a 100% polypropylene basket and Viton gasket. 
The filter is rated up to 85 psi @ 43º C and provides flowrates 
up to 160 gpm. The filter bag allows for extra dirt holding 
with its .5 m2 surface that is 20% larger than a standard size 
two-filter bag.
In addition to the durability and broad range capability, the 
XL234 is simple to use. The twist-off lid requires no tools 
and the EZ Loc ring on the filter bag easily snaps into the 
sealing groove to prevent bypass. The tripod filter legs are 
integrally molded to the filter body for ease of installation.  
A sacrificial vent grommet on the filter will vent if the lid is 
not closed securely, providing extra safety in operation.
The filter is available with 5 cm NPT inlet/outlet connections 
in-line side in/side out. The filter bags are available in a 
variety of microns and materials including polypropylene 
felt, polypropylene monofilament felt and polypropylene 
microfiber. Ship weight 38 lbs. Made in USA.
• Designed for simplicity, safety and service life
• 85 psi filter, 160 gpm flow rate
• Twist-off cap and EZ Loc ring
• 5 cm NPT inlet/outlet
• 136 cm H x 44.5 cm D at widest point
• Variety of filter bags available

filter Bags
polYpropYlene felt 
Model 

Xl1 1-MICRON

Xl2 2-MICRON

Xl5 5-MICRON

Xl10 10-MICRON

Xl25 25-MICRON

Xl50 50-MICRON

Xl100 100-MICRON

polYpropYlene MonofIlaMent felt

m100Xl 100-MICRON

m150Xl 150-MICRON

m200Xl 200-MICRON

m300Xl 300-MICRON

m600Xl 600-MICRON

m800Xl 800-MICRON

polYpropYlene MIcrofIBer

aXl1 1-MICRON

aXl2 2-MICRON

aXl10 10-MICRON

aXl25 25-MICRON

aXl90 90-MICRON

fv234 FILTER VESSEL

fv234b BASKET

f234g GASKET

fv24gK SAFETY GROMMET KIT

We are excited to be a part of The Open Blue Revolution and support our sustainable 
open ocean aquaculture friends. Open Blue is dedicated to fulfilling a major void  
in the seafood industry and supplying a reliable, sustainable source of healthy, 
premium fish, raised in an open ocean natural and regulated environment. When 
it came time to expand Open Blue’s integrated farming platform with a new 
hatchery, Pentair was chosen as the primary equipment provider based on our 
extensive product portfolio, technical expertise, field service offering and 
customer first philosophy. 
Pentair’s relationship with Open Blue extends beyond that of just an equipment 
provider. Kurt Lang, Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Technical Services Supervisor, 
traveled to Panama to assist with the installation and to ensure it ran smoothly. As it 
often goes with large projects there were some setbacks. Kurt explained, “There 
were a few issues to be sorted-out, but Pentair’s response to these challenges has 
been exemplary, and our customer first approach goes a long way to satisfy our 
customers. Functionality and production had a few glitches in the beginning, but with 
their trust, we have been able to resolve these issues.” Dan Farkas, Open Blue 
Hatchery Manager expressed his satisfaction by saying “To be able to work with one 
company with such a comprehensive equipment and service offering benefitted our 
project tremendously. Pentair has proven to be a great partner.”
Read the full article on our blog at www.pentairaes.com.

open Blue
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 effectIVe MaX  all sand 
 fIltratIon pressure flowrate reQuIred  dIMensIons (cM)  shIp wt 
Model area (M2) (cM/M2) (lpM) (Kg) a B c (Kg)

a4000-35-aQ .13 2.1 133 45.4 94 85 42 10

a4000-40-aQ .17 2.5 151 68 117.5 96 49.5 11

a4000-60-aQ .21 2.8 227 113.4 133 111 57 13

a4000-70-aQ .29 3.5 265 136 145 298.5 61 26

a4000-80-aQ* .33 3.5 284 159 167 124 66 34.5

*with 2" valve.

a4000-40-aq

arias™ 4000 filters
thermoplastic sand filter with multiport valve
The Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Arias 4000 Top Mount Filters are the 
perfect high performance sand filters. They're incredibly simple to operate 
and maintain, and they're built with long-term reliability in mind. Plus, their 
highly efficient design provides all the filtration your system requires, year 
after year.
Sand filters are one of the most popular and cheap ways to filter water, and for 
good reason. They are simple, effective and require very little attention. Water 
is routed through a sand-filled pressure vessel. In this method, impurities 
are extracted from the water using sand to collect and attract the debris as 
small as 20 to 40 microns. Over time, dirt accumulates in the spaces between 
the sand particles causing the pressure in the vessel to rise as water finds it 
harder to pass through. This signals you to "backwash" the filter. Simply 
reverse the water flow and "knock out" the dirt.
The top-mount, 6-function 6.35-cm multiport valve of the Arias 4000 puts 
all filter functions right at your fingertips—just rotate the handle to the 
desired position and the Arias 4000 does the rest for sure and simple 
operation. Features a pressure gauge and manual air relief for optimum 
filtration efficiency. Its internal design ensures that water is exposed to 
maximum sand surface area for superior filtration performance and 
efficient backwashing.

features
•  One-piece thermoplastic tank for exceptional strength, corrosion resistance 

and long life
• Combination water and sand drain makes servicing fast and easy
•  Special internal design maintains sand bed level for consistent performance 

and extended time between cleaning cycles
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 effectIVe fIltratIon flow rate MaX all sand  dIMensIons (cM)  shIp wt 
Model area (M2) (lpM) pressure (Kg/cM2) reQuIred (Kg) a B c  (Kg)

a6000-40-aQ 0.2  151 3.5 79 119.4 94 49.5 13.6

a6000-60-aQ* 0.3  227 3.5 147 145 108 62.2 17.2

a6000-100-aQ 0.5 378 3.5 272 166.4 120 77.5 35.4

*with 2" valve. note: operating limits—maximum continual operating pressure of pressure of 50 psi. maximum operating water temperature (internal filter) is 40º c. 

a6000-60-aq

arias™ 6000 filters
fiberglass tank with multiport valve, clamp style
These Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems sand filters have been a favorite of 
aquaculturists for years—a testament to their performance, value and ease  
of use. But not all sand filters are equal. Arias 6000 sand filters include 
design features that give you consistent performance and quicker cleaning 
cycles to keep pump operating costs low. Arias 6000 provide years of service 
with only periodic backwashing to remove trapped debris from the sand.
A special diffuser creates a uniform sand bed that consistently traps more 
dirt without impeding the water flow or letting it race through too fast—the 
result is more effective filtration and longer times between backwashing.
The six-position valve has a manual air relief valve and a sight glass to make 
inspection, routine maintenance and operation fast and easy. Pressure 
gauge also included.

features
• The Arias 6000 tank is constructed in one piece from fiberglass reinforced  

material to deliver unmatched strength and durability
•  Special lateral design provides superior flow characteristics and long 

filter cycles for economical operation
• Combination water and sand drain makes servicing fast and easy
•  A6000-40-AQ, A6000-60-AQ and A6000-100-AQ are standard with  

plastic clamp

MecHAnicAL FiLtrAtion
arias 6000/arias 8000

 effectIVe  MaX pea graVel sand fIlter MedIa 
 fIltratIon flow rate pressure reQuIred reQuIred all sand   dIMensIons (cM)   shIp wt 
Model area (M2)  (lpM)1 (Kg/cM2) (Kg) (Kg) reQuIred (Kg) a B c d e (Kg) 

a8000-100-aQ .45  371 3.5 68 204 272 101 77.5 42 111 19 31.7 

a8000-140-aQ .65 534 3.5 128 295 420 115 92 47.6 125 19 36.7

optIonal ValVe

smv2 MULTIPORT VALVE, 2" SIDE MOUNT
1Based on 20 gpm per ft2.

arias™ 8000 filters
fiberglass sand filter w/o valves
The Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Arias 8000 
sand filters feature a process that creates a 
one-piece, reinforced fiberglass shell with a 
UV-resistant surface finish. Compatible 
multi-port valve available separately, refer below 
to part number SMV2. 10-year tank warranty, 
one-year standard warranty. Ship via motor 
freight. Made in USA.

10 year 
tank warranty
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sedna 1000

  effectIVe fIltratIon flowrate  dIMensIons (cM)  shIp wt 
Model  area (M2) (lpM) a  B (Kg)

s1000-50-aQ  4.6 72-189 45.7  76.2 7

s1000-75-aQ  6.9 106-284 64.8  99 12

s1000-100-aQ  9.3 144-378 83.8  155 15

s1000-150-aQ  13.9 212-568 103  193 16

s1000-200-aQ  18.6 284-757 103  193 16

s1000-50c-aQ REPL. CARTRIDGE FOR S1000-50-AQ    7.6

s1000-75c-aQ REPL. CARTRIDGE FOR S1000-75-AQ    12.7

s1000-100c-aQ REPL. CARTRIDGE FOR S1000-100-AQ    17.8

s1000-150c-aQ REPL. CARTRIDGE FOR S1000-150-AQ    25.4

s1000-200c-aQ REPL. CARTRIDGE FOR S1000-200-AQ    30.5

sedna™ 1000 filters
fiberglass-reinforced cartridge filter
Get top-end filter performance with low maintenance! The single-piece 
base/tank is constructed of fiberglass-reinforced polypropylene for 
improved strength and chemical resistance. The manual air relief valve  
and continuous internal air relief work together to maintain optimum 
filtration efficiency at all times. The unit's innovative clamp ring design 
makes it easy to remove and rinse thecartridge, and the cartridge's 
surface is designed to block and trap as many solids as possible. 3.8 cm 
drain and washout allow quick and convenient maintenance, and 5 cm 
plumbing provides maximum flow. One-year limited warranty.

replacement 
cartridges1000-100-aq s1000-75-aq s1000-50-aq
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pc filter in a channel installation.

view of spraybar with top cover removed.

dsf series™ 
drum screen filters
rotarY MIcro fIlter
In demanding aquaculture applications, drum 
screen filters have proven to be highly efficient and 
reliable in removing solids from volumes of water 
large and small. Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems is 
proud to offer our DSF Series™ line of drum screen 
filters, with a wide range of models, sizes and 
micron ratings to meet the specific needs of nearly 
any field application.
Featuring a field-proven design and the highest 
quality materials available, the DSF Series™ follow 
the simple, robust and time-tested principles of 
drum screen filter operation. Water containing 
solids enters the rotary drum in the front of the 
system. Water passes through the micro-mesh 
filter, which filters out solids (for increased 
durability, stainless steel wedge-wire filtration 
material is also available). As the filter mesh or 
wedge-wire material becomes increasingly loaded 
with solids, the water level within the drum 
increases to the point that it triggers the cleaning 
process. As the drum starts to rotate, the spraybar 
nozzles scour the filter mesh or wedge wire with 
high-pressure water, returning the screen to its 
original permeability. This allows the internal 
water level to drop and stop the cleaning process. 
Solids that are cleaned from the water are 
collected in a trough and transported away from 
the drum screen filter.

MecHAnicAL FiLtrAtion
rotary drum filters

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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Pc filter
channel Installed
PC models are installed directly into a concrete 
water channel. Water flows into the center of the 
drum and passes through the screen material. 
After filtration, the water is discharged into  
the downstream channel. This configuration  
is commonly is used in high-throughput,  
large installations, often with multiple systems  
in parallel.

ce filter
Integrated tank with pipe Inlet and outlet
CE models offer integrated tanks and inlet/outlet 
ports for connecting directly to pipes. Water 
flows through a pipe as it approaches the filter, 
then flows into the drum where it passes through 
screen material. After filtration, the water is 
discharged into a downstream pipe. These 
models rest on an integrated framework, and 
they do not require construction of concrete 
channels for installation. The flexibility of these 
models makes them suitable for a range of 
applications.

Pe filter
hybrid Models with pipe Inlet and channel outlet
Models with pipe inlet ports and channel outlets  
are like a hybrid: they feature an inlet port for 
connecting directly to pipes, while water leaves  
the filter by pouring into a channel. Water flows 
through a pipe as it approaches the filter, then 
flows into the drum and passes through the 
screen material. After filtration, the water is 
discharged into the downstream channel.

PrinciPle of oPeration
Liquid containing solids enters the rotary drum in 
the front of the system. Water passes through the 
micro-mesh filter, which filters out solids. As the 
mesh clogs with solids and sludge, the water  
level within the drum increases to the point that 
triggers the cleaning process. As the drum starts 
to rotate, nozzles scour the screen with high- 
pressure water, returning the screen to its original 
permeability. This allows the internal water level  
to drop and stop the cleaning process. Solids that 
are cleaned from the screen are collected in a 
trough and transported from the system for  
further processing.

MecHAnicAL FiLtrAtion 
rotary drum filters

our exclusive wedge wire technology uses precision-fabricted laser-
welded mesh to capture particles. the all-stainless design of the  
wedge wire screens is much more robust than standard poly mesh 

screens. for demanding applications, ask us about wedge wire 
technology for enhanced reliability and extended service life.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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pc fIlter ce fIlter pe fIlter

A-Water inlet filter
B-Wash water outlet

C-Filtered water
D-Wash water inlet

E-Filtered water outlet
F-Inspection cover

G-Top cover
H-Water overflow

CE Filter incorporates a an overflow (H) which allows the exit of the water if  
the internal water level exceeds the maximum level. The PC and PE Filters  
are designed to be installed into concrete channel or into a pond.

dsf series™ Hydraulic caPacity

MecHAnicAL FiLtrAtion
rotary drum filters

hYdraulIc capacItY - M3/h

application micron rating
μm

ce filter ce / pe / pc filter pc / pe filter

4/1 4/2 6/2 6/3 8/3 8/4 8/5 8/6 10/5 10/6 10/7 10/9 10/10 10/12

water collected from a river or 
lake, containing a maximum of  
10 mg/l suspended solids.

18 47 94 141 211 282 376 469 563 587 704 821 1056 1174 1408

30 78 156 234 351 468 624 780 936 976 1171 1366 1756 1951 2341

60 116 233 349 524 699 932 1165 1398 1456 1747 2038 2621 2912 3494

90 215 429 644 965 1287 1716 2145 2574 2681 3218 3754 4827 5363 6435

120 286 572 858 1287 1716 2288 2860 3432 3575 4290 5005 6435 7150 8581

150 358 715 1073 1609 2145 2680 3575 4290 4469 5363 6257 8044 8938 10726

polished urban waste water, 
containing a maximum of  
40 mg/l suspended solids.

20 9 18 27 40 54 71 89 107 111 134 156 201 223 268

25 14 27 41 61 82 109 136 163 170 204 238 306 340 408

30 16 32 48 71 95 127 158 190 198 238 277 356 396 475

60 30 61 91 137 182 243 304 364 379 455 531 683 759 911

90 46 91 137 205 273 364 455 546 569 683 797 1025 1138 1366

120 61 121 182 273 364 486 607 729 759 911 1063 1366 1518 1821

recirculation water in aquaculture 
containing a maximum of 25 mg/l  
suspended solids.

40 62 124 187 280 373 498 622 746 777 933 1088 1399 1555 1866

60 85 171 256 384 512 683 854 1024 1067 1281 1494 1921 2134 2561

90 109 218 327 491 655 873 1091 1310 1364 1637 1910 2456 2728 3274

120 168 335 503 754 106 1341 1676 2011 2095 2514 2933 3771 4190 5029

140 196 391 587 880 1173 1564 1956 2347 2444 2933 3422 4400 4889 5867

160 223 447 670 1006 1341 1788 2235 2682 2794 3352 3911 5029 5587 6705

restriction of capacity. ce and pe filter 113 177 177 281 452 707 707 707 1122 1122 1122 1122 1122 1122

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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model 12-160

filtration of inlet water at 60µ.

We are now combining the Faivre mechanical drum and Pentair AES control 
panels for more complete capabilities and faster customer service.

The state-of-the-art control panels include a programmable logic control (PLC) 
device that enhances the functionality of the system and provides extended 
capabilities for control, data collection, monitoring and alarming.

These new systems are UL- and CSA-certified and highly serviceable anywhere 
in the world.

drum filter controller

faivre rotary drum filters 
• All stainless steel or high-density polyethylene (HDPE) sump
• Replaceable multipiece 20- to 100-micron (µ) screens
• Self-cleaning to 45,420 lpm
These high-quality, self-cleaning rotary drum filters are an excellent choice 
for high-volume solids removal. They are especially well-suited for low-head 
and high-volume applications common to aquaculture and industry. System 
water flows by gravity to the drum filter and then through the screen. Solids 
removed by the screen can be directed to the sludge drain with a water 
washbar. Filter also includes an overflow drain. Complete models include 
power backwash, water level switch, stainless steel screens and lid. We 
recommend 304L SS for freshwater and 316L SS for saltwater applications.  
Allow 8 weeks for delivery. 

applications Include
• Recirculating aquaculture
• Flow-through aquaculture
• Zoological exhibits/Large aquariums
• Industrial filtering
• Waste water

sprayjet pump  
cleaning unit

rinse water spraydrum drive motor

discharge 
of solids

inlet filtered water out model 1-40

MecHAnicAL FiLtrAtion 
rotary drum filters

wAter FLow (LPM) witH MAxiMuM 10 MG/L oF wAste
Filter Model 1-40 2-60 2-80 4-80 3-120 6-120 9-120 4-160 8-160 12-160 16-160 20-160 24-160 28-160 32-160

20µ screen 208 481 780 1,559 1,200 2,400 3,721 1,681 3,301 4,921 6,601 8,160 9,841 11,400 13,198
30µ screen 390 840 1,381 2,759 2,101 4,201 6,120 2,699 5,640 8,399 11,041 13,800 16,802 19,799 22,801
40µ screen 420 901 1,159 3,119 2,521 4,920 7,381 3,361 6,718 10,201 13,319 16,802 19,799 23,399 26,998
60µ screen 658 1,200 2,040 4,080 3.058 6,298 9,300 4,201 8,399 12,600 16,802 20,999 25,201 28,800 33,001
80µ screen 598 1,321 2,279 4,561 3,539 6,662 10,799 4,799 9,841 14,640 18,599 23,399 7,446 33,001 38,399
100µ screen 719 1,620 2,699 5,401 4,201 7,801 12,600 5,700 11,699 17,400 22,199 27,600 33,001 39,000 45,000

wAter FLow (LPM) witH MAxiMuM 25 MG/L oF wAste
Filter Model 1-40 2-60 2-80 4-80 3-120 6-120 9-120 4-160 8-160 12-160 16-160 20-160 24-160 28-160 32-160

30µ screen 182 420 780 1,559 1,079 2,460 3,600 1,620 3,301 4,799 6,718 8,100 9,902 11,400 12,899
40µ screen 269 602 1,079 2.161 1,438 3,240 4,921 2,222 4,440 8,758 11,101 13,501 16,802 15,299 17,400
60µ screen 420 901 1,499 3.002 1,980 4,561 6,961 3,002 6,120 11,998 15,299 18,001 19,799 20,999 24,001
80µ screen 658 1,139 1,919 3,842 2,521 5,519 8,641 3,899 9,300 15,000 19,201 23,100 25,201 26,998 30,602

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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 mdf series micro drum filters

Micro drum filters are mechanical, self cleaning filters. Water or process liquid flow gravity fed, from the inside to the outside of the  slowly rotating filter 
drum. The solids and contamination will stick to the inner surface of  the drum. In the  rotating movement the parts are back flushed with the help of built  
in high pressure  spray nozzles and collected in a tray. This action avoids the breaking down of soft organic particles and enhances the filtration efficiency.

mdf models

frame type tank type w/o lid tank type with lid

filtering and flushing process
Water to be filtered enters the inside of the drum. The water is filtered through the drum’s filter screen. The difference in water level inside/outside the  
drum provides the driving force for the sieving. Solids are trapped on the filter screen and lifted to the backwash area by the rotation of the drum. The 
drum rotation is intermittent or continuous depending on the type of control. Water from rinse nozzles is sprayed from the outside of the filter screen.  
The rejected material is washed out of the filter screen into the sludge tray. Rejected sludge flows together with water out of the filter using gravity.

properties and options
The drum filters are available in tank type with or without lid, without tank, frame type, with pressure pipe and pump, Variable rotation speed special 
applications.

 

filtration 
degree 

(µm)

Maximum flow capacities (m3/h)

Mdf 
501

Mdf 
801

Mdf 
802

Mdf 
804

Mdf 
1202

Mdf 
1204

Mdf 
1402

Mdf 
1404

Mdf 
1602

Mdf 
1604

Mdf 
1606

dirt load 
maximum 25 mg/l ss

40 15 35 90 180 125 250 145 285 160 325 485
80 35 70 145 285 215 430 235 470 360 575 865
100 70 140 285 575 430 865 450 900 575 1.150 1.725
200 90 180 360 720 560 1.115 575 1.150 740 1.475 2.215

dirt load 
maximum 40 mg/l ss

40 10 25 70 140 100 200 110 225 125 260 380
80 25 55 110 225 170 340 185 375 285 460 690
100 55 110 225 460 340 690 360 720 460 920 1.380
200 70 140 285 575 440 890 460 920 590 1.180 1.770

dirt load 
maximum 80 mg/l ss

40 3,5 5 15 35 25 50 25 55 30 65 95
80 5 10 25 55 40 85 45 90 70 115 170
100 10 25 55 115 85 170 90 180 115 230 345
200 15 35 70 140 110 220 115 230 145 295 440

cal Mdf MIcro druM fIlters capacItY taBle

Website:  www.pentairaes.com  I  Email: paesemea@pentair.com  I  Information and advice: +1 877 347 4788
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neW generation mdf PolyProPHylene micro drum filters for corrosive aPPlications 
“esPecially for sea Water”

mdf-501 pp

mdf-1204 pp with lid

special design mdf 801 pp

 

filtration 
degree 

(µm)

Maximum flow capacities (m3/h)

Mdf 
501 pp

Mdf 
801 pp

Mdf 
802 pp

Mdf 
804 pp

Mdf 
1202 pp

Mdf 
1204 pp

dirt load 
maximum 25 mg/l ss

40 15 35 90 180 125 250
80 35 70 145 285 215 430
100 70 140 285 575 430 865
200 90 180 360 720 560 1.115

dirt load 
maximum 40 mg/l ss

40 10 25 70 140 100 200
80 25 55 110 225 170 340
100 55 110 225 460 340 690
200 70 140 285 575 440 890

dirt load 
maximum 80 mg/l ss

40 3,5 5 15 35 25 50
80 5 10 25 55 40 85
100 10 25 55 115 85 170
200 15 35 70 140 110 220

 Mdf polYprophYlene MIcro druM fIlters capacItY taBle

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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maP series automatic strainers
AKUAMAKS MAP Automatic Filters are perfect solutions to protect the main process lines from heavy dirt loads and big particles. AKUAMAKS MAP 
Series consist of heavy duty filters with an electric self-cleaning mechanism. The MAP Series range in flow rates up to 4.500 m3/h, with screens designed 
ranging from 5.000-200 micron filtration degree. Inlet/Outlet flanges are available up to 32” diameter.

filtering and flushingprocess
Raw water enters the inside of AKUAMAKS 
patented “cross screen” cylinder from the 
filter’s inlet an flows through the screen to  
the filter’s outlet. The gradual dirt building up 
on the inner screen surface causes a filter 
cake to develop with a corresponding 
increase in the pressure differential across 
the screen. A pressure differential switch 
senses the pressure differential when it 
reaches the preset value or after a presettime 
has elapsed, the cleaning process begins.

self-cleaning process
Cleaning of the filter is carried out by a brush 
system. The exhaust valve opens and drive unit 
starts to rotate the stainless steel/nylon 
brushes, which sweep the inner surface of the 
cylindrical screen. The particles trapped on  
the screen are dislodged by the brushes and 
flushed out the exhaust valve. During the 
self-cleaning process, filtered water continues 
to flow. Self-cleaning proces is adjustable 
related to the dirt load.

map standard series map lp/sp series for pump suction

control system
The control system comprise of a pressure differential switch that senses the pressure 
differential across the screen and sends a signal to the control board when it reaches a pre-
defined value (usually 0.5 bar/7 psi), or when the predefined time elapsed the control board 
initiates the self-cleaning process.

maP models

flow data at 1.500 Micron perforated screen, average water Quality

filter Model Map 
80/100

Map 
125/150

Map 
200/250

Map 
300/350

Map 
400/450 Map 500 Map 600 Map 700 Map 800

Max. capacity (m3/h) 70 160 440 780 1.410 1.780 2.540 3.460 4.500

filtration area (cm2) 3.100 4.500 7.250 12.000 16.000 22.000 30.000 42.000 50.000

standard filtration 
degrees

perforated screen 5.000, 3.500, 3.000, 2.500, 2.000, 1.500, 1.000 micron 
wedge wire screen 800, 500, 300, 200 micron

Map automatic strainers data table

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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sHf series automatic filters

filtering and flushing process
Raw water enters the filter inlet through the coarse screen which protects the cleaning mechanism from large debris. The water passes through  
the fine screen, trapping dirt particles which accumulate inside the filter. Clean water flows through the filter outlet. The gradual dirt buildup on the 
inner screen surface causes a filter cake to develop, with a corresponding increase in the pressure differential across the screen. A pressure 
differential switch senses the pressure differential and when it reaches a pre-set value, the cleaning process begins.

self-cleaning process
Cleaning of the filter is carried out by the suction scanner which spirals across the screen; the open exhaust valve creates a high velocity suction 
stream at the nozzles tip which “vacuums” the filter cake from the screen. During the self-cleaning process, which takes between 20 to 40 seconds, 
filtered water continues to flow downstream.

cal control system
Two types of control boards are available for the SHF filters: PLC or Electro-Mechanical Relay and Timer.
The self-cleaning cycle begins under any one of the following conditions:
1. Receiving a signal from the Pressure Differential Switch (6)
2. Time interval parameter set at the control board
3. Manual Start

The AKUAMAKS SHF Series are sophisticated, yet easy-to-operate, automatic filters, with a self-cleaning mechanism driven by an electric motor.  
The “SHF” filters support flow-rates of up to 400 m3/h (1,760 gpm), with various screens designed to cover a range of 800-10 micron filtration 
degree, and are available in inlet/outlet diameters of 5-25.4 cm.

shf 1.500 shf 3.000 shf 4.500 shf 6.000

sHf models

flow data at 800 Micron screen, average water Quality

filter Model shf 1.500 shf 3.000 shf 4.500 shf 6.000

Max. capacity (m3/h) 80 150 250 400

filtration area (cm2) 1.500 3.000 4.500 6.000

standard filtration degrees weave wire screen 800, 500, 300, 200, 130, 100, 80, 50, 25, 10 micron

shf automatic filters data table

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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clean 
water

inlet

stopper

outlet

float (2873 only)

weir cover

deflector

overflow 
protection 

(weir)

waste

200-micron screen

skimmer

water level 
controller

Bottom 
drain

waste

uv

pumpsump

*coanda effect: the tendency of a stream of fluid to follow a curved surface (if the angle is not too sharp) 
rather than follow a straight line in the original direction of flow.

filtering out algae.

inside of 2873.

the parabolic shape promotes the  
coanda effect*, stripping liquid 

from the bottom of the waste stream.

liquids

liquid 
waste 
stream

liquids

solids

inlet

outlet

waste port

2873

Operation: Slurry is gravity fed or pumped into headbox. It overflows weir, 
starts downward on screen. Most free fluid is stripped from bottom of 
stream on the 25° slope. More fluid is removed on the 35° slope, and solids 
roll downward, stopping on the 45° slope. With free draining material, 
practically all free fluid is removed in one pass. As the solids build up, water 
pushes them into the waste channel.

fiaP Parabolic screen filters
These semi-self-cleaning filters are designed to remove solids from water 
with only occasional cleaning attention. They use a wedge wire, 304 stainless 
steel screen set in a parabolic shape to take advantage of the Coanda effect*. 
This wedge wire shape encourages solids-free water to drop between the 
screens and solids to be left on the surface. The solids are then pushed 
toward the waste trough and washed into a waste tank automatically. This 
filter is ideally suited for a gravity-flow system. It has a 200-micron, removable 
screen. Rubber couplings with clamps are included. Not recommended for 
use with salt water. Made in Germany.

   Inlet/ waste 
Model lpM dIMensIons (cM) outlet port

2875 265 63.5 X 25.4 X 81.3 + FITTINGS 15.2 CM 10.2 CM

2873 568 63.5 X 51 X 81.3 + FITTINGS 15.2 CM 10.2 CM

fw

MecHAnicAL FiLtrAtion
parabolic screen filters
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one ft3 of beads has  
approximately 400 ft2  

of surface area.

df3p

clean  
water out

clean  
water out

water in

water in

air in  
hose Barb

sludge drain

charge
chamber

  MaX MaX Bead       BacKwash shIp 
 dIscharge  flow rate  pressure  capacItY  dIMensIons (cM)   pIpe (cM)  water 
loss wt 
Model tYpe  (lpM)  (Kg/cM2)*  (M3) h  d Inlet  outlet (lIters) (Kg)

df3P PUMP 170 .7 .28 91.4  86.4 7.6  7.6 151 79.4

df3a AIRLIFT 170 .7 .28 91.4  86.4 7.6  7.6 151 79.4

df3-floWKit-cfH FLOW METER, .2-2 LPM 2.3

ab1 REPLACEMENT BEADS, OVAL, APPROXIMATELY .08 CM X .48 CM DIA., .05 M3 25

*do not exceed maximum pressure.
**crating charge not included in price.

BBf2p

Polygeyser Pneumatic droP bead filters
automatically backwash—no moving parts or electronics!
Designed as “bioclarifiers” these filters are capable of handling biological 
loads 50 to 100% higher than bubble or propeller-washed bead filters. Very 
resistant to clogging and caking-they backwash automatically every few hours 
using a burst of air from the charge chamber. Pr series filters (pump inlet/
pressurized discharge) come with plumbing to accommodate a water pump  
(.7 kg/cm2 max). al series filters (gravity inlet/airlift discharge) are set up for 
airlift pumping.
Water and air flow into the vessel continuously. Water goes in the lower pipe,  
up through the media and back to the fish. Air is pumped into the charge 
chamber where it accumulates to a critical volume and releases the air  
in a burst, knocking the debris off the media. The debris then settles to the 
bottom and is removed through the 5 cm sludge drain every 2–3 days. 
Nitrotech media (included) gives 50–100% better nitrification rates than 
standard round bead media.
An air pump is required but is not included; it must produce more pressure 
than the water pump/system head. A check valve (228225) must be used  
in the air line. Max pressure 10 psi. Ship via motor freight, FOB factory.  
One-year warranty.

 MaX MaX Bead       BacKwash shIp 
 flow rate pressure capacItY  dIMensIons (cM)  pIpe (cM)  water loss wt 
Model (lpM) (Kg/cM2)* (M3) h  d Inlet  outlet (lIters) (Kg)

bbf1 61 .7 .03 114  43 3.8  3.8 371 29.5

bbf2P  114 .7 .06 150  61 3.8  3.8 95 58.5

bbf6  341 1 .17 193  93 7.6  7.6 227 222.3

bbf10 568 1 .28 208  108 7.6  7.6 568 261.3

*do not exceed maximum pressure.

0861MecHAnicAL FiLtrAtion 
Bead filters

Can’t find what you’re looking for? see it all at www.pentairaes.com.

bubble bead filters 
Constructed of heavy-duty plastic (HDPE) (bbf1, bbf2P) or food grade fiberglass (bbf6, bbf10).  
Both will give dependable fresh or saltwater service for many years. They are well suited for koi ponds  
and the smaller recirculating system. They are easy to clean and require very little energy to operate.  
Ship from factory. Made in USA. Price includes crating/boxing fee.

fw sw
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pBf3 pBf10

remember to inspect and change filters regularly.

 MaXIMuM MaX Bead       BacKwash shIp 
 flowrate pressure capacItY  dIMensIons (cM)  pIpe (cM)  water loss wt  
Model (lpM) (Kg/cM2) (M3) h  d Inlet  outlet (lIters) (Kg)

Pbf3 113.6 .7 .28 160  83.8 3.8  5 19-39 193

Pbf10 378.5 1.4 .93 221  39.5 3.8  7.6 39-113.5 340.2

Pbf25 757 1.4 2.3 272  152.4 5  7.6 113.5-227 794 
Pbf50 1,135.5 1.4 4.6 279.4  183 7.6  10.2 189-568 1,474.2

ab1 REPLACEMENT BEADS, OVAL, APPROXIMATELY .08 CM X .48 CM DIA., .05 M3  208

*do not exceed maximum pressure.        
**crating charge not included in price.

62 MecHAnicAL FiLtrAtion
Bead filters

ProPeller-WasHed bead filter
Improve the capture of small particles
Solids capture is one of the most important processes in a recirculating 
system. Although sedimentation/settling basins are generally effective for 
settleable solids larger than 80 microns, space constraints may render 
them impractical.
If this is your situation, then an expanded granular biofilter (EGB), 
specifically, a bead filter, may be the best alternative, as it reduces the 
retention time and improves the capture of small particles.
These bead filters can provide both filtration and biofiltration in a single 
device.
These bead filters employ low-density polyethylene beads (included) for their 
filter media in a pressurized up-flow configuration. The filter physically traps 
suspended solids while providing a large surface area for the growth of 
bacteria. Titanium-enhanced screens and automated backwash controllers 
available by quote.
Made from heavy-duty food-grade fiberglass, this filter will give dependable 
fresh or saltwater service for many years. Designed for larger recirculating 
aquaculture systems, the propeller-washed bead filters are easy to clean, 
easily automated, compact and very energy-efficient. Internal beads are 
cleaned by a motor-driven propeller. Prop wash models available with 
higher pressure capacity. Please inquire. Ships from factory. Made in USA. 
One-year warranty.

fw sw
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Bf60Bl

Backwash

inlet
Blower

outlet

  MaXIMuM fIsh Bead MedIa  recoMMended shIp 
 Inlet/ outlet sYsteM sIZe supported capacItY dIMensIons  flow rate wt 
Model (cM)  (lIters) (Kg) (M3) (dIa X heIght, cM) (lpM) (Kg)
Bead fIlter sYsteMs wIth Blower

bf60bl 3.8 28,652 22.7 .02 40.6 X 84 189.3  31.8 

bf11b 3.8 57,309 34 .03 46 X 86.4 246  45.4 

bf22b  3.8 114,621 74.8 .06 61 X 107 301 - 378.5  79.4 

bf22bHe  5 114,621 74.8 .06 61 X 107 301 - 378.5  80.7 

bf44b  5 229,242 149.7 .12 76.2 X 117 301 - 454.2  140.6 

bf88b  5 429,832 299.4 .25 91.4 X 122 301 – 511  220

Bead fIlter replaceMent parts

ab2lb REPLACEMENT FILTER BEAD MEDIA, 1.4 FT3 22.7

bf11bloWer REPLACEMENT  1HP BLOWER – FITS MODELS BF60BL, BF11B, BF22B, BF22BHE 5

bf44bloWer REPLACEMENT 1.5HP BLOWER  - FITS MODELS BF44B & BF88B 5

Bf11B

bead filter systems
Aquadyne Bead Filter Systems are specifically engineered to host a multitude of aquatic 
inhabitants in both fresh and salt water. They offer high efficiency, low maintenance, 
mechanical and biological filtration in one package with up to 492 m2  of biological 
contact surface area in a small footprint. Aquadyne filtration systems are widely used in 
aquatic environments from ponds, public aquariums, zoos, hatcheries, research 
facilities, academics, aquaponics, quarantine and environmental biological recovery 
systems. The Dynamax blower  aggressively agitates the debris collected in the media 
bed and suspends it in the water column which is easily backwashed to waste. Model 
BF22BHE includes a 5 cm high efficiency control head with 5 cm plumbing in and out. 
This is the same control head and column as used in the Model BF44B. The only 
difference is that the column is just 10.2 cm shorter in length, while maintaining the 
flow efficiency of the BF44B. This model accommodates customers who want to use a 
very energy-efficient pump and not have to sacrifice too much water flow.  
Systems include pressurized bead filter, 115V 60 Hz blower, three each 3.8 cm or 5 cm 
self-sealing union valves and filter bead media. Ships Ground in multiple boxes (BF44B 
& BF88B ship by motor freight). One-year warranty.
• Water Flow Control System protects against friction loss, eliminating 90° turns  

inside the system allowing a more natural unrestricted water flow
• Air Wash System fluidizes and pre-washes media prior to backwash, reducing the 

amount of water needed to clean the system, which increases biological efficiency
• Bottom Mounted Sludge Drain discharges heavy solids without media interference
• Filter Media Bypass isolates beneficial bacteria and media without disturbing normal 

water flow.  Ideal for medicating the aquatic environment without killing the beneficial 
bacteria

• Micro Sediment Removal of smaller particulates than other filters, yielding greater 
water clarity

Website:  www.pentairaes.com  I  Email: paesemea@pentair.com  I  Information and advice: +1 877 347 4788



csk2
outdoor-rated plastic skid

outlet 
to tank

aquadyne 
Bead filter

Backwash

emperor smart uv® 
sterilizer

energy-efficient 
centrifugal pump

inlet

Blower

complete, Self-contained filtration SyStemS

 flowrate fIlter sIZe uV pond sIZe fIsh Inlet outlet dIMensIons shIp wt 
Model (lpM) (M3) (watts) (l) (Kg) (cM) (cM) l X w X h (cM) (Kg)

csK1 113.5 .016 50 4,542 13.6 3.8 3.8 91 X 61 X 89 170.1

csK2 227 .06 120 18,925 54.4 3.8 3.8 122 X 91 X 142 228.2

csK3 341 .125 150 37,850 108.9 5 5 22 X 91 X 178 192

csK3-cft 341 .125 150 37,850 108.9 5 5 22 X 91 X 178 199.6

64 MecHAnicAL FiLtrAtion
commercial system packages

commercial filtration PacKages 
These prepackaged filtration systems are perfect for koi ponds, water  
gardens and multitank fish culture systems. They are self-contained  
filtration units that provide everything needed for a complete life support 
system. Each provides mechanical and biological filtration as well as UV 
sterilization for crystal clear water. Made in USA.

details
• Every component is salt water compatible

• No hassle installation; simply plumb the inlet, outlet and backwash

• AquaDyne bead filter provides mechanical and biological filtration

• Emperor Smart UV sterilizer, mounted vertically for easy lamp  
replacement

• Energy-efficient centrifugal pump with strainer basket

• Each component is properly sized, eliminating guesswork

• All equipment is premounted on a plastic base plate

• Fits in a small footprint

• Model CSK3-CFT features the Pentair Sparus™ Pump with Constant  
Flow Technology and True Union Ball Valves 

All are 115V/60 Hz, with UL-listed components, and ship via motor freight           
(crating charge not includedwhen applicable). One-year warranty.

fw sw

We are excited to be a part of The Open Blue Revolution and support our sustainable 
open ocean aquaculture friends. Open Blue is dedicated to fulfilling a major void  
in the seafood industry and supplying a reliable, sustainable source of healthy, 
premium fish, raised in an open ocean natural and regulated environment. When 
it came time to expand Open Blue’s integrated farming platform with a new 
hatchery, Pentair was chosen as the primary equipment provider based on our 
extensive product portfolio, technical expertise, field service offering and 
customer first philosophy. 
Pentair’s relationship with Open Blue extends beyond that of just an equipment 
provider. Kurt Lang, Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Technical Services Supervisor, 
traveled to Panama to assist with the installation and to ensure it ran smoothly. As it 
often goes with large projects there were some setbacks. Kurt explained, “There 
were a few issues to be sorted-out, but Pentair’s response to these challenges has 
been exemplary, and our customer first approach goes a long way to satisfy our 
customers. Functionality and production had a few glitches in the beginning, but with 
their trust, we have been able to resolve these issues.” Dan Farkas, Open Blue 
Hatchery Manager expressed his satisfaction by saying “To be able to work with one 
company with such a comprehensive equipment and service offering benefitted our 
project tremendously. Pentair has proven to be a great partner.”
Read the full article on our blog at www.pentairaes.com.

open Blue
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commercial system paks

pentair aes systems at tropicana field, home of the tampa Bay rays.

csk6c-2
csk6B-2

csk4s-40-su-a

commercial system PaKs 
applications:
• Public aquariums.  • Multitank rack systems. 
• Retail holding systems. • Seafood holding systems. 
• Research systems. • Residential systems. 
• Aquaculture systems.  • Koi ponds.

These skid-mounted filtration systems provide complete filtration and 
circulation for larger recirculating systems. Each system is completely 
assembled and water-tested before shipping. Systems ship on plastic  
pallets via motor freight, FOB Orlando.

pumps
Supplied with magnetic drive pumps or centrifugal pumps. All pumps are 
suitable for use in fresh and saltwater applications.

filters
Supplied with a combination of mechanical and chemical filters that are 
specifically sized for the system and flow rate of the pumps. The mechanical 
filter is available in a pleated 20-micron cartridge, in-line bag with sizes 
from 1 to 800 microns (bags not included) or sand filter. Chemical filters  
hold carbon, zeolite or other chemical-removing media. UV sterilizer 
providing a minimum of 33,000 µWs/cm2 included on each model.

fittings
Systems are plumbed with Schedule 40 pipe (Schedule 80 available at  
added cost). Heavy-duty, true union and single union ball valves are 
plumbed throughout the system for easy disassembly. All filters and UV 
sterilizers have bypass lines to facilitate filter or lamp replacement.

power
Standard systems are 115/208–230V, 60 Hz (csK6 series is 208–230V only).

optional features
Can be used with in-line heaters, water chillers, protein skimmers, stands  
and monitoring/control systems.
You must add a “b-2” for bag, “c-2” for cartridge or “s-2” for sand filter to the 
part number. Pricing shown below is for “b-2” option. Call our tech support 
for sizing assistance, options, etc.

fw sw desIgned here

 MaXIMuM  
 flow Inlet/ aMps @ dIMensIons shIp wt 
Model (lpM) outlet 115V/230V l X w X h (cM) (Kg)

csK4 113.6 5 CM 9.4 122 X 102 X 137 165.6

csK4.5 170.3 5 CM 8.8/4.4 122 X 102 X 137 180.1

csK5 227.1 5 CM 16.8/8.4 122 X 102 X 173 236

csK6 378.5 5 CM 21/10.5 122 X 102 X 173 258.6

note: in 2015, these systems are migrating to black filters. color may vary.
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radial flow settler

 dIaMeter heIght shIp wt 
Model (cM) (cM) (Kg)

rfs-045-012 30.5 91.4 56.2
rfs-045-018 45.7 99 64
rfs-045-024 61 106.7 85.3
rfs-045-030 76.2 114.3 240
rfs-045-036 91.4 122 134.7
rfs-045-042 106.7 129.5 172.4
rfs-045-048 122 137.2 215
rfs-045-060 152.4 152.4 271
rfs-045-072 183 167.6 326.1
rfs-045-084 213.4 190.5 386
rfs-045-096 243.8 205,7 455.4
rfs-045-108-5Pnl 274.3 221 457.7
rfs-045-144-6Pnl 365.8 274.3 528.4

rfs-45

radial flow settler 45

radial floW settler 45
pentair aquatic-eco systems rfs 45
The Radial Flow Settler (RFS) is used to remove particulates from effluent 
water.Effluent water enters the RFS Liquid Inlet, flows upward through the 
adjustable Standpipe Assembly, and back down through the Stilling Well.  
Solid particulates settle to the cone bottom for removal through a Solids 
Outlet. The filtered water flows upwards over a V-Notch Weir into the Launder, 
exiting though the Liquid Outlet.

features
•  Greatly reduces solids loading in a system
• Passive piece of equipment and requires no additional energy to operate
• Requires routine cleaning only - no additional maintenance or servicing 

required
• Available in many sizes for various flow requirements
• Designed for containerized shipping anywhere in the world

rfs-45-pnl
(space saving panel design)
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radial flow settler

rfs-60

radial flow settler 60

radial floW settler 60
pentair aquatic-eco systems rfs 60
The Radial Flow Settler (RFS) is used to remove particulates from effluent 
water.Effluent water enters the RFS Liquid Inlet, flows upward through the 
adjustable Standpipe Assembly, and back down through the Stilling Well.  
Solid particulates settle to the cone bottom for removal through a Solids 
Outlet. The filtered water flows upwards over a V-Notch Weir into the Launder, 
exiting though the Liquid Outlet.

features
• Greatly reduces solids loading in a system
• Passive piece of equipment and requires no additional energy to operate
• Requires routine cleaning only - no additional maintenance or servicing 

required
• Available in many sizes for various flow requirements
• Designed for containerized shipping anywhere in the world

 dIaMeter heIght shIp wt 
Model (cM) (cM) (Kg)

rfs-060-012 30.5 104.1 64
rfs-060-018 45.7 116.8 89.4
rfs-060-024 61 129.5 123.4
rfs-060-030 76.2 139.7 155.6
rfs-060-036 91.4 150 200
rfs-060-042 106.7 162.6 286
rfs-060-048 122 172.7 340.7
rfs-060-060 152.4 195.6 412.8
rfs-060-072 183 216 555.7
rfs-060-084 213.4 249 675.4
rfs-060-096 243.8 271.8 773
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cyclonic Bioreactor

cyclonic bioreactor
pentair aquatic-eco systems cyclonic Bioreactor
Formerly HE Group, the Pentair Aquatic-Eco Systems Cyclonic BioReactor 
(CBR) is a Fluidized Sand BioReactor (FSB) otherwise known as a Fluidized 
Sand Bio-Filter. The purpose of the CBR is to provide a vehicle for the 
Nitrification of Ammonia by fluidizing (or suspending in water) silica sand 
media. This is a two stage process where the Nitrifying Bacteria form a biofilm 
on the surface of the silica sand media that oxidizes Ammonia into Nitrite 
(Nitrosomonas) and Nitrite into Nitrate (Nitrobacter).

features
•  Designed to maintain the highest level of system water quality with the 

lowest operating and maintenance cost
•  A small footprint, ideal for confined spaces
• Available in many sizes for various flow requirement
•  Diameters up through 213.4 cm designed for containerized shipping 

anywhere in the world
•  Multiple units can be connected in parallel for a larger flow rate

 dIaMeter heIght shIp wt 
 (cM) (cM) (Kg)
cbr-012-084 30.5 213.4 74.8
cbr-018-096 45.7 243.8 107.5
cbr-024-096 61 243.8 141.1
cbr-030-120 76.2 304.8 200
cbr-036-144 91.4 365.8 256.7
cbr-042-156 106.7 396.2 360.6
cbr-048-159 122 403.9 419.1
cbr-060-162 152.4 411.5 594.7
cbr-072-168 182.9 426.7 743.9
cbr-084-192 213.4 487.7 1,052.4
cbr-096-234 243.8 594.4 1,236.5
*pricing is for standard models. customization available.

cyclonic Bioreactor
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degassing columns
nitrogen gas can kill fish at only 3% above saturation!
Degassing columns are used for removing nitrogen, hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide or other gases 
from water. They also add oxygen to undersaturated water. In most areas, well water (ground water) 
is low in oxygen and too high in nitrogen, hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide.

Each segment is made of heavy-duty, UV-resistant polyethylene for outdoor use. They are 
engineered to produce the ideal flow pattern to prevent wall channelization while exchanging air at 
each segment. Install just the number of segments to give the water quality needed. Each segment 
can receive as much as 568 lpm with excellent aeration and gas stripping results.

Each segment (40.6 cm D x 45.7 cm H) has a molded bracket that fits onto an optional hanger. The 1.8 m H 
x 10.2 cm W hanger is a fiberglass I-beam, predrilled for 4 segments (bolts included). Snap the segments 
onto the hanger and either hang it from the ceiling, attach it to the tank wall, or to a post, so the water 
goes in the top and exits directly into the tank. Each segment should be filled with 0.6 cubic feet of 
biomedia (sold separately, see Index). We recommend bf44a.

%  oxygen % nitrogen

inlet water 57 110

outlet water after 1 segment 76 106

outlet water after 2 segments 84 104

outlet water after 3 segments 89 103

outlet water after 4 segments 92 102

outlet water after 5 segments 94 101

% refers to % of  saturation. nitrogen varies with season, so we suggest designing for the worst case.  
as low as 103% nitrogen can kill fish. ab12 results are from a formal study conducted by the canadian 
government.

  shIp wt 
Model  (Kg)

ab12 PACKED COLUMN SEGMENT 2.3

ab12a OPTIONAL HANGER 6.8

dsF series™ druM screen FiLters
dsf series™ 
drum screen filters
rotarY MIcro fIlter
In demanding aquaculture applications, drum 
screen filters have proven to be highly efficient 
and reliable in removing solids from volumes of 
water large and small. Pentair Aquatic 
Eco-Systems is proud to offer our DSF Series™ 
line of drum screen filters, with a wide range of 
models, sizes and micron ratings to meet the 
specific needs of nearly any field application.

see page 54 for more info.

deGAssinG 
columns
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gas control column

gas control column
pentair aquatic-eco systems gas control column
Formerly a product of HE Group, the Pentair Aquatic-Eco Systems the Gas 
Control Column (GCC) is used to maintain proper balance of dissolved gases in 
reuse process water. The GCT is comprised of three sections: the CO2 Stripper 
(CO2) and the Low Head Oxygenator (LHO) and the LHO Sump (LHOS).

features
•  Designed to maintain the highest level of system water quality with the 

lowest operating and maintenance costs
•  Customized configurations with optional components available to meet 

specific site requirements
• Easy access for cleaning and maintenance 
• Designed for containerized shipping anywhere in the world

  heIght shIp wt 
Model lpM (cM) (Kg)

gcc-024-018 594 396 342
gcc-030-024 927 404 403
gcc-036-030 1,336 412 467
gcc-042-036 1,593 427 535
gcc-048-042 2,377 488 680
gcc-060-048 3,717 594 858
gcc-072-054 5,352 594 1,117
gcc-084-060 7,282 671 1,322

AQuAPonics tecHnoLoGY And desiGn worKsHoP
•  An introduction to recirculating systems

•  Critical considerations before designing 
recirculating systems

•  Component options for use in recirculating 
production systems

•  Developing an appropriate design for your 
aquaculture application

•  The management of recirculating systems

For more information about educational 
courses offered by Pentair Aquatic Eco-
Systems, please email PAES.General@Pentair.
com.

“Teaching at the aquaponics course 
sponsored by Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems 
was a real treat for me because their 
employees have an incredible depth of 
experience and knowledge that they share 
with their students as they guide them 
through all phases of constructing and 
operating an aquaponic  
system to establish a  
successful hobby or 
business.”

dr. James rakocy 
“father of aquaponics”
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gas control column

gas control column
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gas control tower

  heIght shIp wt 
Model lpM (cM) (Kg)

gct-024-018 757 404 375
gct-030-024 1,185 411 448
gct-036-029 1,703 427 513
gct-042-033 2,320 488 679
gct-048-039 3,028 594 846
gct-060-048 4,731 594 1,045
gct-072-054 6,813 925 1,323
gct-084-060 9,273 925 1,513

gas control toWer
pentair aquatic-eco systems gas control tower
Formerly a product of HE Group, the Pentair Aquatic-Eco Systems Gas Control 
Tower (GCT) is used to maintain proper balance of dissolved gases in reuse 
process water. The GCT is comprised of three sections: the CO2 Stripper (CO2) 
and the Low Head Oxygenator (LHO) and the LHO Sump (LHOS).

features
•  Designed to maintain the highest level of system water quality with the 

lowest operating and maintenance costs
•  Customized configurations with optional components available to meet  

specific site requirements
• Easy access for cleaning and maintenance 
• Designed for containerized shipping anywhere in the world

(paes water) coming soon 
PAES WATER is our center for research and demonstration of 
Recirculating Aquaculture Systems (RAS) technology. This facility 
will be located on the existing campus of PAES, Apopka, Florida and 
we anticipate completion during the second half of February 2015. 
The purpose of PAES WATER is to establish leadership in RAS, as 
well as serve as a research, training, and demonstration center for 
this technology. It will house the Center of Excellence for UV 
treatment within Pentair. We plan to showcase our products and 
supplier’s products in a modern, controlled environment where our 
staff, workshop students and visitors will have a first-hand look at 
the overall aquaculture process. 
We want to demonstrate RAS technologies because RAS is a type of 
aquaculture that is equipment intensive. The culture conditions are 
more intensive and densities are higher than in traditional pond 
aquaculture (about eight times the production capacity per acre). 
PAES has significant product offerings for RAS including pumps, 
filters, controllers, UV treatment units, etc. RAS as an aquaculture 
type is growing at a fast rate. It requires less water and land 
resources, facilities can be located nearer to markets and can be 
located in wider range of areas than traditional pond aquaculture 
operations. Think in concept of food miles; how far did your meal 
travel today? RAS production systems are favored by Seafood Watch 
and Food & Water Watch organizations because they are proven to  
be more sustainable and environmentally friendly. 

pentaIr aQuatIc eco-sYsteMs world aQuaculture technologY engIneerIng & research center

For more information, visit www.PentairAES.com
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gas control tower

gas control tower
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emperor safeguard uv systems™

vertical cHannel Polymer frame (vcPf)
The SafeGUARD UV Systems VCPF is very similar to the VCPP. Instead of 
using plates to orient the lamp field, a frame is used. The frame is designed 
to be lowered into the channel and anchored down.

vertical cHannel Polymer Plate (vcPP)
The design simplicity of the SafeGUARD UV Systems VCPP increases its 
versatility, making it adaptable for use in a number of applications. Just 
supply us with the application’s existing water conditions, desired fluence, 
water flow rate, channel dimensions and power requirements (mechanical 
drawing). The entire system consists of a power enclosure, quartz ware 
module plates (upper & lower), quartz sleeves and lamps. A water level 
control weir maintains the correct water depth inside the channel, within  
the UV lamp field. The weir is equipped with a drain for easy channel 
cleaning and available in stainless steel or Schedule-80 Modified Polymer.

Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems will work with you to customize a VCPP system to 
best suit your application. Due to the flexible design of the SafeGUARD UV 
Systems Vertical Open Channel UV configuration possibilities are endless. 
Quartz ware module plates are engineered to specific application parameters, 
such as lamp array and plate dimensions. Servicing is easy and labor is 
minimized with the single –end access to your UV lamps and quartz sleeves.

eMPeror sAFeGuArd uV sYsteMs™ VerticAL oPen cHAnneL
emPeror safeguard uv systems vertical oPen cHannel uv
SafeGUARD UV Systems offers the most cost-effective germicidal disinfection solution for high-flow/high-fluence applications, ideal for use in hatcheries 
and raceways. An exclusive operator-friendly and easy-to-service design reduces labor and costly breakage. The vertical lamp field utilizes turbulent 
flow which achieves better hydraulic mixing compared to the laminar-flow created by less-efficient horizontal “rack style” open channel UV systems.
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emperor safeguard uv systems™

eMPeror sAFeGuArd uV sYsteMs VerticAL oPen cHAnneL uV
Operator-Friendly, Cost Effective, Reliable UV Solution

system features
1.  Remote-Mounted Power Supply Enclosure with Control Package (Basic Included. PLC Optional)
2.  Highest-Quality American-Made Low-Pressure High-Output UV Lamps and Quartz Sleeves
3. Easy-Access through quick disconnect to UV Lamps and Quartz Sleeves for maintenance
4. Custom Designed Module Plates or Channel Frame
5. UV Transmittance Meter (Optional)

3

walkways are customer-supplied

21 4 5
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low-head uv reactor

emPeror safeguard uv systems™ loW-Head uv reactor
high flow/high uV dose applications
Our Low-Head UV Reactors provide a cost-savings alternative to shell & tube style UV 
systems for large applications (flow rates exceeding 2,000 GPM). Our Low-Head UV 
Reactors do not require an on-site channel. The Low-Head Reactor is designed to 
minimize pressure-loss while providing high-flow UV dose performance. We use the 
latest UV technology—energy-efficient, high-intensity Amalgam lamps—for optimal 
performance and efficacy. Routine servicing is simple with our easy-access lamp/quartz 
sleeve modules. All external UV components are corrosion-resistant.
Our corrosion-resistant NEMA Type 12 Power Supply Enclosure is operator-friendly and 
designed for in-field service capability. Our simple, yet efficient, lamp/quartz sleeve module 
design eliminates the need for expensive and troublesome quartz sleeve wiping systems. 
This single factor carries significant cost savings. 
Low-Head UV Reactors minimize electrical consumption because they do not require 
“high-head” (high RPM) pumps. In many situations they can operate by gravity. Our reactors 
are constructed of either Schedule-80 Modified Polymer or fiber glass, depending upon the 
application. They are equipped with an internal baffling system that controls the water-flow 
through the lamp field to achieve reliable UV dose delivery.
Reactors feature a mid-section flange for easy assembly and maintenance. Single-end, UV 
lamp and quartz sleeve access allows for quick and easy change-outs, resulting in reduced 
maintenance times.
We offer a variety of lamp configurations to address the unique requirements of your 
specific application. Made in USA.

system features
• Basic Control Package included. (Optional PLC package is available)
• Enhanced, state-of-the-art electronic ballast sized precisely to the lamp’s power   
 requirement to ensure optimal UV-C output and useful lamp life
• American-Made Low-Pressure High-Output UV lamps offer 12,000 hours of continuous  
 operation (80% efficient after 12,000 hours)**
• Extremely versatile design addresses the requirements of high-flow applications  
 without requiring an on-site channel
• More cost-effective than shell & tube style UV systems when applied to high-flow   
 applications
• Constructed of durable, heavy-wall, Schedule-80 Modified PVC* or fiberglass
• Multi-lamp array optimizes UV-C intensity distribution
• Single-End UV lamp and quartz sleeve access for easy servicing. 
• Watertight design protects all  electrical hardware from water damage
• Individual lamp and quartz sleeve servicing simplifies maintenance and reduces labor
• 1.8 m power cord and 6.1 m lamp cables

*Limited 3 Year Warranty
**Limited 12,000 hr warranty on all lamps

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

largest order for uV sYsteMs headed to chIle
The Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems team in Apopka, Florida, recently completed the largest 
order ever received for its SafeGUARD UV (ultraviolet) water treatment systems. The 
systems will be installed in a large commercial Aquaculture facility in Chile. As UV fluid 
treatment continues to expand in many markets, Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems is 
well-positioned to grow. Key representatives from every department were closely 
involved from start to finish ensuring this project was a success. With the successful 
build of these five large systems behind them, the Apopka team took a well-deserved 
moment to celebrate and now they are starting the process all over again - the same 
Chilean customer placed a new order for an additional seven large UV systems! “We are 
poised for significant growth in UV and our expanding capabilities and expertise are 
helping to shape our team into Pentair’s Global Center of Excellence for UV Systems,” 
said UV Systems Product Manager Jim Fraser. 

To read more about our UV Systems project install or products used, visit our blog at 
PentairAES.com
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clp series uv systems

   uV-c uV Vessel power enclosure aVaIlaBle aMps    
 laMps/ Input output  dIMensIons dIMensIons Inlet/outlet MaX load MaX 30 MJ/cM2 180 MJ/cM2 
Model watts watts watts l X d (cM) h X w X d (cM) port(s) (flange) @ 120/230 Vac psI/Bar gpM/lpM gpM/lpM
clP4160Ho6-Xfb 2/80 160 54 142 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 3.0/1.5 150/10.3  81/314  13/52
clP4240Ho6-Xfb 3/80 240 81 142 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 4.0/2.0 150/10.3  119/461  20/77
clP4320Ho6-Xfb 4/80 320 108 142 X 15  41 X 36 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 5.0/2.5 150/10.3  155/600  26/100 
clP6300Ho6-Xfb 2/150 300 114 216 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 3.75/1.8 150/10.3  174/675  29/113 
clP6450Ho6-Xfb 3/150 450 171 216 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 5.5/2.7 150/10.3  250/969  41/162
clP6600Ho6-Xfb 4/150 600 228 216 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 7.5/3.7 150/10.3  331/1283  55/214

clp low-pressure amalgam uV systems
clP4130a6-Xfb 1/130 130 40 142 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2”, 3”, 4” 2.1/1.0 150/10.3  66/255  11/42
clP4260a6-Xfb 2/130 260 80 142 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2”, 3”, 4” 3.9/2.0 150/10.3  112/434  18/72
clP4390a6-Xfb 3/130 390 120 142 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2”, 3”, 4” 5.8/2.9 150/10.3  161/624  27/104
clP4390a8-Xfb 3/130 390 120 157 X 20 41 X 36 X 21 3”, 4” 6” 5.8/2.9 150/10.3  228/883  38/147
clP4520a8-Xfb 4/130 520 160 157 X 20 51 X 41 X 21 3”, 4” 6” 7.5/3.7 150/10.3  296/1147  49/191 
clP4650a8-Xfb 5/130 650 200 157 X 20 60 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 9.4/4.7 150/10.3  346/1341  58/223
clP4780a10-Xfb 6/130 780 240 163 X 25 60 X 51 X 27 4”, 6”, 8” 11.2/5.6 120/8.3  480/1860  80/310
clP4910a10-Xfb 7/130 910 280 163 X 25 60 X 51 X 27 4”, 6”, 8” 13.3/6.5 120/8.3  564/2185  94/364
clP4910a12-Xfb 7/130 910 280 175 X 31 60 X 51 X 27 6”, 8” 13.3/6.5 90/6.2  648/2511  108/418 
clP41040a12-Xfb 8/130 1,040 320 175 X 31 77 X 61 X 32 6”, 8” 15.0/7.5 90/6.2  763/2956  127/493 
clP6320a6-Xfb 1/320 320 98 216 X 15 25 X 51 X 27 2”, 3”, 4” 3.2/1.6 150/10.3  165/639  27/106
clP6640a6-Xfb 2/320 640 196 216 X 15 25 X 51 X 27 2”, 3”, 4” 6.0/3.0 150/10.3  276/1070  46/178
clP6960a6-Xfb 3/320 960 294 216 X 15 25 X 51 X 27 2”, 3”, 4” 9.0/4.5 150/10.3  392/1519  65/253
clP6960a8-Xfb 3/320 960 294 218  X 20 25 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 9.0/4.5 150/10.3  587/2275  98/379
clP61280a8-Xfb 4/320 1,280 392 218  X 20 25 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 12.0/6.0 150/10.3  744/2883  124/480 
clP61600a8-Xfb 5/320 1,600 490 218  X 20 25 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 15.0/7.5 150/10.3  848/3286  141/548
clP61920a10-Xfb 6/320 1,920 588 224 X 25 77 X 61 X 32 4”, 6”, 8” 18.0/9.0 120/8.3  1,198/4642  200/773
clP62240a10-Xfb 7/320 2,240 686 224 X 25 77 X 61 X 32 4”, 6”, 8” 11 AMPS* 120/8.3  1,405/5442  234/907
clP62240a12-Xfb 7/320 2,240 686 229 X 31 77 X 61 X 32 6”, 8” 11 AMPS* 90/6.2  1,611/6243  268/1040
clP62560a12-Xfb 8/320 2,560 784 229 X 31 77 X 61 X 32 6”, 8” 13 AMPS* 90/6.2  1,839/7126  306/1188 
clP62880a14-Xfb 9/320 2,880 882 234 X 36 77 X 61 X 32 8”, 10”, 12” 14 AMPS* 50/3.4  2183/8461  364/1410
clP63200a16-Xfb 10/320 3,200 980 239 X 41 77 X 61 X 32 10”, 12”, 14” 16 AMPS* 50/3.4  2,544/9858  424/1643
20218  UV VESSEL OVER-TEMP PROTECTION (RECOMMENDED FOR PLASTIC VESSELS)     
 
20218-eXtcable  12’ EXTENSION CABLE FOR OVER-TEMP PROTECTION SENSOR (WORKS WITH BASIC CONTROL OPTION)  

when ordering: replace ‘X’ in part number with requested flange size; e.g., ‘2’ for two-inch flange. Basic or optional plc control package available. *230 vac.

system features
• Enhanced, state-of-the-art electronic ballast, sized precisely to the lamp’s power requirement, 

ensures optimal UV-C output and maximum useful-lamp-life
• Schedule-80 Modified Polymer construction is stronger and can handle higher internal pressures  

than polypropylene and HDPE vessels*
• Single-end UV lamp and quartz sleeve access for easy servicing
• Watertight design protects all electrical hardware from water damage
• Highest-Quality American-Made Low-Pressure High-Output UV lamps offer 12,000 hours**  

of continuous operation (80% efficient after 12,000 hours)
• Choice of inlet/outlet port styles
• Power supply is 50/60 Hz capable

emPeror safeguard uv systems™ clP series
commercial l-Vessel polymer
CLP Series SafeGUARD UV Systems offer efficient operation, ensuring proper hydraulic mixing inside 
the UV vessel. This optimizes UV light intensity distribution throughout the lamp field for reliable 
fluence (UV dose) delivery. CLP models feature Schedule-80 Modified Polymer construction**, ideally suited 
for corrosive and saltwater conditions. CLP vessels are extremely durable (models NSF-50 Certified/
operating pressures up to 150 PSI) and deliver a cost savings of up to 50% when compared to more 
expensive and corrosion-prone 316 stainless steel.
CLP Series SafeGUARD UV Systems feature single-end UV lamp and Quartz Sleeve assembly, remote 
NEMA Type 12 thermoplastic power supply enclosure, and are available with Basic or optional 
PLC(shown) Control packages with either LPHO or Amalgam UV lamps (available in sizes to treat up 
to 5,000 GPM/18,925 LPM). UL listed. Made in USA.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

*Limited 3 Year Warranty
**Limited 12,000 hr warranty on all lamps
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*Limited 3 Year Warranty
**Limited 12,000 hr warranty on all lamps

   uV-c uV Vessel power enclosure aVaIlaBle aMps    
 laMps/ Input output  dIMensIons dIMensIons Inlet/outlet MaX load MaX 30 MJ/cM2 180 MJ/cM2 
Model watts watts watts l X d (cM) h X w X d (cM) port(s) (flange) @ 120/230 Vac psI/Bar gpM/lpM gpM/lpM
cls4160Ho6-Xfb 2/80 160 54 142 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 3.0/1.5 150/10.3  81/314  13/52
cls4240Ho6-Xfb 3/80 240 81 142 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 4.0/2.0 150/10.3  119/461  20/77
cls4320Ho6-Xfb 4/80 320 108 142 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 5.0/2.5 150/10.3  155/600  26/100
cls6300Ho6-Xfb 2/150 300 114 216 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 3.75/1.8 150/10.3  174/675  29/113
cls6450Ho6-Xfb 3/150 450 171 216 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 5.5/2.7 150/10.3  250/969  41/162
cls6600Ho6-Xfb 4/150 600 228 216 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 7.5/3.7 150/10.3  331/1283  55/214

cls low-pressure amalgam uV systems
cls4130a6-Xfb 1/130 130 40 142 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2”, 3”, 4” 2.1/1.0 150/10.3  66/255  11/42
cls4260a6-Xfb 2/130 260 80 142 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2”, 3”, 4” 3.9/2.0 150/10.3  112/434  18/72
cls4390a6-Xfb 3/130 390 120 142 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2”, 3”, 4” 5.8/2.9 150/10.3  161/624  27/104
cls4390a8-Xfb 3/130 390 120 157 X 20 41 X 36 X 21 3”, 4” 6” 5.8/2.9 150/10.3  228/883  38/147
cls4520a8-Xfb 4/130 520 160 157 X 20 51 X 41 X 21 3”, 4” 6” 7.5/3.7 150/10.3  296/1147  49/191
cls4650a8-Xfb 5/130 650 200 157 X 20 60 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 9.4/4.7 150/10.3  346/1341  58/223
cls4780a10-Xfb 6/130 780 240 163 X 25 60 X 51 X 27 4”, 6”, 8” 11.2/5.6 150/10.3  480/1860  80/310
cls4910a10-Xfb 7/130 910 280 163 X 25 60 X 51 X 27 4”, 6”, 8” 13.3/6.5 150/10.3  564/2185  94/364
cls4910a12-Xfb 7/130 910 280 175 X 31 60 X 51 X 27 6”, 8”, 10” 13.3/6.5 150/10.3  648/2511  108/418
cls41040a12-Xfb 8/130 1,040 320 175 X 31 77 X 61 X 32 6”, 8”, 10” 15.0/7.5 150/10.3  763/2956  127/493
cls6320a6-Xfb 1/320 320 98 216 X 15 60 X 51 X 27 2”, 3”, 4” 3.2/1.6 150/10.3  165/639  27/106
cls6640a6-Xfb 2/320 640 196 216 X 15 60 X 51 X 27 2”, 3”, 4” 6.0/3.0 150/10.3  276/1070  46/178
cls6960a6-Xfb 3/320 960 294 216 X 15 60 X 51 X 27 2”, 3”, 4” 9.0/4.5 150/10.3  392/1519  65/253
cls6960a8-Xfb 3/320 960 294 218  X 20 60 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 9.0/4.5 150/10.3  587/2275  98/379
cls61280a8-Xfb 4/320 1,280 392 218  X 20 60 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 12.0/6.0 150/10.3  744/2883  124/480
cls61600a8-Xfb 5/320 1,600 490 218  X 20 60 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 15.0/7.5 150/10.3  848/3286  141/548
cls61920a10-Xfb 6/320 1,920 588 224 X 25 77 X 61 X 32 4”, 6”, 8” 18.0/9.0 150/10.3  1,198/4642  200/773
cls62240a10-Xfb 7/320 2,240 686 224 X 25 77 X 61 X 32 4”, 6”, 8” 11 AMPS* 150/10.3  1,405/5442  234/907
cls62240a12-Xfb 7/320 2,240 686 229 X 31 77 X 61 X 32 6”, 8”, 10” 11 AMPS* 150/10.3  1,611/6243  268/1040
cls62560a12-Xfb 8/320 2,560 784 229 X 31 77 X 61 X 32 6”, 8”, 10” 13 AMPS* 150/10.3  1,839/7126  306/1188
cls62880a14-Xfb 9/320 2,880 882 234 X 36 77 X 61 X 32 8”, 10”, 12” 14 AMPS* 130/8.9  2183/8461  364/1410
cls63200a16-Xfb 10/320 3,200 980 239 X 41 77 X 61 X 32 10”, 12”, 14” 16 AMPS* 100/6.8  2,544/9858  424/1643
cls63520a18-Xfb 11/320 3,520 1,078 244 X 46 103 X 83 X 32 12”, 14”, 16” 17 AMPS* 80/5.5  2,904/11,253  484/1876
cls63840a20-Xfb 12/320 3,840 1,176 249 X 51 103 X 83 X 32 14”, 16”, 18” 19 AMPS* 65/4.4  3,434/13308  572/2218
cls64160a24-Xfb 13/320 4,160 1,274 259 X 61 103 X 83 X 32 16”, 18”, 20” 20 AMPS* 50/3.4  3,821/14807  636/2468

when ordering: replace ‘X’ in part number with requested flange size; e.g., ‘2’ for two-inch flange. Basic or optional plc control package available. *230 vac.

emPeror safeguard uv systems™ cls series
commercial l-Vessel stainless steel
For applications requiring Stainless Steel, Pentair’s CLS Series SafeGUARD UV Systems 
316L Stainless Steel Vessels*, with an electropolish finish, provide reliable operation. 
Vessels are equipped with sensor ports. SafeGUARD UV Systems CLS models are available 
with LPHO or High-Intensity Amalgam UV Lamps. CLS UV systems provide the benefit of a 
compact, space-saving design allowing for in-line horizontal or vertical mounting.
CLS Series SafeGUARD UV Systems feature a single-ended quartz assembly, remote 
NEMA Type 12 thermoplastic power supply enclosure, and are available with Basic or 
optional PLC (shown) Control packages and either LP HO or Amalgam UV lamps. Available 
in sizes to treat up to 5,000 GPM (18,925 LPM). UL listed. Made in USA.

system features
• Enhanced, state-of-the-art electronic ballast-sized precisely to the lamp’s power 

requirement ensures optimal UV-C output and maximum lamp life
• 316L stainless steel vessel has removable faceplate for internal inspection and cleaning
• Single-end UV lamp and quartz sleeve access for easy servicing
• Watertight design protects all electrical hardware from water damage
• Highest-Quality American-Made Low-Pressure High-Output UV lamps offer 12,000 

hours** of continuous operation (80% efficient after 12,000 hours)
• Choice of inlet/outlet port styles
• Power supply is 50/60 Hz capable
• 1.8 m power cord and 6.1 m lamp cables

sPeciALtY FiLtrAtion
cls series uv systems

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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emPeror safeguard uv systems™ cuP series
commercial u-shaped polymer
The Emperor SafeGUARD CUP UV systems replace the successful “COM” UV series 
introduced in 1992.  The CUP Series UVs carry on the 23-year tradition of quality, but with 
innovative improvements which include single-end quartz sleeves.  Schedule-80 Modified 
Polymer construction ideally suited for corrosive saltwater conditions and a compact “U” 
vessel port orientation that reduces footprint. The CUP power supply enclosure is available in 
either a NEMA12 or NEMA 4X rating. Basic control package included (optional PLC package 
shown). Choose between either Low Pressure (LP) High Output (HO) or Amalgam UV lamps. 
UL listed. Made in USA.

system features
• Enhanced, state-of-the-art electronic ballast, sized precisely to the lamp’s power   
  requirement, ensures optimal UV-C output and maximum useful-lamp-life
• Highest-Quality American-Made Low-Pressure High-Output UV lamps offer 12,000   
 hours* of continuous operation (80% efficient after 12,000 hours)
• Schedule-80 Modified Polymer** construction is stronger and can handle higher   
 internal pressures than polypropylene and HDPE vessels
• Available in sizes to treat up to 5,000 gpm (18,925 lpm)
• Single-end UV lamp and quartz sleeve access for easy servicing
• Watertight design protects all electrical hardware from water damage
• Choice of inlet/outlet port styles.
• Power supply is 50/60 Hz capable
• 1.8 m power cord and 6.1 m lamp cables

   uV-c uV Vessel power enclosure aVaIlaBle aMps    
 laMps/ Input output  dIMensIons dIMensIons Inlet/outlet MaX load MaX 30 MJ/cM2 180 MJ/cM2 
Model watts watts watts l X d (cM) h X w X d (cM) port(s) (flange) @ 120/230 Vac psI/Bar gpM/lpM gpM/lpM

cuP4160Ho6-Xfb 2 / 80 160 54 132 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 3.0/1.5 50 / 3.4  81 / 314  13 / 52

cuP4240Ho6-Xfb 3 / 80 240 81 132 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 4.0/2.0 50 / 3.4  119 / 461  20 / 77

cuP4320Ho6-Xfb 4 / 80 320 108 132 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 5.0/2.5 50 / 3.4  155 / 600  26 / 100

cuP6300Ho6-Xfb 2/150 300 114 178 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 3.75/1.8 50 / 3.4  174 / 675  29 / 113

cuP6450Ho6-Xfb 3/150 450 171 178 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 5.5/2.7 50 / 3.4  250 / 969  41 / 162

cuP6600Ho6-Xfb 4/150 600 228 178 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 7.5/3.7 50 / 3.4  331 / 1283  55 / 214

safeguard uV system cup series low-pressure amalgam
cuP4130a6-Xfb 1/130 130 40 132 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2”, 3”, 4” 2.1/1.0 50/3.4  66/255  11/42

cuP4260a6-Xfb 2/130 260 80 132 X 15 141 X 36 X 21 2”, 3”, 4” 3.9/2.0 50/3.4  112/434  18/72

cuP4390a6-Xfb 3/130 390 120 132 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2”, 3”, 4” 5.8/2.9 50/3.4  161/624  27/104

cuP4390a8-Xfb 3/130 390 120 137 X 20 41 X 36 X 21 3”, 4” 6” 5.8/2.9 50/3.4  228/883  38/147

cuP4520a8-Xfb 4/130 520 160 137 X 20 51 X 41 X 21 3”, 4” 6” 7.5/3.7 50/3.4  296/1147  49/191

cuP4650a8-Xfb 5/130 650 200 137 X 20 60 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 9.4/4.7 50/3.4  346/1341  58/223 

cuP4780a10-Xfb 6/130 780 240 152 X 25 60 X 51 X 27 4”, 6”, 8” 11.2/5.6 50/3.4  480/1860  80/310 

cuP4910a10-Xfb 7/130 910 280 152 X 25 60 X 51 X 27 4”, 6”, 8” 13.3/6.5 50/3.4  564/2185  94/364

cuP4910a12-Xfb 7/130 910 280 175 X 31 60 X 51 X 27 6”, 8” 13.3/6.5 50/3.4  648/2511  108/418 
cuP41040a12-Xfb 8/130 1,040 320 175 X 31 77 X 61 X 32 6”, 8” 15.0/7.5 50/3.4  763/2956  127/493 

cuP6320a6-Xfb 1/320 320 98 191 X 15 60 X 51 X 27 2”, 3”, 4” 3.2/1.6 50/3.4  165/639  27/106 
cuP6640a6-Xfb 2/320 640 196 191 X 15 60 X 51 X 27 2”, 3”, 4” 6.0/3.0 50/3.4  276/1070  46/178 
cuP6960a6-Xfb 3/320 960 294 191 X 15 60 X 51 X 27 2”, 3”, 4” 9.0/4.5 50/3.4  392/1519  65/253 
cuP6960a8-Xfb 3/320 960 294 196 X 20 60 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 9.0/4.5 50/3.4  587/2275  98/379 

cuP61280a8-Xfb 4/320 1,280 392 196 X 20 60 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 12.0/6.0 50/3.4  744/2883  124/480 
cuP61600a8-Xfb 5/320 1,600 490 196 X 20 60 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 15.0/7.5 50/3.4  848/3286  141/548

cuP61920a10-Xfb 6/320 1,920 588 201 X 25 77 X 61 X 32 4”, 6”, 8” 18.0/9.0 50/3.4  1,198/4642  200/773

cuP62240a10-Xfb 7/320 2,240 686 201 X 25 77 X 61 X 32 4”, 6”, 8” * 50/3.4  1,405/5442  234/907

20218  UV VESSEL OVER-TEMP PROTECTION (RECOMMENDED FOR PLASTIC VESSELS)      

20218-eXtcable  12’ EXTENSION CABLE FOR OVER-TEMP PROTECTION SENSOR (WORKS WITH BASIC CONTROL OPTION)  

when ordering: replace ‘X’ in part number with requested flange size; e.g., ‘2’ for two-inch flange. Basic or optional plc control package available. *230 vac/11 amps.

*Limited 12,000 hr warranty on all lamps
**Limited 3 Year Warranty

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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   uV-c uV Vessel power enclosure aVaIlaBle aMps    
 laMps/ Input output  dIMensIons dIMensIons Inlet/outlet MaX load MaX 30 MJ/cM2 180 MJ/cM2 
Model watts watts watts l X d (cM) h X w X d (cM) port(s) (flange) @ 120/230 Vac psI/Bar gpM/lpM gpM/lpM
cus4160Ho6-Xfb  2/80 160 54 132 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4”   3.0/1.5 150/10.3 85/322 14/53
cus4240Ho6-Xfb 3/80 240 81 132 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4”   4.0/2.0 150/10.3 115/435 19/72
cus4320Ho6-Xfb 4/80 320 108 132 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2“, 3”, 4”   5.0/2.5 150/10.3 158/598 26/98
cus6300Ho6-Xfb 2/150 300 114 178 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4”   3.75/1.8 150/10.3 178/674 29/110
cus6450Ho6-Xfb 3/150 450 171 178 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4”   5.5/2.7 150/10.3 250/946 41/155
cus6600Ho6-Xfb 4/150 600 228 178 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2“, 3”, 4”   7.5/3.7 150/10.3 346/1310 57/216

safeguard cus-series amalgam uV system 
cus4130a6-Xfb 1/130 130 40 140 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2”, 3”, 4” 2.1/1.0 150/10.3 66/255 11/42
cus4260a6-Xfb 2/130 260 80 140 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2”, 3”, 4” 3.9/2.0 150/10.3 112/434 18/72
cus4390a6-Xfb 3/130 390 120 140 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2”, 3”, 4” 5.8/2.9 150/10.3 161/624 27/104
cus4390a8-Xfb 3/130 390 120 145 X 20 41 X 36 X 21 3”, 4” 6” 5.8/2.9 150/10.3 228/883 38/147
cus4520a8-Xfb 4/130 520 160 145 X 20 51 X 41 X 21 3”, 4” 6” 7.5/3.7 150/10.3 296/1147 49/191
cus4650a8-Xfb 5/130 650 200 145 X 20 60 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 9.4/4.7 150/10.3 346/1341 58/223
cus4780a10-Xfb 6/130 780 240 152 X 25 60 X 51 X 27 4”, 6”, 8” 11.2/5.6 150/10.3 480/1860 80/310
cus4910a10-Xfb 7/130 910 280 152 X 25 60 X 51 X 27 4”, 6”, 8” 13.3/6.5 150/10.3 564/2185 94/364
cus4910a12-XfbX 7/130 910 280 157 X 31 60 X 51 X 27 6”, 8”, 10” 13.3/6.5 150/10.3 648/2511 108/418
cus41040a12-Xfb 8/130 1,040 320 157 X 31 77 X 61 X 32 6”, 8”, 10” 15.0/7.5 150/10.3 763/2956 127/493
cus6320a6-Xfb 1/320 320 98 191 X 15 60 X 51 X 27 2”, 3”, 4” 3.2/1.6 150/10.3 165/639 27/106
cus6640a6-Xfb 2/320 640 196 191 X 15 60 X 51 X 27 2”, 3”, 4” 6.0/3.0 150/10.3 276/1070 46/178
cus6960a6-Xfb 3/320 960 294 191 X 15 60 X 51 X 27 2”, 3”, 4” 9.0/4.5 150/10.3 392/1519 65/253
cus6960a8-Xfb 3/320 960 294 196 X 20 60 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 9.0/4.5 150/10.3 587/2275 98/379
cus61280a8-Xfb 4/320 1,280 392 196 X 20 60 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 12.0/6.0 150/10.3 744/2883 124/480
cus61600a8-Xfb 5/320 1,600 490 196 X 20 60 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 15.0/7.5 150/10.3 848/3286 141/548
cus61920a10-Xfb 6/320 1,920 588 201 X 25 77 X 61 X 32 4”, 6”, 8” 18.0/9.0 150/10.3 1,198/4642 200/773
cus62240a10-Xfb 7/320 2,240 686 201 X 25 77 X 61 X 32 4”, 6”, 8” 11 AMPS* 150/10.3 1,405/5442 234/907
cus62240a12-Xfb 7/320 2,240 686 205 X 31 77 X 61 X 32 6”, 8”, 10” 11 AMPS* 150/10.3 1,611/6243 268/1040
cus62560a12-Xfb 8/320 2,560 784 205 X 31 77 X 61 X 32 6”, 8”, 10” 13 AMPS* 150/10.3 1,839/7126 306/1188
cus62880a14-Xfb 9/320 2,880 882 211 X 36 77 X 61 X 32 8”, 10”, 12” 14 AMPS* 130/8.9 2183/8461 364/1410
cus63200a16-Xfb 10/320 3,200 980 216 X 41 77 X 61 X 32 10”, 12”, 14” 16 AMPS* 100/6.8 2,544/9858 424/1643
cus63520a18-Xfb 11/320 3,520 1078 221 X 46 103 X 83 X 32 12”, 14”, 16”  17 AMPS* 80/5.5 2,904/11,253 484/1876
cus63840a20-Xfb 12/320 3,840 1176 226 X 51 103 X 83 X 32 14”, 16”, 18” 19 AMPS* 65/4.4 3,434/13308 572/2218
cus64160a24-Xfb 13/320 4,160 1274 231 X 61 103 X 83 X 32 16”, 18”, 20” 20 AMPS* 50/3.4 3,821/14807 636/2468

when ordering: replace ‘X’ in part number with requested flange size; e.g., ‘2’ for two-inch flange. Basic or optional plc control package available. *230 vac.

*Limited 12,000 hr warranty on all lamps
**Limited 3 Year Warranty

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

system features
• Enhanced, state-of-the-art electronic ballast, sized precisely to the lamp’s power requirement, 

ensures optimal UV-C output and maximum useful-lamp-life
• Highest-Quality American-Made Low-Pressure High-Output UV lamps offer 12,000 hours* of 

continuous operation (80% efficient after 12,000 hours)
• 316L Stainless Steel** vessels with an electropolish finish and removable ends for internal 

inspection and cleaning
• Available in sizes to treat up to 5,000 gpm (18,925 lpm)
• Single-end UV lamp and quartz sleeve access for easy servicing
• Watertight design protects all electrical hardware from water damage
• Choice of inlet/outlet port styles
• Power supply is 50/60 Hz capable
• 1.8 m power cord and 6.1 m lamp cables

emPeror safeguard uv systems™ cus series
commercial u-shaped stainless steel
Emperor SafeGUARD UV Systems CUS Series provides reliable protection against harmful 
waterborne pathogens. The “U” style UV vessel allows for space-saving horizontal mounting. CUS 
Series use either LPHO or Amalgam UV lamps and are available in various models suitable for a wide 
variety of application sizes.
CUS Series UV feature single-end lamp and quartz sleeve access for easy servicing. The CUS power 
supply enclosure is available in either a NEMA12 or NEMA 4X rating. Basic control package included 
(optional PLC package shown). UL listed. Made in USA.
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emPeror safeguard uv systems™ Hoss series
high-output stainless steel
Quality craftsmanship meets superior design to deliver years of dependable and trouble-free operation. 
HOSS Series SafeGUARD UV Systems combine the latest, most efficient Low-Pressure (LP) UV lamp 
technology with robust stainless steel UV vessel construction to create a versatile, high-quality UV 
system suited for freshwater Aquaculture and light-Industrial applications. HOSS UV Systems feature a 
thermoplastic NEMA 4X or Type 12 power supply enclosure mounted to the UV vessel brackets, allowing 
4-way orientation for either horizontal or vertical system mounting. HOSS controls consist of analog 
re-settable hour meter, lamp-status LEDs, input power LED, and external on/off switch. Single-end UV 
lamps and quartz sleeve access allows for quick-easy servicing. Cable hardware protects lamp 
connections from water damage and is durable and inexpensive to replace.

HOSS UV systems are available with LP high-output or high-intensity Amalgam UV lamps. The system’s 
design (lamp array) yields efficient and cost-effective UV lamp performance. The Highest-Quality 
American-Made Low-Pressure High-Output UV Lamps offer 80% efficiency after 12,000 hours** of 
continuous operation. All HOSS UV vessels feature stainless steel threaded ports and flanges. UL listed. 
Made in USA.

system features
•Housing Material*: Stainless Steel (316L or 316L with Electropolished Finish)
•UV Lamp: Low-Pressure High-Output, T-6 style
•Control Enclosure: NEMA 4X or Type 12

Monitoring system
•Main Power Indicator Light
•Elapsed Run-Time Hour Meter
•UV Lamp Status Indicator

*Limited 3 Year Warranty
**Limited 12,000 hr warranty on all lamps

WARNING
pentair aquatic eco-systems does not recommend using 316l stainless steel in corrosive 
environments that include, but are not limited to, saltwater aquaculture (includes aquaria) 
and other corrosive applications. 316l stainless steel is subject to pitting and crevice 
corrosion in warm chloride (salts) environments, and to stress corrosion cracking with 
water temperatures above 60°c, approximately.

    power 
  uV-c uV Vessel enclosure aVaIlaBle aMps 
 laMps/ output  dIMensIons dIMensIons Inlet/outlet MaX load MaX 30 MJ/cM2* 180 MJ/cM2** 
Model watts watts h X d (cM) h X w X d (cM) port(s) (flange) @ 115/230 Vac psI/Bar gpM/lpM gpM/lpM

com480Hoss 1/80 27 107 X 28 32 X 27 X 20 2”/5 CM MNPT 1.25/0.75 50/3.4  47/182  8/30

com4160Hoss 2/80 54 107 X 28 32 X 27 X 20 2”/5 CM MNPT 2.5/1.25 50/3.4  75/290 12/48

com4240Hoss 3/80 81 107 X 28 32 X 27 X 20 2”/5 CM MNPT 3.5/1.75 50/3.4  112/434  18/72

com4320Hoss 4/80 108 107 X 28 32 X 27 X 20 2”/5 CM MNPT 5.0/2.5 50/3.4  146/566  27/94

*recommended flowrate for algae and bacteria.
**calculated using uvt factors of 90–95% transmittance and uv lamps at end of useful lamp life.
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     power 
   uV-c uV Vessel enclosure aVaIlaBle aMps    
 laMps/ Input output  dIMensIons dIMensIons Inlet/outlet MaX load MaX 30 MJ/cM2 180 MJ/cM2 
Model watts watts watts h X d (cM) h X w X d (cM) port(s) (flange) @ 120/230 Vac psI/Bar gpM/lpM gpM/lpM

cvP4160Ho6-Xfb 2/80 160 54 145 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 3.0/1.5 50/3.4  81/314  13/52 

cvP4240Ho6-Xfb 3/80 240 81 145 X 15 36 X 31 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 4.0/2.0 50/3.4  119/461  20/77

cvP4320Ho6-Xfb 4/80 320 108 145 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2“, 3”, 4” 5.0/2.5 50/3.4  155/600  26/100

cVp low-pressure amalgam uV systems
cvP4130a6-Xfb 1/130 130 40 145 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2”, 3”, 4” 2.1/1.0 50/3.4  66/255  11/42

cvP4260a6-Xfb 2/130 260 80 145 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2”, 3”, 4” 3.9/2.0 50/3.4  112/434  18/72

cvP4390a6-Xfb 3/130 390 120 145 X 15 41 X 36 X 21 2”, 3”, 4” 5.8/2.9 50/3.4  161/624  27/104 

cvP4390a8-Xfb 3/130 390 120 160 X 20 41 X 36 X 21 3”, 4” 6” 5.8/2.9 50/3.4  228/883  38/147

cvP4520a8-Xfb 4/130 520 160 160 X 20 51 X 41 X 21 3”, 4” 6” 7.5/3.7 50/3.4  296/1147  49/191

cvP4650a8-Xfb 5/130 650 200 160 X 20 60 X 51 X 27 3”, 4” 6” 9.4/4.7 50/3.4  346/1341  58/223 

cvP4780a10-Xfb 6/130 780 240 173 X 25 60 X 51 X 27 4”, 6”, 8” 11.2/5.6 50/3.4  480/1860  80/310

cvP4910a10-Xfb 7/130 910 280 173 X 25 60 X 51 X 27 4”, 6”, 8” 13.3/6.5 50/3.4  564/2185  94/364 

cvP4910a12-Xfb 7/130 910 280 191 X 31 60 X 51 X 27 6”, 8” 13.3/6.5 50/3.4  648/2511  108/418

 cvP41040a12-Xfb 8/130 1,040 320 191 X 31 77 X 61 X 32 6”, 8” 15.0/7.5 50/3.4  763/2956  127/493

when ordering: replace ‘X’ in part number with requested flange size; e.g., ‘2’ for two-inch flange. Basic or optional plc control package available.

VeSSel oVer-temp protection 
included for thiS SerieS.

emPeror safeguard uv systems™ cvP series
commercial Vertical polymer
When operating space is restricted, our CVP (Vertical) Series SafeGUARD UV Systems provide the small 
footprint you need. CVP models feature single-end, top-loading quartz ware to minimize space required 
and maximize serviceability! Each model is extremely durable and features a corrosion-resistant remote 
power supply enclosure and UV vessel. All models are designed to deliver optimum UV performance by 
utilizing their UV lamp’s UV-C output to its maximum potential. CVP LPHO and Amalgam SafeGUARD UV 
Systems are watertight and designed for indoor/outdoor use. Each model is equipped with a flanged base 
for easy installation. UL Listed. Made in the USA. 

system features
• Control Package included (optional PLC Package shown).
• Enhanced, state-of-the-art electronic ballast, sized precisely to the lamp’s power requirement, 

ensures optimal UV-C output and maximum “useful lamp life”
• Small footprint: vertical operation reduces required horizontal space
• Schedule-80 Modified Polymer construction is stronger and can handle higher internal pressures than 

polypropylene and HDPE vessels*
• Single-End UV lamp and quartz sleeve access for easy servicing
• Watertight design protects all electrical hardware from water damage
• Highest-quality American-made low-pressure high-output UV lamps offer 12,000 hours of continuous 

operation (80% efficient after 12,000 hours)**
• Choice of inlet/outlet port styles
• Over-Temp System Shutdown Sensor shuts down the lamp field to avoid damage when water 

temperature inside the vessel exceeds 120° F
• 1.8 m power cord and 6.1 m lamp cables

*Limited 3 Year Warranty
**Limited 12,000 hr warranty on all lamps
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high-output uv sterilizers

  uV-c uV Vessel aMps 
 laMps/ output  dIMensIons MaX load 30 MJ/cM2 180 MJ/cM2 
Model watts watts l X d (cM) @ 120/230 Vac gpM/lpM gpM/lpM

com250Ho-2ub  1/50 15 71 X 15 1.15/0.57  25/97  4/16

com480Ho-2ub  1/80 27 109 X 15 1.15/0.57  45/170  7/26

com5120Ho-2ub  1/120 37 142 X 15 1.15/0.57 64/242  10/38

com6150Ho-2ub 1/150 150  178 X 15 1.85/0.85 100/387  17/65

VeSSel oVer-temp protection  
not aVailable for thiS SerieS.

emPeror safeguard uv systems™  
HigH-outPut single-lamP uv steriliZers
Research facility staff and other aquatic husbandry personnel will find our 
Emperor SafeGUARD HO UV Sterilizers are easy to install, operate and 
maintain. Single-end access allows for time saving serviceability of the lamp 
and quartz sleeve. The Highest-Quality American-Made Low-Pressure 
High-Output UV Lamps offer 80% efficiency after 12,000 hours of continuous 
operation. Units are 115V/60 Hz and have a one-year warranty on ballasts, 
limited lifetime warranty on the housing and 90-day warranty on lamps.  
Made in USA.

   uV-c uV Vessel  aMps    
 laMps/ Input output  dIMensIons Inlet/outlet MaX load MaX 30 MJ/cM2 180 MJ/cM2 
Model watts watts watts (l X d) port(s) @ 120/230 Vac psI/Bar gpM/lpM gpM/lpM

0250100 2/50 100 30 89 X 15 3”/7.6 CM UNION 1.15/0.57 150/10.3 43/166 7/28

0250160 2/80 160 54 127 X 15 3” 7.6 CM UNION 1.15/0.57 150/10.3 81/314 14/52 
0250240 2/120 240 74 157 X 15 3” 7.6 CM UNION 2.0/1.0 150/10.3 110/426 18/71 
0250300 2/150 300 114 193 X 15 3” 7.6 CM UNION 2.6/1.3 150/10.3 174/675 29/113

0250450 3/150 450 171 216 X 15 3” 7.6 CM UNION 5.5/2.7 150/10.3 250/946 41/155

0250600 4/150 600 228 216 X 15 3” 7.6 CM UNION 7.5/3.7 150/10.3 331/1,253 55/208

emPeror smart uv® HigH-outPut (Ho) multi-lamP uv steriliZers
Research facility staff and other aquatic husbandry personnel will find our Smart HO Multi-Lamp UV 
Systems are easy to install, operate and maintain. Single-end access allows for time saving 
serviceability of the lamp and quartz sleeve.  The Highest-Quality American-Made Low-Pressure 
High-Output UV Lamps offer 80% efficiency after 12,000 hours** of continuous operation.  One-year 
warranty on ballasts. Made in USA.

system specifications
• Housing Material*: Heavy-Wall UV Resistant High-Density Polymer
• Housing Size: Refer to Chart Below (UV Vessel Dimensions)
• UV Lamp(s): Low-Pressure High-Output, T6-style
• Each lamp will require its own outlet

*Limited 3 Year Warranty
**Limited 12,000 hour warranty on all lamps

system features
• Housing Material: Heavy-Wall UV 

Resistant High-Density Polymer
• Housing Pressure (Max.): 20 psi / 

1.378 bar
• Housing Inlet/Outlet Port Size:  

2”/5 cm Union
• UV Lamp(s): Low-Pressure 

High-Output, T6-Style

optional Monitoring system
• Control Enclosure: NEMA 4X
• Control Enclosure Size:  

36 cm H x 31 cm W x 21 cm D
• Main Power Indicator Light
• Elapsed Run-Time Hour Meter
• UV Lamp Status Indicator
• PLC package optional
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 Input u-c output uV Vessel aMps MaX load 30 MJ/cM2 180 MJ/cM2 
Model  watts watts dIMensIons (cM) @ 115/230 Vac gpM/lpM gpM/lpM

e50s 50 15 76 X  15 1.15/0.57 25/97 4/16

e80s 80 27 114 X 15 1.15/0.57 45/170 7/26

e120s 120 37 145 X 15 1.15/0.57 64/242 10/38

e150s 150 57 180 X 15 1.85/0.85 100/387 17/65

fluence (uv dose) calculated using uvt factors of 90–95%t and uv lamps at end of useful lamp life. 

emPeror smart uv® HigH-outPut steriliZers
These commercial sterilizers feature high-output (HO), T6-style lamps that 
offer approximately twice the UV output of standard with the same arc length.
UV vessels are built of a UV-resistant, high density polymer with a removable 
end cap to provide easy access. Internal viewing ports allow visual indication  
of lamp status. Units have 2”/5 cm slip unions and 14.6 cm diameter housings.  
3 m cable to ballast and 6’ cord to plug. 115V/60 Hz. 230V, 50/60 Hz available for 
export: add “-230” to the part number.
Models include an in-line, sealed watertight power supply for wet applications. 
One-year warranty on ballasts, limited lifetime warranty on the housing and 
90-day warranty on lamps. Made in USA.

system features
• Housing Material: Heavy-Wall UV Resistant High-Density Polymer
• Housing Size: Refer to Chart Below (UV Vessel Dimensions)
• Housing Pressure (Max.): 20 psi/1.378 bar
• Housing Inlet/Outlet Port Size: 2”/5 cm Union
• UV Lamp(s): Low-Pressure High-Output, T6-style

eMperor sMart uV® hIgh-output sterIlIZer replaceMent parts
   4-pIn laMp  QuartZ 
watts seal KIts Ballast connector laMp sleeVe

50  20375-2 20105-MV 709-1S FL-2538-IP FL-QZ175-IP
80 20375-2 20105-MV 709-1S FL-2997-IP FL-QZ176-IP

120 20375-2 20105-MV 709-1S FL-2998-IP FL-QZ165

150 20375-2 20105-MV 709-1S FL-2999 FL-QZ167

sPeciALtY FiLtrAtion
smart uv sterilizers/replacement parts

 gpM @ 30,000  watts/ # MaX sIZe oVerall shIp wt 
Model µws/cM2* laMps aQuarIuM (l) length (cM) (Kg)

eu18-2 4 18/1 284 56 3.6

eu25-2 6 25/1 416 76 6.4

eu40-2 10 40/1 757 114 10

eu80-2 20 80/2 1,325 114 25.4*

*ships oversize.

emPeror smart uv® lite steriliZers 
The SMART UV Lite features the same durable “UV-resistant” construction 
as the SMART UV, but utilizes a smaller diameter body (5 cm). They are 
watertight and can be used indoors or outdoors in any position. Units include 
standard GPH/T5 style UV lamps, remote power supply and instructions.
All UV lights have 11/2”/3.8 cm slip inlets/outlets. Units are 115V/60 Hz and 
have a one-year warranty on ballasts, limited lifetime warranty on the 
housing and 90-day warranty on lamps. Made in USA.

uV light transmittance
UV transmittance (UVT) is not turbidity! The 
water’s clarity is not an effective indicator, 
because both solid and dissolved material 
can absorb UV light. For example: metals 
(iron) in water are not visible to the human 
eye but absorb UV light and have a negative 
impact on UVT.
UVT is the transmission of UV light (254 nm) 
through water. Regarding Aquaculture 
applications, flow-through fish-culture 
systems requiring influent disinfection 
typically test at 90-95%T. In contrast, RAS 
recirculating aquaculture systems typically 
test lower at 70-85%T. Application 
conditions vary and, therefore, must be 
evaluated individually.
UVT must be considered when sizing any 
UV system. Using a meter is the only 
method of determining an application’s true 
%T. It is important to mention that UVT is 
not linear.
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smart uv sterilizers/replacement parts

 gpM @ 30,000  watts/   oVerall actual 
Model µws/cM2* # laMps Inlet/outlet sIZe (cM) wt (Kg)

eu25-u 8 25/1 11/2"/3.8 CM SLIP UNION 73.6 6.35

eu40 17 40/1 11/2"/3.8 CM SLIP UNION 111.8 9.98

eu65P 32 65/1 11/2"/3.8 CM SLIP UNION 180.3 12.7**

*calculated using uvt factors of 90-95% transmittance and uv lamps at end of useful lamp life. 
**ships oversize.  ***ships motor freight.

emPeror smart uv steriliZers
These high-quality ultraviolet sterilizers feature a watertight sealed design 
and can be used safely both indoors and outdoors. They are UL-listed and 
compact, making them an excellent choice for everything from small koi 
ponds to large recirculating systems. Units can be operated in any position 
and feature GPH/T5 lamps with 9,000 hours (375 days) of effective life. These 
SMART UV units feature remote-style ballasts with 4.9 m power cords. Units 
are 115V/60 Hz and have a one-year warranty on ballasts, limited lifetime 
warranty on the housing and 90-day warranty on lamps.  Made in USA.

UV Lamp 4-Pin connector (cable)

Lamp
Quartz Sleeve

Ballast

eMperor sMart uV sterIlIZer replaceMent parts  

   4-pIn laMp 
watts seal KIts Ballast connector

25  20375 20100 20078
40 20375 20100 709-1S

65 20375 20100 709-1S

80 20374-AQ 20100 X 2* 709-1S X 2*

130 20374-AQ 20100 X 2* 709-1S X 2*

  QuartZ 
watts laMp sleeVe

25  FL-2542-IP FL-QZ175-IP
40 FL-1957-IP FL-QZ176-IP

65 FL-2529 FL-QZ167

80 FL-1957-IP X 2* FL-QZ176-IP X 2*

130 FL-2529 X 2* FL-QZ167 X 2*

*requires 2 ea

eMperor sMart uV® lIte sterIlIZer replaceMent parts
   4-pIn laMp 
watts seal KIts Ballast connector

18  20624-AQ 20100 20078
25 20624-AQ 20100 20078

40 20624-AQ 20100 709-1S

80 20625-AQ 20100 X 2* 709-1S X 2*

  QuartZ 
watts laMp sleeVe

18  FL-2536-IP FL-QZ173-IP
25 FL-2542-IP FL-QZ175-IP

40 FL-1957-IP FL-QZ176-IP

80 FL-1957-IP X 2* FL-QZ176-IPX2*

*requires 2 ea
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real tecH uv254 field meter
with innovative split-sense technology
• UV 254nm wavelength
• Memory calibration—no field zeroing needed
• Performs both UV Transmittance and UV Absorbance measurements
• Portable and easy to use
• Battery powered option
• 1 minute warm-up time
• Extreme accuracy

The RealTech UV254 P200 field meter with exclusive Split-Sense technology is the world’s most 
advanced and affordable portable UV254 testing meter, guaranteed. The portable Real UVT meter 
can quickly and accurately test UV254 in the field within minutes. The Real UVT meter utilizes Real 
Tech Inc.’s patented Split-Sense technology to give it many advantages such as its fast 1 minute 
warm-up time and extreme accuracy.
Split-Sense technology works by using a single beam of UV light to take continuous readings before  
and after the insertion of the quartz cuvette allowing for compensation of the effects of UV lamp drift  
and fluctuations.
The Real UVT meter’s new calibration memory feature allows testing to be performed without the need  
to zero the meter with 100% DI water even if  the meter has been powered off.

Measuring organics
UV254 provides an indication of the amount of natural organic matter (NOM) in water and wastewaterMore 
specifically, UV254 is the best detector of aromatic organics or reactive NOM.
Aromatic organics are problematic, having several negative effects. For example, when combined with chlorine, aromatic  
organics readily form disinfection by-products (DBPs).
The Real UVT field meter is the ideal solution for testing UV254 anywhere, anytime. The Real UVT can also be used as a  
practical alternative or supplement to measuring other more expensive and complicated organic test parameters such as  
TOC, DOC, BOD and COD.

real uVt technIcal specIfIcatIons

uV wAVeLenGtH 253.7 nm

source low pressure germicidal uv lamp

rAnGe 0 - 100 % transmittance, 0 – 2 absorbance

AccurAcY 0.5% uv transmittance

resoLution 0.1% transmittance, 0.001 absorbance

units oF MeAsureMent uv percent transmittance (%), uv absorbance per cm (cm-1)

buiLt-in FAuLt detection sYsteM noti cation of a system failure

disPLAY 32 character back-lit lcd digital display provides easy on  
screen instructions and system messages

cALibrAtion MeMorY calibration memory technology. calibration with di water 
required only periodically.

resPonse tiMe warm-up time ~ 1 minute, calibration ~ 2 seconds,  
computation ~ 2 seconds

oPerAtinG teMPerAtures 0 – 50 °c (32 – 122 °f)

cAse rugged, compact, watertight, and dustproof with  
convenient carrying handle

sAMPLe ceLL 10 mm x 10 mm quartz cuvette

PAtH LenGtH 1 cm

Power suPPLY •  wall adapter – 110 vac (ul approved) or 220 vac,  
car adapter – 12 vdc

• Battery power pack option

diMensions 22.1 cm l x 19.1 cm w x 9.9 cm h/8.7” l x 7.5” w x 3.9” h (254”3)

weiGHt 1.8 kg

2-year warranty

  shIp wt 
Model  (Kg)
P200uv254 REAL TECH UV254 P200 METER 1.8

1uvt060020 REPLACEMENT LAMP, P SERIES ,45

1uvt045010 REPLACEMENT CUVETTE, QUARTZ, 10MM .45

 mJ/cm3 total % 
%t end of Lamp Life Loss

100 151.8 0
95 120.8 -20.42
90 97.4 -35.84
85 79.6 -47.56
80 65.9 -56.59
75 55.1 -63.70
70 46.5 -69.37
65 39.6 -73.91
60 34 -77.60
55 29.3 -80.70
50 25.4 -83.27
45 22 -85.51
40 19.2 -87.35
35 16.7 -89.00
30 14.6 -90.38
25 12.7` -91.63
20 11 -92.75
15 9.4 -93.81
10 7.9 -94.80
5 6.4 -95.78

sPeciALtY FiLtrAtion
uv254 meter
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     Base  
proteIn flow at 2-MIn aMps @ heIght* dIaMeter dIMensIons shIp wt 
fractIonators dwell (lpM) 230V/60 hZ/1ph (cM) (cM) (cM) (Kg)

rK10ac  37.9 .95  216 25 38 X 91 91

rK25Pe   94.6 .95 216 36 61 X 76 91

rK50Pe 151.4 1.3 252 51 61 X 107 113

rK75Pe   265 4.3 259 61 61 X 107 136

rK75Pe-Hf   397.4** 5.75 259 61 61 X 107 136

rK150Pe 586.7 6.9 257 91 91 X 137 250

rK150Pe-Hf 794.9** 8.3 257 91 91 X 137 250

rK300Pe 1,097.7 8.3 279 122 122 X 168 295

rK300Pe-Hf 1,419.4** 7.8 279 122 122 X 168 295

rK600Pe 2,271 8.3 (X2) 366 152 152 X 198 454

rK1000Pe 4,163.5 8.3 (X4) 366 213 234 X 290 680

rK2000Pe 5,677.5 7.88 (X4) 427 213 234 X 290 817

*minimum clearance. additional clearance for servicing is highly recommended. **flow at 90 second dwell.

rk75pe

pump on the left  
is the culture water pump  

and is not included in price.

rk10ac, rk25pe, 
rk50pe, rk75pe 

& rk75pe-hf 
are in Stock

The flowrates shown are the rates at which culture water can move through  
a foam fractionator with a two-minute residence, or dwell time.

saltWater Protein fractionators
All RK2 fractionators are built of high-quality, long-lasting, salt water and ozone compatible materials. 
They feature dedicated venturi pumps, ozone-resistant PVDF injectors, washdown sprayers with 
electronic interval timers, EPDM flange gaskets, level control valves and unions or flanges at all ports. 
Motors available with any electrical configuration. AC models have clear bodies. PE models have 
high-density polyethylene (HDPE) bodies. All have clear acrylic collecton chambers. Ozone systems  
(with air dryers and oxygen generators) are sold separately. Ship motor freight, FOB California. Crating 
charge is included in price. One-year limited warranty. Made in USA. 

recoMMended ozone GenerAtors

part no. technical Info Includes compatible protein 
fractionator(s)

6004 300 mg/hr @ 1.3% by weight at 6 scfh.
115v/60 hz, 2.7 amps.

orp controller with probe and mount.  
no air prep. 

rK10ac, rK25pe

6009 1,000 mg/hr @ 1.3% by weight at 4 scfh. 
115v/60 hz, 2.7 amps.

orp, temperature and ph controller, probes 
and mounts. Built-in air dryer.

rK50pe, rK75pe

6014 2,500 mg/hr @ 3% by weight at 8 scfh. 
115v/60hz, 3.1 amps

orp, temperature and ph controller, probes  
and mounts. Built-in air dryer.

rK75pe-hf,rK300pe,
rK300pe-hf

6016 15.14 l/hr @ 3% by weight at 4 scfh through 
external oxygen concentrator (included).  

115v/60 hz, 4.6 amps.

orp, temperature and ph controller, probes,  
mounts and oxygen concentrator.

rK150pe-hf,  
rK300pe,  

rK300pe-hf

6017 30.28 l/hr @ 3% by weight at 8 scfh through 
external oxygen concentrator (included). 

115v/60 hz, 5.0 amps.

orp, temperature and ph controller, probes,  
mounts and oxygen concentrator.

rK600pe

6024 56.78 l/hr @ 6% by weight at 6 scfh through 
external oxygen concentrator. (included). 

115v/60 hz, 7.6 amps.

orp, temperature and ph controller, probes,  
mounts and oxygen concentrator.

rK1000pe

6030 102.2 l/hr @ 6% by weight at 12 scfh through 
external oxygen concentrator (included). 

115v/60 hz, 13.3 amps.

orp, temperature and ph controller, probes,  
mounts and oxygen concentrator.

rK2000pe

sPeciALtY FiLtrAtion 
protein fractionators
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ozone generators

intelliZone® series genesis oZone generators 
fully integrated wall mount ozone systems  
designed for simple installation in small spaces
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Genesis ozone generators are fully integrated 
wall mount ozone systems. They are designed for installation into new or 
pre-existing aquatic operations without equipment modification. Systems 
generate 2 to 45 grams of ozone per hour with on-board oxygen 
concentrators, and all operate under vacuum for safety and include 
integrated DEL Ozone Safety Management System. UL- and NSF-listed. 

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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AQuAPonics 
tecHnoLoGY And 
desiGn worKsHoP

topics that will be covered during this 41/2-day workshop:

UVI AQUAPONIC SYSTEM & UVI-BASED 
SYSTEM AT AQUATIC ECO-SYSTEMS
• System design and management

• Aeration

• Blower selection and sizing

• Plumbing

• Pump Selection

• Total Dynamic Head (TDH)

• Components

• Construction techniques

• Operation

• Electric Cost

FISH PRODUCTION
• Stocking rates

• Feeding, growth and survival

• Harvesting and processing

• Water quality 

• Brood stock management

• Breeding

• Fry sex reversal

MARKETING AND ECONOMICS 
PLANT PRODUCTION
• Seedling production

•  Importance of pest identification

• Disease and insect control

• Nutrient dynamics

HANDS-ON INSTRUCTION
• PVC work

• Pump setup and plumbing

• Plant grow tray construction

• Fish handling

• Water quality testing

GREEN SKY GROWERS  
ROOFTOP GREENHOUSE TOUR

“BEHIND THE SEEDS TOUR”  
AT THE LAND AT EPCOT®

For more information about educational  
courses offered by Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems,  

please email PAES.General@Pentair.com.

Web: www.pentairaes.com
2395 Apopka Blvd., Apopka, FL 32703

spring and fall 2015, apopka, fl
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91 fairbanks nijhuis fish-friendly

94 Jung pumpen Multi-stream  
 sewage

97 centrifugal

115 flow Meters/alarms

116 switches/airlifts

Product

90 PuMPs
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fairbanks nijhuis  fish-friendly

91

tecHnicAL dAtA
• Available in vertical and horizontal configuration, both dry and wet mounting.
• Application in natural open water systems where the operation requires relatively low pressures and high 

capacities for flood control.
• the default capacity varies between 1,500 and 180,000 m3/h. A higher capacity can be realized for special 

applications.
• the head size varies between 1 and 8 meters. this is the usual range for applying conventional propeller pumps.

fairbanKs niJHuis’ aWard Winning  
fisH-friendly PumPs
The fish-friendly pump was developed in response to the adverse effects of 
conventional pumps in pumping stations on the fish stock. A substantial part  
of the fish mortality is caused when fish collide with the impeller blades and/
or guide vanes when passing through conventional pumping stations. 
Furthermore, conventional pumps greatly interfere with the innate migration  
of fish, and the eel population is especially threatened.

• Proven 100% survival rate for eel and 97% for other fish
• Up to 25% efficiency improvement possible with respect to conventional 

designs
• Special design of impeller blades
• Easily installed into existing pumping stations; low surface footprint
• Capacities 1.500-180.000+ m3/h
• Pressure heads from 1-6+ mlc
• Aquatech Overall Innovation Award in November 2011

In addition to the pumps in pumping stations, the fish-friendly pumping 
principles can also be applied to low-pressure turbines of hydroelectric 
power plants.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

fish-friendly pump, kralingse plas installation of fish-friendly pump, mijndense sluis
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fairbanks nijhuis vertical turbines and propellers

VtsH PuMPs 7000 series 
VerticAL turbine PuMPs

8200 series 
AxiAL FLow ProPeLLer PuMP

8300 series 
Mixed FLow ProPeLLer PuMP

capacity ranges – gpm 40 – 50,000 gpm 500 – 1,000,000 gpm 600 – 250,000 gpm
capacity ranges – m3/h 9.08 – 11,350 m3/h 113.5 – 227,000 m3/h 136.2 – 56,750 m3/h
head ranges – feet 10 – 2,000 feet 2 – 80 feet 1.5 – 100 feet
head ranges – meters 3.3 m – 660 m 20.32m – 386.08 m .495 m – 33 m
pump Bowl sizes – inches 4” – 57” 8” – 152” 10” – 72”
pump Bowl sizes – meters 101.6 mm – 1447.8 mm .66 m – 26.4 m 254 mm – 1828.8 mm

APPLicAtions
raw water intake • • •
dewatering • • •
liquid transfer •
cooling water circulation •
Booster service •
storm water removal • • •
flood control • • •
marine •
process services •
volatile fluids •
condensate •
fuel pumps •

pump decision factors
Selection of a turbine, mixed flow, or axial flow 
pump requires an assessment of capacity and 
discharge head requirements, as well as:
• Total pump thrust
• Net Positive Suction Head Available (NPSHA) 

and submergence
• Allowable bowl pressure
• Allowable pump shaft stretch
• Horsepower required throughout the pump’s 

operating range
• Allowable discharge head hanging weight
• Sump requirements

In addition, it is important to consider the 
following:
• The parameters of the liquid being pumped
• Allowable solid size
• Type of lineshaft lubrication
• Type of lineshaft sealing
• Elevation
• Driver requirements
• Materials of construction

fairbanKs niJHuis vertical turbine and ProPeller PumPs
Model 7000 series turbine pump 
Model 8200 series axial flow propeller pump 
Model 8300 series Mixed flow propeller pump
Vertical turbine pumps
Vertical Turbine Pumps have wide head ranges and bowls up to 57” (1447.8 
mm). These pumps are ideal for applications where surface equipment is 
prohibited, or where there are sound restrictions, such as in parks or 
residential areas.

axial flow propeller pumps
Axial Flow Propeller Pumps from Fairbanks Nijhuis are designed for high 
volume fluid movement at low discharge pressures. Used extensively for 
pumping water from lakes, cooling ponds, tanks, rivers and oceans, typical 
applications include raw water intake, dewatering, storm water removal, and 
flood control. Fairbanks Nijhuis vertical axial flow propeller pump 
applications are found in a variety of markets including urban and rural 
municipal water, government, industrial and irrigation, and more.

Vertical Mixed flow punps
Vertical Mixed Flow Punps are typically used wherever a moderate volume 
of liquid needs to be pumped upward at moderate pressure. The 
advantages of mixed flow pumps include minimum footprint, no priming 
required (because the pump bowl assembly is submerged), and Net 
Positive Suction Head Available (NPSHA) at the lowest level to satisfy the 
NPSHA requirements of the pump. In addition, vertical mixed flow pumps 
are easily adaptable to various design codes, can be modified for changing 
hydraulic conditions, and generally experience less wear due to the lower 
operating speeds they require.

specs at a glance
As shown below, pump bowls vary widely. Turbine bowls can be staged in a 
series to produce discharge pressures exceeding the outputs shown. Each 
of our pump models can be driven by vertical hollow-shaft motors, vertical 
solid-shaft motors, or through rightangle gears by an internal combustion 
engine, steam turbine, or horizontal motors.
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mixed flow pump horizontal configuration

fairbanKs niJHuis miXed floW PumP
The energy efficient and reliable Pentair Fairbanks Nijhuis mixed flow pumps 
function as a compromise between radial and axial flow pumps. They operate 
at higher pressures than axial flow pumps while delivering higher capacities. 
The pumps are available in both horizontal and vertical configurations.

System design and performance are usually dependent on the availability and 
configuration of suitable pumps. At Pentair, we can modify our pump designs 
to meet the requirements of each individual system. This results in the best 
overall system performance for a specific application.

applications
Drinking Water, Sewage Water, Cooling Water, Effluent, Irrigation, Drainage 
and Desalination

features
• Oversized shafts and reduction of the overhang reduces shaft deflection to a 

minimum for elimination shaft failures and increased seal and bearing life.
• For ease of maintenance, the entire rotating assembly can be removed 

(back pull-out design).
• Larger mixed flow pumps in sewage systems have specially designed 

impellers with large ball passages. The replaceable wear rings carry solid 
matter away from the working face, thus reducing  wear and eliminating 
clogging and jamming.

• Large access holes with contoured covers give  easy access to the impeller.
• Capacities: 150-11,000 m3/h (660-48,431 USGPM); head: 5-40 mlc (16-131 

feet) 
Higher capacities and heads are available on request.

Benefits
• High efficiencies and reduced energy consumption  by designing the pump’s 

BEP to customer duty point.
• Low NPSH values
• High suction lift
• Less civil works
• Low operating costs by appropriated material selections  to the demanding 

water qualities. This includes the  optional selection of duplex stainless 
steels.

• Space-saving vertical configurations reduce the footprint.
• Low maintenance requirements through reliable  and proven pump designs.
• Back pull-out design for easy access.

Material options
Depending on the application and the type of liquid pumped, a suitable 
combination of materials can be selected, such as cast iron, ductile cast iron, 
bronze, aluminum bronze, stainless steel, (super) duplex stainless steel.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

mixed flow pump horizontal configuration in pumping station.mixed flow pump vertical configuration
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Jung PumPen multistream seWage PumPs
The centrifugal sumersible sewage pumps MultiStream are suitable for handling effluent or sewage in 
municipal and industrial pumping stations as well as in surface water drainage applications. The smaller 
typs are also used very successfully as portable units to deal with emergency situations.

• The sewage pumps are suitable for handling sewage water.
• In hazardous locations explosion-proof sewage pumps Ex have to be used.
The adjustable axial gap of the MultiStream pump makes it possible to re-optimize the efficiency in case 
of abrasion by adjusting only one single screw. This can be done very cost-effective when the maintenance 
is carried out and the pump keeps its optimum performance on a long-term basis.

MultiStream-pumps are recommended for:

• Effluent which contains fibrous matter
• Effluent which contains solids
• Mixed water
• Raw effluent
• Raw sludge
• Rainwater

technical data
Pump - Vertical, single-stage, submersible, pump case with horizontal discharge, single channel 
impeller and short shaft extension. This provides a longer service life for the ball bearings and the 
mechanical seal.
bearings - Common shaft for pump and motor, deep groove and inclined ball bearings, grease-packed.
seal - Silicon carbide mechanical seal independent of sense of rotation, oil chamber and artificial carbon 
mechanical seal or rather SiC mechanical seal (or duplex rotary shaft seal up to size 35) as secondary 
seal, safe to run dry.
motor - Submersible, enclosure IP68, activation through special purpose plug or control unit, protected 
by winding thermostats, ex-proof types tested by PTB (German tech. inspection authority), type of 
protection  II 2 G Ex d IIB T4.
materials = Pump, motor case and impeller in GG grey cast iron (single channel impeller with n = 2800 
min-1 from size 55/2 in spheroidal graphite iron GGG), corrosion protected shaft (no contact with pumped 
liquid), flexible rubber sheathed cable.
installation - Install pump vertically with guide rail system or pump base. Flange coupling according to 
DIN, coupling size B or hose tail bend up to 7.6 cm possible.
scope of supply - Pump acc. to EN 12050 with 10 m cable without plug, without pump base:
a) as sewage pump
b) as explosion-proof sewage pump Ex

types of operation: up to 40° c medium temperature.  
motor submerged: continuous operation s1.

motor not submerged intermittent operation s3  
(e.g. 15% = 1.5 min. operation and 8.5 min. pause)

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

PerForMAnce
type 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 H [m]
10/2 a1 38 35 32 29 26 22 19 15 12 9 Flow rate Q [m3/h]
15/2 a1 50 48 46 43 40 37 35 32 28 25 18 11 5
25/2 a2 62 60 58 56 54 51 48 46 42 39 33 27 20 13 7
35/2 a2 70 69 67 66 64 63 61 58 56 53 48 43 37 30 24 16 10

technIcal data

type

 
Voltage 

(50 Hz) Volt
Max. Motor 
rating (kw)

s3-% 
operation 
emerged 

Motor

Max. 
current 
Ampere

rPM 
min-1

cable 
(10 m) 

H07rn-F-
Fuse 
min.

discharge 
branch 
Pn 6/10

Max. 
solid size 

(mm)

weight 
Approx. 

(kg)
p1 p2

10/2 A1 3/pe~230/400 1.30 1.10 60 4.6/2.7 2943 6 g 1.5* 10 a dn 65 40 41
15/2 A1 3/pe~230/400 1.80 1.50 50 5.7/3.3 2910 6 g 1.5* 10 a dn 65 40 42
25/2 A2 3/pe~230/400 2.60 2.10 40 7.6/4.4 2860 6 g 1.5* 10 a dn 65 40 48
35/2 A2 3/pe~230/400 3.70 3.04 40 11.5/6.6 2895 6 g 1.5* 10 a dn 65 40 52

*plug-in.the minimum flow rate in the pressure pipe of v = 0,7 m/s  
is marked in the q-h-diagram (operative limit). 

pump performance is subject to iso 9906 tolerances.
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the minimum flow rate in the pressure pipe 
of v = 0,7 m/s is marked in the q-h-diagram. 

pump performance is subject to iso 9906 tolerances.

perforMance
type 1 3 5 7 9 12 14 16 18 20 23 24 26 27 28 29 30 31 34 37 38 H [m]
25/4 c1 154 122 87 51 16 Flow rate Q [m3/h]
35/4 c1 170 146 119 89 54
55/4 c5 198 181 160 136 112 74 45 22
75/4 c5 212 195 179 160 138 99 74 46 22
100/4 c5 260 247 228 207 182 142 114 89 65 40 9
150/4 c6 320 302 280 260 236 202 177 152 126 96 54 43 20 14 8
230/4 c6 405 390 372 344 320 283 255 218 182 155 110 91 62 51 40 32 22 8
300/4 c6 430 421 411 393 374 341 315 289 254 225 188 176 151 135 117 107 95 83 47 19 10

type 1 3 5 7 9 12 14 16 18 20 23 24 26 27 28 29 30 31 34 37 38 h [m]

76/4 c5 85 62 38 9 Flow rate Q [m3/h]
151/4 c6 103 101 81 54 44 35 23 10

231/4 c6 125 111 94 80 68 31

technIcal data

type
Voltage 

(50 Hz) Volt
Max. Motor 
rating (kw)

s3-% operation 
emerged Motor

Max. current 
Ampere

rPM 
min-1

cable (10 m) 
H07rn-F-

Fuse 
min.

discharge 
branch 
Pn 6/10

Max. 
solid size 

(mm)

weight 
Approx. 

(kg)
P1 P2

25/4 c1 3/pe~230/400 2.40 1.90 30 7.3/ 4.2 1395 *6 g 1.5 10 a dn 100 100 63
35/4 c1 3/pe~230/400 3.50 2.65 25 12.0/ 6.9 1424 *6 g 1.5 10 a dn 100 100 67
55/4 c5 3/pe~400/690 5.80 4.65 20 10.2/ 5.9 1430 *10 g 2.5 **16 a dn 100 100 119
75/4 c5 3/pe~400/690 7.20 5.90 25 12.8/ 7.4 1432 *10 g 2.5 **20 a dn 100 100 124
100/4 c5 3/pe~400/690 9.50 7.94 25 17.2/10.0 1444 *10 g 2.5 **25 a dn 100 100 138
150/4 c6 3/pe~400/690 15.00 13.20 40 26.7/15.5 1466 10 g 2.5 **35 a dn 100 100 247
230/4 c6 3/pe~400/690 19.30 17.00 35 34.1/19.8 1460 10 g 2.5 **35 a dn 100 100 275
300/4 c6 3/pe~400/690 25.50 22.65 25 45.5/26.4 1460 7g6+3x1 **50 a dn 100 100 296
76/4 c5 3/pe~400/690 8.25 6.70 15 14.2/ 8.2 1409 *10 g 2.5 **20 a dn 100 100 123
151/4 c6 3/pe~400/690 17.50 15.30 25 30.6/17.7 1452 10 g 2.5 **35 a dn 100 100 247
231/4 c6 3/pe~400/690 22.00 19.10 25 37.9/22.0 1446 10 g 2.5 **35 a dn 100 100 276

*plug-in. **value for y/Δ-starting.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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the minimum flow rate in the pressure pipe of v = 0,7 m/s  
is marked in the q-h-diagram (operative limit).

perforMance
type 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 20 21 24 25 27 29 30 31 33 34 H [m]
230/4 c7 460 443 429 409 387 358 322 282 240 196 177 158 97 78 42 11 Flow rate Q [m3/h]
300/4 c7 540 524 509 483 453 427 396 355 318 280 258 238 180 165 126 87 71 54 26 15

technIcal data

type
Voltage 

(50 Hz) Volt
Max. Motor 
rating (kw)

s3-% operation 
emerged Motor

Max. current 
Ampere

rPM 
min-1

cable (10 m) 
H07rn-F-

Fuse 
min.

discharge 
branch Pn 10

Max. solid 
size (mm)

weight ca. 
(kg)

P1 P2
230/4 c7 3/pe~400/690 19.3 17.0 35 34.1/19.8 1460 10 g 2.5 *35 a dn 200 100 295
300/4 c7 3/pe~400/690 25.5 22.65 25 45.5/26.4 1460 7 g 6+3x1 *50 a dn 200 100 315

*value for y/Δ-starting.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Jung PumPen multistream PumPs WitH adJustible 
single-cHannel imPeller
MultiStream-pumps are suitable for handling effluent  in municipal and 
industrial pumping stations as well as in surface water drainage applications. 
The smaller types are also used very successfully as portable units to deal 
with emergency situations.

discharge br.
Free Pass. 

(mm)
rPM  
min- 1 Hmax Qmax m3/h

dn 65 40 2900 27 m 70
dn 80/100 70 2900 64 m 280
dn 80/100 70 1450 38 m 430
dn 150 100 1450 39 m 520
dn 200 100 1450 35 m 540
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noccHi nrm standardiZed monobloc  
centrifugal PumPs (2-4 Pole)
rugged and resistant, wide range, high hydraulic performance
The pumps in the NRM series are monobloc single impeller models with the 
hydraulic section and motor connected by means of the housing, and pump 
body constructed in compliance with the standard EN733/DIN24255. The 
pumps can be installed in all positions, except for that with the suction port 
directed upwards.

Motor
• Induction, closed, ventilated
• Protection rating: IP 55
• Insulation class F
• Construction design: B3/B5
• Speed of rotation: NRM4 1450 RPM, NRM4 2900 RPM

applications
• Central heating and air conditioning systems
• Collection of water from lakes, rivers, well
• Gravity and sprinkler irrigation systems
• Water supply, fire fighting and pressure booster systems

application data
• Type of liquid: non aggressive, non explosive, free of solid bodies and fibers
• Hot water for heating
• Coolant fluids
• Ambient temperature: 40° C
• Pumped liquid temperature -10° C + 130° C
• Maximum operating pressure: 10 bar

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

taBle of MaterIals

component material

1 pump body cast iron en gJl 200 (ex g20)

2 motor bracket cast iron en gJl 200 (ex g20)

3 impeller cast iron en gJl 200 (ex g20) aisi 304 on request

4 shaft stainless steel aisi 420

5 mechanical gasket silicon carbide/silicon carbide/nBr
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hYdraulIc perforMance
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"flange uni Pn16"

dn a1 b1 c1 d1 e1

32 78 100 140 4 18

50 102 125 165 4 18

mei ≥ 0.1 - mei reference ≥ 0.70 - the reference efficiency information is available on the website: www.europump.org/efficiencycharts
for efficiency data, see www.nocchi.it

mod.
P2

voltage (v) in (a) Q
l/min 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 350 400

m3/h 6 7.5 9 10.5 12 13.5 15 16.5 18 21 24HP kW

nrm2 50x32x125c 1 0.75 230/400 1.7

m.
c.a

. / 
m.

w.c
.

15.5 14.5 13.5 12.4 11.5 10.3 9 7.5 6

nrm2 50x32x125B 1.5 1.1 230/400 2.5 20.5 20 19 18 17 16 15 13.5 11.5 7.5

nrm2 50x32x125a 2 1.5 230/400 3.4 24.5 24 23.5 23 22 21 20 18.5 16.5 13

nrm2 50x32x160c 3 2.2 230/400 4.4 28.5 28 27.5 26.5 25.5 24 23 21.5 20 15

nrm2 50x32x160B 4 3 230/400 5.9 33.5 33 32.5 32 31 30 29 27.5 26 22.5

nrm2 50x32x160a 4 3 230/400 5.9 38 37.5 37 36 35 34 33 31.5 30 26.5

nrm2 50x32x200c 5.5
4

230/400 7.8
47 46.5 46 45 44 43 42 41 39.5 37.5 35

nrm2 50x32x200c 5.5 400/690 7.8

nrm2 50x32x200B
7.5 5.5

230/400 10.4
55 54.5 54 53.5 53 52 51 49.5 48 45 42

nrm2 50x32x200B 400/690 10.4

nrm2 50x32x200a
10 7.5

230/400 14.2
62 61.5 61 60 59.2 58.5 57.5 56.4 55 52.5 49

nrm2 50x32x200a 400/690 14.2

perforMance taBle

mod. motor
dnm dna dimensions (mm) Weight 

(kg)Pn16 
mm

Pn16 
mm fig. a h1 h2 b m1 m2 n1 n2 s c W l ~ b H

nrm2 50x32x125c 71 32 50 1 80 112 140 50 100 70 190 140 14 12 - 421 200 252 23.3

nrm2 50x32x125B 80 32 50 1 80 112 140 50 100 70 190 140 14 12 - 421 200 252 23.6

nrm2 50x32x125a 80 32 50 1 80 112 140 50 100 70 190 140 14 12 - 421 200 252 25.9

nrm2 50x32x160c 80 32 50 1 80 132 160 50 100 70 240 190 14 12 - 426 240 292 31

nrm2 50x32x160B 100 32 50 1 80 132 160 50 100 70 240 190 14 12 - 495 240 292 36.5

nrm2 50x32x160a 100 32 50 1 80 132 160 50 100 70 240 190 14 12 - 495 240 292 38.5

nrm2 50x32x200c 100 32 50 1 80 160 180 50 100 70 240 190 14 12 - 495 240 340 46.9

nrm2 50x32x200B 112 32 50 1 80 160 180 50 100 70 240 190 14 12 - 517 240 340 51.1

nrm2 50x32x200a 112 32 50 1 80 160 180 50 100 70 240 190 14 12 - 539 240 340 59.6

oVerall dIMensIons and weIghts
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perforMance taBle

mod.
P2 voltage 

(v)
in (a)
3x440 Q

l/min 250 275 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700

m3/h 15 16.5 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42HP kW

nrm2 65x40x125c 2 1.5 230/400 3.4

m.
c.a

. / 
m.

w.c
.

15.5 15.3 15 14.1 13 11.8 10.5 9 7

nrm2 65x40x125B 3 2.2 230/400 4.4 19 18.8 18.5 17.5 16.5 15.5 14.5 13 10.5

nrm2 65x40x125a 4 3 230/400 5.9 24.5 24.3 24 23.5 23 22 20.5 19 17

nrm2 65x40x160B 4 3 230/400 5.9 30 29.5 29 28 26.5 25 23 20.5 18

nrm2 65x40x160a
5.5 4

230/400 7.8
36.5 36 35.5 34.5 33.5 32.5 31 29 27

nrm2 65x40x160a 400/690 7.8

nrm2 65x40x200c
7.5 5.5

230/400 10.4
45.3 44.8 44 43 41.5 39 37 34 31

nrm2 65x40x200c 400/690 10.4

nrm2 65x40x200B
10 7.5

230/400 14.2
51 50.5 50 49 47.5 45 42.5 40 37

nrm2 65x40x200B 400/690 14.2

nrm2 65x40x200a
10 7.5

230/400 14.2
56.5 56 55.5 54.5 53 51 49 47 44

nrm2 65x40x200a 400/690 14.2

nrm2 65x40x250d
15 11

230/400 19.8 69 68.5 68 66.5 65 63 61 59 57 54

nrm2 65x40x250d 400/690 19.8

nrm2 65x40x250c 20 15 400/690 27 77 76.5 76 74.5 73 71 69 67 65 62.5 60

nrm2 65x40x250B 20 15 400/690 27 90 89.8 89.2 88.2 87 85.3 83.2 80.7 78 75 71

oVerall dIMensIons and weIghts

mod. motor
dnm dna dimensions (mm) Weight 

(kg)Pn16 
mm

Pn16 
mm fig. a h1 h2 b m1 m2 n1 n2 s c W l ~ b H

nrm2 65x40x125c 80 40 65 1 80 112 140 50 100 70 240 140 14 12 - 421 215 252 26.9

nrm2 65x40x125B 90 40 65 1 80 112 140 50 100 70 210 140 14 12 - 426 215 252 28

nrm2 65x40x125a 100 40 65 1 80 112 140 50 100 70 210 140 14 12 - 495 215 252 33.5

nrm2 65x40x160B 100 40 65 1 80 132 160 50 100 70 240 190 14 12 - 495 270 292 33.5

nrm2 65x40x160a  100 40 65 1 80 132 160 50 100 70 240 190 14 12 - 495 280 292 43.1

nrm2 65x40x200c  112 40 65 1 100 160 180 50 100 70 265 190 14 12 - 537 270 340 47.9

nrm2 65x40x200B 112 40 65 1 100 160 180 50 100 70 265 190 14 12 - 559 270 340 55.4

nrm2 65x40x200a 132 40 65 1 100 160 180 50 100 70 265 190 14 12 - 559 270 340 60.6

nrm2 65x40x250d 132 40 65 1 100 180 225 65 125 95 320 250 14 12 - 654 315 405 82.5

nrm2 65x40x250c 132 40 65 1 100 180 225 65 125 95 320 250 14 12 - 705 315 405 87

nrm2 65x40x250B 132 40 65 1 100 180 225 65 125 95 320 250 14 12 - 705 315 405 94

"flange uni Pn16"

dn a1 b1 c1 d1 e1

40 83 110 150 4 18

65 122 145 185 4 18

mei ≥ 0.1 - mei reference ≥ 0.70 - the reference efficiency information is available on the website: www.europump.org/efficiencycharts
for efficiency data, see www.nocchi.it
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"flange uni Pn16"

dn a1 b1 c1 d1 e1

50 102 125 165 4 18

65 122 145 185 4 18

mei ≥ 0.1 - mei reference ≥ 0.70 - the reference efficiency information is available on the website: www.europump.org/efficiencycharts
for efficiency data, see www.nocchi.it

mod.
P2 voltage 

(v)
in (a) 
3X440

Q
l/min 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 900 1000

m3/h 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 54 60HP kW

nrm2 65x50x125c 3 2.2 230/400 4.4

m.
c.a

. / 
m.

w.c
.

17 16.5 16 15.5 15 14 13 12 11 9

nrm2 65x50x125B 4 3 230/400 5.9 21 20.5 20 19.5 19 18.3 17.5 16.8 16 14 12

nrm2 65x50x125a
5.5 4

230/400 7.8
25.5 25.3 25 24.5 24 23.5 23 22.5 21.5 20 18

nrm2 65x50x125a 400/690 7.8

nrm2 65x50x160B
7.5 5.5

230/400 10.4
32.5 32 31.5 31 30.5 30 29.5 29 28 26 23.5

nrm2 65x50x160B 400/690 10.4

nrm2 65x50x160a
10 7.5

230/400 14.2
37 36.5 36 35.5 35 34.5 34 33.5 32.5 31 29

nrm2 65x50x160a 400/690 14.2

nrm2 65x50x200B
15 11

230/400 19.8
51 50.5 50 49 48 47 45.5 44.5 43 39.5 37

nrm2 65x50x200B 400/690 19.8

nrm2 65x50x200a 20 15 400/690 27 58 57.5 57 56 55 54 53 51.5 50 46.5 42.5

nrm2 65x50x250d 20 15 400/690 27 72 71 70 69 68 67 66 64.5 63 60 56

nrm2 65x50x250c 25 18.5 400/690 33.3 80.5 80 79.5 78.5 77.5 76.5 75.5 74.5 73.5 71 67.5

nrm2 65x50x250B 30 22 400/690 38.6 92 91.8 91.5 91 90 89 88 87 86 83 80

perforMance taBle

mod. motor
dnm dna dimensions (mm) Weight 

(kg)Pn16 
mm

Pn16 
mm fig. a h1 h2 b m1 m2 n1 n2 s c W l ~ b H

nrm2 65x50x125c 90 50 65 1 100 132 160 50 100 70 240 190 14 12 - 446 245 292 34.5

nrm2 65x50x125B 100 50 65 1 100 132 160 50 100 70 240 190 14 12 - 515 270 292 40

nrm2 65x50x125a 100 50 65 1 100 132 160 50 100 70 240 190 14 12 - 515 280 292 44.1

nrm2 65x50x160B 112 50 65 1 100 160 180 50 100 70 265 212 14 12 - 537 270 340 53.4

nrm2 65x50x160a 112 50 65 1 100 160 180 50 100 70 265 212 14 12 - 559 270 340 58.1

nrm2 65x50x200B 132 50 65 1 100 160 200 50 100 70 265 212 14 12 - 654 285 360 73.5

nrm2 65x50x200a 132 50 65 1 100 160 200 50 100 70 265 212 14 12 - 705 285 360 77

nrm2 65x50x250d 132 50 65 1 100 180 225 50 100 70 265 212 14 12 - 705 320 405 95

nrm2 65x50x250c 160 50 65 2 100 180 225 76 420 370 320 254 14 20 210 802 320 405 146

nrm2 65x50x250B 160 50 65 2 100 180 225 76 420 370 320 254 14 20 210 802 320 405 167

oVerall dIMensIons and weIghts
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"flange uni Pn16"

dn a1 b1 c1 d1 e1

65 122 145 185 4 18

80 138 160 200 8 18

mei ≥ 0.1 - mei reference ≥ 0.70 - the reference efficiency information is available on the website: www.europump.org/efficiencycharts
for efficiency data, see www.nocchi.it

mod.
P2 voltage 

(v)
in (a) 
3X440

Q
l/min 600 650 700 750 800 900 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 2250

m3/h 36 39 42 45 48 54 60 75 90 105 120 135HP kW

nrm2 80x65x125c
5.5 4

230/400 7.8

m.
c.a

. / 
m.

w.c
.

17.5 17.3 17 16.5 16 15.5 14.5 12 9
nrm2 80x65x125c 400/690 7.8

nrm2 80x65x125B
7.5 5.5

230/400 10.4
21 20.8 20.6 20.3 20 19.5 19 17 14.5 11

nrm2 80x65x125B 400/690 10.4

nrm2 80x65x125a
10 7.5

230/400 14.2
25 24.8 24.6 24.3 24 23.5 23 21.5 19 16

nrm2 80x65x125a 400/690 14.2

nrm2 80x65x160c
15 11

230/400 19.8
30.5 30.3 30 29.5 29 26.5 24 20.5 16

nrm2 80x65x160c 400/690 19.8

nrm2 80x65x160B 20 15 400/690 27 36.5 36.3 36 35.5 34.5 33 30 27 23 19

nrm2 80x65x160a 20 15 400/690 27 41 40.8 40.5 40 39.5 38 35.5 33 29 24

nrm2 80x65x200d 20 15 400/690 27 44 43.5 43 41.5 39 35.5 31.5

nrm2 80x65x200c 25 18.5 400/690 33.3 51 50 49.5 48.5 46.5 43.5 39.5 35

nrm2 80x65x200B 30 22 400/690 38.6 57 56.5 56 55 53.5 51 48 42.5

nrm2 80x65x250d 30 22 400/690 38.6 64 63.5 63 61 57 53

perforMance taBle

mod. motor
dnm dna dimensions (mm) Weight 

(kg)Pn16 
mm

Pn16 
mm fig. a h1 h2 b m1 m2 n1 n2 s c W l ~ b H

nrm2 80x65x125c 100 65 80 1 100 160 180 65 125 95 280 212 14 14 - 515 280 340 44.9

nrm2 80x65x125B 112 65 80 1 100 160 180 65 125 95 280 212 14 14 - 537 280 340 47.1

nrm2 80x65x125a 112 65 80 1 100 160 180 65 125 95 280 212 14 14 - 559 280 340 57.6

nrm2 80x65x160c 132 65 80 1 100 160 200 65 125 95 280 212 14 14 - 654 280 360 75.5

nrm2 80x65x160B 132 65 80 1 100 160 200 65 125 95 280 212 14 14 - 705 280 360 79

nrm2 80x65x160a 132 65 80 1 100 160 200 65 125 95 280 212 14 14 - 705 280 360 85

nrm2 80x65x200d 132 65 80 1 100 180 225 65 125 95 280 212 14 14 - 705 330 405 89.5

nrm2 80x65x200c 160 65 80 2 100 180 225 65 420 370 320 254 14 20 210 802 330 405 140

nrm2 80x65x200B 160 65 80 2 100 180 225 65 420 370 320 254 14 20 210 802 330 405 144

nrm2 80x65x250d 160 65 80 2 100 180 250 65 420 370 320 254 14 20 222 814 365 430 172

oVerall dIMensIons and weIghts
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nocchi nrm2 100x80 performance/dimensions
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"flange uni Pn16"

dn a1 b1 c1 d1 e1

80 138 160 200 8 18

100 158 180 220 8 18

mei ≥ 0.1 - mei reference ≥ 0.70 - the reference efficiency information is available on the website: www.europump.org/efficiencycharts
for efficiency data, see www.nocchi.it

mod.
P2 volt-

age (v)
in (a) 
3X440

Q
l/min 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 2250 2500 2750 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000

m3/h 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165 180 210 240 270 300HP kW

nrm2 100x80x160d
15 11

230/400 19.8

m.
c.a

. / 
m.

w.c
.

24 23 22 21 19.5 18 16.5 15
nrm2 100x80x160d 400/690 19.8

nrm2 100x80x160c 20 15 400/690 27 28.5 28 27 26 24.5 23 21.5 20 18.5

nrm2 100x80x160B 20 15 400/690 27 34 33.3 32.5 31.8 31 29 27.5 26 24.5

nrm2 100x80x200d 25 18.5 400/690 33.3 42 41 40 38.5 37 35 33 30.5

nrm2 100x80x200c 30 22 400/690 38.6 47 46.5 45.5 44.5 43 41 39 37

perforMance taBle

mod. motor
dnm dna dimensions (mm) Weight 

(kg)Pn16 
mm

Pn16 
mm fig. a h1 h2 b m1 m2 n1 n2 s c W l ~ b H

nrm2 100x80x160d 132 80 100 1 125 180 225 65 125 95 320 250 14 14 - 679 315 405 79.5

nrm2 100x80x160c 132 80 100 1 125 180 225 65 125 95 320 250 14 14 - 730 315 405 83.5

nrm2 100x80x160B 132 80 100 1 125 180 225 65 125 95 320 250 14 14 - 730 315 405 90.5

nrm2 100x80x200d 160 80 100 2 125 180 250 65 420 370 320 254 14 20 222 839 360 430 150

nrm2 100x80x200c 160 80 100 2 125 180 250 65 420 370 320 254 14 20 222 839 360 430 192

oVerall dIMensIons and weIghts
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nocchi nrm2 125x100 performance/dimensions

perforMance taBle

mod.
P2 volt-

age (v)
in (a) 
3X440

Q
l/min 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 2250 2500 2750 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000

m3/h 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165 180 210 240 270 300HP kW

nrm2 125x100x200d 30 22 400/690 38.6

m.
c.a

. / 
m.

w.c
.

39 38 37 36 34.5 33 31.5 28 24

"flange uni Pn16"

dn a1 b1 c1 d1 e1

100 158 180 220 8 18

125 188 210 250 8 18

oVerall dIMensIons and weIghts

mod. motor
dnm dna dimensions (mm)

Weight (kg)Pn16 
mm

Pn16 
mm fig. a h1 h2 b m1 m2 n1 n2 s c W l ~ b H

nrm2 125x100x200d 160 100 125 2 125 180 280 65 420 370 320 254 14 20 222 839 380 460 160

mei ≥ 0.1 - mei reference ≥ 0.70 - the reference efficiency information is available on the website: www.europump.org/efficiencycharts
for efficiency data, see www.nocchi.it

Website:  www.pentairaes.com  I  Email: paesemea@pentair.com  I  Information and advice: +1 877 347 4788
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nocchi nrm4 hydraulic performance
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hYdraulIc perforMance
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nocchi nrm4 100x80 performance/dimensions

perforMance taBle

mod.
P2 volt-

age (v)
in (a) 
3X440

Q
l/min 600 650 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1750 2000 2250

m3/h 36 39 42 48 54 60 66 72 78 84 90 105 120 135
HP kW

nrm4 100x80x160y 2 1.5 230/400 3.4

m.
c.a

. / 
m.

w.c
.

7.7 7.6 7.5 7.3 7 6.7 6.4 6.1 5.8 5.4 5

nrm4 100x80x160x 3 2.2 230/400 5.1 9.7 9.6 9.5 9.3 9 8.8 8.5 8.2 7.9 7.5 7.1 6

nrm4 100x80x200y 4 3 230/400 6.5 12 11.9 11.8 11.5 11.3 11 10.5 10 9.5 9 8.5 7

nrm4 100x80x200x
5.5 4

230/400 8.5
14.5 14.4 14.2 14 13.8 13.5 13.1 12.7 12.2 11.6 11 9 6.5

nrm4 100x80x200x 400/690 8.5

nrm4 100x80x250y
7.5 5.5

230/400 10.8
19 18.5 18 17.5 17 16.5 16 14 12

nrm4 100x80x250y 400/690 10.8

nrm4 100x80x250x
10 7.5

230/400 14.4
22 21.9 21.7 21.2 20.8 20.5 20 18.5 16.8 14.5

nrm4 100x80x250x 400/690 14.4

"flange uni Pn16"

dn a1 b1 c1 d1 e1

80 138 160 200 8 18

100 158 180 220 8 18

oVerall dIMensIons and weIghts

mod. motor
dnm dna dimensions (mm)

Weight (kg)Pn16 
mm

Pn16 
mm fig. a b c m1 m2 n1 n2 s h1 h2 H b l ~ e ~

nrm4 100x80x160y 90 80 100 1 125 65 14 125 95 320 250 14 180 225 405 330 501 138 46.9

nrm4 100x80x160x 100 80 100 1 125 65 14 125 95 320 250 14 180 225 405 330 440 145 53.9

nrm4 100x80x200y 100 80 100 1 125 65 12 125 95 345 280 14 180 250 430 355 552 145 70

nrm4 100x80x200x 112 80 100 1 125 65 12 125 95 345 280 14 180 250 430 355 574 160 81.9

nrm4 100x80x250y 132 80 100 1 125 80 14 160 120 400 315 18 200 280 480 400 631 194 113.1

nrm4 100x80x250x 132 80 100 1 125 80 14 160 120 400 315 18 200 280 480 400 671 194 127

mei ≥ 0.1 - mei reference ≥ 0.70 - the reference efficiency information is available on the website: www.europump.org/efficiencycharts
for efficiency data, see www.nocchi.it
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perforMance taBle

mod.
P2 volt-

age (v)
in (a) 
3X440

Q
l/min 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1750 2000 2250 2500 2750 3000

m3/h 54 60 66 72 78 84 90 105 120 135 150 165 180
HP kW

nrm4 125x100x200y
5.5 4

230/400 8.5

m.
c.a

. / 
m.

w.c
.

12.4 12.2 12 11.8 11.6 11.4 11.2 10.3 9.3 8.2 6.8 4.8
nrm4 125x100x200y 400/690 8.5

nrm4 125x100x200x
7.5 5.5

230/400 10.8
14.5 14.4 14.2 14 13.8 13.6 13.4 12.8 12 11 10 8.5

nrm4 125x100x200x 400/690 10.8

nrm4 125x100x250y
10 7.5

230/400 14.4
19.5 19.3 19.1 18.9 18.7 18.5 17.5 16.5 15.2 14 12

nrm4 125x100x250y 400/690 14.4

nrm4 125x100x250x
15 11

230/400 22
22 21.9 21.8 21.7 21.6 21.3 20.5 19.6 18.5 17 15 13

nrm4 125x100x250x 400/690 22

"flange uni Pn16"

dn a1 b1 c1 d1 e1

65 122 145 185 4 18

80 138 160 200 8 18

oVerall dIMensIons and weIghts

mod. motor
dnm dna dimensions (mm) Weight  

(kg)Pn16
 mm

Pn16 
mm fig. a b c m1 m2 n1 n2 s h1 h2 h3 H aa ab ac ad ae k W b l ~ e ~

nrm4
125x100x200y 112 100 125 1 125 80 14 160 120 360 280 18 200 280 - 480 - - - - - - - 385 574 160 79.9

nrm4
125x100x200x 132 100 125 1 125 80 14 160 120 360 280 18 200 280 - 480 - - - - - - - 385 631 194 107.1

nrm4
125x100x250y 132 100 125 1 140 80 14 160 120 400 315 18 225 280 - 505 - - - - - - - 420 686 194 126

nrm4
125x100x250x 160 100 125 2 140 80 14 160 120 400 315 18 225 280 65 505 76 320 254 210 270 14 191 420 779 238 161

mei ≥ 0.1 - mei reference ≥ 0.70 - the reference efficiency information is available on the website: www.europump.org/efficiencycharts
for efficiency data, see www.nocchi.it
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nocchi nrm4 150x125 performance/dimensions

perforMance taBle

mod.
P2 voltage 

(v)
in (a) 
3X440

Q
l/min 1800 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000

m3/h 108 120 150 180 210 240 270 300
HP kW

nrm4 150x125x200w 7.5 5.5 400/690 10.8

m.
c.a

. / 
m.

w.c
.

10.4 10.2 9.4 8.3 6.8

nrm4 150x125x200Z 10 7.5 400/690 14.4 11.6 11.5 10.9 9.9 8.6 7

nrm4 150x125x200y 10 7.5 400/690 14.4 13 12.8 12.3 11.6 10.5 9.1 7.5

nrm4 150x125x200x 15 11 400/690 22 14.3 14.2 13.8 13.2 12.3 11.1 9.6 8

nrm4 150x125x250Z 15 11 400/690 22 17 16.6 15.7 14.4 12.6

nrm4 150x125x250y 20 15 400/690 29 19.8 19 18 16.6 15

nrm4 150x125x250x 20 15 400/690 29 20.8 19.7 18.6 17 15.2 13.2

"flange uni Pn16"

dn a1 b1 c1 d1 e1

65 122 145 185 4 18

80 138 160 200 8 18

oVerall dIMensIons and weIghts

mod. motor
dnm dna dimensions (mm) Weight  

(kg)Pn16
 mm

Pn16 
mm fig. a b c m1 m2 n1 n2 s h1 h2 h3 H aa ab ac ad ae k W b l ~ e ~

nrm4
150x125x200w 132 125 150 2 140 80 14 160 120 400 315 18 250 280 118 565 59 256 216 140 180 12 230 470 657 194 137.1

nrm4
150x125x200Z 132 125 150 2 140 80 14 160 120 400 315 18 250 315 118 565 59 256 216 178 218 12 241 470 697 194 148

nrm4
150x125x200y 132 125 150 2 140 80 14 160 120 400 315 18 250 315 118 565 59 256 216 178 218 12 241 470 697 194 155

nrm4
150x125x200x 160 125 150 2 140 80 14 160 120 400 315 18 250 315 90 565 76 320 254 210 270 14 241 470 790 238 187

nrm4
150x125x250Z 160 125 150 2 140 80 16 160 120 400 315 18 250 355 90 605 76 320 254 210 270 14 260 470 790 238 197.5

nrm4
150x125x250y 160 125 150 2 140 80 16 160 120 400 315 18 250 355 90 605 76 320 254 254 310 14 260 470 854 238 205

nrm4
150x125x250x 160 125 150 2 140 80 16 160 120 400 315 18 250 355 90 605 76 320 254 254 310 14 280 470 854 238 205

mei ≥ 0.1 - mei reference ≥ 0.70 - the reference efficiency information is available on the website: www.europump.org/efficiencycharts
for efficiency data, see www.nocchi.it
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nocchi nrm4 200x150 performance/dimensions
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perforMance taBle

mod.
P2 voltage 

(v)
in (a) 
3X440

Q
l/min 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500

m3/h 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 390
HP kW

nrm4 200x150x200w 7.5 5.5 400/690 14.4

m.
c.a

. / 
m.

w.c
. 10.4 9.7 8.9 7.9 6.7 5.5

nrm4 200x150x200Z 15 11 400/690 22 11.5 10.9 10.2 9.3 8.3 7 5.8

nrm4 200x150x200y 15 11 400/690 22 13.3 12.6 12 11.1 10.1 9 7.6

nrm4 200x150x200x 20 15 400/690 29 14.5 14 13.2 12.5 11.6 10.6 9.4 8

"flange uni Pn16"

dn a1 b1 c1 d1 e1

65 122 145 185 4 18

80 138 160 200 8 18

oVerall dIMensIons and weIghts

mod. motor
dnm dna dimensions (mm) Weight  

(kg)Pn16 
mm

Pn16 
mm fig. a b c m1 m2 n1 n2 s h1 h2 h3 H aa ab ac ad ae k W b l ~ e ~

nrm4
200x150x200w 132 150 200 2 160 100 22 200 155 550 450 24 280 400 148 680 59 256 216 178 218 12 280 550 717 194 181

nrm4
200x150x200Z 160 150 200 2 160 100 22 200 155 550 450 24 280 400 120 680 76 320 254 210 270 14 241 550 810 238 210.5

nrm4
200x150x200y 160 150 200 2 160 100 22 200 155 550 450 24 280 400 120 680 76 320 254 210 270 14 260 550 810 238 218

nrm4
200x150x200x 160 150 200 2 160 100 22 200 155 550 450 24 280 400 120 680 76 320 254 254 310 14 260 550 874 238 220

mei ≥ 0.1 - mei reference ≥ 0.70 - the reference efficiency information is available on the website: www.europump.org/efficiencycharts
for efficiency data, see www.nocchi.it
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sparus™ pump with constant flow technology™

Under typical operating conditions, Sparus Pump with Constant Flow 
Technology offers the highest water flow rate of any high performance 
pump—with the lowest electricity consumption. Thanks to its integrated 
on-board variable frequency drive, this pump automatically calculates and 
self-adjusts to provide the exact operational speed needed to deliver the  
exact flow rate you establish. As system conditions change, it self-adjusts to 
achieve a constant user-specified flow rate. The result of this breakthrough 
technology is that you achieve the absolute minimum energy usage required  
to deliver any given flow rate! This high level of efficiency can save you 
thousands of dollars per year in pump operating costs.
No more closing valves to decrease flow rate or making manual adjustments. 
Simply select the flow rate you require and the Sparus Pump with Constant 
Flow Technology delivers. As system conditions change, the flow rate remains 
constant. Need a higher or lower flow rate? Simply adjust the desired flow rate  
by using the simple keypad. No matter what flow rate you select, you’ll rest 
assured that your desired flow rate remains constant.

The law of physics known as the Affinity Law states that there is a cubic 
relationship between the speed of an electric motor and its power consumption.  
By decreasing the speed of a motor by only 10%, you’ll reap up to 33% in 
electrical energy savings while still achieving the exact flow rate that your 
application requires. With conventional pumps, the motor is often operating  
at a speed that is needlessly high for the application. Users of conventional 
single-speed pumps often find that their only option to decrease their flow  
rate is to partially close a valve to “throttle” the flow rate. The Sparus Pump 
with Constant Flow Technology takes that paradigm and turns it on its head! 
The intelligence built into this pump means that you establish the desired flow 
rate and leave the decision-making to the pump.

sParus™ PumP WitH constant floW tecHnology™

•  The world’s first aquaculture duty pump to deliver a CONSTANT  
user-defined flow rate

•  Pump motor speed self-adjusts to maintain the constant flow rate setting, 
even as system conditions change

•  Digital communication port RS-48 allows monitoring/control by            
PLC systems. Contact us for solutions utilizing a PLC

3 hp totally enclosed fan cooled 
motor, with permanent magnets.

saltwater-rated 316 stainless  
internal fasteners, and heavy-duty 

mechanical seal.

oversized strainer basket  
and volute.

nema ip55 rated enclosure for 
robust service in wet locations.

2” (51 mm) npt suction and discharge ports.

integrated wiring  
compartment for easy access 

and quick installation.

on-board keypad  
for simple programming  

of desired flow rate.

clear lid for quick  
inspection of basket.  

cam and ramp locking ring  
for easy servicibility.

corrosion-proof pump body  
for long service life.

rs-48 port

Website:  www.pentairaes.com  I  Email: paesemea@pentair.com  I  Information and advice: +1 877 347 4788
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full cIrcle craB
Full Circle Seafood in Columbia, NC is located near the Albemarle Sound, the East Coast’s largest estuary. The Scuppernong River flows nearby, and it’s in 
this maritime paradise that owner Willy Phillips established Full Circle Seafood. In an industry with high operating expenses, Full Circle reached out to 
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems to find the most energy-efficient equipment on the market. Seafood holding requires a reliable, continuous-duty water pump 
that runs 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Full Circle’s system requires several pumps, and the energy bill is a significant expense. Pentair AES assessed 
Full Circle’s existing pumps and calculated the operating costs to be nearly a whopping $600 per season, per pump. 
To decrease cost and maximize performance, Pentair AES installed a Sparus™ Pump with Constant Flow Technology and Full Circle Seafood has been 
experiencing cost savings every day. “In today’s business climate for the seafood industry, with shrinking margins, one of the best ways to make money is 
to save money through conservation methods. I have tried numerous system types for shedding crab, including a variety of pumps, and the Sparus pump 
satisfies all my needs. I was trading my old pumps out every two years. The combination of an energy saving pump with a longer shelf life makes this type 
of pump a valuable asset to a crab shedding operation.” said Phillips. Constant Flow Technology allows Full Circle to define the ideal flow rate for their 
system without having to restrict the flow by adjusting valves.
As the savings add up, Willy plans to replace all of the pumps in his system in the months to come. Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems is proud to provide 
practical, reliable technology to help decrease operational expenses. Ask your knowledgeable Pentair sales/service rep how you can start saving money 
with Constant Flow Technology today. To read more of Willy Phillips’ story and his savings, visit our blog at PentairAES.com.

sParus™ PumP WitH constant floW tecHnology™

Sparus Pump with Constant Flow Technology(CFT) will always operate at 
the slowest speed required to achieve the user-established flow rate; the 
savings it provides is yours to keep! This pump delivers proven reliability 
thanks to its saltwater-rated stainless steel internal fasteners and highly robust 
mechanical seal. Sparus Pump with Constant Flow Technology is a self-
priming pump, and it’s also suitable for flooded-suction applications. UL778 
listed. One-year warranty. Made in USA. Not certified for use in swimming 
pool applications.

pump features
•  Fully-programmable for any flow rate from 76–530 lpm
•  On-board keypad for simple programming of desired flow rate 
•  3 hp rating. 230V, single-phase, 50hz
•  Ultra efficient permanent magnet TEFC motor 
•  2”/5 cm internally threaded NPT inlet/outlet ports and anti-blocking strainer  

basket ensure maximum flow and efficiency 
•  Easy installation and trouble-free servicing 
•  IP55-rated enclosure for wet locations and harsh conditions 
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sparus pump with constant flow technology performance chart right side View

11.3”

23.4”

INLET
2” NPT

OUTLET
2” NPT

     Motor  full load serVIce sf In/out  dIMensIons (cM)  shIp wt 
Model hp Volts hZ phase enclosure aMps factor hp ports l w h (Kg)

348045-aQe 3 230 50 1 TEFC 16 1.32 3.95 2”/5 CM 59.4 28 32 20.4

operates with identical performance on 50 hz or 60 hz input power.

two sparus pumps with cft at work at a 3,200 gallon/12,112 liter saltwater exhibit.

PuMPs
sparus™ pump with constant flow technology™
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centrifugal high-performance

Can’t find what you’re looking for? see it all at www.pentairaes.com.

sParus™ 160 energy-efficient aQuaculture duty  
50HZ centrifugal PumPs
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Sparus™ 160 pumps offer extremely high water flow in a quiet, 
energy-efficient package making them effective in a wide range of Aquaculture applications. 
Saltwater compatible, corrosion-resistant plastic construction, 316SS stainless steel internal 
fasteners, oversized anti-blocking strainer basket and volute, and 2”/51 mm female NPT inlet/
outlet ports. EPDM/316SS mechanical seal. Compatible with a wide assortment of cleaning and 
filtration systems. Clear lid for easy inspection. Self-priming, also suitable for flooded suction 
applications. One-year warranty. UL778 listed. Not certified for use on swimming pools. Optional 
3’/1 m 115V, 20 amp power cord, model 79137800-AQ, is compatible with 115V Sparus and 
Taurus pumps. Includes a NEMA 5-15 three-prong plug and a 1/2”/13 mm NPT cord-grip-gland 
with strain relief. UL listed. One-year warranty.

features
• Single body design provides for quiet/durable operation
• High-temperature thermoplastic withstands harsh conditions  

and prevents corrosion
• Saltwater compatible construction
• Thermal protection built into single-phase motors
• Easy installation and trouble-free servicing
• Corrosion resistant, high-grade stainless steel motor shaft  

and internal fasteners

Available for shipment from our North American or European  
distribution centers.
• 1-Phase and 3-Phase models with TEFC Pentair motors.  

IP55 rated. CE approved
• Unions included for both 50 mm and 63 mm connections

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

fw sw

        dIMensIons (cM)  shIp  wt 
50HZ MODELS hp Voltage hZ phase KIlowatts Motor  l w h  (Kg)
P-sPr-071-aQ 1/2 220-240V  50 1 0.55 TEFC 54 30.2 31.8 14.5
P-sPr-073-aQ 1/2 380-420V 50 3 0.55 TEFC 54 30.2 31.8 12.7
P-sPr-101-aQ 3/4 220-240V  50 1 0.75 TEFC 54 30.2 31.8 14.5
P-sPr-103e2-aQ 3/4 380-420V 50 3 0.75 TEFC 54 30.2 31.8 14.5
P-sPr-151-aQ 1 220-240V  50 1 1.10 TEFC 56 30.2 31.8 15.4
P-sPr-153e2-aQ 1 380-420V 50 3 1.10 TEFC 56 30.2 31.8 22.2
P-sPr-201-aQ 1 ½ 220-240V  50 1 1.50 TEFC 56 30.2 31.8 16.8
P-sPr-203e2-aQ 1 ½ 380-420V 50 3 1.50 TEFC 56 30.2 31.8 24
P-sPr-301-aQ 2 220-240V  50 1 2.20 TEFC 59 30.2 31.8 23.1
P-sPr-303e2-aQ 2 380-420V 50 3 2.20 TEFC 59 30.2 31.8 30.4

50hZ performance

50hZ
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centrifugal

        dIMensIons (cM)  shIp  wt 
50 hZ Models hp Voltage hZ phase KIlowatts Motor l w h (Kg)

P-trs-051-aQ 1/2 220-240V 50 1 0.37 TEFC 53.3 30.5 27.9 13.6 
P-trs-071-aQ 1/2 220-240V 50 1 0.55 TEFC 53.3 30.5 27.9 14.1 
P-trs-073-aQ 1/2 380-420V 50 3 0.55 TEFC 53.3 30.5 27.9 12.7 
P-trs-101-aQ 3/4 220-240V 50 1 0.75 TEFC 53.3 30.5 27.9 14.5 
P-trs-103e2-aQ 3/4 380-420V 50 3 0.75 TEFC 53.3 30.5 27.9 14.1 
P-trs-151-aQ 1 220-240V 50 1 1.10 TEFC 53.3 30.5 27.9 15.4 
P-trs-153e2-aQ 1 380-420V 50 3 1.10 TEFC 53.3 30.5 27.9 22.2

taurus™ 110 energy-efficient aQuaculture duty 
50HZ centrifugal PumPs
The Taurus™ 110 moves more water more efficiently for lower operating  
cost and super-quiet operation.  Plus, by performing with less effort, there’s 
simply less wear and tear—and that means longer life for a higher return on 
your pump investment. The Taurus 110 meets all the criteria for a superior 
pump:  super energy efficient, super quiet and super easy to maintain.  
Plus, it’s designed with innovative materials that will stand up to the most 
demanding installations and conditions. The Taurus™ 110 is performance  
and pressure tested to ensure superior quality. Self-priming  for quick, easy 
start-up. 1 1/2” x 1 1/2” (38 mm x 38 mm) NPT port size (1 1/2”/38 mm NPT 
union set included). One-year warranty. UL778 listed. Not certified for use 
on swimming pools. 
Optional 3’/1 m 115V, 20 amp power cord, model 79137800-AQ, is compatible 
with 115V Sparus and Taurus pumps. Includes a NEMA 5-15 three-prong plug 
and a 1/2”/13 mm NPT cord-grip-gland with strain relief. UL listed. One-year 
warranty.

features
• Minimal energy consumption
• Cam and Ramp™ lid locks in place with a quarter-turn
• Thermal protection built into single phase motors
• Saltwater compatible construction
• Quiet operation due to superior internal flow design reduces hydraulic noise
• See-through lid permits easy inspection of strainer basket
• Corrosion resistant, high-grade stainless steel motor shaft and parts
• 1 and 3-Phase models with TEFC Pentair motors
• IP55 rated, CE approved
• Unions included for both 50mm connections

Available for shipment from our North American or European distribution 
centers.

50hz performance

m

TAURUS
50Hz

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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centrifugal

    shIp wt 
Model hp Voltage aMps (Kg) 

single-phase (odp Motors)*
vre-20-aQ 5 230  20.0 79.4

vre-30-aQ 7.5 230  30.4 91.6

vre-40-aQ 10 230  40.0 70

three-phase with tefc Motors*
vreKt-20-aQ 5 208–230/460  13.5–12.3/6.2 46.3

vreKt-30-aQ 7.5 208–230/460  20.4–18.2/9.1 55.3

vreKt-40-aQ 10 208–230/460  27.0/26.2–13.1 76.2

vreKt-60-aQ 15  208-230/460  40.0–38.0/18.8 82.6

three-phase, 50 hz (1450 rpM) (odp Motors)*
vreK5-12-aQ 3 230/400 7.9/4.5 59.4

vreK5-20-aQ 5 230/400 12.3/7.1 106.6

vreK5-30-aQ 7.5 230/400 18.1/10.4 79

vreK5-40-aQ 10 230/400 24.0/13.7 69

three-phase, 575 V (odp Motors)*
vrec-20-aQ 5 575  5.1 37.6

vrec-30-aQ 7.5 575  7.2 42.2

vrec-40-aQ 10 575  10.2 62.6

vrec-60-aQ 15 575  15.0 62.6

single-phase, 1,750 rpM (odp Motors)*
vreW-12-aQ 3 208–230  19.5/19.2 62.6

vreW-20-aQ 5 208–230  23.0–20.1 79.4

three-phase, 1,750 rpM (odp Motors)*
vreWK-12-aQ 3 208–230/460  8.4–7.8/3.9 81.6

vreWK-20-aQ 5 208–230/460  13.8–13.0/6.5 65.8

vr-str-aQ STRAINER POT ASSEMBLY, 6” X 6” (15.2 CM X 15.2 CM)  15

flange Kits
357262-aQ  4”/10.2 CM ANSI FLANGE, W/GASKET AND SS HARDWARE

357263-aQ  6”/15.2 CM ANSI FLANGE, W/GASKET AND SS HARDWARE

357212-aQ  6”/15.2 CM ANSI FLANGE, W/GASKET AND SS HARDWARE  
 
USE ON VERUS PUMPS NOT EQUIPPED WITH STRAINER POT

*strainer pot sold separately.

verus™ 850 Premium efficiency aQuaculture duty PumPs   fw sw

Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Verus™ 850 pumps are for commercial aquaculture and other heavy-duty 
water applications. Available in flows to 800 gpm/3,028 lpm, and from 3 to 15 hp. Verus™ 850 high-
performance commercial pumps are designed for maximum efficiency and quiet operation in every detail. 
They are noncorrosive, all-plastic and designed exclusively for the commercial aquaculture industry. 
Stainless steel internals. Saltwater-rated. Verus 850 impellers are manufactured for true breakthrough 
performance, allowing for lower loads and longer motor life. Strainer pot sold separately.
UL778 listing (for aquaculture). Not certified for use on swimming pools.

standard features
• Close-coupled for quiet, stable flow operation
• Lightweight for easy installation
• Cam and Ramp™ locking ring design with clear lid for added service convenience
• 6”/152 mm suction and 4”/102 mm discharge with strainer pot
• Closed impeller for long life and durability
• Available in single- and three-phase models
• Self-priming with use of strainer pot assembly, sold separately
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flow meters

Bwm2

Model  pVc pIpe sIZe schedule flow rate
et12 1/2”/13 MM 80 1/2-15
et13 3/4"/19 MM 80 2-30
et14 1"/25 MM 80 5-50
et15 11/2"/38 MM 40 10-120
et16 2"/51 MM 40 15-200
et17 3"/76 MM 40 40-400
et18 4"/102 MM 40 70-700
Pt-i-40-2.0 2"/51 MM 40 10-200
Pt-i-40-3.0 3"/76 MM 40 15-400
Pt-i-40-4.0 4"/102 MM 40 70-700
Pt-i-40-6.0 6"/152 MM 40 120-1700
Pt-i-40-8.0 8"/203 MM 40 250-3200

note: et models are pre-installed on 13”/33 cm long pvc pipe. pt models install on existing pipe.

wm10

provided mounting 
hardware

specIfIcatIons
Maximum percent solids: 1% of fluid scale 
linearity: ±1.5% full scale 
repeatability: ±1.0% full scale 
operating ambiant temperature: 0-130° f (-17.77-54.44 °c)
Battery life: greater than 5 years
Max water pressure: 150 psi

floW meter, Paddle WHeel
Designed for use in industrial fields, including irrigation, aquaculture, 
aquariums, paper mills and swimming pools. They are universally accepted 
as a means of measuring water flow electronically. Wide range in flow rates, 
negligible head-loss and good accuracy at a reasonable price, make these 
meters popular. Easy removal for cleaning and repair permit the meters to  
be mounted in lines with moderate particulate levels. Meters can be mounted 
outdoors when shielded from direct sunlight. Isolated monitoring locations 
are also viable. The flow rate, a resettable and a non-resettable totalizer  
are simultaneously displayed. Embossed buttons on the face. Programming 
consists of selecting the pipe size and schedule from a list; measures in 
gallons, GPM, liters and cubic ft.

sizes and flow rates
Meters mount on vertical or horizontal pipes that meet the flow rate guidelines 
below. Pipes must be full of water with 10 times the pipe ID upstream of the 
meter and 5 timesthe ID on the outlet side.

flow Meter  
Mounting  
Instructions
mount vertically on 
horizontal pipe that’s 
at least 10 times the 
pipe inside diameter 
from nearest fitting  
or restriction on the 
inlet side and 5 times 
the diameter on the 
outlet side.

 pVc flowrate 
Model pIpe sIZe (gpM/lpM)
Wm10 1"/25 MM 5–35/20–130
Wm1 11/2"/38 MM 20–80/80–300
Wm2 2"/51 MM 30–140/120–550
Wm3 21/2"/64 MM 40–200/160–750
Wm4 3"/76 MM 80–350/300–1,300
Wm5 4"/102 MM 150–600/600–2,200
812365 REPLACEMENT FLOAT

floW meters
These clamp-on flow meters are simple to install. Just drill an 11/16”/17.5 mm 
hole in a horizontal section of pipe and clamp it on with the two stainless 
steel clamps provided. Easily disassembled for cleaning. Maximum 
temperature 120º F/48.9 °C. Maximum pressure 120 psi. Dual scale, gpm 
and lpm. Replacement float fits all. Made in USA.

floW meters
These high-performance flow meters feature a durable, one-piece body made 
of polysulfone. Flow meters also have built-in 316 stainless steel pole guided 
floats (reduce flow oscillation) and permanent gpm/Lpm scales. Inlet/Outlet 
2”/51 mm FPT unions, fluoroelastomer rubber O-ring seals. Flow meters 
measure 19”OAL (including unions) x 41/2” W (48.3 cm x 11.4 cm) and weigh  
1.4 kg each. MUST be mounted vertically. One-year warranty.

 flow rate flow rate 
Model (gpM) (lpM)
BWM2 2–20 7–75
BWM6 6–60 30–230
BWM10 10–80 40–300
BWM5 5–100 20–380
BWM15 15–130 60–500
BWM20 20–175 75–660
BWM30 30–230 115–870

series of wm10 properly installed.

et13
meter mounted on 
schedule 80 pipe
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float switches/alarms

float sWitcHes 
no electrician needed!
Use these mercury float switches to automatically operate pumps or alarms.  
They have 10’/3 m SJOW-A Class underwater-rated cable with a piggyback 
plug, so devices can be conveniently plugged into it at the power receptacle (all 
float switch installations should be GFCI-protected and installed on thermally 
protected equipment only). Pump Up (u)=when pump switch falls, pump turns 
on. Pump Down (d)=when pump switch lifts, pump turns on. UL-listed and 
CSA-certified. Ship weight 1 kg. One-year warranty. Made in USA. Not for  
use in potable water.

  MaX  MaX  MIn/MaX 
  runnIng  startIng power tether 
Model Volts aMps aMps cord length

Pl1u 115 13 40 16 GAUGE 15.2–43.2 CM

Pl1d 115 13 40 16 GAUGE 15.2–43.2 CM

Pl2u 115 15 55 14 GAUGE 15.2–35.6 CM

Pl2d 115 15 55 14 GAUGE 15.2–35.6 CM

Pl3u 230 15 35 14 GAUGE 15.2–35.6 CM

Pl3d 230 15 35 14 GAUGE 15.2–35.6 CM

wl273

power cord 
tethering clamp  
not included.

pl1u

drip loop

wall outlet

pump

float
switch

pumping  
range

tether
length

HigH- and loW-Water alarms 
Mercury-free
These alarms operate with a mechanical float switch and 4.6 m cable. The indoor Tank Alert is housed in 
a NEMA 1 metal enclosure and features a red warning light, horn with silence switch and test button. The 
indoor/outdoor Tank Alert is the same as the indoor model but housed in a Type 3R watertight, 
thermoplastic enclosure. Alarms sound when water level rises. All are 115V with 1.8 m power cords. 
UL- and CSA-approved. Three-year limited warranty.  

Model 

Wl252 INDOOR HIGH-WATER ALARM

Wl252l INDOOR LOW-WATER ALARM

Wl273 INDOOR/OUTDOOR HIGH-WATER ALARM

Wl273l INDOOR/OUTDOOR LOW-WATER ALARM

floW sWitcHes 
An excellent value on UL-recognized flow sensing switches that can turn on or 
off a heater, chiller, alarm, pump, etc., up to 2 hp (@ 230V). The st9 is factory 
adjusted to close the circuit at 53 lpm and open it at 23 lpm, but is also field 
adjustable over a wider range. At 40 gpm, it causes only 6”/15.2 cm of H2O 
pressure loss. A “flapper” (piston in st12) moves with water flow, actuating a 
magnetic switch on the outside of the pipe. Water cannot reach the electrical 
section! Operates by sensing water flow only (unaffected by pressure). 
Plumbing is PVC slip sockets. st11 and st12 have a selectable N.O./N.C. 
setting. Rated to 50 psi, 125VAC to 25 A (1-hp motor) or 250VAC to 25 A (2-hp 
motor). Switch is single pole, single throw (one wire in, one wire out) with 
1/2”/13 mm FNPT conduit connections on both sides. One plastic plug (shown  
in black) is included. Switches measure 6” x 6” (15.2 cm x 15.2 cm). One-year 
warranty. Made in USA.

Model 

st9 3.8 CM

st12 2.5 CM

st11 5.1 CM

3-yEar warraNty
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grounding Probes, titanium 
Made of pure titanium, these specially designed probes remove “stray voltage” 
generated by pumps, heaters, lights and other electrical devices. A worthwhile 
safety device for live seafood tanks, aquariums, hatcheries, garden ponds, etc. 
Noncorroding titanium probes have a 3 m wire lead. Simply immerse probe in 
water and either plug into wall receptacle or attach to grounding lug. 
Instructions included.

Model 

tg10 PROBE W/PLUG

gP10 PROVE W/O PLUG

PuMPs
water level switches/airlifts

st3

al5

Water level sWitcHes 
These float switches convert from normally open (N.O.) to normally closed 
(N.C.) circuitry by simply inverting the stem. Polypropylene construction.  
Each with 40.6 cm wires. Great pump switches when used with relays. 
One-year warranty. Made in USA.

   oVerall  MountIng 
Model  watts length dIa. Mpt

st3m MINI SWITCH 30 5.7 CM 2.5 CM 3 MM

st3 LARGE SWITCH 60 8.6 CM 3.8 CM 6.4 MM

airlifts
We have designed these PVC pipe sections with simple removable fittings to save you time.  
These are straight PVC pipes suitable for almost any airlift application.

The 11/4”/3.2 cm sizes use a single air inlet (the performance is the same as with 2 inlets).  
The 3”/7.6 cm and 4”/10.2 cm sizes use two air inlets (note: more than two inlets typically  
do not improve performance in these size ranges). Sold complete with air fittings and  
10’ of vinyl air line of the size shown. Made in USA.

 tYpIcal*    oVerall 
Model cfM range pVc pIpe sIZe aIr tuBIng sIZe length (cM)

al2  0.7–2 11/4”/3.2 CM AIRLIFT 1/4”/6.4 MM 20.3

al2c  0.7–2 11/4”/3.2 CM AIRLIFT, CLEAR 1/4”/6.4 MM 20.3

al5  2–4 3"/7.6 CM AIRLIFT 1/4”/6.4 MM 30.5

al6c  3–5 4"/10.2 CM AIRLIFT, CLEAR 3/8”/9.5 MM 30.5

*”typical” means lifting water to a 4” (10 cm) height above the surface. 
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tank liners/pond liners
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119 tank liners/pond liners/patching tape

Product



lZ76 lrk

our black, 45-mil thick, rubber-like liner with excellent 
weatherability has unsurpassed puncture and abrasion resistance. 

Pond liner, ePdm
This Firestone fish-safe liner has become the gold 
standard for pond keepers and commercial water 
features, and with good reason. It's puncture-
resistant and very resistant to sunlight and UV. It 
stretches around rocks and small irregularities 
and is much easier to work with than the more 
rigid liners. Ships motor freight from factory.

 sIZe approX wt 
Model (M) (Kg)
sZ22 6.1 X 9.1 81.6
sZ23 7.6 X 9.1 102.1
sZ24 9.1 X 9.1 122.5
sZ31 2.4 X 3 11.3
sZ32 3 X 4.6 20.4
sZ33 3 X 6.1 27.2
sZ34 4.6 X 6.1 54.4
sZ35 6.1 X 7.6 68

  dIaMeter heIght shIp wt 
Model (M) (M) (Kg)
lZ76b 2.1 1.8 17.2 
lZ96b 2.7 1.8 23.1
lZ126b 3.7 1.8 33.6
lZ156b 4.6 1.8 45.4
lZ186b 5.5 1.8 59
lZ216b 6.4 1.8 73.5
lZ246b 7.3 1.8 107
lZ276b 8.2 1.8 123
lZ306b 9.1 1.8 142.4

repaIr KIt for BlacK tanK lIners
lrK* --- 1

*ships hazmat.

tanK liners
With just a little care to prevent punctures, these 
black tank liners can be  
used for many years. Vinyl is a good liner material 
and is typically used in tank applications because 
it can be custom-fitted to round tanks. These 
heavy-duty liners are 30-mil thick.

20-year warranty

seaming taPe, Poly
The 10.2 cm tape has adhesive on one side. Use it to patch liners  
or join pieces for complex shapes. For use on polyethylene tarps  
only. Cure for 24 hours.

  shIp wt 
Model   (Kg)

st475 1.2 M X 22.9 M 4.1

st3r

pt6r

liner, PatcHing taPe
The double-sided adhesive seaming tape is 7.6 
cm wide, made of extruded black rubber and 
designed to join pieces of EPDM liner together to 
form a watertight seal. The patching tape is 16.2 
cm wide, has single-side adhesive and works 
great for patching holes and covering seams. 
For Sweetwater® and EPDM liners only.

Model

st3f DOUBLE-SIDED, PER FOOT

st3r DOUBLE-SIDED, 100' (30.5 M) ROLL

Pt6f SINGLE SIDED, PER FOOT

Pt6r SINGLE SIDED, 100' (30.5 M) ROLL

linear PolyetHylene liners for large Ponds  
These heavy-duty pond liners offer superior strength as well as puncture and tear resistance at an 
excellent price. This is the liner we selected for our .81-Hectare fire pond.  They are resistant to most 
chemicals, salt and acids. The material will remain flexible at -56.7 °C. Available in width increments  
of 10’/3 m and any length up to 4,645 m2 as one piece. Panels are accordion-folded every 4 to 5 feet and 
tightly rolled on a heavy core for ease of handling and installation. Sold by the square foot (232.3 m2 
minimum). Allow 20 days for production. Ships from factory.

  shIp wt MaXIMuM 
Model  per  92.9 M2 (Kg) panel sIZe

Pe20 20 MIL 45.4 4,645.0

Pe30 30 MIL 68 3,065.7

Pe40 40 MIL 90.7 2,322.5

119Liners
tank liners/pond liners/patching tape
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analytical aqualab

121

enclosure IP54 PoWer average 15.6VA 
dimensions  365 X 400 X 430 CM (W X H X D) voltage 85-264 VAC 
cabinet WeigHt 75 KG alarms SYSTEM AND SAMPLE
Processor 80C188 samPler outPut OPTIONAL 
data storage 1 MB TOTAL outPut 4-20 MA OR SDI-12 OPTIONAL
 491K FOR DATA STORAGE eXternal inPuts UP TO 8 X 4–20 MA 
disPlay OPTIONAL BACKLIT LCD scHeduling 25 USER DEFINED SCHEDULES
calibration USER DEFINABLE communications LANDLINE, GSM OR SATELLITE 
samPle floW rate 20-60 L/MIN interrogation RS232
ambient conditions 5-50° C softWare ANALYZER 32/AQUAGRAPH 

specIfIcatIons

Pentair/greensPan analytical aQualab
Aqualab is the flagship of the Greenspan Analyzer range. Configurable 
parameter analysis and telemetry options provide Aqualab with the ability  
to solve various monitoring questions. This analyzer offers a single system 
capable of providing data for a wide range of monitoring needs.
The Greenspan Aqualab is a configurable analyzer allowing you to select  
the appropriate chemistry package for your application from wastewater  
to environmental monitoring.
Aqualab can be configured to perform any selection of physical parameters  
(pH, electrical conductivity, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, temperature and  
ORP) and nutrient parameters (total reactive phosphorus, nitrate, ammonia  
and ammonium).
The Aqualab analytical system is housed in a weatherproof IP54 cabinet.  
The cabinet also houses the communication and control electronics along  
with reagent and standard solution storage bottles.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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analytical mini-analyzer

enclosure IP54 voltage 85-264 VAC
dimensions 365 X 400 X 430 CM (W X H X D) alarms SYSTEM AND SAMPLE 
WeigHt 25 KG samPler outPut OPTIONAL
Processor 80C188 outPut 4-20 MA OR SDI-12 OPTIONAL 
data storage 1 MB TOTAL, 491K FOR DATA STORAGE eXternal inPuts UP TO 8 X 4–20 MA
disPlay OPTIONAL BACKLIT LCD scHeduling 25 USER DEFINED SCHEDULES 
calibration USER DEFINABLE communications LANDLINE, GSM OR SATELLITE
samPle floW rate 20–60 L/MIN interrogation RS232 
ambient conditions 5–50° C softWare ANALYZER 32/AQUAGRAPH
PoWer average 15.6VA   
  

specIfIcatIons

Pentair/greensPan analytical mini-analyZer
The Mini-Analyzer, Greenspan’s newest and smallest analyzer can provide  
a tailored solution to your specific monitoring needs. Designed specifically  
to suit certain monitoring situations such as environmental monitoring,  
industrial discharge or single point of source monitoring, you’re sure to find  
a configuration of the Mini-Analyzer that is ready to take on your specific 
monitoring task.
Designed to be either wall, trailer or bench-top mounted, this compact  
analyzer is the solution for continuous unattended analysis and is packed  
with additional features.

Mini analyzer configurations
The Mini-Analyzer can be configured one of three ways:
Physicals: Configured to perform pH, electrical conductivity, dissolved 
oxygen, turbidity, temperature and ORP analysis.
nutrients: Configured to perform total reactive phosphorus, nitrate, ammonia 
or ammonium.
single channel: Can be configured to perform single analysis of any one of the 
following: total reactive phosphorus, nitrate, ammonia or ammonium.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

PentAir AQuAtic eco-sYsteMs sPArus™ PuMP witH constAnt FLow tecHnoLoGY™

•  IP55-rated enclosure for robust service life in 
wet locations and harsh conditions

•  Ask about how the Pump Affinity Law can save 
you money!

see page 112 for more info.

•  The world’s first aquaculture pump to deliver  
a CONSTANT user-defined flow rate.

•  Pump motor speed self-adjusts to maintain  
the constant flow rate setting, even as system 
conditions change. 

•  Fully-programmable for any flow rate  
from 75–530 lpm. 

•  3 hp rating. 230V, single-phase, 50Hz. 
•  Permanent magnet TEFC motor. 51mm ports.  

UL listed.
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dissolved oxygen meter

y60020

ysi® is a registered trademark of ysi, inc.

Probes, cables and 
calibration solutions  
are sold separately.

sYsteM sPecs (Meter, Probe & cAbLe)

dIssolVed oXYgen (% saturatIon)
range: 0–500% air saturation
accuracy: ±2% of the reading  
or ±2% air saturation
resolution: 1% or 1% air saturation

dIssolVed oXYgen (Mg/l)
range: 0–50 mg/l.
accuracy: ±2% of the reading  
or ± 0.2 mg/l
resolution: 0.01 or 0.1 mg/l

teMperature
range: -5–55º c  
(d.o. compensation range -5–45º c)
accuracy: ± 0.3º c
resolution: 0.1° c.

BaroMeter
range: 400 to 999.9 mmhg. 
accuracy: ±5 mmhg  
(within ±5° c of calibration temp)
resolution: 0.1 mmhg

YsI® Instrument repair
Whether it is a yearly checkup or the complete replacement of a circuit 
board, you can count on us to provide accurate, economical and timely 
service. This applies to all YSI® meters that we carry, whether or not they 
were purchased from us. 
We honor all factory warranties, we stock a full inventory of replacement 
parts and our labor rates are significantly lower than the amount 
charged by most other YSI® repair facilities.
To obtain an estimate or to send a meter for repair, call us at 877-347-
4788 for a Return Authorization Number (RA#). This number will allow 
us to identify your package and follow your instructions. You’ll also need 
to fill out and send in our Return Form and Cleaning Certificate.

low labor rates
Our electronics technicians are the best and our turnaround time is  
fast (1–2 weeks). If you wish to expedite turnaround, we can do that for  
a small fee. There is no charge for warranty repairs.
Nonwarranty repair estimates typically require between 60 and 120 
minutes before a repair cost quotation can be made. Therefore, we will 
have to charge for nonwarranty repair quotes, one-hour minimum.
changes without notice.

Q: do I need an expensive oxygen meter?
a: maybe not. it depends on your frequency of use, your need for reliability and the 
importance of absolute accuracy. if you are taking readings for government monitoring, 
regulatory enforcement, wastewater treatment, research, commercial aquaculture or 
other high-value purpose, you do need to use one of the more expensive oxygen meters. 
if you are doing backyard aquaponics or occasionally checking your pond or lake, one of 
the low-cost meters will do fine. they are quite accurate above 3 ppm when calibrated 
correctly.
if you will be measuring d.o. infrequently in surface water or an aquarium, a d.o. test kit 
will do a good job. they have a long shelf life and avoid d.o. meter probe maintenance.
however, if you need to know what the d.o. is under the surface or in hard to reach 
locations, a d.o. meter with a suitable length probe cable would easily give you the data 
in place.

3-year meter
warranty

Meter
Model

y60020 PRO20 D.O.

probes
Model

y6202 GALVANIC D.O.

y6203 POLAROGRAPHIC D.O.

cables
(All cables include temperature sensor and 
weighted removable board.)
Model

y624c 4-M CABLE FOR PRO20

y6210c 10-M CABLE FOR PRO20

y6220c 20-M CABLE FOR PRO20

y6230c 30-M CABLE FOR PRO20

replacement Membrane Kits
Model

y5908 D.O. CAP KIT W/KCL  
 (FOR POLAROGRAPHIC D.O. SENSORS ONLY)

y5913 D.O. CAP KIT W/NACL  
 (FOR GALVANIC D.O. SENSORS ONLY)

ysi® Pro20 dissolved oXygen meter
The YSI Pro20 dissolved oxygen meter is a rugged, user-friendly instrument 
for dissolved oxygen measurement. IP-67 waterproof and rubber over molded 
case, and 1-meter drop tests ensure the instrument remains in your hands to 
provide years of sampling even in the harshest field conditions.  Fast response 
times with the Polarographic or Galvanic dissolved oxygen sensors allow you 
to complete your sampling routine quickly. The long life of the Polarographic 
sensor saves time and money and reduces your overall cost. The Galvanic 
sensor enables you to start sampling immediately without a warm-up period. 
Meters measure 8.3 x 21.6 x 5.7 cm and weigh .45 kg. Use 2 C batteries 
(included). Three-year  warranty on meters, two years on cables and one year 
on probes. Internal barometer for highest accuracy
• Large, easy-to-read, backlit display and keypad
• Calibrates within 3 seconds with the push of a button
• Stores 50 data sets
• Graphic, backlit display and glow in the dark keypad
• View display with polarized sunglasses on
• 95% response in 8 seconds with standard membrane
• Multiple languages include English, Spanish, French and German
• Rubber over mold case for durability

galvanic vs 
Polarographic sensors 

Galvanic sensors do not  
require a warm-up 
period.  They are ready 
for immediate use after 
being powered on.

Polarographic sensors 
require warm up time 
before use.  The shelf life 
for Polarographic 
sensors is theoretically 
longer than Galvanic 
sensors.
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ysi® Proodo® oPtical  
dissolved oXygen meter
The YSI ProODO® is the first handheld optical dissolved 
oxygen meter designed for sampling applications. The ODO 
(Optical Dissolved Oxygen) luminescent sensor has no flow 
dependence, making it the perfect choice for applications 
where stirring is difficult or undesirable. This also reduces 
the possibility of operator error, ensuring high quality data. 
Unit is resistant to probe fouling from hydrogen sulfide and 
other gases. The digital ODO probe stores calibration data so 
probes can be interchanged between instruments without 
recalibration. Stores 5,000 data sets, and USB connection 
allows interaction with Data Manager software. Supports 
English, Spanish, German, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese 
and French. IP67-rated case. Military spec connectors and 
field tested cables, 100 folders and site lists for logging data 
with user defined fields, and a graphic display with detailed 
Help visible with polarized sunglasses. Salinity input rate 
0–70 ppt. Runs on two C batteries. 21.6 cm L x 8.3 cm W x 5.7 
cm H, weighs .45 kg. Three-year warranty on instrument, 
two years on cable and probe.

3-year meter warranty

dIssolVed oXYgen Meters and proBes

ModeL MAnuFActurer PArAMeters
d.o. rAnGe 

(PPM or MG/L) AccurAcY
resoLution 

(PPM or MG/L) wAterProoF 
bAcKLit 
disPLAY

wArrAntY 
Meter/Probe

oxYGen 
MeMorY/rs232 Probe tYPe

do62 american 
marine

d.o. only 0–20.0 ±.2 ppm 0.1 no no 2-yr/2-yr no polarographic

ydo200a ysi* d.o., temp 0–20.0 ±2% 0.1 no no 1-yr/6-mo no polarographic

y55d ysi* d.o., temp 0–20.0 ±.25 .01 no yes 2-yr/1-yr no polarographic

y52 ysi* d.o., temp 0–19.99 ±.02 .01 no no 2-yr/6-mo yes polarographic

y58 ysi* d.o., temp 0–19.99 ±.03 .01 no no 2-yr/6-mo no polarographic

y550a ysi* d.o., temp 0–50.00 ±.03 .01 yes yes 3-yr/6-mo no polarographic

y85 ysi* d.o., temp, sal 0–20.00 ±2% .01 no yes 2-yr/6-mo no polarographic

y5561 ysi* d.o., temp, ph, 
orp, sal

0–50.00 ±.5% .01 yes yes 3-yr/1-yr yes polarographic

do600 extech d.o. only 0–20.0 ±.4% 0.1 yes no 1-yr/6-mo no polarographic

y60020 ysi* d.o., temp, mmh 0–50.00 ±2% .01 or 0.1 yes yes 3-yr/2-yr no polaro./galv.

850041 sper d.o., temp 0–19.99 ±1.5 .01 no yes 5-yr/6-mo yes polarographic

1oXHm053 oxyguard d.o., temp, 
% sat

0-60.0 ±1% 0.1 yes yes 1 yr yes, data log 
3,000 sets

galvanic

*pentair aquatic eco-systems, inc., is an authorized ysi instruments repair center. temp=temperature. sal=salinity. orp=oxidation/reduction potential

Cable & Probe  
Sold Separately

y6262

wAter QuALitY
dissolved oxygen meter

124 wAter QuALitY
dissolved oxygen meter

Model 

y6262 PROODO, METER ONLY

y62504 CABLE & 4-M PROBE

y625010 CABLE & 10-M PROBE

y625020 CABLE & 20-M PROBE 

y6263 REPL. SENSING ELEMENT
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conductivity/tds/salinity/temp meter
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pro30 InstruMent specIfIcatIons

CONDUCTIVITY ±0.5% OF READING OR 1.0 uS/cm, WHICHEVER GREATER
SIZE 8.3 cm W X 21.6 cm L X 5.7 cm D  
WEIGHT WITH BATTERIES 475 GRAMS (1.05 LBS.)
POWER 2 ALKALINE C-CELLS PROVIDING 400 HOURS OF BATTERY LIFE; LOW BATTERY INDICATOR ON PRO30  
CABLES 1- 4- 10- 20- AND 30-m LENGTHS (3.28, 13.1, 32.8, 65.6 FT.)
WARRANTY 3-YEAR INSTRUMENT; 2-YEAR CABLE AND SENSOR  
TDS CONSTANT RANGE ADJUSTABLE; 0.3-1.0 
CONDUCTIVITY REFERENCE TEMP ADJUSTABLE; RANGE 15° C TO 25° C  
SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE TEMP COMP ADJUSTABLE; 0 TO 4%
DATA MEMORY 50 DATA SETS  
LANGUAGES ENGLISH, SPANISH, GERMAN, FRENCH
CERTIFICATIONS ROHS, CE, WEEE, IP-67, 1-METER DROP TEST 

Cable & Probe  
Sold Separately

3-year meter warranty

ysi® Pro30 conductivity/tds/salinity/temP meter
The YSI Pro30 is ideal in any field application for the measurement of 
conductivity, salinity, TDS (total dissolved solids), and temperature. The 
Pro30 features user-replaceable cables in lengths up to 30 meters, 50 data 
set memory, and a simple calibration routine. True field performance is 
verified with the IP-67 waterproof and impact resistant case — drop tested  
at 1-meter. Additionally, the YSI super- stable 4-electrode conductivity cell  
is so reliable it is built directly into the cable.

• 3-year meter, 2-year cable and sensor warranty
• User-replaceable cables. Conductivity sensor built into cable.  

Choose among 1-, 4-, 10-, 20-, or 30-meter cables
• Fast cal routine allows easy calibrations with the press of a button.

Remembers the previous calibration values and simply walks you  
through the routine

• Stores 50 data sets; no need to write down data
• Graphic, backlit display and glow in the dark keypad
• Tough. IP-67, impact-resistant, waterproof case even without the  

battery cover. Rubber over molded case provides extra durability
• Rugged, military spec connectors. Bayonet style with keyed  

quarter-turn lock
• Super-stable, weighted 4-electrode conductivity sensor is built  

in for true field performance and designed for rugged conditions.  
Easily cleaned with a conductivity cleaning brush

• The YSI Pro30 replaced the YSI 30

Model 

y60530 PRO30 METER ONLY

y60530-4 PRO30 4M CABLE WITH PROBE

y60530-10 PRO30 10M CABLE WITH PROBE

y60530-20 PRO30 20M CABLE WITH PROBE

y60530-30 PRO30 30M CABLE WITH PROBE

y3167-e CALIBRATION SOLUTION,  
 1,000 uS/CM PER PINT (FRESH WATER)

y3168-e CALIBRATION SOLUTION,  
 10,000 uS/CM PER PINT (BRACHISH WATER)

y3169-e CALIBRATION SOLUTION,  
 50,000 uS/CM PER PINT (SALT WATER)
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salinity refractometers

salinity refractometer   
•  Largest and sharpest scale display available
•  Calibration ring for simplified calibration
The VITAL SINE salinity refractometer features a 
magnified scale for better visual accuracy. Other 
features include solid aluminum construction, a 
rubber-gripped body and temperature 
compensation between 10 and 30° C. To calibrate, 
simply loosen the handset screw, place a few 
drops of salt-free water on the prism, turn the 
calibration ring until the shadowline is at zero and 
secure the set screw—that's it! It reads specific 
gravity (1.000 to 1.070) and salinity in parts per 
thousand (0–100 in 1 ppt divisions). Refractometer 
includes a black vinyl zip case, transfer pipette and 
cleaning cloth. Measures 4 x 18 cm, weighs 285 g. 
One-year warranty.

Model

sr6 SALINITY REFRACTOMETER

rubber hood. 
houses the focusable lens and 
prevents light from entering 

through the eyepiece during use.

daylight plate. 
exceptionally durable with a 
double-hinge design allowing 

even thick samples to be 
easily measured.

calibration ring. 
for rapid calibrations.

antiroll stand. 
protects against rolling  

off a table.

rubber grip

scale view

Do not dip a refractometer in water, as this will  
void the warranty.
Use a dropper and place a few drops on the prism.  
The refractometer will provide many years of service  
if used this way.
Dry after use otherwise will cause damage to the 
device.

salinity refractometer
Here's an economical, automatic temperature-
compensated salinity refractometer, featuring an 
automatic temperature correction from 10–30º C 
and a dual scale reading 0–100 ppt and 1.000–
1.070 specific gravity. Each refractometer  
is tested to ensure an accurate instrument. 
Six-month warranty. Weighs 0.27 kg.

Model

sr5-aQ SALINITY REFRACTOMETER

scale view.

Dry after use, otherwise will 
cause damage to the device.
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orp meters

yorp15

orp3

ecosense® is a registered trademark of ysi, inc. pinpoint® is a registered trademark of dell technology dBa american marine, inc.

ysi® orP15a orP/temPerature Pen
The YSI® ECOSENSE® ORP15A takes absolute and relative ORP readings from 
-1,100 to +1,100 mV with this affordable instrument. Calibrate to an ORP 
standard! Use the Zobell ORP calibration solution (sold separately) to 
recalibrate at any time. It has replaceable electrodes, automatic temperature 
compensation and auto shut-off. Use the 50-set memory (absolute/relative mV, 
temperature and a date and time stamp) and “hold” feature that locks readings 
on-screen. Easy-to-understand menus and IP67 housing. Measures -10º C to 
100º C. Uses GAP-76 batteries (included). >200 hour battery life with low battery 
indicator.  Pen is not waterproof nor water-resistant. One-year instrument 
warranty, six-month electrode warranty. Weighs 113.4 g.

Model

yorP15 ORP/TEMP PEN

y3628 ZOBELL ORP TEST SOLUTION

y605123 ORP REPLACEMENT ELECTRODE KIT

7021 ORP CALIBRATION SOLUTION, 240MV

7022 ORP CALIBRATION SOLUTION, 470MV

PinPoint® orP meter   fw sw

This little meter offers ORP data at a very affordable price. Detachable probe 
with 3 m cable uses BNC connector and is accurate to ±1 mV. Epoxy-covered 
electrode with a platinum band and silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) tip. For 
calibration, it has an easy-to-use offset screw. Liquid crystal display. Powered 
by single 9V battery (included). Can be used in both fresh and salt water. 
Measures 2.5 x 14 cm. Six-month warranty. Probe included. Calibration 
solutions sold separately. Meter is not waterproof nor water-resistant.

Model

orP3 PINPOINT® ORP METER

orP3r ORP REPLACEMENT PROBE

orP3cs CALIBRATION FLUID, 350 ML

Pa12 AC ADAPTER
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ph/orp/cond/tds/salinity meter

pro1030 InstruMent specIfIcatIons

CABLE LENGTHS 1- 4- 10- 20- AND 30-m LENGTHS (3.28, 13.1, 32.8, 65.6, AND 98.4 FT.)
CERTIFICATIONS ROHS, CE, WEEE, IP-67, 1-METER DROP TEST 
CONNECTOR MS (MILITARY SPEC) WATERPROOF WITH BAYONET LOCK
DATA MEMORY 50 DATA SETS 
DIMENSIONS 8.3 cm W X 21.6 cm L X 5.6 cm D
LANGUAGES ENGLISH, SPANISH, PORTUGUESE, FRENCH 
POWER 2 ALKALINE C-CELLS PROVIDING APPROXIMATELY 425 HOURS OF BATTERY LIFE DEPENDING WITHOUT  
 BACKLIGHT USAGE; LOW BATTERY INDICATOR WITH APPROXIMATELY 1 HOUR LEFT
WARRANTY 3-YEAR INSTRUMENT; 2-YEAR CABLE; 1-YEAR PH AND ORP SENSORS 
WATERPROOF IP67 (EVEN WITH THE BATTERY COVER OFF)
WEIGHT WITH BATTERIES 476 GRAMS (1.05 LBS) 
CONDUCTIVITY REFERENCE TEMP ADJUSTABLE; RANGE 15° C TO 25° C
SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE TEMP COMP 0 TO 4% 

ysi® Pro1030 PH/orP/conductivity/tds/salinity 
meter
The YSI Pro1030 provides everything you need in a handheld meter for the 
measurement of either pH or ORP along with temperature, conductivity, 
specific conductance, salinity and total dissolved solids (TDS).
User-replaceable sensors (pH and ORP sensors) and cables and convenient 
calibration routine feature makes it extremely user friendly. Mil-spec (military 
spec) connectors, IP67 waterproof and rubber over molded case, and 1-meter 
drop tests ensure the instrument remains in your hands to provide years of 
sampling even in the harshest field conditions. The feature set of the Pro1030 
results in a low total cost of ownership over the life of the product and proves 
that it is smarter, tougher, and more versatile.
The super-stable 4-electrode conductivity cell is built into the cable and will 
provide years of accurate data. The cells are designed for rugged field 
performance and are easily cleaned and require minimal maintenance.
• Smart calibration routine allows easy calibrations with the press of a button, 

remembers previous cal values and simply walks you through the calibration
• Stores 50 data sets
• Graphic, backlit display and glow in the dark keypad
• Available with 4, 10, 20, or 30-meter cables (cables include cable 

management kit)
• View display with polarized sunglasses on
• Multiple languages include English, Spanish, French and Portuguese
• User replaceable pH or ORP sensors and cables
• Conductivity cell built-in
• 3-year instrument; 2-year cable warranty; 1-year pH and ORP sensor 

warranty
• YSI Pro1030 replaced YSI 63

3-year meter warranty

Meter 
Model
y605130 PRO1030 METER ONLY

proBes
y6101 PH ISE

y6102 ORP ISE

y6103 PH/ORP COMBO ISE (NOT FOR USE ON DUAL ISE CABLES)

caBles
y605130-4 4 METER CABLE KIT

y605130-10 10 METER CABLE KIT

y605130-20 20 METER CABLE KIT

y605130-30 30 METER CABLE KIT

calIBratIon solutIons 
Model
cal4 PH 4.01

cal7 PH 7.00

cal10 PH 10.00

y3167-e 1,000 uS/CM PER PINT  (FRESH WATER)

y3168-e 10,000 uS/CM PER PINT  (BRACKISH WATER)

y3169-e 50,000 uS/CM PER PINT  (SALT WATER)

when ordering the pro1030 you must order the instrument, cable, and ph or orp sensor separately, 
allowing you to choose the system that best fits your application. conductivity and temperature are part 
of the cable you order and included in the cable purchase.

Meter, Cable & Probe  
Sold Separately
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ph/orp/do/temperature meter

Meter 
Model

y605120 PRO1020 METER ONLY

proBes
y6202 GALVANIC D.O. (INCLUDES MEMBRANE KIT)

y6203 POLAROGRAPHIC D.O. (INCLUDES MEMBRANE KIT)

y6101 PH ISE

y6102 ORP ISE

y6103 PH/ORP COMBO ISE (NOT FOR USE ON DUAL ISE CABLES)

caBles
y605120-4 4 METER CABLE KIT

y605120-10 10 METER CABLE KIT

y605120-20 20 METER CABLE KIT

y605120-30 30 METER CABLE KIT

MeMBrane caps
y5908 POLAROGRAPHIC

y5913 GALVANIC

calIBratIon solutIons 
Model
cal4 PH 4.01

cal7 PH 7.00

cal10 PH 10.00

y3167-e 1,000 uS/CM PER PINT (FRESH WATER)

y3168-e 10,000 uS/CM PER PINT (BRACKISH WATER)

y3169-e 50,000 uS/CM PER PINT (SALT WATER)

y3628 ZOBELL ORP TEST

Cable & Probe  
Sold Separately

3-year meter warranty

ysi® Pro1020 PH/orP/do/temPerature meter
Rugged and reliable, the YSI® Pro1020 provides everything you need in a 
handheld instrument for the measurement of either pH or ORP, along with 
temperature and dissolved oxygen. The internal barometer, Quick Cal 
feature, and simple interface make getting accurate data extremely simple.
• IP67 waterproof rating
• 3-year instrument warranty; 2-year cable
• Quick Cal allows calibrations within minutes
• 50 data-set memory ensures data integrity
• Graphic, backlit display and glow-in-the-dark keypad
• Languages - English, Spanish, French, German
• Choose either Galvanic or Polarographic DO probes
• Quickest response times, PE cap membranes
• Auto-buffer recognition
• YSI Pro1020 replaced YSI 85

Quatro Kit
The Quatro cable holds four user-replaceable Professional Series 
sensors for temperature/conductivity, D.O. and your choice of any two 
ISEs (pH, ORP, ammonium, nitrate, or chloride). Ammonia (NH3) can  
be measured if ammonium (NH4) and pH sensor is installed. Kit does  
not include D.O. and ISE probes.

Model

y57904
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y6052030

ysi® is a registered trademark of ysi, inc.

sYsteM specs (InstruMent, proBe & caBle)

d.o. (%) sensor type: polarographic or galvanic
range: 0 to 500% air saturation
accuracy: 0 to 200% air saturation, 
± 2% of the reading or ±2% air 
saturation, whichever is greater;  
200 to 500% air saturation,  
± 6% of the reading
resolution: 0.1% or 1% air saturation 
(user selectable)

d.o. (MG/L) sensor type: polarographic or galvanic
range: 0 to 50 mg/l
accuracy: 0 to 20 mg/l, ± 2% of the  
reading or ±0.2 mg/l, whichever is greater; 
20 to 50 mg/l, ± 6% of the reading
resolution: 0.01 or 0.1 mg/l  
(user selectable)

conductiVitY 
(Ms, us)

sensor type: four-electrode cell
range: 0 to 200 ms/cm (auto range)
accuracy: 1- or 4-m cable, ±1.0% of the reading  
or 1.0 us/cm, whichever is greater 10- 20- or 30-m 
cable, ±2.0% of the reading or 1.0 us/cm,  
whichever is greater
resolution: 0.0001 to 0.1 ms/cm (range dependent)

sALinitY (PPt, 
Psu)

sensor type: calculated
range: 0 to 70 ppt
accuracy: ±1% of the reading  
or 0.1 ppt, whichever is greater
resolution: 0.01 ppt

totAL dissoLVed soLids 
(tds) (MG/L, G/L)

sensor type: calculated
range: 0 to 100 g/l tds constant range  
0.30 to 1.00 (0.65 default)
accuracy: dependent on temp and 
conductivity; calculated from  
those parameters
resolution: 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 g/l

teMPerAture range: -5 to 55° c (0 to 45° c; do compensation  
range for mg/l) 
accuracy: ±0.2° c
resolution: 0.1° c

bAroMeter range: 500 to 800 mmhg
accuracy: ±5 mm hg within  
± 15°c temperature range  
from calibration point
resolution: 0.1 mmhg

3-year meter warranty

Meter, Cable  
& Probe  
Sold Separately

ysi® Pro2030 dissolved oXygen/conductivity/
salinity/tds/temP meter
The YSI Pro2030 provides everything you need in a handheld 
dissolved oxygen instrument with conductivity. Automatically 
compensates D.O. readings for changes in salinity. User-
replaceable D.O. sensors and cables, 50 data set memory and 
simple D.O. calibration make the Pro2030 user-friendly. Rugged 
design and 1-meter drop tests ensure the instrument remains in 
your hands to provide years of sampling even in the harshest field 
conditions. Fast response times allow you to complete your 
sampling routine quickly, saving time and money. Instrument has 
three-year warranty; two years for cable.

•  Choose either polarographic or galvanic D.O. Conductivity sensor 
built into cable

•  Easy calibration within seconds with the press of a button. 
Automatic internal barometric pressure compensation

•  IP67, impact-resistant, waterproof case even without the battery 
cover. Rubber case provides extra durability. Military spec 
connectors

•  Quick response times; 95% D.O. response time in approximately  
8 seconds with standard membrane

wAter QuALitY
do/cond/salinity/tds/temp meter

Model 

y6052030 PRO2030 METER ONLY

y6234c D.O./COND/TEMP CABLE, 4 M

y62310c D.O./COND/TEMP CABLE, 10 M

y62320c D.O./COND/TEMP CABLE, 20 M

y62330c D.O./COND/TEMP CABLE, 30 M

y6202 GALVANIC D.O. PROBE

y6203 POLAROGRAPHIC D.O. PROBE
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ysi® is a registered trademark of ysi, inc.

3-year  
meter warranty

Meter, Cable and Probe 
Sold Separately

ysi® Pro Plus multiParameter meter
•  Measure combinations of D.O., temperature, pH, conductivity, salinity, TDS, 

ORP, ammonium, nitrate, chloride and barometric pressure
•  Automatic temperature, salinity and barometric pressure compensation

Test up to 11 different parameters with one meter and only a simple cable 
change! Meter has a backlit display and keypad, graphic display with detailed 
messages and instructions plus a gauge that continuously shows the battery 
level. The rubber over-molded case has an IP67 waterproof rating and is  
drop rated to 1 meter. Instrument can log data (5,000 data-set memory with 
site identity and GLP event logging) and download it to a PC. Data Manager 
desktop software, a communication dock and USB cable are included.  
Meter measures 8.4 x 21.6 x 5.8 cm, weighs 0.45 kg. Uses 2 C batteries 
(included). Three year warranty on meters, two years on cables and one year 
on probes (six-month warranty on ammonium, chloride and nitrate ISEs).

Meter 
Model

y60500 PRO PLUS MULTIPARAMETER METER

caBles   

y614c 4 METER FOR ISE/TEMP

y624c 4 METER FOR DO/TEMP

y634c 4 METER FOR COND/TEMP

y6114c 4 METER FOR ISE/ISE/TEMP

y6124c 4 METER FOR ISE/DO/TEMP

y6134c 4 METER FOR ISE/COND/TEMP

y6234c 4 METER FOR DO/COND/TEMP

proBes
y6202 GALVANIC DO (INCLUDES MEMBRANE KIT)

y6203 POLAROGRAPHIC DO (INCLUDES MEMBRANE KIT)

y6101 PH ISE

proBes 
Model 

y6102 ORP ISE

y6103 PH/ORP COMBO ISE (NOT FOR USE ON DUAL ISE CABLES)

y6104 AMMONIUM ISE (FRESH WATER ONLY)

y6105 CHLORIDE ISE (FRESH WATER ONLY)

y6106 NITRATE ISE (FRESH WATER ONLY)

solutIons
cal4 PH 4.01

cal7 PH 7.00

cal10 PH 10.00

y3167-e 1,000 uS/CM PER PINT (FRESH WATER)

y3168-e 10,000 uS/CM PER PINT (BRACKISH WATER)

y3169-e 50,000 uS/CM PER PINT (SALT WATER)

y3628 ZOBELL ORP TEST

sYsteM specs (InstruMent, proBe & caBle)

dissoLVed oxYGen  
(% sAturAtion)

range: 0–500% air saturation
accuracy: ±2% of the reading or 
±2% air saturation
resolution: 1% or 0.1% air 
saturation

dissoLVed oxYGen (MG/L) range: 0–50 mg/l 
accuracy: ±2% of the reading or ± 0.2 mg/l
resolution: 0.1 or 0.01 mg/l

teMPerAture range: -5–100º c (d.o. compensation range -5–45º c)
accuracy: ± 0.2º c (-5–70ºc), ± 0.3º c (70 to 100º c)
resolution: 0.1° c

conductiVitY range: 0–200 ms/cm
accuracy: ± 0.5% of reading or 
± 0.001 ms/cm (4-meter cable); 
±1% of reading or ± 0.001 ms/cm 
(20-meter cable)
resolution: 0.001–0.1 ms/cm  
(range-dependent)

sALinitY range: 0–70 ppt
accuracy: ±1% of reading or ± 0.1 ppt
resolution: 0.01 ppt

PH range: 0–14 units
accuracy: ± 0.2 units
resolution: 0.01 units

ise range: -1,999–1,999 mv
accuracy: ±20 mv
resolution: 0.1 mv

totAL dissoLVed soLids total dissolved solids
calculated from conductivity (variable 
constant, default .65)
range: 0–100 g/l
resolution: 4 digits

bAroMeter range: 375–825 mmhg
accuracy: ±3 mmhg (within ±15°c of calibration temp)
resolution: 0.1 mmhg
units: mmhg, inhg, kpa
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6600 v2

600xl

600oms v2 600xlm

6820 v2

ysi®, ecowatch® and rapid pulse™ is a trademark and/or registered trademarks of ysi, inc.; windows® is a registered trademark of microsoft corp.

ysi® v2 sondes
YSI's upgraded 6-Series family includes  
versatile, multiparameter sondes designed  
for real-time environmental monitoring and 
extended deployment.
All Version 2 (V2) sondes accept our V2 optical 
sensors and have a rugged design for long-term 
monitoring. These sensors feature multiple 
anti-fouling components and long battery life  
to provide you with value for your budget. Seven  
V2 sondes are offered with sensor payloads  
ranging from 5–9 sensors and multiple memory 
and power options to accommodate many different 
applications. In addition to the sensor options,  
YSI software calculates up to five additional 
parameters. EcoWatch® software for Windows®, 
standard with all YSI sondes, makes communication 
with water quality sensors simple. Includes sensor 
calibration and sonde configuration tools as well  
as basic graphing.
6600 v2 sonde features the largest sensor payload 
capability and longest battery life. Choose between 
2 and 4 optical ports. The 6600 V2 and 6600EDS V2 
are also available with a pH wiping system.
6920 v2 sonde is an economical, 15-parameter 
logging system; battery powered for long-term,  
in situ monitoring and profiling. Choose between  
1 and 2 optical ports.
6820 v2 sonde is a cost-effective sampling system 
with up to 15-parameter reporting capability, ideal 
for profiling and spot-checking. Choose between  
1 and 2 optical ports.
600oms v2 sonde is our smallest V2 sonde,  
perfect for applications such as turbidity or oxygen 
monitoring. Accepts 1 optical sensor as well as 
conductivity, temperature and depth. 

ysi® 600 sondes
YSI 600 sondes are designed for specific 
applications where a fewer number of  
parameters is required and size and ease-of- 
use are of primary concern. All five 600 sondes 
offer a small and economical package for water 
quality sampling purposes.
600ls is our simplest sonde, designed for spot 
sampling level measurements and tide gauge 
measurements.
600r includes conductivity and temperature 
sensors and options to add pH and Rapid Pulse™ 
dissolved oxygen. Ideal for large monitoring 
programs and educational applications.
The 600Qs system includes a 600r, 650 display 
logger, field cable, and additional sensor options 
such as ORP and vented level.
600Xl and 600Xlm sondes are more versatile,  
ideal for water level monitoring as well as ground 
water and surface water monitoring. Both sondes 
include D.O., temperature, and conductivity 
sensors and options to add pH or pH/ORP, depth 
and vented level measurements. The XLM offers 
batteries for unattended, in situ monitoring. The 
new V2 version of both sondes has an optical 
sensor port.
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Rapid Pulse™ 
Dissolved Oxygen 
% Saturation 0 to 500% 0.1% 0 to 200%: ±2% of reading or 2% air saturation, 

whichever is greater; 200 to 500%: ±6% of reading 

Rapid Pulse™ 
Dissolved 
Oxygen•• 
mg/L 

0 to 50 mg/L 0.01 mg/L 0 to 20 mg/L: ± 0.2 mg/L or 2% of reading, whichever is 
greater; 20 to 50 mg/L: ±6% of reading 

Conductivity• 0 to 100 mS/cm 

0.001 to 0.1 
mS/cm 
(range 
dependent) 

±0.5% of reading + 0.001 mS/cm 

Salinity 0 to 70 ppt 0.01 ppt ±1% of reading or 0.1 ppt, 
whichever is greater 

Temperature -5 to +50°C 0.01°C ±0.15°C 

pH 0 to 14 units 0.01 unit ±0.2 unit 

ysi®, rapid pulse™ and castaway™ are trademarks and/or registered trademark of ysi, inc.

Conductivity 0–100,000 S/cm 1 S/cm 0.25% ±5 S/cm 

GPS   10m 

Pressure 0–100 dBar 0.01 dBar 0.25% of FS 

Salinity (Derived) Up to 42 (PSS-78) 0.01 (PSS-78) 0.1 (PSS-78) 

Sound Speed (Derived) 1,400–1,730 m/s 0.01 m/s 0.15 m/s 

Temperature -5 to +45°C 0.01°C 0.05°C 

SondeS are Sold 
Separately

ysi® 6500 Process monitor
Improve operational efficiency with continuous data
With 8 scalable 4-20 mA current loop channels, 4 SPDT relays, and the ability 
to continuously monitor dissolved oxygen, conductivity, temperature, and pH 
via a YSI 6-Series sonde, the YSI 6500 helps you stay one step ahead in data 
collection.
A YSI 6500 with a YSI 6-Series sonde is a cost-effective alternative for water 
quality monitoring. With multiple current loop channels, the 6500 is easily 
integrated with Modbus or SCADA plant control systems and chart recorders. 
Define setpoints for four parameters and trigger alarms or phone dialer when 
readings are beyond those setpoints. Housed in a NEMA 4X enclosure. 
100–240VAC, 50–60 Hz.
Calibrate in the field or in the lab with built-in software. Get flexible with a 
650MDS handheld and use the sonde for other applications.

features
• Continuously monitor D.O., conductivity, temperature, and pH
• Eight scalable 4-20 mA current loop channels
• Four SPDT relays
• Calibrate in field or lab
• Versatile 6-Series sonde adds flexibility
•  Report outputs of specific conductance (conductivity corrected to 25° C), 

resistivity, and total dissolved solids are also provided. These values are 
automatically calculated from conductivity according to algorithms found in 
Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater (ed. 1989).

ysi® castaWay™ ctd monitor
handheld deployable ctd with integrated gps and lcd display
The YSI CastAway™ CTD is the world’s first handheld castable instrument that 
provides instantaneous profiles of temperature, salinity, and sound speed. 
Oceanographers, hydrologists, and surveyors now have the ability to quickly  
collect reliable data from any dock, bridge or boat.

field-ready and rugged
The CastAway CTD* is a hand deployable conductivity, temperature and depth 
instrument for hydrologic profiling. An integrated LCD screen displays an 
intuitive user interface for deployment and immediate review of collected  
data including both statistics and profile plots. The watertight, compact design 
features a tough rubber jacket for additional durability in harsh conditions.  
The system utilizes BlueTooth wireless communication, so no field cables or 
connectors are needed. Two AA batteries power the CTD for several days at  
a time and are easily replaceable without the use of any tools. This handheld 
device is an affordable, rugged and portable instrument that simplifies any 
water profiling application.

Intuitive
With three taps of a magnetic stylus pen, simply drop the CastAway in the 
water, pull it up, and have conductivity, temperature, and depth measured in 
minutes. An attractive LCD screen provides easy access for setup, deployment, 
and immediate data review. Integrated GPS virtually eliminates the need for 
field notes. The beginning and end of every cast is logged to the internal 
recorder with position and time.

ctd profiling and analysis software
Reviewing and analyzing CTD profiling data has never been easier. The 
included GIS software quickly downloads data from each of your CastAway 
CTD’s automatically over BlueTooth to show the location of each cast on an 
interactive map. Customize your CTD data, GPS information and plot 
comparisons all in one place. Analysis, plotting, editing and exporting of data 
are quick and  
easy tasks.

features
• GPS position, date and time
• Fast sampling and sensor response
• Waterproof interface works in and out of the water
• Bluetooth wireless communication
• No user calibration needed
• No tools, computers or cables required

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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1ssm100

Model

1ssm100 PT4 TRACKER HANDHELD METER

1ssP0031 TGP/TEMPERATURE SMART PROBE, 5-M CABLE

1ssP060 LUMI4 TGP OPTICAL O2/TEMP PROBE, 5-M CABLE

1ssa025 REPL. TGP CARTRIDGE FOR 1SSP0031

1ssP070 LUMI4 REPL. D.O. PROBE CAP

1ssP080 LUMI4 REPL. TGP CARTRIDGE

1ssa015 PT4 TRACKER EXTEND. DEPLOYMENT PACKAGE  
 (CASE, BATTERIES, CHARGER)

9ePtPs003 GEL CELL BATTERY, 6V, 12AH

9emsc033 NIMH RECHARGEABLE BATTERY PACK, 4 X AA

1ssa005 CHARGER CABLE W/AC ADAPTER

1ssa006 CHARGER CABLE W/CAR ADAPTER

1ssa007 DATA TRANSFER CABLE W/USB ADAPTER,  
 BULGIN CONNECTOR

total dissolved gas Pressure (tgP) meter)
The Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Point Four Tracker provides 
measurements for TGP (mmHg or % saturation), ∆P, barometric pressure 
(mmHg) and temperature (ºC).
Increasing water temperatures, injection of air in water, algal blooms or 
pressurized pumping can result in gas supersaturation. This may lead to 
bubble trauma or sub-lethal toxicological problems for aquatic species.  
The TGP probe provides a rapid and accurate measurement of total 
dissolved gas pressure.
The Tracker has simple calibration procedures and easy to understand 
menus. The handheld meter features a tough membrane keypad and 
graphical display with a user-selectable backlight. The Tracker has two 
pressure sensors, one measures total dissolved gas pressure (TGP), and 
one measures barometric pressure (BP). Also has datalogging capabilities. 
The batteries are rechargeable and an AC adapter is included with each unit. 

sYsteM specs

PArAMeter rAnGe rAnGe resoLution

MeAsureMents: total gas pressure (tgp)
Barometric pressure (Bp)
temperature

0–1,550 mmhg
0–1,550 mmhg

0.0–40.0º c

1 mmhg
1 mmhg
0.1º c

deriVed: total gas pressure (tgp)
∆p (tgp-Bp)

0–200%
-1,550–1,550 mmhg

1%
1 mmhg

Meter, Cable & Probe  
Sold Separately

1ssp060 - lumi4 probe: optical do/temp & tgp

AQuAPonics tecHnoLoGY And desiGn worKsHoP
•  An introduction to recirculating systems

•  Critical considerations before designing 
recirculating systems

•  Component options for use in recirculating 
production systems

•  Developing an appropriate design for your 
aquaculture application

•  The management of recirculating systems

For more information about educational 
courses offered by Pentair Aquatic Eco-
Systems, please email PAES.General@Pentair.
com.

“Teaching at the aquaponics course 
sponsored by Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems 
was a real treat for me because their 
employees have an incredible depth of 
experience and knowledge that they share 
with their students as they guide them 
through all phases of constructing and 
operating an aquaponic  
system to establish a  
successful hobby or 
business.”

dr. James rakocy 
“father of aquaponics”

Website:  www.pentairaes.com  I  Email: paesemea@pentair.com  I  Information and advice: +1 877 347 4788
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PArAMeter rAnGe rAnGe resoLution

MeAsureMents: total gas pressure (tgp)
Barometric pressure (Bp)
temperature

0–1,550 mmhg
0–1,550 mmhg

0.0–40.0º c

1 mmhg
1 mmhg
0.1º c

deriVed: total gas pressure (tgp)
∆p (tgp-Bp)

0–200%
-1,550–1,550 mmhg

1%
1 mmhg

1ssm002 Model 

1ssm002 TGP TRANSMITTER

1ssa025 REPL. TGP CARTRIDGE

1ssa029 PC SOFTWARE AND CABLE

1PtPs011 115VAC TO 12VDC POWER SUPPLY

total dissolved gas Pressure (tgP) transmitter
The Pentair Point Four Systems TGP Transmitter is a stand-alone probe for  
the measurement of total dissolved gas pressure. It provides measurement  
for TGP (mmHg or % saturation), ∆P (TGP-BP), barometric pressure (BP) 
(mmHg) and temperature (ºC).
Two analog outputs are available from each TGP probe. They are available  
in 0-20 mA, 4-20 mA or 0-5VDC and can be configured to any of the five 
available measurement parameters. Measurements are also available via 
RS-485 and can be viewed on a PC with the optional software package.  
TGP probes are not loop-powered and can accept a 9-33VDC power supply. 
115VAC to 12VDC power supply is optional.

wAter QuALitY
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recircuLAtinG AQuAcuLture sYsteMs (rAs) tecHnoLoGY worKsHoP
Pentair AES’s newest workshop covers 
recirculating aquaculture systems (RAS),  
a self-contained method of raising fish that  
uses filtration to minimize the use of water.  
This workshop is taught by Dr. Thomas 
Losordo and Dr. Dennis DeLong.

Course topics include:

•  An introduction to recirculating systems

• Critical considerations before designing 
recirculating systems

• Component options for use in recirculating 
production systems

• Developing an appropriate design for your 
aquaculture application

•  The management of recirculating systems

• Waste management issues

•  Economic considerations in creating, 
evaluating and operating recirculating 
systems

Courses will be held in spring and late fall.

Dr. Losordo has provided consulting services 
on aquaculture projects around the world for 
over 20 years, and is a past president of both 
the World Aquaculture Society and the 
Aquacultural Engineering Society.

dr. thomas M. losordo

for more information about educational  
courses offered by pentair aquatic eco-systems,  

please email paes.general@pentair.com
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real uVt technIcal specIfIcatIons

uV wAVeLenGtH 253.7 nm

source low pressure germicidal uv lamp

rAnGe 0-100% transmittance, 0-2 absorbance

AccurAcY 0.5% uv transmittance

esoLution 0.1% transmittance, 0.001 absorbance

units oF MeAsureMent uv percent transmittance (%), uv absorbance per cm (cm-1)

buiLt-in FAuLt detection sYsteM noti cation of a system failure

disPLAY 32 character back-lit lcd digital display provides easy 
on-screen instructions and system messages

cALibrAtion MeMorY calibration memory technology. calibration with di water 
required only periodically.

resPonse tiMe warm-up time ~ 1 minute, calibration ~ 2 seconds,  
computation ~ 2 seconds

oPerAtinG teMPerAtures 0-50° c (32-122° f)

cAse rugged, compact, watertight, and dustproof with  
convenient carrying handle

sAMPLe ceLL 10 mm x 10 mm quartz cuvette

PAtH LenGtH 1 cm

Power suPPLY •  wall adapter – 110 vac (ul approved) or 220 vac,  
car adapter – 12 vdc

• Battery power pack option

diMensions 22 cm l x 19 cm w x 9.9 cm h (0.004 m3)

weiGHt 1.8 kg

2-year warranty

real tecH uv254 field meter
with innovative split-sense technology
The Real UVT field meter with exclusive Split-Sense technology is the world’s 
most advanced and affordable portable UV254 testing meter, guaranteed.  
The portable Real UVT meter can quickly and accurately test UV254 in the  
field within minutes. The Real UVT meter utilizes Real Tech Inc.’s Split-Sense 
technology to give it many advantages such as its fast 1 minute warm-up time 
and extreme accuracy.
Split-Sense technology works by using a single beam of UV light to take 
continuous readings before and after the insertion of the quartz cuvette 
allowing for compensation of the effects of UV lamp drift and fluctuations.
The Real UVT meter’s new calibration memory feature allows testing to be 
performed without the need to zero the meter with 100% DI water even if  
the meter has been powered off.

Measuring organics
UV254 provides an indication of the amount of natural organic matter (NOM)  
in water and wastewater. More specifically, UV254 is the best detector of 
aromatic organics or reactive NOM.
Aromatic organics are problematic, having several negative effects.  
For example, when combined with chlorine, aromatic organics readily  
form disinfection by-products (DBPs).
The Real UVT field meter is the ideal solution for testing UV254 anywhere, 
anytime. The Real UVT can also be used as a practical alternative or 
supplement to measuring other more expensive and complicated organic  
test parameters such as TOC, DOC, BOD and COD.

calibration Memory
Split-Sense technology provides the unique advantage to remember the 
meters calibration, so calibrating or zeroing the meter before each use is not 
required. This elimates the need for carrying pure 100% DI water in the  eld, 
furthering the meter’s ease of use.

fast warm-up time 
The Real UVT’s exclusive Split-Sense technology allows for a fast warm-up 
time of only 1 minute.

accuracy & repeatability
Although the Real UVT meter has been designed to cope with the harsh 
conditions encountered in the  field, its extreme accuracy and repeatability  
make it a valuable addition to any water analysis laboratory.

Beneficial applications Include
• Coagulation optimization • Filter performance
• DBP formation potential • UV disinfection
• Effluent monitoring • Plant security/safety
• Process control

Key features
• UV 254nm wavelength
• Memory calibration—no field zeroing needed
• Performs both UVT and UVA measurements
• Portable and easy to use
• Battery powered option
• 1 minute warm-up time
• Extreme accuracy
• 2-year warranty

Model

P200uv254 REAL TECH P200 UV254 METER

1uvt060020 REPLACEMENT LAMP, P SERIES

1uvt045010 REPLACEMENT CUVETTE. QUARTZ, 10 MM

Website:  www.pentairaes.com  I  Email: paesemea@pentair.com  I  Information and advice: +1 877 347 4788
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lm1910

  shIp wt 
Model   (Kg)

lm1910 SMART3 COLORIMETER .9

accessorIes/replaceMent IteMs

lm1910cd SMARTLINK 3 PROGRAM CD

0290-6 TEST TUBES WITH CAPS (6)

2-year warranty

smart3 colorimeter   fw sw

Ideal for water analysis in the field or in the lab. Easy to use software allows 
the analyst to choose a test factor from over 75 preprogrammed calibrations 
for LaMotte reagent systems. The reacted sample is always scanned at the 
optimum wavelength which is automatically selected from the multiple LED 
optical system and the test result is presented on the large, backlit display. 
The test result is displayed directly in units of concentration, as well as 
Absorbance and %T, in one of seven languages. The analyst also has the 
option of entering up to 25 additional calibrations for analysis with custom 
reagent systems. Test factors can be arranged in any of three sequences that 
can be modifi ed at any time to meet changing testing needs. The data logger 
holds up to 500 time and date stamped data points. A USB connection allows 
an interface of the colorimeter with a computer for real-time data acquisition 
and data transfer. 19 cm L x 8.9 cm W x 6.4 cm H.

• Large graphical liquid crystal 
display

• Simple, menu-driven operation
• Over 80 pre-programmed tests
• Lithium ion rechargeable battery 

or computer/wall adapter

• IP67 Waterproof
• Data logger for 500 data points
• 25 User tests

features

smart3 reagent systems     
Reagents are designed to avoid test interferences, making results fast and dependable. Shipping weight is .45 kg for each reagent.    
 
Model test factor test Method range* # of tests

lm3659sc AMMONIA NITROGEN SALICYLATE (3) 0.0-1.00 25

lm3642sc AMMONIA NITROGEN NESSLER (2) 0.05-4.0 50

lm3643sc CHLORINE  DPD TABLET (3) 0.03-4.0PPM 100

lm3646sc COPPER (TOTAL)  DIETHYDITHIOCARBAMATE (1) 0.1-6.0PPM 100

lm3640sc COPPER (FREE)  BICINCHONINIC ACID (1) 0.04-3.5PPM 50

lm3649sc NITRATE NITROGEN  CADMIUM REDUCTION (2) 0.1-3.0PPM 20

lm3650sc NITRITE NITROGEN  DIAZOTIZATION (2) 0.02-0.8PPM 20

lm3688sc OXYGEN, DISSOLVED (3) WINKLER COLORIMETRIC (3) 0.6-11PPM 200

lm3700sc PH CHLORPHENOL RED, PHENOL RED, THYMOL BLUE (3) 5.0-9.5 100

lm3655sc PHOSPHATE HR  VANADOMOLYBDOPHOSPHORIC ACID (1) 1-70PPM 50

lm3653sc PHOSPHATE LR ASCORBID ACID (2) 0.05-3.0PPM 50

lm3664sc SILICA (4) HETERPOLOY BLUE 0.5-4.0PPM 100

*range may be extended by dilution in most cases.

sYsteM specs

rAnGe 0–125% t

resoLution 1% fs

AccurAcY 2% fs

smart colorimeter® and lamotte® are registered trademarks of lamotte chemical products co.
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2-year meter warranty

smart colorimeter® and lamotte® are registered trademarks of lamotte chemical products co.

2020We/Wi Portable turbidity meters
Industry-leading precision, sensitivity, and dependability in one of the most 
innovative handheld meters available on the market — now waterproof!
The multi-detector optical configuration assures long term stability and 
minimizes stray light and color interferences. All readings are determined  
by the process of signal averaging over a 5-second period. This minimizes 
fluctuations in readings attributed to large particles and results in rapid, 
highly repeatable measurements. Ideally suited for both low-level drinking 
water applications, as well as monitoring high turbidity in the field.
Kits are supplied with 0, 1, and 10 NTU standards, sample bottle, six sample 
tubes, USB cable, wall adapter and waterproof case.
• Seven user selected languages – English, Spanish, French, Japanese, 

Chinese, Italian, and Portuguese
• Advanced calibration algorithms
•  Easy menu driven operation and large LCD display
•  500 point data log; stored results can be viewed directly on instrument  

or downloaded to a computer via USB cable and SmartLink 3 software 
(available separately)

• Waterproof to IP67
• Lithium rechargeable batteries

  shIp wt 
Model   (Kg)

lm1970 2020WE KIT (MEETS EPA 180.1) 2.7

lm1970-iso 2020WI KIT (MEETS ISO 7027) 2.7

accessorIes/replaceMent IteMs

lm1910cd SMARTLINK 3 PROGRAM CD

0290-6 TEST TUBES WITH CAPS (6)

turBIdItY specIfIcatIons

unit of measure 2020we ntu, au, asBc, eBc

units of measure 2020wi fnu, fau, asBc, eBc

range* 0-4000 ntu/fnu, 0-10,500 asBc, 0-150 eBc

resolution* 0.01 ntu/fnu 0.00-10.99 0.1 ntu/fnu 11.0-109.9 1 
ntu/fnu 110-4000

accuracy* from 0-2.5 ntu the accuracy is ±0.05 ntu 
from 2.5-100 ntu the accuracy is ±2%  
above 100 ntu the accuracy is ±3%

detection limit 0.05 ntu/fnu

range selection automatic

reproducibility* .02 ntu/fnu or 1%

light source tungsten (epa), complies with epa 180.1, rev. 2.0 (1993)  
and standard methods 2130 B-2001; 860nm led (iso),  
complies with iso 7027

Meter features

signal averaging disabled, 2, 5, 10

power usB computer cable, wall adapter or lithium ion rechargeable 
battery, 3.7v, 2.5” x .75” (6.4 x 1.9 cm), 1.7 oz

ac power optional

data logging 500 points

auto shut-off disabled, 5, 10, 30 seconds

optional software smartlink 3

languages english, french, spanish, Japanese, italian, portuguese, chinese

response time <2 seconds

size 7.5” x 3.5” x 2.5”; 19.05 x 8.84 x 6.35 cm

weight 13 oz

display 6-line lcd with backlit display 

0290-6

lm1970
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Model

aal1

each kit includes:
• YSI 550A D.O. meter (y550a12) • Hach alkalinity test strips (H27448)
• Salinity refractometer (sr5-aQ) • Hach hardness test strips (H27452)
• Pocket dial thermometer (tH4) • LaMotte nitrite test kit (lm3352)
• LaMotte ammonia test kit (lm3315) • YSI waterproof pH pen (yPH10a)

aQuaculture analysis laboratory   haZMat a

Highly recommended for the serious field professional, this kit includes most 
things a fish farmer needs to monitor water quality. The portable lab analyzes 
the 8 critical factors most commonly required by a fish farmer: dissolved 
oxygen, pH, temperature, salinity, nitrite, ammonia, hardness and alkalinity. 
Excellent for both fresh and saltwater analyses. Designed with field analysis 
as a priority, the outfit is packaged in a durable, waterproof Pelican™ case 
that is foam-lined and holds the components in place. See part numbers for 
individual reagents.

test rAnGe

dissoLVed oxYGen 0 to 20 mg/l; 0 to 200% sat

teMPerAture 0 to 230° f, -18 to 110° c

PH 0 to 14.00

ALKALinitY 0 to 240 ppm

HArdness 0 to 425 ppm

AMMoniA 1 to 8 mg/l

nitrite 0.1 to 0.8 mg/l

test range

acidity 10 - 160 mg/l 
100 - 4,000 mg/l

alkalinity 10 - 4,000 mg/l

ammonia 0 - 0.50 mg/l

carBon dioxide 10 - 1,000 mg/l

chloride 10 - 10,000 mg/l

dissolved oxygen 0 - 15.0 mg/l

hardness 10 - 4,000 mg/l

iron 0 - 3.00 mg/l

nitrate 0 - 30.0 mg/l

nitrite 0 - 0.350 mg/l

phosphorus 0 - 2.50 mg/l

temperature 0 to 80° c

cel comPlete aQuaculture laboratory
This kit provides instruments and chemicals for 15 tests critical to effective 
aquatic livestock management whether used in your mobile lab or at the field 
site.  Premeasured reagents are impervious to environmental contamination, 
apparatus and labware.  Instruments have battery power option so tests can  
be run immediately without concern for sample preservation and handling.  
With this kit, there is no waiting for hours or days for a lab result.  Kit includes 
DR 900 Colorimeter, HQd pH meter and probe, Digital Titrator, TDS Pocket 
Tester, reagent sets, apparatus, illustrated instrument manual and procedure 
manual CD in a sturdy field case. Ship weight 10 lbs.

fw sw

H251233

haZMat a
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146 oxygen Monitoring and control

147 dissolved oxygen Monitor

148 water Quality Monitoring system

151 environmental Monitoring

Product
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pentair aquatic eco-systems
Point four™ monitors & controllers
pentair aquatic eco-systems is committed to innovation, technology and design solutions 
for every aspect of aquatic systems, from commercial aquaculture to large-scale aquariums 
to lake and pond management. to maintain and ensure the balance of these complex 
environments, pentair’s range of point four™ monitoring and controlling equipment gives you 
the peace of mind to know your investment is in good hands. from energy-efficient drum filter 
control to remote monitoring of recirculating aquaculture systems (ras),  
point four monitors and controllers have you covered.

whether you’re in need of design services for monitoring and controlling a new operation, 
or compatible technology and support for an existing site, we will provide the expertise and 
equipment to address your specific needs.

with a world-class team of designers, engineers, biologists and technicians backed by the 
global resources of pentair, we’re here to ensure your success.
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customiZed controllers from  
Pentair aQuatic eco-systems:
No two aquatic applications are the same; and over the years, we’ve found  
that every real-world application has a unique set of needs. That’s why  
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems offers a variety of controller solutions that  
deliver a wide-range of capabilities for monitoring and control of your  
specific system needs. Our custom-configured controller systems provide 
unparalleled visibility of your aquatic facilities’ unique parameters;  
along with the ability to monitor and control a nearly limitless number  
of system attributes and features. 

controllers tHat meet your needs:
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems employs a full-time team of pioneering  
engineers in our New Product Development (NPD) department. In order  
to meet our customer’s needs, our New Product Development team works 
through a detailed process which takes into account the needs of the  
end-user; determining how those needs can be met by a custom-configured 
controller solution.

HoW tHe Process WorKs:
The process starts with our highly-trained sales representatives, who work 
directly with customers to determine what’s needed for a particular  
application. Do you need to measure dissolved oxygen in the water, and control 
supplemental oxygen dosing if the level drops below a user-defined threshold?  
No problem… Do you want to have a touch screen that shows the flow rate, 
water temperature and salinity for each tank in your system? We can do that!  
What about sending you a text message or email if an alarm triggers a water 
leak when you’re not on site?  No problem…

WHat can We do for you?
To put it simply; our highly-skilled team can combine sensors, relays, 
programmable logic controllers, touch screens, wireless systems and 
computers to provide a comprehensive overview of any number of system 
parameter that you desire; along with the ability to manipulate and change 
those parameters in real time. The possibilities are limitless, and the process 
starts as we work with you to determine which specific attributes of your 
system need to be monitored/controlled in order to allow the facility to  
operate in a stable, reliable manner. 

tailor made systems:
As we work to understand the unique needs of your system and your specific 
operational goals, we’ll define the monitoring and control parameters by 
establishing a documented ‘Theory of Operation.’ This is a detailed set of 
specifications and operational information that is defined by us and approved  
by you. Once approved, the Theory of Operation is relayed to our Engineering 
dept. For most solutions, we apply a layer of unique configuration and 
customization to one of our existing field-proven controller platforms (ex. Point 
Four™ C1210). Once we’ve outlined all the hardware and software, we’ll prepare 
a detailed cost quote which is presented to you for approval. Upon approval, 
our team gets to work assembling, programming and testing your tailor 
made controller. All monitoring and control equipment produced in the 
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems production facility is backed by UL508A 
certification for the design and manufacturing of industrial control panels.

a range of caPabilities:
There are several customizable systems and a wide-array of sensors that we 
have applied to project installs in the past; including temperature, oxygen,  
and carbon dioxide sensors, as well as safety sensors to prevent floods or 
leaks. We can offer controllers for Commercial Aquaculture production that 
have the capability to manage pH dosing; altering the pH levels in the water 
automatically.  Aquariums and zoos can use a customized Pentair Aquatic 
Eco-Systems controller equipped with wind speed sensors. During periods  
of high wind, the controller can engage a variable frequency drive to attenuate 
the pump’s flow rate to prevent unwanted waterfall or fountain overspray.  
Our systems can also employ water level sensors to avoid spillover events in 
sensitive laboratory environments. We’ve even customized systems to allow 
users to control pump flow rate and oxygen dosing levels during periods of  
fish feeding to help prevent uneaten feed from being drawn into the filters; 
preventing costly waste and reducing unwanted filter fouling. 

Additionally, our controllers offer many ways to access system data, even if  
you are not physically on site or in the lab. Remote text message capabilities 
can be set to provide reports or updates about the system to ensure things are 
running smoothly. While travelling, use your smartphone, laptop or tablet to 
display real-time system values, providing system data anytime from anywhere. 
In summary, if you can dream it; we can build it. 

Post-install suPPort:
Once installed, our NPD team has the ability to do “live tweaks” to your system 
remotely and can adjust controls or sensors from an App located on a cellular 
device. Our global field service team can also provide in-person support for 
ongoing system maintenance and upgrades…  In short, we understand the 
commitment required to provide top-notch service and support, and we are 
here when you need us. 

creating success…togetHer:
Prepared to work with you to create monitoring and control systems that solve 
challenges and create opportunities. Contact us today to determine how our 
specialized capabilities in the area of monitoring and control can meet the 
unique needs of your facility.
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1digital input (buttons/switches). 2digital output (lights/valves). 3analog input (continuous read sensors). 4analog output (vfd pumps). 5internet access required. 6autodialer required. *custom option.

disPLAY none

di1 2

do2 5

Ai3 0

Ao4 0

LocAL ALArM audible

eMAiL/text ALArM5 na

PHone ALArM6 optional*

reMote Access5 na

web dAsHboArd5 na

disPLAY 5.7” color touch

di1 16

do2 16

Ai3 5
Ao4 2

LocAL ALArM aud. & visual

eMAiL/text ALArM5 minor & critical

PHone ALArM6 optional*

reMote Access5 available

web dAsHboArd5 available

disPLAY 3.5” color touch

di1 0

do2 6

Ai3 6

Ao4 0

LocAL ALArM aud. & visual

eMAiL/text ALArM5 minor & critical

PHone ALArM6 1

reMote Access5 available

web dAsHboArd5 available

disPLAY 3.5” color touch

di1 2

do2 7

Ai3 6

Ao4 0

LocAL ALArM aud. & visual

eMAiL/text ALArM5 minor & critical

PHone ALArM6 optional*

reMote Access5 available

web dAsHboArd5 available

disPLAY 12.1” color touch

di1 16

do2 16

Ai3 12

Ao4 2

LocAL ALArM aud. & visual

eMAiL/text ALArM5 minor, major & critical

PHone ALArM6 4

reMote Access5 available

web dAsHboArd5 available

c150

c570

mc0660

c351

c1210

PLEASE EMAIL FOR SYSTEM CONFIGURATION INFORMATION.
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sYsteM specs

VoLtAGe 110–230vac or 24vdc

disPLAY 600 x 800 pixels, 8” touch screen,  
led Backlit

oPerAtion teMP 0º c to 60º c (32º f to 140º f)

encLosure rAtinG nema 4x/ip66

tYPicAL unit diMensions 30.5 x 35.6 x 25.4 cm (12” x 14” x 10”)

Point four™ lc Water monitor/controller
The PT4 LC is a touch screen monitor/controller that provides clear and 
intuitive monitoring and control for all your water quality parameters.
Used in conjunction with the new next generation PT4 RIU3 and the original  
RIU (remote interface unit) the LC provides a “multi-linked network”, which 
allows for expandable data linking of a multitude of different sensors and 
control devices.
Users can collect, manipulate and control all of the data via the PT4 LC 
controller, PT4 RIU3 controller or using the PT4 Sync HMI computer software 
(Windows-based).
Displaying readings, recording values and reacting to sensor data is what the 
LC does best. Whether it’s triggering a low-level water sensor alarm for 
individual tanks, cycling oxygen diffusers or sending a SMS to your phone to 
alert a system warning, the PT4 LC can be configured to keep your operations 
running smoothly and efficiently.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR SYSTEM CONFIGURATION INFORMATION.

Key features 
•  Large user programmable touch screen display
•  Control and alarm indicators for individual channels and full system alarm

efficient design 
•  Networkable units allow for a cost-effective scalable system.
•  Daisy-chained network connection reduces cable runs

controLLers/Monitors
point four lc

multi-linked network

networked system: multiple point four lc units connected.

A significant advantage of the LC system over traditional 
monitoring and control devices is the multi-linked network 
connection.  
The multi-linked system reduces the need for numerous runs of  
data and probe cables to transfer data from every device back to 
the main control unit. Only one cable is needed for the LC System 
to provide power and data communication for the entire network, 
saving money on cabling and time for system installation.  
The modularity of the multi-linked system also provides easy 
addition or removal of devices (PT4 RIU3) into the system.
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sYsteM specs

Power 12-24vdc, 120ma sensor Power onboard isolated 24vdc loop power supply 
(optional)

disPLAY 8x2 character, large font, lcd Backlit

inPut 2 sensor input (user selectable):
1 probe input (optically isolated)  
(4-20ma /0 -5v/ modbus rs485) &  
1 aux input (optically isolated ) for temp or Bp

outPut ALArM two spdt 4 amp relay-user configurable,  
lcd/led alarm indicator
modbus rtu rs485 communication port, 
network addressable 1-99.

controL 
outPut

two relay outputs with selectable control band,  
on/off or pid function  
[4-20ma / modBus rs485 output]

enVironMentAL nema 4x/ip65, sealed cable glands teMPerAture -5° c to +60° c, - operation
-10° c to +60° c, - storage

reLAtiVe 
HuMiditY

5% to 85% rh at up to +40° c - operation
5% to 40% rh above +40° c up to +60° c  - storage

ALtitude up to 3,000 m ( 10,000 ft ) -  
operation/storage

diMensions 125 mm x 145 mm x 75 mm (4.9” x 5.7” x 3”) weiGHt 457 grams [1 lb]

Accessories wall mount Bracket/weather shield exPAnsion Port onboard data logging capability

Point four™ riu3 remote Water monitor/controller
The Point Four RIU3 (Next Generation Remote Interface Unit) offers a host of features suited to our 
customers’ detailed requirements for continuous monitoring & control of water parameters.
The RIU3 functions as either a stand-alone field mounted transmitter/controller, or can be daisy 
chained to create a multi-linked network connection, supporting up to 99 units. An unlimited amount  
of multi-linked network connections can be made allowing for a scalable system from small hatchery 
operations to large RAS systems. Users can collect, manipulate and control all of their data via the 
Point Four RIU3 Controller, Point Four LC Touch Controller or using the Point Four Sync HMI Software 
(windows based).
The RIU3 will accept multiple input types (4-20mA/ 0 -5 V/ Modbus RS485) and contains 2 SPDT 4amp 
relays which can be setup for up to six control blocks. Control blocks are configured directly via the 
keypad, or through a PC using a computer connection cable; allowing users to setup local control, 
configure alarm conditions or even perform PID function. A key feature of the RIU3 is tank side probe 
calibration, which is easily performed using the weatherproof 4 button keypad. Probe calibration can now 
be done by just one operator, allowing the user to service the probe and adjust values all at the same 
probe location.

Model
1sss601 POINT FOUR RIU3 WATER MONITOR/ CONTROLLER
1sss6011 PT4 RIU3 WITH DO/TEMP COMMANDER PROBE
1sss6012 PT4 RIU3 WITH DO TYPE III PROBE (% SAT)
1sss6013 PT4 RIU3 WITH DO TYPE III PROBE (MG/L)
1sss6014 PT4 RIU3 WITH RDO OPTICAL DO PROBE
1sss6015 PT4 RIU3 WITH SALINITY OXYGUARD PROBE
1sss6016 PT4 RIU3 WITH TGP PROBE
1sss6017 PT4 RIU3 WITH ORP PROBE
1sss6018 PT4 RIU3 WITH PH 8000 PROBE
1ssa028 PC DATA CABLE AND SOFTWARE

multi-link

Flowmeter Manifold

System Alarm Light

Relay #1
Control

Relay #2 
Control

Power

Probe

PC 
Data Link

single controllerVArious sensor inPut tYPes:

oxygen
temperature

Bp
ph/orp

salinity
tgp
optical do

2 reLAY outPuts:

a lerting alarm conditions via light, siren or sms and  
dosing oxygen or controlling Blowers

The comparison table below outlines the core differences between the 
New RIU3 and the Original RIU:

coMPArison riu3 riu

Input 2 inputs: digital & analog 
user selectable

2 inputs: analog 
factory configured

output 2 relay outputs 1 relay output

alarM control 6 control Blocks configured via  
pc & 4 button weatherproof keypad

5 control Blocks configured 
via pc

calIBratIon 4 button weatherproof keypad magnetic switch controlled

networK data link up to 99 units data link up to 54 units

eXpansIon port onboard data logging capability none
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customizable display labels and color coding.

Point four™ ts Water monitor/
controller transPort system
Parameters (such as dissolved oxygen and 
temperature) are displayed in large bold type on  
a color touch screen or PC. The user can view all 
parameters at once or alternatively touch the 
corresponding screen to view single parameter 
details. All of the functions are quickly and easily 
accessed via the touch screen. System can be 
configured for up to 20 transport tanks.

alarm and control set points
The user can set optional alarm and control set 
points (e.g. to add oxygen) for each channel/tank. 
The control system interface is color coded to 
indicate each channel’s alarm and control status. 
An audible alarm can also be activated based on 
certain conditions.

data logging
Users can data log system sensor values, view real 
time trend graphs and export logged data as a  
CSV/Excel format for additional reporting.
The logging rate is user selectable and can be 
changed “on the fly” based on transport conditions 
(e.g. every 3 seconds or every hour).
An optional printer is available to print logged 
values on demand.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

trend graphing per unit of measure.
vehicle mounting kit.

tyPical system comPonents

wireless
module

optional printer

flowmeter
solenoid

microBuBBle
diffuser

do proBe

large easy to read toucH screen disPlay

trend graphing per unit of measure

one touch system proBe caliBration

customiZaBle display laBels and color coding

on the fly alarm control—system alarm light

on-the-fly setpoint control—oxygen dosing levels

data logging and printing
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Model 

1sss600 POINT FOUR RIU WATER MONITOR/ CONTROLLER

1sss6001 PT4 RIU WITH DO/TEMP COMMANDER PROBE

1sss6003 PT4 RIU WITH DO TYPE III PROBE (% SAT)

1sss6004 PT4 RIU WITH DO TYPE III PROBE (MG/L)

1sss6005 PT4 RIU WITH RDO OPTICAL DO PROBE

1sss6006 PT4 RIU WITH SALINITY OXYGUARD PROBE

1sss6007 PT4 RIU WITH TGP PROBE

1sss6008 PT4 RIU WITH ORP PROBE

1sss6009 PT4 RIU WITH PH 8000 PROBE

1ssa028 PC DATA CABLE AND SOFTWARE

the pt4 riu3 is the next-generation of the riu, with better features & control than the original riu. 2015 is the 
last year the original riu will be available.

easy, automatic calibration.

control: oxygen dosing via onboard relay.

dissolved oxygen monitoring

Point four™ riu remote Water 
monitor/controller
The original Remote Interface Unit (RIU) is a 
field-mounted single sensor transmitter/
controller. The unit will accept inputs from any 
sensor providing a voltage, 4-20mA or thermistor 
input. Equipped with a large-font 8x2 backlit 
display, the user can view readings directly at the 
sensor location.
The unit contains one SPDT 4-amp relay that can  
be setup for up to five control blocks. These control 
blocks are configured via a PC setup program  
using the optional computer connection cable.  
This allows the user to setup a local control,  
alarm or even PID function.
The unit also contains an automated calibration 
feature allowing calibration by simply holding a 
magnet to the enclosure side.
The original RIU will function as a stand-alone 
controller, or up to 54 units may be daisy-chained 
for a network connection. Many network 
connections can be made allowing for a scalable 
system from small to large. This allows the user to 
collect, manipulate and control all of the data via 
the PT4 LC Controller, PT4 RIU controller or using 
the PT4 Sync HMI Software (Windows-based). 

features and Benefits
•  Large backlit local indicator display
•  Tank-side calibration, simple 1-touch  

magnetic calibration
•  Control and alarm indicators
•  Networkable units allow for a cost-effective 

scalable system

sYsteM specs

Power 12-24vdc, 120ma sensor Power onboard isolated 24vdc loop power supply 
(optional)

disPLAY 8x2 character, large font, lcd Backlit

inPut 2 optically isolated inputs, voltage, 
current or thermistor. 

outPut  ALArM one spdt 10 amp relay-user configurable,  
lcd/led alarm indicator 
modbus rtu rs485 communication port, 
network addressable 1-54. 

controL 
outPut

one relay outputs with selectable control band,  
on/off or pid function

enVironMentAL nema 4x/ip65, sealed cable glands teMPerAture -5° c to +60° c, - operation
-10° c to +60° c, - storage

reLAtiVe 
HuMiditY

5% to 85% rh at up to +40° c - operation
5% to 40% rh above +40° c up to +60° c  - storage

ALtitude up to 3,000 m ( 10,000 ft ) -  
operation/storage

diMensions 115 mm x 112 mm x 58 mm (4.5” x 4.4” x 2.3”) weiGHt 450 grams [1 lb]
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oXyguard commander 
aQuaculture management system 
The Commander system provides fish farmers with 
state-of-the-art solutions to maximize security and 
efficiency. The modular design allows you to start 
with what you need and add components later, 
ensuring that you extend the system’s life and  
take advantage of new technology. With extensive 
data logging functions that enable the fish to be 
monitored from egg to table, Commander is a 
complete measurement, monitoring and control 
system that will meet the demands of your farm  
for many years to come.
The Commander can control any water quality 
parameter that can be measured and controlled, 
including the ever-important dissolved oxygen. 
Precise oxygen control means better feed  
utilization and, in most cases, less oxygen 
consumption. Not only can you eliminate spillage, 
but you can also use the extensive data logging 
functions to enable you to fine-tune your operation. 
This will result in optimal feed use and—most 
importantly—healthier fish.
The Commander’s oxygen probe has a nearly 
unbreakable membrane, fast response time and  
an exceptionally long life. It measures D.O. in  
mg/L, % saturation and temperature, and is not 
cross-sensitive to carbon dioxide. It has barometric 
pressure compensation and automatic calibration. 
Commander’s advanced controller functions, 
including PID regulation, provide an unprecedented 
precision of stability for important water  
quality parameters.

a neW concePt for measurement and control:
 •  Unsurpassed overview and security.
 •  Easy to optimize operation–both of daily production and  

strategic operation.
 •  Add measurement and control anywhere, any time just plug a new 

unit into the data link!
 •  Access the system from anywhere!  

If you’re in the field just connect a PC to the data link - 
If you’re in the office just use the nearest PC - If you ‘re farther  
away use the internet!

 •  Only a single data cable for all signals right up to the point of 
measurement!

 •  Radio link for even more freedom and flexibility and it can run on  
solar cells!

 •  Range of units for easy system construction just add a unit for more 
measurement and control.

 •  Easy integration with other systems link measurement and control 
with other functions - feeding - illumination etc.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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sYsteM specs

dissoLVed oxYGen range: 0 to 500% air saturation; 0 to 
50 mg/l
resolution: 0.1% air saturation; 0.01 
mg/l or 0.1 mg/l (auto-scaling)
accuracy: (0-200%) (0-20 mg/l) ±1% of 
reading or ±1% air sat, whichever greater; 
±0.1 mg/l or ±1% of reading, whichever 
greater (200-500%) (20-50 mg/l) ±10% 
of reading 
response time: 90% of reading in 25 
seconds; 95% of reading in 45 seconds 
(typical response times with no stirring; 
sample movement will improve typical 
response times)

teMPerAture range: 0 to 45º c (32 to 113º f)
resolution: 0.1º c
accuracy: ±0.2º c

Model 

y5500d-1 SINGLE-CHANNEL MONITOR, 110-230 VAC

y5500d-1-d SINGLE-CHANNEL MONITOR, 12 VDC (POWER SUPPLY NOT INCL.)

y5500d-2 TWO-CHANNEL MONITOR, 110–230 VAC 

y5500d-2-d TWO-CHANNEL MONITOR, 12 VDC (POWER SUPPLY NOT INCL.)

y5500d-4 FOUR-CHANNEL MONITOR, 110–230 VAC

y5500d-4-d FOUR-CHANNEL MONITOR, 12 VDC, (POWER SUPPLY NOT INCL.)

y626320 REPL. SENSOR CAP

y626250-4 PROBE ASSEMBLY W/4-M CABLE

y626250-10  PROBE ASSEMBLY W/10-M CABLE

y626250-20 PROBE ASSEMBLY W/20-M CABLE

y626250-50 PROBE ASSEMBLY W/50-M CABLE

y6505 WEATHER SHIELD

y6509 RAIL MOUNT KIT

y6510 PANEL MOUNT KIT

y5209a AQUAMANAGER DESKTOP SOFTWARE

y5402 SERIAL TO ETHERNET MODULE

ysi® 5500d oPtical d.o. monitor and control
continuous water quality monitoring for dissolved oxygen 
Designed specifically for aquaculture systems, the YSI 5500D continuous 
monitor for dissolved oxygen and AquaManager® Software can be used to 
integrate process control, feeding, alarming and data management into one 
product or can be used to simply monitor one tank. ODO® optical dissolved 
oxygen technology benefits are reduced costs, less maintenance and better 
data. The ODO sensors require no membrane changes, no electrode cleaning, 
no stirring requirement and less frequent calibrations. NEMA 4X box is IP65 
waterproof. UL- and CE-listed. 8.5" L x 6.5" H x 4.75" D (21.6 x 16.5 x 12.1 cm).
•  MultiDO monitor using optical D.O. technology
•  Ethernet TCP/IP or wireless communications (optional)
•  Event logging records calibrations, high and low conditions and more
• Conditional feed timer with Feed Smart® software included
• Networking capability up to 32 instruments per communications port or 

integration with 5200As and 5400s
•  Graphic interface function for quick, reliable system status with the use of 

AquaManager software
• Plug-and-play … easy to install, setup and maintain; no need for consultants
•  Flexible control software
•  Tank-side calibration
•  Email and SMS alarming
•  AquaViewer app available for easy access to data at any time
The standard conditional feed timer, Feed Smart®, manages food delivery 
based on user's preset criteria. Manage feed delivery based on user-
selectable inputs for the number of daily feedings, daily feed weights, total 
biomass and feed conversion ratios (FCRs), along with parameter control 
based on water quality values. Interfaces with most auto feeders.
Optional AquaManager® desktop software allows you to view, configure, or 
setup instruments from the convenience of one central location. Instantly see 
an overview of your facility, manage parameter set points, and conveniently 
manage data to make informed operational decisions. The facility mapping 
feature provides an immediate overview of all ponds or tanks indicating their 
current state.

applications Include
• Recirculating systems • Sea cages • Tanks 
• Raceways • Live haul • Aquariums
• Ponds • Research

ysi®, aquamanager®, odo® and feed smart® are registered trademarks of ysi, inc.
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ysi® 5200a Water Quality  
monitoring system   fw sw    tech faV

Designed for aquaculture and other applications that require real-time 
monitoring, the 5200A RSM measures dissolved oxygen, pH, ORP, conductivity, 
salinity and temperature! The 5200A RSM can accept additional inputs, 
including total dissolved gas sensors, water level sensors, pressure sensors, 
flow sensors, etc. It's also a controller and alarm system. When used with 
AquaManager® software, it can email alarms if connected directly to a 
computer or phone alarms when connected to an internal modem. It will  
even network with other RSMs.

advantages of the 5200a over the 5200
•  Large graphic display allows for menu-driven operation.
•  Shows all parameters simultaneously
•  System status history at the push of a button
•  No loss of data when power is lost
•  Four cascading, 10-event timers
•  Network speed is 20X faster
•  Improved diagnostic capability
•  AC or DC power
•  Provides data that can be used for better system management

applications include
•  Recirculating aquaculture systems
•  Research and laboratory systems
•  Wastewater monitoring
•  Live hauling
•  Zoological exhibits/Aquariums
•  Environmental monitoring
•  Fish ponds and raceways
•  Remote cage monitoring

The Y5200A RSM utilizes a multiprobe sonde for simultaneous oxygen, 
temperature, conductivity, salinity, pH and ORP measurement (calibration 
solutions sold separately). The probe can be submersed directly into a tank or 
threaded into a gland for in-line measurement. The polarographic oxygen 
probe requires little water movement to provide extremely accurate oxygen 
readings. Two-year warranty on meter, 1-year on probes and cable. NEMA 4X 
enclosure. CE-approved and UL-listed.

Cable & Probe  
Sold Separately

150

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

AQuAPonics tecHnoLoGY And desiGn worKsHoP
•  An introduction to recirculating systems

•  Critical considerations before designing 
recirculating systems

•  Component options for use in recirculating 
production systems

•  Developing an appropriate design for your 
aquaculture application

•  The management of recirculating systems

For more information about educational 
courses offered by Pentair Aquatic Eco-
Systems, please email PAES.General@Pentair.
com.

“Teaching at the aquaponics course 
sponsored by Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems 
was a real treat for me because their 
employees have an incredible depth of 
experience and knowledge that they share 
with their students as they guide them 
through all phases of constructing and 
operating an aquaponic  
system to establish a  
successful hobby or 
business.”

dr. James rakocy 
“father of aquaponics”

Website:  www.pentairaes.com  I  Email: paesemea@pentair.com  I  Information and advice: +1 877 347 4788
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environmental monitoring

coastal monitoring system
water-monitoring solutions from the source to the sea
COASTAL-WQ
The COASTAL-WQ (water quality) is the most fl exible platform with a 
multi-depth pump sampling system providing laboratory-quality water 
measurements in real time.
• Flexible sampling and profi ling (multi-depth intakes) confi gurations
• Biofouling-resistant – suitable for long-term fresh water or marine water 

applications
• Instruments mounted inside the buoy for protection and easy maintenance
• Optional systems for sample collections, warning systems, navigational aids

COASTAL-HM
The COASTAL-HM (hydromet) is the standard for hydrological or 
meteorological applications such as ports and harbors
(for assisted navigation) or hazardous coastal conditions.
• Broadcasts all data on the AIS AtoN network fi tted on every passenger 

vessel and cargo ship
• Can measure the complete set of AtoN parameters, including tide, current, 

real-time waves, swell, sea state, visibility, wind gust and other 
meteorological conditions

COASTAL-OS
The COASTAL-OS (oil slick) provides the highest-reliability early-warning 
system for oil-slick hazards or illegal ship water ballast discharges. Monitor 
and protect intakes for desalination or other water supply systems or as an 
early-warning system to assist port security and response activities.
• Redundant measurement system using independent detection techniques to 

ensure early detection in all fresh water and marine water applications
• Wide range of hydrocarbons and options for other critical contaminants

LAKE Series
Designed for Inland lakes and waterways extending into the estuary zone. A 
compact and stable monitoring platform provides a wide range of water 
quality and hydrometric data monitoring. Suitable for long-term 
environmental monitoring and resource management as well as short term 
event monitoring such as river, port or harbor extensions or upgrades, 
ship-loading activities, water sporting events and seasonal climatic impacts.

POND Series
A range of purpose-designed compact fl oating monitoring systems for 
protected ponds, lakes and rivers. A wide range of sensors can be 
incorporated to provide specifi c monitoring of local water and weather 
conditions to assist waterway management, dredging, fi sheries, 
environmental compliance and other impacts on the aquatic environment.

HARBOUR Series
Flexible and innovative water quality and hydrometric monitoring systems for 
ports and harbours. Equipment can be remote-mounted on existing jetty or 
piers or other fi xed platforms such as rigs or navigation beacons.
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Model
ty0122403 ELECTRIC IN-LINE WATER HEATER 12 KW, 240V TITANIUM, 194° F (90° C) MAX 1” (2.5 CM) I/O
ty0124803 ELECTRIC IN-LINE WATER HEATER 12 KW, 480V TITANIUM, 194° F (90° C) MAX 1” (2.5 CM) I/O
ty0182403 ELECTRIC IN-LINE WATER HEATER 18 KW, 480V TITANIUM, 194° F (90° C) MAX 1” (2.5 CM) I/O
ty0184803 ELECTRIC IN-LINE WATER HEATER 18 KW, 480V TITANIUM, 194° F (90° C) MAX 1” (2.5 CM) I/O
ty0242403 ELECTRIC IN-LINE WATER HEATER 24 KW, 480V TITANIUM, 194° F (90° C) MAX 1” (2.5 CM) I/O
ty0244803 ELECTRIC IN-LINE WATER HEATER 24 KW, 480V TITANIUM, 194° F (90° C) MAX 1” (2.5 CM) I/O
ty0362403 ELECTRIC IN-LINE WATER HEATER 36 KW, 480V TITANIUM, 194° F (90° C) MAX 1” (2.5 CM) I/O
ty0364803 ELECTRIC IN-LINE WATER HEATER 36 KW, 480V TITANIUM, 194° F (90° C) MAX 1” (2.5 CM) I/O
ty0482403 ELECTRIC IN-LINE WATER HEATER 48 KW, 480V TITANIUM, 194° F (90° C) MAX 1” (2.5 CM) I/O
ty0484803 ELECTRIC IN-LINE WATER HEATER 48 KW, 480V TITANIUM, 194° F (90° C) MAX 1” (2.5 CM) I/O
ty0722403 ELECTRIC IN-LINE WATER HEATER 72 KW, 480V TITANIUM, 194° F (90° C) MAX 1” (2.5 CM) I/O
ty0724803 ELECTRIC IN-LINE WATER HEATER 72 KW, 480V TITANIUM, 194° F (90° C) MAX 1” (2.5 CM) I/O
ty0964803 ELECTRIC IN-LINE WATER HEATER 96 KW, 480V TITANIUM, 194° F (90° C) MAX 2” (5.1 CM) I/O
ty1204803 ELECTRIC IN-LINE WATER HEATER 120 KW, 480V TITANIUM, 194° F (90° C) MAX 2” (5.1 CM) I/O
ty1444803 ELECTRIC IN-LINE WATER HEATER 144 KW, 480V TITANIUM, 194° F (90° C) MAX 2” (5.1 CM) I/O

specIfIcatIons
siZes 12,000 watts to 144,000 watts
voltages 208 volt to 480 volt, three phase (single phase available). consult factory for specific wattage/voltage combinations available
temperature control pid microprocessor based digital thermostat
temperature limit 194° f (90° c), depending on operating conditions
temperature accuracy + / - 1° f, depending on operating conditions
pressure rating 100 psig (6.89 bar), operating
efficiency > 99%
wetted surfaces all titanium standard
inlet/outlet: 1” (2.5 cm) mnpt through 72 kw; 2” (5.1 cm) mnpt 96 kw and higher
standard safety  features: • grounded construction • emo emergency stop button • fluid overtemperature detection (J type thermocouple)  

• element overtemperature detection (bi-metallic snap switches) • control fusing (primary and secondary)  
• fm approved overtemperature limit controller • ground fault protection (gfp)

housing nema 1 rated, powder coated metal enclosure
dimensions 12-48 kw:  29.5” (75 cm) w x 13.5” (34 cm) d x 36.0” (91 cm) h  

72 kw:  37.5” (95 cm) w x 13.5” (34 cm) d x 36.0” (91 cm) h  
96-144 kw: 28.0” (71 cm) w x 17.0” (43 cm) d x 66.9” (170 cm) h

standard certifications cul
options • ce compliance • semi s2/s3 compliance • plc control • remote interface • disconnect and circuit breaker  

• stainless steel elements and wetted parts • flanged/sanitary fluid connections • rs remote communications

Process tecHnology tytan electric in-line Water Heater
features and Benefits
• improved Process results: Heated DI water improves cleaning effectiveness and 

reduces rinse time in most processes.
• cost saving design: >99% element efficiency contributes to low cost of ownership (COO) 

and excellent return on investment (ROI).
• outstanding cleanliness: 100% titanium heating elements provide very clean 

performance for precision cleaning applications.
• reliable, rugged construction: Simple, heavy walled element construction for trouble 

free operation and long life. Baffled element chambers enhance heat transfer efficiency.
• outstanding temperature responsiveness and stability: Excellent temperature 

accuracy over a wide flow range can substantially improve process consistency.
• fast/easy maintenance: Long-life element for minimal process down time. Designed 

for easy service.
• rapid installation: Minimal facility requirements. Heater is factory tuned to your 

specifications. Only power and plumbing connections required.
• compact configuration: Space saving design minimizes footprint requirements.  

Wall mounted up to 72kW. Floor mounted to 144kW.
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coMparIng the cost to heat Your BodY of water or aQuaculture sYsteM
HEATER/FUEL TYPE COST BTU/$1.00
ELECTRIC $.1065/KWH 32,000 
LP GAS $1.87/GAL 40,100
OIL $2.22/GAL 47,200 
NATURAL GAS $1.218/THERM 67,300
XLHP HEAT PUMP $.1065/KWH 185,600 

XlHP™ HigH Performance Heat/cool PumPs
With today’s record energy costs, there’s never been a better time to invest  
in a Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems XLHP High Performance Heat/Cool pump. 
Compared to gas, oil or electric heaters, XLHP High Performance Heat/Cool 
Pumps use just a fraction of the energy to generate the same amount of heat.  
In fact, just 20¢ worth of electricity produces $1.00 worth of heat generated by 
other methods.

More standard features than any other
• Both the 120BTU and 140BTU model are capable of heating and/or cooling 

the water. Full heat/cool functionality.
• Provides an AutoSet Temperature Control feature as standard. It 

monitors water temperature and turns the pump on and off as needed, 
overriding the time clock to maintain desired temperature for 
convenient, hands-free control.

• Features the legendary Emerson® Copeland Scroll® Compressor that’s 
more efficient, durable, reliable and quieter than any piston-driven 
compressor. 

• EPA-recognized, environmentally safe, non-ozone depleting  
R-410A refrigerant. 

• 100% titanium heat exchanger assures corrosion-free performance for  
extra long life and value.

• LCD control board displays an intuitive, menu-driven readout with easy  
to follow, full word messages—no codes to memorize.

• Self-diagnostic software continuously monitors system for peak 
performance.

• Thermostatic Expansion Valve (TXV) controls refrigerant flow for optimum 
efficiency and BTU output over a wider operating temperature range.

• Automatic defrost feature senses refrigerant temperature and helps 
prevent the XLHP™ heat pump from freezing, allowing the unit to operate 
effectively at even lower temperatures than many competing products.

• ETL listing is your assurance of safer, dependable operation.
• BTU and efficiency independently certified by the Air Conditioning, 

Heating, and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI). The AHRI Certified mark is 
applied only to HVACR equipment and components that have been 
independently tested to certify that manufacturers’ performance claims 
are accurate.

• Maximum working water pressure is 3.5 kg/cm2.

 Btuh capacItY cop* ratIng  60 hZ  BreaKer flow (gpM) 

shIp wt
Model  heatIng coolIng heatIng coolIng Volts phase ratIng MIn-MaX (Kg)

460900-aQ HEAT PUMP XLHP 120 HEAT/COOL 127,000 71,000 5.4 4.1 230 1 50 AMPS 30-120** 126.1

460901-aQ HEAT PUMP XLHP 140 HEAT/COOL 140,000 80,000 5.7 4.1 230 1 50 AMPS 30-120** 145.2

*coefficient of performance. **if system flow rate exceeds 120gpm, a bypass valve is required.

lifetime warranty-titanium heat exchanger
10-yr warranty - compreSSor partS/labor

PentAir AQuAtic eco-sYsteMs sPArus™ PuMP witH constAnt FLow tecHnoLoGY™

•  IP55-rated enclosure for robust service life 
in wet locations and harsh conditions

•  Ask about how the Pump Affinity Law can 
save you money!

see page 112 for more info.

•  The world’s first aquaculture pump to deliver  
a CONSTANT user-defined flow rate.

•  Pump motor speed self-adjusts to maintain  
the constant flow rate setting, even as system 
conditions change. 

•  Fully-programmable for any flow rate  
from 75–530 lpm. 

•  3 hp rating. 230V, single-phase, 50hz. 
•  Permanent magnet TEFC motor. 51mm ports.  

UL listed.
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heat/cool pumps

11⁄2–5 hp models

71⁄2 & 10 hp models

  noMInal    aMps flow (lpM) aIr outlet  dIMensIons (cM)  shIp wt 
Model hp Btuh** Kw Volts* phase rla / lra MIn-MaX (M3h)*** l w h (Kg)

HP1 11/2 18,000 5.2 208-230 1 5.9 / 38.6 75.7 -151.4 2,633.5 96.5 66 157.5 184.2

HP2 2 24,000 7 208-230  1 8.7 / 57.8 75.7 -151.4 2,633.5 96.5 66 157.5 176.5

HP3 3 36,000 10.5 208-230  1 17.6 / 79 75.7 -151.4 7,450.1 121.9 88.9 157.5 226.8

HP33 3 36,000 10.5 208-230  3 7.8 / 75 75.7 -151.4 7,450.1 121.9 88.9 157.5 224.5

HP4 4 48,000 14 208-230 1 18.6 / 93.4 113.6-227.1 4,247.5 121.9 88.9 180.3 235

HP43 4 48,000 14 208-230 3 11.7 / 100.1 113.6-227.1 4,247.5 127 88.9 180.3 233.6

HP5 5 60,000 17.5 208-230  1 25 / 148 113.6-227.1 6,286.3 127 88.9 180.3 250.8

HP53 5 60,000 17.5 208-230  3 17.3 / 123 113.6-227.1 6,286.3 147.3 88.9 180.3 244

HP7.5 71/2 90,000 26.3 208-230 3 29 / 164 227.1-454.2 11,094.5 127 109.2 172.7 302.6

HP7 10 120,000 35 208-230  3 36 / 225 227.1-454.2 16,650.2 154.9 121.9 188 385.6

HP15 15 175,000 52.7 208-230  3 60 / 164 454.2-681.3 16,565.3 284.5 137.2 190.5 715.8

HP20 20 240,000 74.3 208-230 3 83 / 267 454.2-681.3 16,565.3 284.5 137.2 226.1 751.6

*460v options available. **ari net cooling capacity. ***amount of hot air discharged from unit when operating.

Heat PumPs    fw sw

they heat and cool!
Titan Air Cooled Heat Pumps by Aqua Logic® are designed for a wide range  
of applications such as a public aquarium, aquaculture facility, government  
or university research institution or hydroponics operation. All units are 
suitable for outdoor installation (but should be protected from direct weather). 
Heat pumps up to 5hp have a special ”Spine Fin” condenser coil which has 
proven to have superior heat transfer performance and capacity over 
traditional radially finned heat exchangers. This style condenser also has a 
much greater resistance to corrosion in harsh environments such as moist 
salty air or chemically tainted rainwater.
In the cooling mode, the heat pump works as a chiller, cooling water to the 
temperature you select. In the heating mode, the heat pump works with the 
liquid refrigerant (Freon) flow in reverse. Freon absorbs heat from the air 
as it moves thru the condenser. As it heats, the Freon becomes a gas, 
which is then compressed by the compressor. The heat carried by the 
Freon is then released into the titanium heat exchanger and transferred 
into the circulated water.
These models feature titanium helix coils and powder-coated shrouds.  
2”/5.1 cm PVC slip, in and out fittings on 2–10 hp; 3”/7.6 cm PVC slip on 
larger units. 230V models listed; 460V also available. Dual stage digital 
temperature controller is enclosed in a NEMA4X enclosure with easy 3 
push button programming and will maintain water temperatures in the 
range from 45°-85° F (7 to 24° C); you must specify desired temperature 
operating range when ordering. Units will lose heating efficiently when air 
temperature is under 45° F (7° C). Note min/max flow requirements (water 
pump not included). The controller can display in either °F or °C and will 
maintain the water within 1 degree of the set point. 
Water pressure should not exceed 40 psi (2.8 kg/cm2). Allow a 4-week build 
time. Ship from factory via vmotor freight. One-year warranty. Made in USA.

•  Heat or Chill with one unit 
•  Titanium Heat Exchanger 
•  Fresh or Saltwater use 
•  Dual Stage Temperature Controller 
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2–5 hp models

71⁄2 & 10 hp models

  noMInal    aMps flow lpM aIr outlet  dIMensIons (cM)  shIp wt 
Model hp* Btuh** Kw Volts phase rla/lra MIn-MaX (M3h)*** l w h (Kg)

mt-1 2 24,000 7 208-230  1 9 / 58 75.7 -151.4 2,633.5 111.8 83.8 157.5 167.8

mt-3 3 36,000 10.5 208-230  1 14 / 72 75.7 -151.4 3,965.3 111.8 83.8 167.6 179.6

mt-4 3 36,000 10.5 208-230  3 12 / 77 75.7 -151.4 3,965.3 111.8 83.8 167.6 175.1

mt-5 4 48,000 14 208 -230  1 21 / 109 113.6-227.1 4,247.5 129.5 96.5 157.5 215

mt-6 4 48,000 14 208-230  3 15 / 91 113.6-227.1 4,247.5 129.5 96.5 157.5 215

mt-7 5 60,000 17.5 208-230 1 27 / 158 113.6-227.1 6,286.3 142.2 96.5 177.8 235.9

mt-8 5 60,000 17.5 208-230 3 19 / 137 113.6-227.1 6,286.3 142.2 96.5 177.8 239.5

mt-9 7.5 90,000 26 208-230  3 28 / 164 227.1-454.2 11,094.5 121.9 106.7 172.7 303.9

mt-10 10 120,000 35 208-230 3 35 / 225 227.1-454.2 16,650.2 147.3 116.8 172.7 369.7

mt-15 15 180,000 52.7 208-230  3 55 / 164 454.2-681.3  16,565.3 284.5 142.2 190.5 707.2

mt-20 20 254,000 74.3 208-230  3 83 / 267 454.2-681.3  16,565.3 284.5 142.2 226.1 777.5

*larger sizes and 460 voltage options available. **ari net cooling capacity. ***amount of hot air discharged from unit when operating.

air-cooled Water cHillers  fw sw

Aqua Logic® Multi Temp Air-Cooled Water Chillers are used in aquaculture, 
public aquariums, live seafood holding and hydroponics systems. These 
large chillers have an insulated heat exchanger with titanium helix coils 
and commercial duty condensing units mounted on a stainless steel frame 
with bolt down leg tabs. Suitable for outdoor installations, but should be 
protected from direct weather. Digital temperature controller is in a 
splash-proof NEMA box with easy push-button programming. Controller 
displays in either ºF or ºC. Chillers operate between 40–80º F (4.5–27º C). 
Chillers 2–10 HP have a 2”/5.1 cm slip inlet/outlet (15 HP and larger models 
have 3”/7.6 cm inlet/outlet) and installed water flow switch to shut them 
down should flow to the heat exchanger stop. Water pressure should not 
exceed 40 psi (2.8 kg/cm2). Ship motor freight from factory; allow a 4-week 
build time. For export, see Aqua Logic® DX Heat Exchanger Packages (see 
Index). Split models available (add “-sPlit” to part number). One-year 
warranty. Made in USA.

•  Fresh or Saltwater Use 
•  Insulated, Titanium Heat Exchanger 
•  Digital Temperature Controller
•  Automatic Temperature Ranging 
•  Water Flow Safety Switch
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Water to Water Heat eXcHanger PacKages
Aqua Logic® complete, water-to-water heat exchanger packages are engineered 
for hot and cold water loop systems. The compact design and quiet operation 
make these systems perfect for indoor applications. Each package includes 
titanium heat exchanger, Schedule 40 PVC plastic shell (CPVC shell is available 
for an additional cost when the hot water supply is greater than 48.9° C),  
304 stainless steel frame and hardware, digital temperature controller, 
water solenoid valve, flow meter, in-line strainer and customized plumbing. 
This system only requires an 115V power source and a hot or cold water supply. 
Prices are FOB CA. 
•  Fresh or saltwater Use
•  Titanium Tube in a PVC Shell
•  Preassembled and Ready for Easy Installation
Note: These heat exchangers directly absorb or reject heat from the tank 
system water into another water source (hot or cold). BTU capacities in the 
chart are based on the specific water temperature and flow rates shown. If any  
of these parameters change, the BTU removal capacity will change, and the 
heat exchanger may not meet your systems requirements. Contact us so we 
can assist you in the proper sizing of the equipment for your specific application.

hx-4w to hx-12w models

 noMInal  process water process water cold/hot water cold/hot water  dIMensIons (cM)  shIp wt. 
Model Btuh* Kw In/out flow (lpM) In/out flow (lpM)* l w h (Kg)

HX-3W 3000 0.9 3/4”/1.9 CM FPT 56.8 1/2”/1.3 CM FPT 2.3/1.1 53.3 15.9 48.3 13.6

HX-4W 4000 1.1 3/4”/1.9 CM FPT 75.7 1/2”/1.3 CM FPT 3/1.5 58.4 15.9 48.3 13.6

HX-6W 6000 1.7 11/2”/3.8 CM FPT 94.6 1/2”/1.3 CM FPT 4.5/2.3 61.6 7.1 48.3 15.9

HX-9W 9000 2.6 11/2”/3.8 CM FPT 113.6 1/2”/1.3 CM FPT 6.8/3.4 78.7 7.1 48.3 15.9

HX-12W 12000 3.5 11/2”/3.8 CM FPT 132.5 1/2”/1.3 CM FPT 9.1/4.5 87.6 7.1 48.3 18.1

HX-24W 24000 7 2”/5.1 CM SLIP 151.4 1/2”/1.3 CM FPT 18.9/9.5 86.4 35.6 58.4 62.6

HX-36W 36000 10.5 2”/5.1 CM SLIP 151.4 3/4”/1.9 CM FPT 26.5/13.2 104.1 35.6 58.4 69.9

HX-48W 48000 14 2”/5.1 CM SLIP 227.1 3/4”/1.9 CM FPT 37.9/18.9 124.5 35.6 58.4 72.6

HX-60W 60000 17.5 2”/5.1 CM SLIP 227.1 3/4”/1.9 CM FPT 45.4/22.7 143.5 35.6 58.4 93.9

HX-90W 90000 26.3 3”/7.6 CM SLIP 340.7 3/4”/1.9 CM FPT 68.134.1 34.3 63.5 109.2 97.5

HX-120W 120000 35.1 3”/7.6 CM SLIP 454.2 1”/2.5 CM FPT 90.8/45.4 34.3 63.5 134.6 102.1

HX-180W 180000 52.7 3”/7.6 CM SLIP 548.8 11/2”/3.8 CM FPT 136.3/68.1 34.3 63.5 182.9 105.2

HX-240W 240000 70.2 3”/7.6 CM SLIP 681.3 11/2”/3.8 CM FPT 181.7/90.8 131/2” 63.5 208.3 113.4

*flow rate (gpm) and (Btu) rating is based on 40˚f ewt @ 10˚f ∆ t (cold) or 180˚f ewt @20 ˚f ∆ t (hot) water supply.

hx-24w to hx-60w models hx-90w to hx-240w models
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hx-24dx–hx-60dxhx-4dx–hx-12dx

cHiller barrel PacKages
Aqua Logic® DX (Direct Expansion) Heat Exchanger Packages are complete 
refrigerant-to-water systems that are safe for both fresh and salt water 
systems. The heat exchanger can be connected to a central refrigerant loop  
or to a dedicated remote condensing unit. These packages are ideal for 
overseas installations where the condensing unit can be purchased and 
serviced locally saving significant freight and importation costs. Nominal BTU 
capacity is based on using R-134A refrigerant (for models HX-3dX thru 
HX-12dX) or R-410A refrigerant (for models HX-24dX and larger). If another 
type of refrigerant will be used, please consult us before ordering. Ship via 
motor freight. FOB CA. One-year warranty.
•  Preassembled and ready to install
•  Compact design
•  Titanium tube and Schedule 40 PVC shell evaporator
•  304 stainless steel mounting stand and hardware
•  Digital temperature controller, TXV, flow switch, moisture indicator 
•  24 volt power supply required
Condensing units are also available for each DX Heat Exchanger Package, 
please refer to the Aqua Logic® Multi-Temp® Air Cooled Water Chillers or  
Aqua Logic® Titan Air Cooled Heat Pumps and request a “Split” option.
note: Standard DX heat exchangers are manufactured for connection  
to cooling-only condensing units and WILL NOT work with a heat pump 
condensing unit. If being used with a heat pump condensing unit,  
add “-HP” to part number (call for pricing).

  noMInal  flow  (lpM) refrIgerant process water  dIMensIons (cM)  shIp wt 
Model hp Btuh* Kw MIn/MaX In/out fIpt In/out l w h (Kg)

HX-3dX 1/4  3,000 0.8 30.3/56.8 1 @ 9.5 MM/9.5 MM 3/4”/1.9 CM FIPT 58.4 17.8 45.7 11.3

HX-4dX 1/3 4,000 1.2 37.9/75.7 1 @ 9.5 MM/9.5 MM 3/4”/1.9 CM FIPT 63.5 17.8 45.7 12.7

HX-6dX 1/2  6,000 1.8 45.4/94.6 1 @ 9.5 MM/12.7 MM 11/2”/3.8 CM FIPT 66 17.8 45.7 13.6

HX-9dX 3/4  9,500 2.6 75.7/132.5 1 @ 9.5 MM/12.7 MM 11/2”/3.8 CM FIPT 81.3 17.8 45.7 15.9

HX-12dX 1  12,000 3.5 94.6/151.4 1 @ 9.5 MM/15.9 MM 11/2”/3.8 CM FIPT 88.9 17.8 45.7 17.2

HX-24dX 2  24,000 7.0 75.7/151.4 1 @ 9.5 MM/15.9 MM 2”/5.1 CM SLIP 73.7 35.6 66 58.5

HX-36dX 3 36,000 10.5 75.7/151.4 1 @ 9.5 MM/15.9 MM 2”/5.1 CM SLIP 91.4 35.6 66 67.1

HX-48dX 4  48,000 14.0 113.6/227.1 1 @ 9.5 MM/28.6 MM 2”/5.1 CM SLIP 114.3 35.6 66 78.9

HX-60dX 5  60,000 17.5 113.6/227.1 1 @ 9.5 MM/28.6 MM 2”/5.1 CM SLIP 132.1 35.6 66 88

HX-90dX 7.5  90,000 28.0 378.5/681.3 1 @ 15.6 MM/34.9 MM 3”/7.6 CM SLIP 50.8 63.5 132.1 98

HX-120dX 10  120,000 35.0 378.5/681.3 1 @ 15.6 MM/34.9 MM 3”/7.6 CM SLIP 50.8 63.5 59.5 114.8

HX-180dX 15 175,000 51.2 378.5/681.3 1 @ 15.6 MM/41.3 MM 3”/7.6 CM SLIP 50.8 63.5 203.2 137

HX-240dX 20  223,000 65.3 378.5/681.3 2 @ 12.7 MM/34.9 MM 3”/7.6 CM SLIP 50.8 63.5 233.7 152.9

*for models HX-3dX thru HX-12dX, nominal Btuh is based on 134a refrigerant. for models HX-24dX and larger, nominal Btuh is based on r410a refrigerant.

hx-90dx–hx-240dx
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239810

239410

saltWater "bacteria in a bag"    sw

"Bacteria in a Bag" Saltwater Formula is the perfect choice for water 
quality improvement, sludge elimination and odor removal in high-salinity 
applications (>18 ppt). Like the original ProLine "Bacteria in a Bag," this 
formulation is a one-step maintenance program for aquaculturists working  
in high-salinity environments.
Simply calculate water volume and dispense at the rate of one 1-oz bag per  
400 gal/1,514 L or one 8-oz bag per 4,800 gal/18,168 liters in all home and 
public aquariums. 

Model 

239805 SIX 1-OZ BAGS

239810 ONE 8-OZ BAG

Proline "bacteria in a bag"    fw

ProLine "Bacteria in a Bag" is a good product for elimination of pond sludge  
and odors. Natural bacteria and enzymes biodegrade bottom sludge in ponds.
Simply calculate water volume and dispense at the rate of one 1-oz bag per  
600 gal/227.1 L of water or one 8-oz bag per 4,800 gal/18,168 liters in 
ornamental ponds, biofilters or raceways.
When treating large ponds/lakes, dose 1 lb per acre-foot of water every two 
weeks while temperatures are above 10° C; double dose on the first 
application of the season.

Model

239400 SIX 1-OZ BAGS

239410 ONE 8-OZ BAG

239425 ONE 25-LB BAG

We are excited to be a part of The Open Blue Revolution and support our sustainable 
open ocean aquaculture friends. Open Blue is dedicated to fulfilling a major void  
in the seafood industry and supplying a reliable, sustainable source of healthy, 
premium fish, raised in an open ocean natural and regulated environment. When 
it came time to expand Open Blue’s integrated farming platform with a new 
hatchery, Pentair was chosen as the primary equipment provider based on our 
extensive product portfolio, technical expertise, field service offering and 
customer first philosophy. 
Pentair’s relationship with Open Blue extends beyond that of just an equipment 
provider. Kurt Lang, Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Technical Services Supervisor, 
traveled to Panama to assist with the installation and to ensure it ran smoothly. As it 
often goes with large projects there were some setbacks. Kurt explained, “There 
were a few issues to be sorted-out, but Pentair’s response to these challenges has 
been exemplary, and our customer first approach goes a long way to satisfy our 
customers. Functionality and production had a few glitches in the beginning, but with 
their trust, we have been able to resolve these issues.” Dan Farkas, Open Blue 
Hatchery Manager expressed his satisfaction by saying “To be able to work with one 
company with such a comprehensive equipment and service offering benefitted our 
project tremendously. Pentair has proven to be a great partner.”
Read the full article on our blog at www.pentairaes.com.

open Blue
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top screen (J8)

Jar and hanger 
sold separately.

J30

Jh

J6

pressure gauge, air bleed valve  
and instructions are included.

17"

3"

J32

J32k

pump

larval collector

Hydrostatic Pressure cHamber
Reproductive sterilization (triploidy) and sex selection in some species can 
be induced by subjecting fertilized eggs to high pressures. Triploid fish 
typically have increased growth rates since energy is not expended on gonad 
development and breeding behavior. Our HPc is the right tool for the job. 
This specially designed, high-pressure vessel will pressurize approximately 
24 oz of eggs up to 700 cm2 Precision-made from stainless steel and a 
double O-ring brass piston. Requires a 5-ton press with 58.4 cm minimum 
working height. Overall height with gauge is 49.5 cm. Weighs 21.4 kg. 30-day 
warranty. Made in USA.

Model

HPc HYDROSTATIC HIGH PRESSURE CHAMBER

HPc1 REPLACEMENT SEAL KIT

Jar Hanger
The all-plastic hanger allows above jars to be 
used without a bench or stand. Accepts up to  
11/2" hanging lip.

Model

JH

HatcHing Jar
This McDonald-type hatching jar has become the industry standard. 
One-piece molded design allows a smooth interior—no lips or gaps for  
eggs to get caught on or bacteria to grow. It is a high-impact, all-plastic  
egg hatching system. Simply direct about 3.785 lpm of water (depending on  
the weight of the eggs) into the center. The eggs will be uniformly rotated.
The fish hatching jar comes with a 1,000-micron top screen that prevents  
the loss of eggs. When the fish hatch, remove the screen to let the fish swim 
out. Use it for trout, salmon, hybrid striped bass, catfish, tilapia and many 
others. 45.7 cm H x 15.9 cm D, 6 liter capacity for approximately 100,000 
trout eggs. Case quantity is 4. Price breaks available up to 12+ (call).

Model  shIp wt (Kg)

J30 HATCHING JAR 1.8

J6 TUBE, REPLACEMENT .5

J8 SCREEN, REPLACEMENT

mini egg HatcHing Jar
Commonly used for keeping pelagic and loose benthic fish eggs in circulation 
during the incubation period. The 2-liter jar has a smooth domed bottom and 
sides to ensure eggs do not get damaged while tumbling. Designed to hang on 
the side of a tank, or it can be used with the optional PVC stand. The complete 
kit includes a submersible water pump, valve assembly, larval collector, 
18.9-liter acrylic aquarium and the egg hatcher. 30.5 cm H x 15.2 cm D.

Model

J32 HATCHING JAR ONLY

J32H PVC STAND

J32K COMPLETE KIT

HAtcHerY suPPLies
hatching Jars/pressure chamber
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calitri fisH counters
Calitri Fish counters have an accuracy of 98% for the different fish sizes 
ranging from 8 gr to 900 gr (depending on fish counter type).  
The counters have an AUTOTEST function that informs the user about the 
operating status of electronic parts. All electronic parts of these fish 
counters are easily and quickly removable and replaceable by the user.

Programed intelligence makes it possible for the fish counters to perform 
various controls and informs the user in case of faillure.

• After power ON, the fish counters automatically controls their 
electronic parts.

• After the AUTOTEST and in use, the display of the fish counters 
provides the following informations: Number of fish counted, the status 
of 4 channels (relating to the FC4), the degree of sensitivity selected.

tecHnicAL inForMAtion
type of fish trout - salmon - Bass - Bream 
counting siZe 30 gr - 900 gr
counting capacity 4 tons per hour                  
numBer of channels 4
channels width 100 mm                                 
input diameter 160 mm
accuracy 98%                                                               
dimensions 1250 x 460 x 330 mm
weight 18 kg 
voltage (sector / fishcounter) 90 vac to 220 vac / 15 vdc

calitri fisH counter fc4

calitri fisH counter fc8
tecHnicAL inForMAtion
type of fish trout - salmon - Bass - Bream 
counting siZe 8 gr - 90 gr
counting capacity 4 tons per hour                  
numBer of channels 8
channels width 50 mm                                     
input diameter 160 mm
accuracy 98%                                                               
dimensions 1250 x 460 x 330 mm
weight 23 kg                                                             
voltage (sector / fishcounter) 90 vac to 220 vac / 15 vdc
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tecHnicAL inForMAtion
dimensions complete machine 325 x 100 x 100 cm 
weight  255  kg
feeding tension one-phase 230 v  
 triphase 230/400 v 
supply frequency  50 hZ
total installed power  0.25 kw 
maximum productivity  3500 kg/h
rollers rotation speed (variaBle with inverter)  0-50 r.p.m. 
lenght of flexiBle hoses  1 m
diametre of flexiBle hoses  120 mm 
frie maximum weight  800 gr
rollers maximum span  32 mm 
rollers minimum span  8 mm

eLectric enGines
n. application speed tension freq. power 
1 rollers motor 1400 rpm 1-phase 230 v 50 hZ 0,25 kw 
   3-phase 230/400 v

trAnsForMer /eLectronic inVerter
n. application speed source freq. output 
2 electronic inverter 0-50 rpm 1-phase 220/240 50-60 hZ 0,9 kw

alPHa iii grader 
The Alpha III Grader (Art. 101) is a very accurate grader for trout, salmon, fry 
etc. from gr. 0 to gr. 60 about. It is equipped with revolving rollers in stainless 
steel to obtain 3 different sizes To make this it is necessary to adjust the 
rollers by a special device put on one side. On the other sides special knobs 
are used to adjust the bottom of the grader. In this way the fish tale touches 
the bottom and the fish is helped to be selected on the roller. The grader is 
equipped with hoses and, at request, also with a water pump. In conformity 
with safety rules in force, and considering working conditions, the machine 
is supplied with devices and protections. Machine continuous equivalent 
pondered acustic pression level is 68.6 dB(A), It is very silent, accurate and 
fast. It reduces fish stress and cannibalism.

tecHnicAL inForMAtion
single phase supply tension 220/240 v 
threephase supply tension 380 ± 5% v
supply frequency 50 hZ 
total installed power 0,25 hp
max. lenght of dischargin hoses 1 m 
suBmersed water pump suggested 0,75 kw
dimensions 195 x 75 x 110 cm 
weight 195 kg
max. performance  350 kg 
lines of rollers  6 n.
discharging hoses  80 mm 

neW standard grader
The Art. 102/N New Standard Grader has four lines of rollers suitable for 
live fish as trout, salmon and similar. It has stainless steel rotating rollers 
in shaped position mounted on a special chassis with three wheels placed 
at structure base that help the operator to move the grader inside of the 
fish farm. A special shaft can be coupled up to a tractor for dragging. Once 
decided the machine working place you make it stable and horizontal using 
the crank that moves front wheel up and down observing the position of the 
plummet on structure side. At this moment the worker prepares the 
machine depending on production need selecting three fish sizes. This can 
be done spacing the rollers inside grader using a special device put on one 
side controlling the numbers indicated on the display and adjusting the 
machine bottoms with the levers on structure side. Optional water pump 
not included.
In this case it is necessary to connect your own water pump (self-priming or 
submersed) with the grader. Fishes are introduced into grader through a fish 
pump while the self-priming pump supplies filtered water too keep fishes alive 
and for their sliding into drain pipes.
In conformity with safety rules in force, and considering working conditions, 
machine is supplied with devices and protections. Machine continuous 
equivalent pondered acustic pression level is 68.6 dB(A), for this workers’ears 
protections are not foreseen.
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art. 102 standard, art. 103 giant, art. 103/6 giant  
6-tracK and art. 103/8 giant 8-tracK graders
Art. 102 Standard, Art. 103 Giant, Art. 103/6 Giant 6-track and Art. 103/8 Giant 
8-track graders are for live fish such as trout, salmon and similar fish.
They have stainless steel rotating rollers mounted on a special chassis with 
three wheels placed at structure base that help the operator to move the 
grader inside of the fish farm. A special shaft can be coupled up to a tractor for 
dragging. Once decided the machine working place you make it stable and 
horizontal using the crank that moves front wheel up and down observing the 
position of the plummet on structure side. At this moment the worker 
prepares the machine depending on production need selecting three fish 
sizes. This can be done spacing the rollers inside grader using a special device 
put on one side controlling the numbers indicated on the display and adjusting 
the machine bottoms with the levers on structure side, with upper level sizes 
bigger than those of lower level, in order that smaller fishes can fall down on 
below rollers.
Sometimes water pump is not included (by request of the customer). In this 
case it is necessary to connect your own water pump (self-priming or 
submersed) with the grader. Fish are introduced into grader through a fish 
pump (or by hand) and fall down from one level to the other while the 
self-priming pump supplies filtered water too keep fishes alive and for their 
sliding into drain pipes.
In conformity with safety rules in force, and considering working conditions, 
machine is supplied with devices and protections. Machine continuous 
equivalent pondered acustic pression level is 68.6 dB(A), for this workers’ ears 
protections are not foreseen.

art. 102 standard grader & art. 103 giant grader

descriPtion diMensions (b x L x H) weiGHt
art. 102 -standard type complete machine 280 x 110 x 130 cm 425 kg 
art. 103 -giant type complete machine  360x140x140 cm 630 kg
art. 103/6 -giant type 6 tracks complete machine 380x180x180 cm 1000 kg 
art. 103/8- giant type 8 tracks complete machine 380x220x180 cm 1100 kg

eLectric enGines
n. APPLicAtion sPeed tension/FreQuencY Power 
1 rollers engine 1400 rpm 380 v/50 hZ 0.36 kw
2 self-priming pump 2800 rpm 380 v/ 50 hZ 2.24 kw 

tecHnicAL dAtA
triphase supply tension 380 ± 5% v 
single phase supply tension 220+ 5% v 
supply frequency 50 hZ 
total installed power 2.60 kw 
self-priming pump maximum priority 5 m c.a. 
self-priming water pump power 3 hp 
maximum performance art. 102 standard type 3000 kg/h 
maximum performance art. 103 giant type 4500 kg/h 
maximum performance art. 103/6 giant type 6 lines 6000 kg/h 
rollers rotation speed 20 rpm 
lenght of suction water pump flexiBle hose 5 m 
lenght of water-fish drain hoses 1 m 
rollers opening art. 102 - standard from 8 to 32 mm 
rollers opening art. 103 - giant from 10 to 42 mm 
rollers opening art. 103/6 giant from 10 to 42 mm 
at request rollers opening up to 55 mm (gr. 2000) 
tracks of rollers art. 102 - standard 4 n. 
tracks of rollers art. 103 - giant  n. 
tracks of rollers art. 103/6 – Bigger giant 6 n. 
discharging hoses art. 102 - standard 100 mm 
discharging hoses art. 103 - giant 120 mm 
discharging hoses art. 103/6 – Bigger giant 120 mm 

Machine preparation
After stabilized the machine, connect water pump suction hose and the three 
drain connection hoses.

rollers and Bottoms regulation
Worker prepares the machine depending on production need selecting 
three fish sizes to obtain. This can be done spacing rollers inside the 
grader with outdistancing knob n. 11, looking the numbers shown on the 
display placed on grader’s side, making sure that upper level dimensions 
are bigger than lower level ones; than stop the size with lever n. 12 . 
Working in this way smaller fishes can fall down on below rollers, suitably 
settling machine bottoms with the two levers on structure side. Over each 
lever there is an arrow that shows how to raise or lower the bottoms. For 
small trouts grading they have to be raised, for big ones they have to be 
progressively lowered.
To hold tightly: turn the lever n. 12 on the bottom. If it is not tight enough, with 
the lever in low position, pull a bit the lever on the external side; with the lever 
always pulled bring the lever on the top, leave the lever and turn the lever on 
the bottom. If necessary repeat this operation 1 or 2 times. Remember: the 
size fixed at the back must be the same than the one fixed at the front.
To loosen: bring the lever n. 12 on the top. If it is not loosed enough, with the 
lever in top position, pull a bit the lever on the external side; with the lever 
always pulled turn the lever n. 12 on the bottom, leave the lever and turn again 
the lever in top position.
Remember: do not pass the minimum and maximum limits indicated (min.  
.08 mm, max. 32 mm for Art. 102 Standard /min. 10 mm and max. 55 mm for 
Art. 103 Giant). 
You can adjust the speed of selection adjusting the slope of the grader using 
the handle on the shaft. More slope = more speed of selection.
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giant grader
The new Giant Grader has four lines of rollers suitable for live fish as trout, 
salmon and similar fish. It has stainless steel rotating rollers in shaped 
position mounted on a special chassis with three wheels placed at 
structure base that help the operator to move the grader inside of the fish 
farm. A special shaft can be coupled up to a tractor for dragging. Once 
decided the machine working place you make it stable and horizontal using 
the crank that moves front wheel up and down observing the position of the 
plummet on structure side. At this moment the worker prepares the 
machine depending on production need selecting 3 (4 at request) fish sizes. 
This can be done spacing the rollers inside grader using a special device 
put on one side controlling the numbers indicated on the display and 
adjusting the machine bottoms with the levers on structure side.
Fish are introduced into grader through a fish pump while the self-priming 
pump supplies filtered water too keep fishes alive and for their sliding into 
drain pipes.

tecHnicAL inForMAtion
feeding tension one-phase 230 v, triphase 230/400 v 
supply frequency 50 hZ
total installed power 0.25 kw 
maximum productivity art. 103/n4 4000 kg/h
maximum productivity art. 103/n5 5000 kg/h 
maximum productivity art. 103/n6 6000 kg/h
maximum productivity art. 103/n10 8000 kg/h 
rollers rotation speed (variaBle with inverter) 0-50 r.p.m.
lenght of flexiBle hoses 1 m 
diametre of flexiBle hoses 120 mm
fish minimum weight 20 gr 
fish maximum weight 1500-2000 gr
rollers maximum span 42 mm 
rollers maximum span at request 55 mm
rollers minimum span 8 mm 

eLectric enGines
n. application speed tension freq. power 
1 rollers motor 1400 rpm 1-phase 230 v, 3-phase 230/400 v 50 hZ 0,25 kw

trAnsForMer /eLectronic inVerter
n. application speed source freq. output 
2 electronic inverter 0-50 rpm 1-phase 220/240 50-60 hZ 0.9 kw

descriPtion diMensions weiGHt

complete machine art. 103/n4 360 x 140 x 110 cm 400 kg 
complete machine art. 103/n5 370 x 160 x 110 cm 500 kg
complete machine art. 103/n6 380 x 180 x 110 cm  600 kg 
complete machine art. 103/n10 380 x 220 x1 10 cm  700 kg

combinato grader WitH 5 or 6 lines of rollers
Art. 104/5 and Art. 104/6 are graders for trout, salmon and similar fish with 
a fish pump incorporated on the machine frame.
As per other graders they have stainless steel rotating rollers mounted on  
a special chassis with three wheels placed at structure base that help the 
operator to move the grader inside of the fish farm. A special shaft can be 
coupled up to a tractor for dragging. Once decided the machine working 
place you make it stable and horizontal using the crank that moves front 
wheel up and down observing the position of the plummet on structure 
side. At this moment the worker prepares the machine depending on 
production need selecting three fish sizes. This can be done spacing the 
rollers inside grader using a special device put on one side controlling the 
numbers indicated on the display and adjusting the machine bottoms with 
the levers on structure side, with upper level sizes bigger than those of 
lower level, in order that smaller fishes can fall down on below rollers. 
Fish are introduced into grader through a fish pump and fall down from 
one level to the other while the self-priming pump supplies filtered water 
to keep fishes alive and for their sliding into drain pipes. In conformity with 
safety rules in force, and considering working conditions, machine is 
supplied with devices and protections.

 diMensions weiGHt
art. 104/5 – with fish pump 185/vs 405 x 175 x 205 cm  1250 kg 
art. 104/6 – with fish pump 185/vs 405 x 190 x 205 cm 1318 kg
art. 104/5 – with fish pump 185/maxi 420 x 175 x 205 cm 1405 kg 
art. 104/6 – with fish pump 185/maxi 420 x 190 x 205 cm 1450 kg

PerForMAnce witH FisH PuMP tYPe 185/Vs Art.104/5 Art.104/6 
max. weight of sucked fish 450 gr 450 gr 
min. weight of sucked fish  20 gr 20 gr 
performance until 5.500 kg/h 6.500 kg/h 

PerForMAnce witH FisH PuMP tYPe 185/MAxi Art. 104/5 Art. 104/6
max. weight of sucked fish  900 gr 900 gr 
min weight of sucked fish  20 gr 20 gr 
performance until 7.000 kg/h 8.000 kg/h 

tecHnicAL inForMAtion
threephase supply tension 380 ± 5% volts  
supply frequency 50 hZ
total power installed 6.57 kw  
max prevalence self-priming water pump 5 m c.a.
max.prevalence possiBle fish pump 1.5 m c.a.  
revolving rollers speed 20 giri/min
fish sucking hose lenght 2 m  
water sucking hose lenght 5 m
water/fish discharging hose lenght 1 m  
rollers electric motor 0,37 kw
self-priming water pump motor 2,2 kw  
sucking fish pump electric motor 4 kw
rollers opening from 10 to 42 mm  
lines of rollers art. 104/5 5 n.
lines of rollers art. 104/6 6 n.  
discharging hoses diam. 120 mm
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mini vacuum fisH PumP
The Art. 185/SP/AV Mini Vacuum fish pump for smolts, fry, little fish, etc. 
with a centrifuge body in anticorrosive alluminium league and with 
depressor to make vacuum in the fish pump. With electronic inverter to 
change motor speed. Assembled on stainless steel trolley with wheels. 
Equipped with all accessories.

dimensions 80 x 90 x 105 cm 
weight 125 kg
Body material anticorrosive aluminium league 
trolley material stainless steel aisi 304
vacuum pump power 0,75 - 3 ph - kw 
electronic inverter power 2,2 - 3 ph - kw
electric motor power 1,5 - 3 ph - kw 
tension 400 volts – 50 hZ
wheels diam. 250 mm 
input pipe diam. 65 or 70 mm
output pipe diam. 65 or 70 or 80 mm 
suitaBle for fish until 50 gr
performance until up to 5.000 kg/h with fish siZe gr. 10-12 
total prevalence 6 m

fisH PumP tyPe 185/vcu/sP (vacuum)
Fish pump type self-priming (vacuum). With anticorrosive aluminium league 
body, stainless steel trolley with wheels and shaft to move the machine inside 
a fish farm.
Equipped with a vacuum pump (to make vacuum inside of fish pump), 3-phase 
electric motor, variable pulley (inverter as optional), stainless steel foot valve, 
hose and all accessories. Suitable also for sea water. Available also with 
gasoline and/or diesel motor.

optionals
• Diesel motor
• Gasoline motor
• Fitted for cardan
• With inverter

tecnicAL dAtA Art. 185/Vcu/sP
max. weight of the fish 450-500 gr 
dimensions 135 x 110 x 125 cm
weight 320 kg 
performance 15.000 kg/h
prevalence in sucking 2,5 m 
max discharging height possiBle 3,50 m
pump Body anticorrosive aluminium league 
trolley stainless steel
vacuum pump 0,75 kw 
variaBle pulley diam. 270 mm
inverter (optional) 2,2 kw 
electric motor 4 kw
tension 400 3ph 
input diam. hose 150 mm
output diam. hose 50 mm 

tecnicAL dAtA Art. 185/Vcu//sP/MAxi
max. weight of the fish 900 gr 
dimensions 145 x 145 x 150 cm
weight 500 kg 
performance 30.000 kg/h
prevalence in sucking 2 m 
max discharging height possiBle 2,50 m
pump Body anticorrosive aluminium league 
trolley stainless steel
vacuum pump 0,75 kw 
variaBle pulley diam. 300 mm
inverter (optional) 2,2 kw 
electric motor 4 kw
tension 400 3ph 
input diam. hose 200 mm
output diam. hose 200 mm 
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fisH PumP tyPe 185/vs/sP (vacuum)
Fish pump type self-priming (vacuum). With anticorrosive aluminium league 
body, stainless steel trolley with wheels and shaft to move the machine inside 
a fish farm.
Equipped with a vacuum pump (to make vacuum inside of fish pump), 3-phase 
electric motor, variable pulley (inverter as optional), stainless steel foot valve, 
hose and all accessories. Suitable also for sea water. Available also with 
gasoline and/or diesel motor

optionals
• Diesel motor
• Gasoline motor
• Fitted for cardan
• With inverter

TECNICAL DATA ART. 185/VS/SP
Max. Weight of the fish 450-500 gr 
DiMensions 125 x 110 x 190 cM
Weight 300 kg 
PerforMance 15.000 kg/h
Prevalence in sucking 2,5 M 
Max Discharging height Possible 3,50 M
PuMP boDy anticorrosive aluMiniuM league 
trolley stainless steel
vacuuM PuMP 0,75 kW 
variable Pulley DiaM. 270 MM
inverter (oPtional) 2,2 kW 
electric Motor 4 kW
tension 400 3Ph 
inPut DiaM. hose 150 MM
outPut DiaM. hose 150 MM 

TECNICAL DATA ART. 185/VS/SP/MAXI
Max. Weight of the fish 900 gr 
DiMensions 150 x 150 x 190 cM
Weight 400 kg 
PerforMance 30.000 kg/h
Prevalence in sucking 2 M 
Max Discharging height Possible 2,50 M
PuMP boDy anticorrosive aluMiniuM league 
trolley stainless steel
vacuuM PuMP 0,75 kW 
variable Pulley DiaM. 300 MM
inverter (oPtional) 2,2 kW 
electric Motor 4 kW
tension 400 3Ph 
inPut DiaM. hose 200 MM
outPut DiaM. hose 200 MM 

art. 185/vac/reg/bs vacuum fisH PumP  
to cHarge trucKs WitH electronic scale
Fish sucking vacuum pump adjustable in height for lorry loading, with scale 
and electronic digital display for fish weighing without water. The pump has 
been conceived to automatically suck up the fish from ponds trough two 
stainless steel tanks that suck and discharge alternatively self-regulated by 
an electronic switchboard. Sucked fish is separated from water trough a 
grille separator and thus sent into a container connected with a weight 
indicator with electronic digital display programmable either on loading 
quantity (with automatic drain of fish in excess) than on working times. Drain 
height is adjustable trought an hydraulic power plant driving a piston that 
lifts and lowers the structure. Drain height can vary from a minimum of 
135 cm to a maximum of 305 cm.

TECHNICAL DATA
dimensions 165 x 430 x 340 cm 
weight 1.550 kg
three-phase supply 380 ± 5% volts 
supply frequency 50 hZ
total power installed 9,0 kw 
vacuum pump type trva 65/300 7,5 kw
sucking tanks capacity 200 litri/cad. 
tanks discharging valve diam. 200 mm
performance 15.000 kg/h 
max. prevalence possiBle 5,0 m
sucking hose lenght diam. 150 mm 6,0 m 
max. adJustaBle in height 1,7 m
min. discharging height 1,35 m 
max discharging height 3,05 m

Installed on hot galvanized structure with wheels and positioning adjustable 
feet. Equipped with water cooling vacuum pump, electric engine Hp 10, hot 
galvanized water/fish separator, flexible hose diam. 150 mm, drain pipes 
and accessories.

optionals
• For fish until 3 kg
• For sea water
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Model

10gs

dt9003

Model

lsH1 SCALPEL HANDLE

lsHb2 BLADES #11, 6/PK, SLANTED END

ls1s SCISSORS, STRAIGHT END, 1-FINE & 1-BLUNT POINT

lfc1 FORCEPS, CURVED END, MEDIUM FINE POINTS

lfs4 FORCEPS, 10.2 CM STRAIGHT END, SUPER FINE POINTS

lfc4 FORCEPS, 10.2 CM CURVED END, SUPER FINE POINTS

Model 

bs81 BONE SHEARS, 20.3 CM

ig48 FINE POINT CUTTERS

ang ANGLE PROBE
n31 TEASING NEEDLE, 6/PK
n32 BENT TEASING NEEDLE, 6/PK

ss8 LARGE SCISSORS, 20.3 CM
9m MICRODISSECTION SCISSORS

deluXe dissecting Kit
An excellent choice for teachers and students!
•  Dissecting teasing needle, angular with metal chuck
•  Dissecting teasing needle, straight with metal chuck
•  Dissecting iris scissors, 11.4 cm
•  Dissecting forceps, medium point, 11.4 cm with guide pin
•  Cartilage knife with 5.1 cm blade
•  1 x 2 tissue forceps
•  Dissecting scissors, one point sharp & other point blunt, 14 cm
•  Dissecting scalpel handle, #3
•  Dissecting mall probe, chrome
•  No. 10 blade
•  Vinyl, zippered case with linen

dissecting eQuiPment
All of these instruments are high-quality steel. 
Most are stainless; LSHB2 is carbon steel.

dissecting tray
These inexpensive, polyethylene dissecting trays include a long-lasting  
vinyl pad. Great for use in labs and with juvenile fish.

lsh1 lfc1 n32lfs4ls1slshB2 ang 9mlfc4

 
Model dIMensIons (cM)

dt9003 27.9  X 17.8 X 3.8

dt9005 33 X 22.9 X 3.8

LAb eQuiPMent
dissection
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Feeders
feeding control systems

control and monitoring

feed silo

dosing unit
Blower

tank/cage valve

pe-pipes

arvo-tec feeding tecHnology Professional  
feeding control system
A fully integrated feeding, measurement and alarm system. Feed amounts are 
calculated separately for each tank according to automatically updated 
biomass data, incoming water temperature and oxygen content. The system is 
easy to use with a menu-driven display in the control unit or an optional PC 
connection. Feeding data can be exported to management software. Stainless 
steel cabinet withstands extreme conditions.

specifications
•  115 or 230VAC
•  8, 16, 24 or 32 independent feeder channels per control unit (use up to 30 

control units in one system for 960 channels total)
•  Cable, radio, TCP/IP and mobile phone communication options
•  8 measurement inputs per control unit
•  5 digital sensor inputs (e.g., level switch circuits) and 2 alarm/control 

outputs per control unit

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

arvo-tec PiPe feeding system
The pipe feeding system is a centralized solution 
for distributing large quantities of feed. This 
system can be used in sea, land and recirculating 
aquaculture systems.
The system’s reserve silos can be placed in a 
central feed storage area, where they can be 
refilled easily with large bags. The distribution 
system is based on a 75 mm PE pipe and can blow 
feed into the blower from up to 300 m away.
Arvo-Tec control system controls each tank 
entirely separately. Feed dosage requires 
precision, and the distribution valves uses 
electrical motor and revolver technology that is 
reliable and gentle on feed.

specifications
•  Feed up to 28 tanks, ponds or cages/one system
• Double, triple, etc., systems for large farms
•  Maximum feeding capacity for each system is 

650 kg/hour

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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Feeders
robot feeding system/drum feeder

arvo-tec robot feeding system
Improves feed efficiency and saves labor time. One feeding robot serves 
multiple tanks, eliminating the need for a feeder at each tank. A high feed 
turnover rate through the hopper prevents storage problems such as feed 
expiration. Controlled via local programmer or from a PC. 

specifications
•  Travel speed 18 m/min.
•  24VDC rechargeable battery
•  Optical “eye” to avoid collision
•  Provides 2 feed types from 50-L silos
•  Each robot feeds up to 240 tanks, with a max rail length of 450 m
•  Rail: 80 mm steel I-Beam, INP80, DIN1025
Options include advanced PC control, automatic refilling and feed spreader

arvo-tec t drum 2000 feeder
The Arvo-Tec T Drum feeder has a very high accuracy, whilst remaining at  
a competitive price. The feeder is multifunctional and is suitable for start 
feeding in hatcheries to on-growing on tanks, ponds and cages.

technical specifications
•  1, 6 or 10 litres transparent and 50, 150 or 600 white hoppers
•  Standard motor 24 VAC, 11,3 W, 2 rpm
•  Granule/pellet size 0,3–8 mm
•  Minimum dose of 0,3, 1,5, 20, 45 or 100 g
•  Strong, 316 stainless steel bracket
•  Accuracy normally greater than 98%

6 litre hopper height control.

threaded joint between the 
dosing unit and big hoppers.

dosing drum can be removed 
without tools.

metal spring automatically 
cleans the dosing cups.

strong motor is 
sealed for many 

years maintenance 
free operation.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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Belt feeders

Bfs24

belt feeders
•  No electric power required
•  Weather-resistant cover
•  Thick belts
•  Clear clock cover w/ gasket
These belt feeders slowly dispense almost any dry medication, chemical or 
feed over a 12- or 24-hour period. If shorter length or intermittent feeding is 
desired, the conveyor belt can be pulled back halfway or feed can be 
spaced on the belt. These feeders will reduce labor costs and improve growth 
rates.
Housed in a weatherproof case and powered by a spring-wound stainless 
steel clock mechanism.
Feature corrosion-resistant clocks. All clocks are extremely durable  
and are made in Germany.
Setting the feeders is as easy as lifting the lid, pulling back the belt and  
loading the feed. Repair parts are available and repairs can be made 
easily on site. One-year warranty.

Belt feeders
  dIspense dIMensIons* shIp wt. 
Model  aMount (Kg) l  X  w  X  h (cM) (lBs)

bfs12a 12-HR BABY BELT FEEDER 2.3 55.6 X 29.2 X 15.2 2.7

bfs12 12-HR BABY BELT FEEDER 4.5 55.6 X 29.2 X 15.2 3.6

bfs24a 24-HR BELT FEEDER 2.3 70.8 X 38.1 X 15.2 2.7

bfs24  24-HR BELT FEEDER 4.5 70.8 X 38.1 X 15.2 3.6

replacement parts
    shIp wt. 
Model    (Kg)

bfs12rc 12-HR CLOCK FOR MODELS BFS12A AND BFS12  .5

bfs24rc 24-HR CLOCK FOR MODELS BFS24A AND BFS24  .5

4420 CLOCK COVER, CLEAR

4350ss STAINLESS STEEL MAINSPRING

4430 MAINSPRING COVER, BLACK

4398 BABY BELT KIT (INCLUDES BELT,SHAFT,BRACKET,WIPERS)

4399 LARGE BELT KIT (INCLUDES BELT,SHAFT,BRACKET,WIPERS)

* clock and s-ring are included in width.

largest order for uV sYsteMs headed to chIle
TThe Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems team in Apopka, Florida, recently completed the 
largest order ever received for its SafeGUARD UV (ultraviolet) water treatment systems. 
The systems will be installed in a large commercial Aquaculture facility in Chile. As UV 
fluid treatment continues to expand in many markets, Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems is 
well-positioned to grow. Key representatives from every department were closely 
involved from start to finish ensuring this project was a success. With the successful 
build of these five large systems behind them, the Apopka team took a well-deserved 
moment to celebrate and now they are starting the process all over again - the same 
Chilean customer placed a new order for an additional seven large UV systems! “We are 
poised for significant growth in UV and our expanding capabilities and expertise are 
helping to shape our team into Pentair’s Global Center of Excellence for UV Systems,” 
said UV Systems Product Manager Jim Fraser. 

To read more about our UV Systems project install or products used, visit our blog at 
PentairAES.com
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Feeders
vibratory feeders

avf6 avf7 avf8

avf8rp

Model capacItY d X h (cM)

avf6 .5 LITER 11.4 X 22.9

avf7 1.75 LITERS 16.5 X 27.9

avf8 3 LITERS 20.3 X 30.5

repl. VIBratorY Motor and plate
avf6rP FOR AVF6

avf7rP FOR AVF7

avf8rP FOR AVF8

vibratory feeders
Benefit from highly accurate feeding rates and times with these vibratory 
feeders from Pentair AES. They easily handle almost all different feed 
types (even extremely fine and moist feeds) and they are resistant to 
clogging from even the oiliest feeds. Perfect for applications where 
multiple accurate feedings per day would otherwise require a lot of 
manpower, such as in a hatchery.

For each feeder, use a 12VDC adapter such as the sf50 for 115VAC 
operation. You will also need a timer. We suggest either sf44 for 115V,  
sf41 for 12V. One timer can be used for up to 13 feeders (all connected 
feeders will feed at once). One-year warranty.

an sf50 adapter must be used  
with each feeder.

sf44 timer 
with controller

one sf62 must be  
used with each feeder.

sf62 speed controller
sf41 timer

tyPical installation for vibratory feeders
6/12V operation
The sf41 timer can operate  
up to thirteen feeders without  
adding an external relay.

115V operation
The sf44 controller/
timer can operate up 
to thirteen feeders  
without adding an 
external relay.
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Feeders
vibratory feeder/auger feeder

fm4480

fm4488  
shown with  
fm4480

C

A
B

fs4222

B

C

D

A

auger feeder
These screw-style feeders are used throughout the world in commercial 
aquaculture facilities. They are very well built, durable and can be used both 
indoors and outdoors. Designed for highly accurate dispensing of feed, they 
feature a rheostat that can be set for both speed and duration. Screw feeders 
are 12V and draw approximately .5 amps. A power supply and time controller 
are needed but not included. One-year warranty.

  capacItY  dIMensIons (cM)
Model Includes (lBs/Kg) a B c d

fs4022r2 FEED HOPPER, AUGER 22/10 66 25.4 30.5 53.3

fs4044r2 FEED HOPPER, AUGER 44/20 68.6 30.5 38.1 53.3

fs4088r2 FEED HOPPER, AUGER 88/40 88.9 38.1 48.3 76.2

fs4132r2 FEED HOPPER, AUGER 132/60 106.7 48.3 58.4 91.4

fs4222r2 FEED HOPPER, AUGER, SPREADER 22/10 66 25.4 30.5 53.3

fs4244r2 FEED HOPPER, AUGER, SPREADER 44/20 68.6 30.5 38.1 53.3

fs4288r2 FEED HOPPER, AUGER, SPREADER 88/40 88.9 38.1 48.3 76.2

fs4232r2 FEED HOPPER, AUGER, SPREADER 132/60 106.7 48.3 58.4 91.4

fs4059uPr2 AUGER ONLY

fs4050ar2 AUGER W/SPREADER ONLY

vibratory feeder
This 12V vibratory mechanism can be used with any of the hoppers on the next page. It is fully 
adjustable for dispensing both dry and moist feeds (1–12 pellets) without clogging. Feeders are 
12VDC and draw .5 A. A timer is required but not included. We suggest the H1201 to operate one 
feeder and Pa15 for 1 to 3 feeders. A 12V gel cell 1810 for up to 2 feeders or a 12V car/boat battery 
w/1808 charger is recommended. Each vibratory mechanism includes .9 m of cable for timer. 
Weighs .77 kg. One-year warranty.

   dIMensIons (cM) 
Model  a B c

fm4422 VIBRATORY FEEDER, 22 LBS (10 KG) 55.9 25.4 30.5

fm4444 VIBRATORY FEEDER, 44 LBS (20 KG) 58.4 30.5 38.1

fm4488 VIBRATORY FEEDER, 88 LBS (40 KG) 78.7 38.1 48.2

fm4132 VIBRATORY FEEDER, 132 LBS (80 KG) 94 48.3 58.4

fm4480 VIBRATORY MECHANISM ONLY
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mesh Bags/filters

Model

Pmb1 75-MICRON X 18"/46 CM

Pmb1l 75-MICRON X 31"/79 CM

Pmb2 100-MICRON X 18"/46 CM

Pmb2l 100-MICRON X 31"/79 CM

Pmb3 125-MICRON X 18"/46 CM

Pmb3l 125-MICRON X 31"/79 CM

Pmb4 150-MICRON X 18"/46 CM

Pmb4l 150-MICRON X 31"/79 CM

Pmb5 200-MICRON X 18"/46 CM

Pmb5l 200-MICRON X 31"/79 CM

Pmb6 250-MICRON X 18"/46 CM

Pmb6l 250-MICRON X 31"/79 CM

Pmb7 300-MICRON X 18"/46 CM

Pmb7l 300-MICRON X 31"/79 CM

Pmb8 400-MICRON X 18"/46 CM

Pmb8l 400-MICRON X 31"/79 CM

Pmb9 800-MICRON X 18"/46 CM

Pmb9l 800-MICRON X 31"/79 CM

Pmb10 1,500-MICRON X 18"/46 CM

Pmb10l 1,500-MICRON X 31"/79 CM

fl2-aq

Model 

fl2-aQ FILTER, 1/4–3/8"/6.35-9.5 MM HOSE BARB

mc14 CHECK VALVE

bacteria filters
Will filter air down to .3 microns. Autoclavable. Use for single species  
algal culture, bioassay work, experiments, etc. fl2-aQ fits 6.35 mm 
through 9.5 mm tubing.

Polyester mesH bags
•  Pre-filters water
•  Zooplankton collector
Ideal for collecting rotifers, Artemia, fish eggs  
and other small organisms, these polyester 
mesh bags are available in 18" and 31" (46 and  
79 cm) lengths and a variety of mesh sizes.  
They can also be used for filtering particulate 
matter from tank inlets and overflows. Bag is 
equipped with a stainless steel ring 17.8 cm in 
diameter and a cotton handle.

pmB1l

dsF series™ druM screen FiLters
dsf series™ 
drum screen filters
rotarY MIcro fIlter
In demanding aquaculture applications, drum 
screen filters have proven to be highly efficient 
and reliable in removing solids from volumes of 
water large and small. Pentair Aquatic 
Eco-Systems is proud to offer our DSF Series™ 
line of drum screen filters, with a wide range of 
models, sizes and micron ratings to meet the 
specific needs of nearly any field application.

see page 54 for more info.
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Feeders
algae Bioreactor

algae bioreactor
Industrial Plankton Algae Bioreactors are a turn-key solution for aquaculture 
hatcheries, research, and biotech. Through automation, these bioreactors 
eliminate the majority of repetitive tasks involved in culturing algae.  
The equipment can be automatically cleaned and sterilized before inoculation  
by simply pressing a button on the touchscreen. The sealed chamber,  
when seeded with 20 litres of algae, is capable of growing up to 1,000 litres of 
pure culture in 7–10 days, while continuously monitoring algae growth using  
a built in sensor. The machine also self-harvests and replaces the harvested 
water with new water and nutrients, which are filtered and sterilized at the  
point of entry. The equipment greatly simplifies the complex and time 
consuming task of algae culture, while also increasing production reliability  
and biosecurity.  Requires fresh or saltwater inlet line.

aQuaculture aPPlications—model iP-Pbr-1000l uses real time 
monitoring, user friendly control system, and data logging, letting hatcheries 
focus on their livestock, and not their algae. Problems with algae production 
are often the causes of low or unreliable hatchery yields. This unreliability  
and high production costs of microalgae are limiting factors to the success  
of many hatcheries. Despite efforts over the past decade to develop 
cost-effective artificial diets to supplement live microalgae, on-site live 
microalgal production remains a critical element in the operation of most 
successful marine hatcheries.

researcH aPPlications—model iP-Pbr-75l combines cutting edge 
technology with meaningful production volume, simplifying production of  
live algae in universities, public aquariums, and industrial research. 
Researchers can see their culture parameters graphed continuously in real 
time, and sterilize the reactor between experiments with the push of a button – 
all in a fully automated closed system, featuring closed loop pH control, 
integrated heating/chilling, and remote access capabilities. The algae  
produced is ideal for feeding zooplankton and larval marine animals.

Production modes—Practically all species of 
freshwater and saltwater algae commonly used in 
aquaculture can be grown in the reactors. They can 
be operated in batch mode, or continuously using 
an automated top and drop, which harvests then 
replaces a portion of the culture each time the  
cell density exceeds a user setpoint.

bAtcH (7-10 dAYs) oPerAtinG exPenses  
(Per bAtcH)*

continuous oPerAtinG exPenses  
(Per MontH)*

nutrients + co2 $10 nutrients + co2 $39
electricity (at ¢10/kwh) $16 electricity (at ¢10/kwh) $71
labor (1 hour at $20/hour) $20 labor (3 hours at $20/hour) $60
total $46 total $170

SpeCieS HarveSt DenSity SpeCieS HarveSt DenSity
t-iso

1000l/batch
12m/ml t-iso 350l/day 6m/ml

nanno 130m/ml nanno 450l/day 48m/ml

* actual opex and production numbers may vary between facilities.

ip-pBr-75lip-pBr-1000l
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rotifer production systems

instant algae® is a registered trademark of reed mariculture inc. cloram-x® is a registered trademark of aquascience technologies, llc.

culture tank

unions and valves  
for fast set-up.

rugged, freestanding  
fiberglass tanks for  
years of production.

ar1000k

easy-to-turn  
ball valves for  
flow control.

Biofilter

protein 
skimmer

drainharvesting port

Model capacItY area

ar150K 150 LITERS 1 M X 1.6 M

ar256K 450 LITERS 1 M X 2.2 M

ar1000K 1,000 LITERS 2 M X 2.2 M

WQb32 PLANKTON CULTURE MANUAL

vm185yd REPL. FILTER MATERIAL, PER YARD

rotifer Production systems  
high-density systems
Our intensive rotifer production systems are designed for high-volume 
production! These systems will save you a lot of money, space and work. 
Production densities exceed 5,000 rotifers per milliliter of Brachionus 
plicatilis. B. rotundiformis are also suitable for this system. Systems are 
complete, including culture tank, filtration system, pure oxygen diffuser 
and ammonia neutralizer dosing system. Since these systems use Instant 
Algae® marine paste, they eliminate the need for labor-intensive algae 
production. Only 30 minutes of tank maintenance per day is required to 
produce 100 million to 2.5 billion rotifers per day! Systems also include an 
operations manual and ClorAm-X® water conditioner. Three sizes are 
available: 150-liter, 450-liter and 1,000-liter systems. Available in 230V/50 
Hz models; add "-H" to the part number.

desIgned here

ar150k
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industrial valves
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Wafer type valves in highly engineered composite 
material, according ISO standards

features
• Valve body and disc in high engineered 

composite material
• Patented wafer style body and disc
• Excellent internal and external chemical 

resistance
• Extremely light weight construction
• All fasteners in stainless steel 316 as standard
• Pressure range up to PN 16
• Can be used in high line velocity applications up 

to 12 m/sec.
• Can be used in vacuum applications
• Thin disc resulting in high Cv value
• 4 integrated locating holes
• Actuator flange to ISO 5211
• Sustainable production philosophy as the valve 

materials are 100% recyclable

technical data
Pressure class:
PN 10/16
sizes:
DN 40-300 (NPS 1½-12)
temperature range:
-40° C to +150° C
flange connections:
DIN PN 6/10/16, ASME 150
face to face:
EN 558-1/T5, API 609

Materials
body: Composite XP 1600 / XP 1620
disc: Composite XP 1620
liner: EPDM

comPoseal innovative resilient 
seated valves

resilient seated butterfly 
valves

HigH Performance butterfly 
valves

Wafer, lugged and double flanged versions are 
available for both general and heavy duty industrial 
applications

features
• Actuator flange to ISO 5211
• High solid, glossy, silicone free paint system
• Extended body neck allows pipe insulation
• Face to face dimensions according to EN 558-1 

(ISO 5752)
• Polished disc edges for longer seat life and 

bubble-tight shut-off
• Top bushing absorbs actuator side thrust loads
• TA Luft approved

technical data
Pressure class:
Full vacuum to PN 25
sizes:
DN 40-2400 (NPS 1½-96)
temperature range:
-40° C to +160° C
flange accommodation:
PN 6/10/16/25, ASME 125/150, JIS 10/16K

Materials
body: Cast and ductile iron, carbon steel, 
stainless steel
disc: Ductile iron, stainless steel, nickel 
aluminum bronze
seat: NBR, white NBR, EPDM, XP EPDM, FKM, 
PTFE/EPDM
Other materials on request

Wafer, lugged and double flanged, double eccentric 
butterfly valves in compliance with ISO or ASME 
standards

features
• Actuator flange to ISO 5211
• Integrated travel stop
• Accessible packing adjustment without operator 

removal
• Bi-directional shut-off performance
• End-of-line service
• Soft seat, fire-safe and metal seat
• Compact design, low weight
• Double eccentric operating principle
• Shaft bearings to ensure stability during high 

pressure, high cycle applications
• TA Luft approved

technical data
Pressure class:
Full vacuum to PN 40, ASME 150/300/600
sizes:
DN 50-900 (NPS 2-36)
temperature range:
-50° C to +400° C
flange accommodation:
PN 10/16/25/40, ASME 150/300/600

Materials
body: Carbon steel, stainless steel
disc: Carbon steel, stainless steel
seat: RTFE, stainless steel, fire safe
Other materials on request
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Wafer, lugged and double-flanged check valves for 
all utility, industrial and process applications

features
• Single, dual plated or torpedo shaped disc 

design
• Swing, lift or tilting disc principle
• Spring, weight or hydraulic assisted disc action
• Non-slam action
• Compatible with DIN, ASME, BS, PN and JIS 

standards
• Low cost of maintenance
• Suitable for installation in vertical pipelines
• Material compliance to NACE available
• Rubber lined versions for all water related and 

industrial applications

technical data
Pressure class:
Up to ASME 4500
sizes:
DN 40-1600 (NPS 1½-64)
temperature range:
-196° C to +650° C
end connections:
Flanged RF and RTJ, butt weld, hub ends, wafer, 
lugged

Materials
body: Cast and ductile iron, carbon steel, 
stainless steel, nickel aluminum bronze
disc: Carbon steel, stainless steel, nickel 
aluminum bronze
seat: NBR, EPDM, FPM, stellite
Other materials on request

Bi-directional, zero leakage shut-off, suitable for 
extremes of pressure and temperature

features
• Torque-generated resilient metal seal provides 

zero leakage performance (API 598 resilient 
seated)

• Quarter turn, triple offset geometry achieves 
non-rubbing design

• Hardfaced, integral metal seating 
• All-metal construction gives inherent fire safety
• Blow-out proof stem, retained both externally 

and internally
• Suitable for cryogenic and high temperature 

services 
• Design codes: ASME & EN

technical data
Pressure class:
ASME 150 to 1500 
PN 10 to 160
sizes:
DN 80-2800 (NPS 3-112)
temperature range:
-254° C to +815° C

Materials
body and disc: Carbon, stainless and duplex 
steels, aluminum bronze
seat: All-metallic, stellite
Other materials on request

Knife gate valves for service in polluted media such 
as sewage water, soft solids, coal dust, emulsions, 
granulates, powders, pastes, etc.

features
• Two-part body with metallic gate guides
• Can be installed as inlet/outlet valve or between 

flanges
• Tight shut-off in both directions
• Self-adjusting transverse sealing to atmosphere
• Flush-out corners ensure flushing of the seat 

area
• Segmental gate radius avoids a possible jam 

effect
• Cutting edge in lower body
• Handwheel, electric, pneumatic or hydraulic 

available
• Face-to-face to EN 558-1 (DIN 3202 part 1)

technical data
Pressure range:
From vacuum up to 25 bar
sizes:
DN 50-1400 (NPS 2-56)
temperature range:
Up to 400° C
flange accommodation:
PN 10/16/25, ASME

Materials
body: Cast iron, ductile iron, stainless steel, 
Hastelloy
gate: Stainless steel, Hastelloy, special material
sealing: NBR, EPDM, FPM, PTFE, ceramic fiber

cHecK valves triPle offset valves Knife gate valves
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Rack and pinion pneumatic actuators, developing a 
constant output torque, ideal for the smooth 
operation of quarter turn valves, etc.

features
•  Compact rack and pinion design
•  Double acting or spring return
•  Top and bottom bearings
•  Anti friction piston pads
•  Hard anodised and ESPC finish
•  Field reversible
•  ISO, DIN, NAMUR and Keystone mounting 

standards
•  Bi-directional adjustable travel stops
•  Aluminum housing for lower weight
•  Anti blow-out shaft design
•  Suitable for SIL2 applications

technical data
torque outputs:
Double acting models:
Up to 2054 Nm (5.5 barg)
Spring return models:
Up to 1414 Nm
max supply pressure:
10 barg
temperature range:
-30° C to +90° C

Materials
body: Hard anodised aluminum
Pistons: Aluminum
o-ring seals: NBR
bearing pads: Polyamide

Scotch yoke, pneumatic actuators for efficient 
on-off or modulating control of quarter turn valves

features
•  Double acting or spring return
•  Stainless steel or ductile iron housing
• Stainless steel cylinders for unrivalled corrosion 

protection
•  Easy disarming of spring for safe maintenance
•  ISO 5211 mounting pattern
•  Bi-directional travel stops
•  Symmetrical or canted yoke

Optional features
- Jackscrew override
- Partial stroke test device
- Integral lock out device
technical data
torque outputs:
Double acting models:
Up to 124,256 Nm (5.5 barg)
Spring return models:
Up to 65,903 Nm (spring end torque)
supply pressure:
2.8 to 8.3 barg
temperature range:
-30° C to +100° C
option:
-45° C to +150° C
angular rotation:
90° ± 8°

Materials
body: Ductile iron, stainless steel
cylinders: Carbon steel Xylan coated, stainless 
steel
shaft: High strength alloy steel
bushings: Sintered bronze
guide bands: PTFE

Heavy duty scotch yoke, pneumatic actuators 
suitable for quarter turn on-off or modulating 
service

features
•  Double acting or spring return
•  Carbon steel construction for maximum 

strength
•  Totally enclosed, weatherproof housing
•  Ideal for larger valves with high break-out 

torques and valves with high working pressures
•  Fully encapsulated, welded spring cartridge for 

maximum safety and ease of assembly
•  External travel stops for precise stroke 

adjustment
•  Special coatings available for offshore or 

corrosive environments
• ‘Gas over Oil’ and hydraulic versions

technical data
torque outputs:
Double acting models:
Up to 226,400 Nm (5 barg)
Spring return models:
Up to 78,900 Nm (spring end torque)
supply pressure:
10.5 barg max
temperature range:
-30° C to +100° C
Other ranges on request

Materials
body: Carbon steel
cylinders: ENP and polished
Piston rods and guide bars: Hard chrome plated 
and polished
bushings: Bronze or sintered bronze, charged 
with PTFE

Quarter turn Pneumatic 
actuators

Pneumatic actuators Heavy duty Pneumatic actuators
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High flow, pilot operated solenoid valves for direct 
mounting to pneumatic actuators

features
•  Compact design, constructed on the diaphragm-

operated poppet valve principle
•  Positive sealing and high air flow characteristics
•  5/2 or 3/2 selectable via adapter plate
•  3/2 operation provides spring chamber purge 

function
•  Meets internationally accepted NAMUR standards 

for use in aggressive environments
•  Available versions include:
 - Weatherproof to IP65
 - Explosion-proof type ‘ed’, ‘m’
 - Intrinsically safe

technical data
air pressure range:
2-8 barg
voltage:
24-230 V
temperature range:
-25° C to +55° C
Port size:
ISO 228 - G1/4

Materials
See individual product datasheets for details of 
construction and materials

A complete range of AVID®, quarter turn valve 
position monitoring devices

features
•  Model CR – economical IP66 enclosure with 

solenoid valve integration as standard
•  Model XA – rugged enclosure, suitable for 

hazardous area, Ex d applications
•  Model ZR – corrosion resistant IP67 enclosure, 

for general purpose and intrinsically safe 
applications

•  Model ZR Plus – for positioning monitoring and 
integrated solenoid valve control in a single 
housing

•  Low profile switchbox – simplified setting of 
switches or sensors in an aluminum enclosure

•  All models feature a HiVue beacon for long 
distance visibility, an Easifix shaft for screwless 
switch adjustment and a Modmount assembly 
for direct mounting to the R&P actuators

technical data
Options available for all hazardous area 
classifications
Conforms to VDI/VDE 3845 Standard

Materials
See individual product datasheets for details of 
construction and materials

The AVID® range of pneumatic and electro-
pneumatic positioners for proportional operation 
and advanced digital control of actuated valves

features
•  Analog
 -  Auto calibration via push buttons or infrared
 - Corrosion resistant enclosure
 - HiVue local display
 -  Optional switches or sensors for fully open or 

close position detection
•  Programmable
 -  For advanced control of rotary and linear 

actuators
 - Auto calibration via keypad or HART
 -  Diagnostic information available (FDT/DTM)
 - Programmable PID characteristics
 -  Remote mount sensor option for high 

vibrating environments (max. 15 m / 50 ft)

technical data
Working pressure:
2.8 to 8 bar
signal:
0.2 to 1.0 bar
4-20 mA
temperature range:
-40° C to +75° C

Materials
See individual product datasheets for details of 
construction and materials

solenoid valves Position monitoring devices Positioners
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For the operation of quarter turn valves or 
dampers

features
•  Compact, epicyclic geared actuator in robust 

construction (IP68) suitable for corrosive 
environments

•  Interchangeable base plates for simple 
connection to all valve types

•  Adjustable (+/- 10°) travel stops in both 
directions

•  Manual override is independent of the motor 
drive

•  An innovative motor operating with the whole 
range of voltages; duty rated at 100%

•  Incorporates a local valve position indicator
•  Universal voltage supply for DC or 1-ph AC (3-ph 

optional)
•  Variable speed control independently adjustable 

in both directions
•  Accurate and adjustable torque control from 

40% to 100% of nominal torque
•  Optional modules for various features

technical data
torque:
Up to 2,000 Nm
voltage supply ranges:
24 V up to 240 V DC or single phase AC  
(3-phase optional)
control voltages range:
24 V up to 120 V DC or single phase
temperature range:
-40° C to +70° C
speed range:
Adjustable

Materials
Anodized aluminum gear case and enclosure
Electro static powder coating

comPact electric actuators intelligent Programmable 
actuators

accessories

The new generation of intelligent electric actuators 
will set a further step into the integration in 
automated process plants

features
•  Easy set-up and commissioning
•  Non-intrusive configuration
•  Reduced set-up time
•  Double displays
•  Position indication in case of power failure
•  Local push buttons for full actuator access
•  Password protection to avoid unauthorized 

access
•  Diagnostics are displayed in a choice of 

languages for both alarms and warnings
•  Bluetooth interface as standard
•  Reduced number of parts ensures higher 

reliability and lower maintenance cost
•  FDT/DTM support

technical data
torque:
Up to 340,000 Nm
voltage:
110-690 V
temperature range:
-55°C to +85°C
speed range:
6 to 180 secs

Materials
Anodized aluminum enclosures with epoxy-vinyl 
paint protection RAL 9007 (grey)

A complete range of accessories to ensure 
maximum performance from the whole range  
of compact electric actuators with integrated 
electronic controls

features
•   Multi-functional module with features as 

follows:
 -   Analog position input: 4-20 mA (0-10 V DC)
 -  Analog position output: 4-20 mA
 -  4 additional SPST output contacts
 -  Motor relay
 -  Blinker for motor running
•  Local interface device with local/remote 

selector, OP/CL push buttons and 2 LEDs for 
local indication

•  Optional modules for 3-phase voltage supply
•  Backup alkaline battery or external 24 V DC to 

update remote indications during power supply 
failure

•  Fieldbus communication modules for different 
bus protocols:

 - DeviceNet
 - Profibus DP
 - Foundation Fieldbus
 - Modbus
 - Bluetooth module

technical data
See individual product datasheets for further 
technical details

Materials
See individual product datasheets for details of 
construction and materials
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eco-traP
The effective and efficient removal of waste solids (uneaten feed and feces)  
in recirculating or partial flow-through tank systems is critical to controlling 
water quality, reducing the cost of RAS technology, providing a healthy culture 
environment and helping to meet increasingly stringent environmental 
discharge regulations. 
Used in conjunction with the Eco-Flow calibrated water inlet manifolds,  
the Eco-Trap technology provides an in-tank mechanism by which up to 50%  
of the waste solids created by fish can be removed from the tank within minutes 
of their generation. Moreover, the Eco-Trap moves these solids to a small 
tank-side settling device in a flow that is as little as 5% of the total flow from  
the tank. Easy observation of the tank-side settling device by the farm 
operator allows for reductions in the wasting of feed to individual tanks, thus 
controlling one of the single largest economic inputs to RAS aquaculture.
From an investment point of view, using Eco-Trap technology reduces the size 
and complexity of other associated waste solids removal technologies such 
and drum-screens and bead filters. Additionally, Eco-Trap technology reduces 
the size of the biofilter required to control ammonia-nitrogen.

PLuMbinG
eco-trap

pVc
Model

aoet110Pvc 110 PVC ECO-TRAP

aoet160Pvc 160 PVC ECO-TRAP

aoet250Pvc 250 PVC ECO-TRAP

polYethYlene
Model

aoet160Pe 160 PE ECO-TRAP

aoet200Pe 200 PE ECO-TRAP

aoet250Pe 250 PE ECO-TRAP

aoet315Pe 315 PE ECO-TRAP

aoet355Pe 355 PE ECO-TRAP

aoet400Pe 400 PE ECO-TRAP

aoet450Pe 450 ECO-TRAP

eco-trap collector
Model

aoetcoll1 ECO-TRAP COLLECTOR 1 110 PVC

aoetcoll2 ECO-TRAP COLLECTOR 2 160–315

aoetcoll3 ECO-TRAP COLLECTOR 3 355–450

eco-trap regulator
Model

aoetreg1 ECO-TRAP REGULATOR

eco-trap support
Model

aoetsuPP1 ECO-TRAP SUPPORT 1 110 PVC

aoetsuPP2 ECO-TRAP SUPPORT 2 160–315

aoetsuPP3 ECO-TRAP SUPPORT 3 355–450

collector w/ window
Model

aoetcollW110 COLLECTOR W/ WINDOW 1 110 PVC

aoetcollW160-315 COLLECTOR W/ WINDOW 2 160 PVC–315 PE

eco-trap deadfish rem
Model

aoetdfr1 ECO-TRAP DEADFISH REM 1 160–355

aoetdfr2 ECO-TRAP DEADFISH REM 2 400–450
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fingerling/Bait/dip/harvesting

     shIp wt 
Model fraMe sIZe (cM) Bag depth (cM) Mesh handle (Kg)

dn21 40.6 X 30.5  17.9 6 MM 50.8 CM WOOD 1

dn22 40.6 X 30.5 17.9 3 MM 50.8 CM WOOD 1

dn23 40.6 X 30.5 30.5 6 MM 50.8 CM WOOD 1

dn24 40.6 X 30.5 30.5 3 MM 50.8 CM WOOD 1

dn25 40.6 X 30.5 17.9 3 MM 88.9 CM WOOD 1

dn26 40.6 X 30.5 17.9 6 MM 88.9 CM WOOD 1

dn27 40.6 X 30.5 30.5 3 MM 88.9 CM WOOD 1

dn28 40.6 X 30.5 30.5 6 MM 88.9 CM WOOD 1

dn29 40.6 X 30.5 FLAT 3 MM 88.9 CM WOOD 1

dn11* 55.9 X 45.7 61 2.5 CM #42 POLY W/KNOTS 106.7 CM STEEL 3.6

dn12* 48.3 X 38.1  30.5 6 MM DIPPED KNOTLESS 78.7 CM STEEL 2.3

dn13* 48.3 X 38.1 30.5 6 MM KNOTLESS 78.7 CM STEEL 2.3

dn11r FITS NET MODEL DN11

dn12r FITS NET MODEL DN12

dn13r FITS NET MODEL DN13

dn3a ALUMINUM HANDLE   78.7 CM STEEL .5

*oversize, exposed: ships @ 14-kg rate when applicable.

dn29

dn11

fry, fingerling and bait nets
These nets are excellent for handling small fish. Each net has an all-wood 
handle (great for cold weather) with a heavy-duty, galvanized steel frame. 
Steel net guards are standard on the front of each (except the skimming  
net dn29). All mesh is knotless nylon. Select: 17.9 cm or 30.5 cm bag 
depth, 6 mm or 3 mm mesh, and 50.8 cm or 88.9 cm handle. All nets are 
40.6 cm W x 30.5 cm H. If you desire nets without guards, a quantity of 12+ 
must be ordered (or use a hacksaw to remove the guard). Replacement 
bags are not available. Made in USA.

diP nets, eXtra Heavy-duty
This could be the last dip net you'll ever have to buy! These extra heavy-
duty, triple-reinforced, aircraft aluminum dip nets are the finest in the 
aquaculture industry. Lightweight, yet very strong; 3.5 cm handles are 
painted green and plugged for flotation. When working fish all day, you'll 
appreciate their light weight.
A plastic guard laced around front and sides of the 43.2 cm W x 33 cm H frame 
provides protection against abrasion. Bags are made of nonabrasive, white, 
Atlas knotless nylon (6 mm or 19 mm open spaces) with flat bottoms for easy 
fish removal. Handles attach to the frame head by a heavy-duty, snap button 
coupler (included with frame) for quick change or breakdown. Order handles 
separately. Replace net protector each time net is changed. Made in USA.

Heavy-duty Harvesting nets
These nets are heavy nets for heavy loads. They'll carry up to 100 lbs! A hand 
grip at the frame throat makes lifting heavy loads easier. dn11 (shown) and 
dn12 are generally preferred for catfish and dn13 for fish with scales. 
Painted steel frame with galvanized steel handles. The nets ship Oversize at 
the 30-lb rate, so four can ship for the same price as one.

dn12

dn12

dn22

dn28
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monorail

dn35

dn36

dn33al

dn34

mh516

ak-2

ak-5

Bd1hoop

fh48

 fraMe  Mesh Bag handle shIp wt 
Model sIZe (cM) (MM) depth (cM) length (cM) (Kg)
dn35m 22.9 X 15.2 .8 10.2 45.7 1
dn35a 22.9 X 15.2 3 10.2 45.7 1
dn35 22.9 X 15.2 6 10.2 45.7 1
dn36m 22.9 X 15.2 .8 10.2 91.4 1
dn36a 22.9 X 15.2 3 10.2 91.4 1
dn36c 22.9 X 15.2 6 10.2 91.4 1
mH516 22.9 X 15.2  3 15.2 45.7 1
mH516P 22.9 X 15.2  3 15.2 91.4 1
mH54 22.9 X 15.2 6 15.2 45.7 1
mH54P 22.9 X 15.2 6 15.2 91.4 1
dn34 30.5 X 33 6 7.6 45.7 1
dn34b 30.5 X 33 12.7 7.6 45.7 1
dn34ml 30.5 X 33 .8 7.6 152.4 1.4+.5*
dn34al 30.5 X 33 3 7.6 152.4 1.4+.5*
dn34l 30.5 X 33 6 7.6 152.4 1.4+.5*
dn34bl 30.5 X 33 12.7 7.6 152.4 1.4+.5*
dn34a 30.5 X 33 3 7.6 45.7 1
dn34m 30.5 X 33 .8 7.6 45.7 1
dn31m 40.6 X 40.6 .8 15.2 45.7 1+.5
dn31a 40.6 X 40.6 3 15.2 45.7 1+.5
dn31 40.6 X 40.6 6 15.2 45.7 1+.5
dn31d 40.6 X 40.6 6 30.5 45.7 1+.5
dn31b 40.6 X 40.6 12.7 15.2 45.7 1+.5
dn32m 40.6 X 40.6 .8 15.2 91.4 1+1
dn32a 40.6 X 40.6 3 15.2 91.4 1+1
dn32 40.6 X 40.6 6 15.2 91.4 1+1
dn32b 40.6 X 40.6 12.7 15.2 91.4 1+1
dn33m 40.6 X 40.6 .8 15.2 152.4 1+1.4*
dn33a 40.6 X 40.6 3 15.2 152.4 1+1.4*
dn33d 40.6 X 40.6 6 30.5 152.4 1+1.4*
dn33b 40.6 X 40.6 12.7 15.2 152.4 1+1.4* 
dn32ml 40.6 X 40.6 .8 30.5 91.4 1+1
dn32al 40.6 X 40.6 3 30.5 91.4 1+1
dn32d 40.6 X 40.6 6 30.5 91.4 1+1
dn32bl 40.6 X 40.6  12.7 30.5 91.4 1+1
dn33ml 40.6 X 40.6 .8 30.5 152.4 1.8*
dn33al 40.6 X 40.6 3 30.5 152.4 1.8*
dn33 40.6 X 40.6 6 15.2 152.4 1.8*
dn33bl 40.6 X 40.6 12.7 30.5 152.4 1.8*
dn36 55.9 X 68.6 12.7 61 182.9 1.4+1.4*
aK-2 REPL. MONORAIL HANDLE, 61 CM
aK-3 REPL. MONORAIL HANDLE, 91.4 CM
aK-5 REPL. MONORAIL HANDLE, 152.4 CM
fH48 TELESCOPING HANDLE, 121.9–213.4 CM
bd1HooP HOOP, 40.6 CM X 40.6 CM

note: mH516P and mH54P have the same dimensions as mH516 and mH54 but have pool 
quick connects to fit pool style handles. *additional shipping charge when applicable.

monorail nets
These nets do not need any edge protection because their unique monorail 
frame is a natural guard. The frame is made of lightweight, yet strong, 
extruded aluminum. Bag replacement is simple. These nets have 2.5 cm 
aluminum handles (also see nets w/fiberglass handles). Nets with 91.4 cm 
handles and larger ship Oversize/Exposed and up to six nets can be 
packaged together to save shipping costs. dn36 landing net is not a 
monorail style. Its handle is made of 2.9 cm diameter aluminum and is 
excellent for landing fish at fee fishing operations. Shipped in 2 boxes.  
Made in USA. Replacement bags available, add "r" after part number  
in most cases (see list below).
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Bs195

bottom grab
This benthic sampler is designed for taking samples on soft muck, mud or 
fine, peaty material. Made of 316 stainless steel, it requires a messenger to 
release the two-pin jaw. Uses 11-oz messenger (sbK2 or sbK3—not 
included) and 5mm braided line. Weighs 4.5 kg. Made in USA.

Model

bs195 BOTTOM GRAB

sbK2 SPLIT MESSENGER

sbK3 SOLID MESSENGER

sBk2 sBk3

calibrated samPler line
This heavy-duty nylon line is marked from 0-20 m in one-meter 
increments. Great for use with Secchi discs, bottom grab samplers  
and water samplers. A 2-lb spring clip is attached to one end for easy 
attachment. Line is wound on a foam spool to prevent loss if dropped 
overboard. lm1065 actual weight is 3.25 lbs (1.5 kg); lm1064 includes  
a 2-lb (.9 kg) lead weight and has an actual weight of 5.25 lbs  
(2.5 kg). Made in USA.

Model

lm1065 CALIBRATED LINE

lm1064 CALIBRATED LINE W/LEAD WEIGHTS

lm1065

lm1064

samPling and measurement Kit, marine science
This rugged combination outfit is easy to transport, simple to use and a 
necessity for any salt water field sampling. Durable, reliable sampling gear 
and measurement devices all housed within a rugged field carrying case 
for easy transport and storage.
Kit includes: Forel-Ule color comparator kit and Secchi disk (20 cm in 
diameter) to determine turbidity and degree of visibility in water columns; 
bottom sampling dredge to obtain bottom sediment for surface analysis; D.O. 
water sample bottle to collect water samples for analysis at controlled 
depths (holds 60 ml of sample); plankton net to collect plankton and 
invertebrates for surface studies (153 micron mesh net is 38 cm in length 
and has a 12.7 cm diameter mouth and two 50-ml collection tubes at end); 
armored thermometer in protective, plastic jacket for accurate temperature 
readings (range is 5-45º C); sounding lead and calibrated line (includes a 
2-lb (.9 kg) weight and a nylon sampler line marked from 0–20 m in one 
meter increments).
All items are contained in heavy-duty 35.6 cm L x 35.6 cm W x 17.9 cm H 
foam-lined case. Ships Ground. Weighs 6.4 kg.

Model

lm1069

lamotte® is a registered trademark of lamotte chemical products, co.

FieLd suPPLies
samplers
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pnr-400-par-pon

grow lights
      coVerage area (cM)   dIMensIons (cM) shIp wt
Model  Volts hZ watts l w l w  h (Kg)

Pnr-100-Par 100W GROW LIGHT 120-277 50/60 100 61 61 48.3 36.8  17.2 3.63

Pnr-200-Par 200W GROW LIGHT 120-277 50/60 200 91.4 91.4 67.3 36.8  17.2 4.99

Pnr-400-Par 420W GROW LIGHT 120-277 50/60 420 122 122 104 36.8  17.2 6.8

Pnr-400-Pon 40W PONTOON ACCESSORY 120-277 50/60 40  — — 101.6 5.1  14 1.81 

combo light Kit
      coVerage area (cM)   dIMensIons (cM) shIp wt
Model  Volts hZ watts l w l w  h (Kg)

Pnr-400-Par-Pon 420W LIGHT & 40W PONTOON 120-277 50/60 420+40 122 122 104 50.8  17.2 8.62

pnr-400-par

pnr-400-pon
lIghtIng conVersIon reference

pnr-100-par (100w) replaces 200w metal halide or hp sodium lights

pnr-200-par (200w) replaces 400w metal halide or hp sodium lights

pnr-400-par (420w) replaces 1,000w metal halide or 750w hp sodium lights

induction groW ligHts
energy saving, full spectrum lighting ideal for aquaponics!
Introducing Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems’ new line of induction grow lights. 
Induction lighting is an emerging technology that is replacing metal halide  
and high pressure sodium lighting in aquaponics. Induction lighting offers  
many benefits to crop production including a broad spectrum, greater canopy 
penetration and lower operating temperatures.
• Consumes up to 70% less power than traditional HID lamps 
• One lamp from vegetative thru flowering reduces plant stress 
• PAR rated spectrums: 90% UV – 95% Carotenoid – 80% R/FR/IR
• 98% specular reflectance for greater canopy penetration 
• Low operating temperatures reduce cooling costs
• Longer lamp life (100,000 hour rated) 
• 10 year lamp and driver warranty 

40W Pontoon accessory
Designed to work as an enhancement accessory to the induction lamps’ broad 
spectrum phosphor blend. They are a low wattage addition to our induction 
lamps’ spectrums and should be considered when the gardener is seeking 
optimized quality, yield and reduced time to harvest.
• Flowering enhancement accessory
• Comes fully assembled No Tools Required for Easy Installation
• 5 Year Warranty

LiGHtinG
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a .............................................................................. ampere(s)
abs ................ acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene copolymer
abs ....................................................................... absorbance
aes ..............................[Pentair] Aquatic Eco-Systems, Inc.
................................................. Aeration Efficiency Standard
aes/b ................absolute efficiency standard for biofilters
amp(s) .................................................................... ampere(s)
ansi ....................... American National Standards Institute
ara .............................................................. arachidonic acid
asd ................................................ average strand diameter
atc .......................... automatic temperature compensation
atm ...................................................................atmosphere(s)
aWg .....................................................American wire gauge
bnc ...............................................bayonet Neill-Concelman
bod ........................................   biochemical oxygen demand
bod5 ......................... five-day biochemical oxygen demand
bP ..........................................................barometric pressure
btu .........................................................British thermal unit
caco3 ........................................................calcium carbonate
cc ..................................................................cubic centimeter
ccd ................................................... charge-coupled device
cd ................................................................corona discharge
ce ....................................meets European safety standards
cfh ...................................................cubic foot (feet) per hour
cfm ............................................. cubic foot (feet) per minute
cm ......................................................................centimeter(s)
cns ........................................... Chinese national standards
co2 ...................................................................carbon dioxide
cod ............................................... chemical oxygen demand
conc. .................................................................concentration
cPvc ......................................chlorinated polyvinyl chloride
cs ................................................................................. case(s)
csa ...................................Canadian Standards Association
ct ................................................................................. carat(s)
cu.ft. .............................................................. cubic foot (feet)
cu.in. ................................................................. cubic inch(es)
cu.yd. ..................................................................cubic yard(s)
d ................................................................................ diameter
db ............................................................................. decibel(s)
dHa ....................................................... docosahexanoic acid
dia. ............................................................................ diameter
di ....................................................deionized or deionization
din ........................................... Deutsche Industrie Normen
diy.....................................................................do-it-yourself
dKH ...................................degree(s) of carbonate hardness
dls ...........................................................double layer spiral
d.o. ..............................................................dissolved oxygen
dot .......................................Department of Transportation
dP .........................differential total dissolved gas pressure
d:s ratio ............................................... distance to size ratio
dwt ......................................................................pennyweight
dWv ............................................................drain-waste-vent
ec ....................................................... electrical conductivity
edta ................................. ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
egb ............................................expanded granular biofilter
emc ....................................... electromagnetic compatibility
ePa .................................................. eicosapentanoic acid or 
.........................................Environmental Protection Agency
ePdm ...........................ethylene propylene diene monomer
eva..................................ethylene-vinyl-acetate copolymer
fc ......................................................................... foot-candles
fda .......................................Food and Drug Administration
fgHt .......................................... female garden hose thread
fiPt .............................................. female inside pipe thread
fla .......................................................... full load amperage
fl.oz ................................................................... fluid ounce(s)
fnPt ......................................... female national pipe thread 
fob .......................................free on board (shipping origin)
fov....................................................................... field of view
fps ........................................................ foot (feet) per second
fPt............................................................. female pipe taper 
frP ..........................................fiberglass reinforced plastic
ft ............................................................................... foot (feet)
ft2 ................................................................ square foot (feet)
ft3 ................................................................... cubic foot (feet)
g .................................................................................. gram(s)
gal ..............................................................................gallon(s)
gfci ...........................ground fault circuit interrupter = GFI
gH .............................................................. general hardness
g/hr ..............................................................gram(s) per hour

g.l.a. .................................................. gamma-linolenic acid
glP ................................................ good laboratory practice
gn ................................................................................ grain(s)
gpd ............................................................... gallon(s) per day
gpm ........................................................ gallon(s) per minute
H ........................................................................height or high
Hcfc ............................................. hydrochlorofluorocarbon
Hcl ..............................................................hydrochloric acid
HdPe............................................ high-density polyethylene
Hid ...................................................high intensity discharge
hp .........................................................................horsepower
Ho ......................................................................... high output
H2o ..................................................................................water
HPs .................................................... high-pressure sodium
HQi ....................................................mercury-quartz-iodide
hr(s) ............................................................................. hour(s)
H2s ...............................................................hydrogen sulfide
Hufa ......................................highly unsaturated fatty acids
Hz ..................................................hertz = cycles per second
i/c ...................................................... industrial/commercial
i.d................................................................... inside diameter
in ................................................................................. inch(es)
in2 ................................................................... square inch(es)
in3 ...................................................................... cubic inch(es)
i/o ....................................................................... input/output
ise ......................................................ion selective electrode
K ...................................................................... degrees Kelvin
kcal .................................................................... kilocalorie(s)
Kci .......................................................... potassium chloride
kg ..........................................................................kilogram(s)
KH .......................................................... carbonate hardness
kPa ......................................................................kilopascal(s)
kW ...........................................................................kilowatt(s)
kWh ...............................................................kilowatt-hour(s)
l ....................................................................liter(s) or length
l.a. .................................................................... linolenic acid
lb(s)............................................................................pound(s)
lcd ....................................................... liquid crystal display
ldPe ..............................................low-density polyethylene
led .........................................................light-emitting diode
lpm ............................................................liter(s) per minute
lsb ...................................................... low-space bioreactor
lux ...............................................lumen(s) per square meter
m ................................................................................ meter(s)
m2 .................................................................. square meter(s)
m3h................................................... cubic meter(s) per hour
ma ................................................................... milliampere(s)
max ......................................................................... maximum
mdm .........................................membrane diffusion method
meq .............................................................milliequivalent(s)
mg ....................................................................... milligram(s)
mgHt ............................................ male garden hose thread
mH ....................................................................... metal halide
milliamp(s) .................................................... milliampere(s)
min ..................................................... minute(s) or minimum
ml ..........................................................................milliliter(s)
mm ..................................................................... millimeter(s)
mmHg ............................................ millimeter(s) of mercury
mnPt ............................................male national pipe thread 
mol ...............................................................................mole(s)
mps ........................................................ meter(s) per second
mPt ................................................................male pipe taper 
n ...............................................................................newton(s)
na ...........................................................numerical aperture
n.c. ...............................................................normally closed
nema ....... National Electrical Manufacturers Association
nft ................................................... nutrient film technique
nicad ............................................................ nickel cadmium
nm ......................................................................nanometer(s)
no. ............................................................................... number
n.o. ..................................................................normally open
nPsH .............................................net positive suction head
nPt ........................................................ national pipe thread
nsf ......................................... National Science Foundation
nst ................................................national standard thread
ntu ...................................... nephelometric turbidity unit(s)
oal ...................................................................overall length
o.d. ..............................................................outside diameter
odP ................................................................. open dripproof
orP .........................................oxidation/reduction potential

oz ................................................................................ ounce(s)
oz t ..................................................................... troy ounce(s)
Paes .............................. Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems, Inc.
Pb ........................................................................polybutylene
pc(s) ............................................................................ piece(s)
Pc ................................................................... power compact
Pe ........................................................................polyethylene
pH ............................................. potenz (power) H (hydrogen)
pk(s) ............................................................................. pack(s)
pkg(s)..................................................................... package(s)
Pl stage ..................................................... post-larval stage
P/no. ...................................................................part number
PP ..................................................................... polypropylene
ppb ..............................................................part(s) per billion
ppm ............................................................part(s) per million
ppt ......................................................... part(s) per thousand
psi ..................................................pound(s) per square inch
pt ....................................................................................pint(s)
Pvc ............................................................ polyvinyl chloride
Pvdf ..................................................polyvinylidene fluoride
qt ................................................................................. quart(s)
r&d .............................................research and development
rbc ..........................................rotating biological contactor
repl. ...................................................................replacement
rH ................................................................relative humidity
r/o ............................................................... reverse osmosis
rpm ................................................. revolution(s) per minute
sae ......................................standard aeration efficiency or 
...........................................Society of Automotive Engineers
san ................................... styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer
scfh ................................ standard cubic foot (feet) per hour
scfm ........................... standard cubic foot (feet) per minute
sec............................................................................ second(s)
sq.ft. ........................................................... square foot (feet)
sq.in. .............................................................. square inch(es)
sg ................................................... specific gravity = density
sod ...............................................sediment oxygen demand
sPdt ............................................. single pole, double throw
spig ................................................................................ spigot
ss .....................................................................stainless steel
stP...........................................standard temp and pressure
tab ......................................................total aerobic bacteria
tan ................................................. total ammonia-nitrogen
tcbs .................................... thiosulfate citrate bile sucrose
tdH .......................................................... total dynamic head
tds .......................................................total dissolved solids
tefc .........................................totally enclosed, fan-cooled
temp ...................................................................temperature
tgP .......................................... total dissolved gas pressure
tsa .............................................................tryptone soy agar
tsp .............................................................................teaspoon
tsv ...................................................... Taura syndrome virus
tXv ........................................ thermostatic expansion valve
ul .......................................Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
usb .........................................................universal serial bus
uv ............................................................................ultraviolet
v ..................................................................................... volt(s)
va .......................................................................... volt-amp(s)
vac .............................................. volt(s), alternating current
vco .......................................... voltage controlled oscillator
vdc ...................................................... volt(s), direct current
vHo ...............................................................very high output
voc ............................................. volatile organic compound
W ....................................................................width or watt(s)
WP ........................................................wound polypropylene
Wssv .......................................... white spot syndrome virus
Wt .................................................................................. weight
yd(s) ..............................................................................yard(s)
yHv .............................................................yellow head virus
°c ............................................. degrees Celsius/Centigrade
°f ............................................................degrees Fahrenheit
“ ................................................................................... inch(es)
µ ............................................................................... micron(s)
µs .................................................................microsiemens(s)
µWs .......................................................microwatt-second(s)
Ω ...................................................................................ohm(s)
ø.................................................................................. phase(s)
π .............................................................................................pi
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terms and conditions of sale
All products furnished by Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems, Inc. (hereinafter “Seller”) to the 
entity stated on the face of the order (hereinafter “Buyer”) shallbe in accordance with 
the following terms and conditions unless otherwise stated in writing:
accePtance and comPlete agreement - Buyer’s order is binding only when 
accepted in writing at the principal office of Seller. The terms and conditions of sale are 
only those stated herein, which with the information contained in the face of the order 
shall constitute the complete agreement between the parties and may not be altered or 
modified except in writing duly executed by each party. The parties agree there are no 
agreements, representations or warranties between the parties, oral or written, with 
respect to the products sold hereunder (including any made or implied from past 
dealings) except as expressed herein. No terms and conditions stated in or attached to 
Buyer’s communications to Seller, including but not limited to Buyer’s purchase orders 
the terms of which are hereby rejected, are applicable to these terms and conditions in 
any way and in no event shall such Buyer’s or any other terms and conditions be 
considered valid exceptions to the provisions of these terms and conditions. Trade 
custom, trade usage and past performance are superseded by these terms and 
conditions and shall not be used to interpret these terms and conditions.
sHiPPing - Shipping dates are estimates only and are not guaranteed. Seller will use 
every effort to make shipments as scheduled and may make partial shipments. Seller 
shall not be liable for any loss or damage ensuing from late delivery.
eXPortation - If the products ordered are to be exported from the country of Seller, 
the quoted shipping dates are subject to receipt of all export documents and 
authorizations. Regardless of ultimate destination, the prices quoted are based on 
packing for domestic shipment unless otherwise stated in writing. Buyer agrees to 
provide Seller in writing with the ultimate destination and identity of the end-user prior 
to shipment if the products are to be exported. Notwithstanding any other provision of 
this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer agrees that it will not sell, reexport or transfer 
any products or technical information or Services supplied under this Agreement to 
IRAN, NORTH KOREA, SYRIA, CUBA and SUDAN, including any entities or persons in 
those countries, either directly or indirectly (“Seller’s Position”). Buyer agrees that it will 
not sell, reexport or transfer any products or technical information or Services supplied 
under this Agreement to any other countries except in full compliance with all applicable 
governmental requirements, including but not limited to applicable economic sanctions 
and constraints administered by the U.S. Treasury Department and applicable export 
control measures administered by the U.S. Department of Commerce and U.S. 
Department of State, any other U.S. government agencies, and measures administered 
by the European Union or the government agencies of any other countries. Any violation 
by Buyer of the applicable laws or regulations of the U.S. or any other government, or 
where Buyer breaches Seller’s Position notwithstanding whether or not this is contrary 
to any aforementioned applicable laws or regulations, shall be deemed a material 
breach of this Agreement and sufficient basis for the Seller to reject any or all orders or 
to terminate this Agreement. Compliance with applicable legal requirements and 
Seller’s Position is a prerequisite for Buyer to perform its obligations under this 
Agreement, and if the Buyer fails to comply with such legal requirements, it is incapable 
of meeting its obligations under this Agreement. The Seller reserves the right to refuse 
to enter into or perform any order, and to cancel any order, placed under this Agreement 
if the Seller in its sole discretion determines that the entry into such order or the 
performance of the transaction to which such order relates could violate any applicable 
law or regulation of the United States, or any other governments and/or Seller’s 
Position. Buyer agrees that any such refusal or cancellation of any order, or termination 
of the Agreement by the Seller, as described above, will not constitute a breach of any of 
the Seller’s obligations under this Agreement, and Buyer hereby waives any and all 
claims against the Seller for any loss, cost or expense, including, but not limited to, 
claims of third parties, any loss of profit, loss of business, loss of or damage to goodwill 
and/or similar losses, loss of anticipated savings, or increased costs or for any indirect, 
special or consequential losses, or pure economic loss, costs, damages, charges or 
expenses howsoever arising, that Buyer may incur by virtue of such refusal or 
cancellation of any order or termination of this Agreement.
Prices - Prices quoted, unless otherwise stated in writing, are Incoterms 2010 
FCA-Apopka, Florida and do not include sales, use, excise, value added or similar taxes 
or duties. Buyer shall pay these taxes directly if the law permits or will reimburse Seller 
if it is required to pay them. Buyer will provide tax exemption certificates or evidence of 
tax payment on request. The price quoted is based on the cost of raw materials, wage 
rates, shipping charges, freight, insurance premiums, landing charges and duties, 
railage and cartage applicable on the date on which a contract, acceptance, 
confirmation, tender or quotation is issued. Accordingly, any increase in such costs after 
such date and prior to the fulfillment of the contract may result in a price adaptation in 
good faith and in proportion to the changed circumstances, and shall thus be for the 
account of Buyer.
services - Where Services are to be provided: the Services supplied under the 
Agreement shall be provided by the Seller to the Buyer from the date of acceptance by 
the Seller of the Buyer’s offer and the Services supplied under the Agreement shall 
continue to be supplied for the Term identified in the order.
seller’s obligations - The Seller shall (1) use reasonable efforts to provide the 
Services to the Buyer, in accordance in all material respects with Seller’s quotation/
offer/bid specifications; (2) use reasonable efforts to meet any performance dates 
specified in Seller’s quotation/offer/bid, but any such dates shall be estimates only and 
time shall not be of the essence for performance of the Services, and (3) to the extent 
that Seller is performing Services at Buyer’s premises, use reasonable efforts to 
observe all health and safety rules and regulations, and any other reasonable security 
requirements that apply at any of the Buyer’s premises and that have been 
communicated to it, provided that it shall not be liable under the Agreement if, as a 

result of such observation, it is in breach of any of its obligations under the Agreement.
buyer’s obligations - The Buyer shall: (a) co-operate with the Seller in all matters 
relating to the Services; (b)provide the Seller, its agents, subcontractors, consultants 
and employees, in a timely manner and at no charge, with access to the Buyer’s 
premises, office accommodation, data and other facilities as reasonably required by the 
Seller; (c) provide to the Seller, in a timely manner, such material and other information 
as the Seller may reasonably require and ensure that it is accurate in all material 
respects; (d) be responsible (at its own cost) for preparing and maintaining the relevant 
premises for the supply of the Services; (e) inform the Seller of all health and safety 
rules and regulations and any other reasonable security requirements that apply at any 
of the Buyer’s premises. If the Seller’s performance of its obligations under the 
Agreement is prevented or delayed by any act or omission of the Buyer, its agents, 
subcontractors, consultants or employees, the Seller shall not be liable for any costs, 
charges or losses sustained or incurred by the Buyer arising directly or indirectly from 
such prevention or delay. The Buyer shall be liable to pay to the Seller, on demand, all 
reasonable costs, charges or losses sustained or incurred by the Seller (including, 
without limitation, any direct, indirect or consequential losses, such as claims of third 
parties, loss of profit and loss of reputation, loss or damage to property and those 
arising from injury to or death of any person and loss of opportunity to deploy resources 
elsewhere) arising directly or indirectly from the Buyer’s fraud, negligence, failure to 
perform or delay in the performance of any of its obligations under the Contract, subject 
to the Seller confirming such costs, charges and losses to the Buyer in writing. The 
Buyer shall not, without the prior written consent of the Seller, at any time from the date 
of the Agreement to the expiry of 6 months after the last date of supply of the Services, 
solicit or entice away from the Supplier or employ (or attempt to employ) any person 
who is, or has been, engaged as an employee, consultant or subcontractor of the Seller 
in the provision of the Services. Any consent given by the Seller in accordance with the 
above shall be subject to the Buyer paying to the Seller a sum equivalent to 50% of the 
then current annual remuneration of the Seller’s employee, consultant or subcontractor 
or, if higher, 50% of the annual ‘gross’ remuneration to be paid by the Buyer to that 
employee, consultant or subcontractor. Where Services are provided on a time and 
materials basis: (a) the charges payable for the Services shall be calculated in 
accordance with the Seller’s standard daily fee rates, as set out in the order/quotation/
bid/offer and as amended from time to time by the Seller’ giving not less than 1 months’ 
written notice to the Buyer; (b) the Seller’s standard daily fee rates for each individual 
person are calculated on the basis of an eight-hour day, worked between 8.00 am and 
5.00 pm on weekdays (Monday-Friday, excluding public holidays); (c) the Seller shall be 
entitled to charge an overtime rate of 40% of the standard daily fee rate on a pro-rata 
basis for each part day or for any time worked by individuals whom it engages on the 
Services outside the hours referred to above.
Payment - Standard payment terms are net thirty (30) days from date of invoice. In 
the event credit has not been established, Seller reserves the right to require 
payment, or the issuance of an irrevocable letter of credit satisfactory to Seller and at 
Buyer’s cost, in advance of shipment. Any amounts not paid when due shall bear 
interest on a daily basis at the rate of 12% per annum or at the highest rate permitted 
by law (whichever is less).
Should there be any dispute as to whether the products conform to contract or whether 
any obligation has been properly performed by Seller, Buyer undertakes that, 
notwithstanding such dispute, it shall not withhold any payment due, but shall pay any 
such amount to Seller on the due date therefor. The remedy of Buyer in such 
circumstances shall be limited to an action against Seller for the repayment of all or any 
relevant portion of any payment effected by Buyer.
solvency - Buyer’s order will be deemed a representation that Buyer is solvent and 
able to pay for the products ordered. If Buyer fails to make payments when due or if 
bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings (including judicial composition proceedings) are 
instituted by or against Buyer, or if Buyer makes an assignment for the benefit of 
creditors, Buyer will be deemed to be in default and Seller will have the right to 
terminate forthwith its obligations by written notice to Buyer, in which case the 
termination provisions set out below shall apply.
cancellation - No products may be returned without prior written approval of 
Seller. Orders placed with and accepted by Seller may not be cancelled except upon 
Seller’s written consent prior to shipment and Buyer’s acceptance of Seller’s 
cancellation charges which shall protect Seller against all costs and losses, but not 
higher than the price quoted. Seller reserves the right to cancel any sale hereunder 
without liability to Buyer (except for refund of monies already paid) if the manufacture or 
sale of the products is or becomes technically or economically impractical.
force maJeure – A party is not liable to fulfill its obligations under the agreement if 
performance is materially prevented as a consequence of natural catastrophes, 
terrorism, civil unrest, war, explosions, fire, breakdowns or damages to installations, 
constructions or machines, disruption to public transport, labour market conflicts (such 
as strikes and lock-outs) or other similar circumstances or acts of God. In the event of 
force majeure a party is not obligated to fulfill its obligations as long as, and to the 
extent, the force majeure continues. The party invoking force majeure shall inform the 
other party immediately in writing. If a force majeure continues for more than six 
months the other party may terminate the agreement with immediate effect by sending 
a written notice to the other party.
manufacture - Seller reserves the right to discontinue the manufacture of, or 
change or modify the design and/or construction of the products sold pursuant to these 
terms and conditions, without incurring any obligation to Buyer.
Jurisdiction and disPutes - These terms and conditions shall be governed in 
accordance with the law of Norway, excluding however the application of the Vienna 
Convention on the Sale of Goods. All disputes under these terms and conditions shall be 
resolved as follows:

Website:  www.pentairaes.com  I  Email: paesemea@pentair.com  I  Information and advice: +1 877 347 4788
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All disputes must first be submitted to The International Chamber of Commerce (“ICC”), 
or its successor, for mediation in Norway accordance with the ICC Commercial 
Mediation Rules. Either party may commence mediation by providing to the ICC and the 
other party a written request for mediation, setting forth the subject of the dispute and 
the relief requested. The parties agree to participate in the mediation in good faith, and 
to share equally the costs of mediation. If the parties cannot resolve the dispute through 
mediation, the dispute will be resolved by binding arbitration as set forth herein. A party 
may commence arbitration after completion of the initial mediation session or forty-five 
(45) days after the date of filing the written request for mediation, whichever occurs first. 
Arbitration proceedings will be settled under the Rules of ICC by one or more arbitrators 
appointed in accordance with such ICC Rules. The place of arbitration will be Oslo, 
Norway and the language of the arbitration proceedings will be English. Each party 
submits to the jurisdiction of all countries for the purpose of compelling compliance with 
the arbitration provisions of this Agreement and for enforcement of any arbitration 
award made in accordance with the above provisions. Nothing contained in this Section 
will prevent Seller from applying to any appropriate court Norway or elsewhere for any 
injunction or other like remedy to restrain Buyer from committing any breach or 
anticipated breach of this Agreement and for consequential relief and Buyer hereby 
commits to the jurisdiction of any such court. Any claim to damages against Seller must 
be brought within 24 months after the claim arises. Each party hereby submits to the 
jurisdiction of all countries for the purpose of compelling compliance with the arbitration 
provisions of this Agreement and for enforcement of any arbitration award made in 
accordance with the above provisions.
insPection - All products must be inspected within five (5) calendar days of receipt. If 
any damage is discovered, a claim must be filed with the carrier. A full report of the 
damage must be forwarded to Seller so that it can arrange for repair or replacement. 
Failure to comply with this provision precludes Buyer from making any claim against 
Seller in respect of any visible damage to the products.
title and risK - The title in the products shall not pass until payment has been 
received in full by Seller and in the meantime title is expressly reserved in favour of 
Seller. Pending receipt of payment in full by Seller, Buyer shall store the products in 
such a way to ensure that they are preserved in the same condition as they were 
received, that they can at all times be identified as Seller’s property and are separate 
from any other goods in Buyer’s possession. Notwithstanding the foregoing risk in the 
products shall pass to Buyer upon delivery.
Warranty - All products that Seller manufactures are warranted, when paid for and 
properly installed, operated and maintained, to be free from defects in material and 
workmanship and to conform to the specifications, if any, listed on the other side of 
this form. If no specifications are listed, the products are warranted to conform to 
Seller’s currently published specifications. The warranty period is twelve months 
from delivery to the Buyer. No warranty is given for products or components 
manufactured by companies not affiliated by ownership with Seller, or for products 
which have been subject to misuse, improper installation, corrosion, or which have 
been disassembled, modified or repaired by unauthorized persons. Seller must 
receive written notice of the defect from Buyer within the warranty period. Seller’s 
liability is limited solely to servicing or adjusting any product returned to Seller’s 
factory for that purpose, including replacing any defective parts therein or, at Seller’s 
option, refunding to Buyer the purchase price allocable to the nonconforming product. 
Buyer must pay packing, crating and transportation costs to and from Seller’s factory. 
At Buyer’s request, Seller will make reasonable efforts to provide warranty service at 
the Buyer’s premises, provided the Buyer pays Seller’s then current rates for field 
service and the associated travel and living expenses. If a fault has been caused by 
improper installation, maintenance or use, or by abnormal conditions of operation, 
repairs will be billed at normal rates.
If any fault arises, the following steps must be taken:
A. Notify Seller of the product model number, serial number and details of the difficulty. 
On receipt of this information, Buyer will be given service data
or shipping instructions.
B. On receipt of Seller’s shipping instructions, forward the product prepaid. If the 
product or the fault is not covered by warranty, an estimate of
charges will be furnished before work begins.
SELLER DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR 
STATUTORY, SUCH AS WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR 
PURPOSE. SELLER ALSO DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES REGARDING ANY 
ANCILLARY SERVICES RENDERED.
Pollution – Buyer agrees to the extent of its negligence to indemnify, defend and hold 
Seller harmless against any loss, damage, expense, claim and any other cost or liability 
(including, but not limited to, fines and penalties to the extent permitted by law, clean-up 
or other remedial or containment costs, or legal, technical or other professional fees) 
arising as a result of any pollution, contamination, or other loss or damage to the 
environment or natural resources which arise in connection with any goods or services 
provided by Seller under the contract, regardless of cause.
draWings - Any drawings submitted herewith are only to show the general style, 
arrangement, and approximate dimensions of the products offered. No work is to be 
based on drawings unless the drawings are certified. In no event will manufacturing or 
proprietary drawings be supplied.
All offers will be made at no obligation, unless explicitly stated otherwise and are based 
on the data, specifications etc. which have been provided. Unless otherwise agreed in 
writing, all samples and all dimensions, weights, formulae and other particulars and 
information contained in engineering designs, quotations, tenders, specifications, 
prospectuses, advertisements and other documents supplied by Seller, are supplied or 
communicated for information only and do not form part of the contract.

confidentiality - Buyer agrees that all drawings, prints and other technical 
material which Seller provides to Buyer, whether prepared by Seller or by third parties 
under contract to Seller, contain data which may embody trade secrets and confidential 
know-how of commercial value to Seller or third parties under contract to Seller.  
Buyer agrees (a) to keep such information confidential; (b) that it will not disclose such 
information to any other person, corporate division or entity except where disclosure is 
required by Court order or otherwise by law in which event Buyer shall notify Seller in 
advance in writing of the requested disclosure; (c) will not use such information except 
in connection with the products supplied hereunder; and (d) will not sell, lease, loan or 
permit any other person, corporate division or entity to use such information for any 
purpose, without Seller’s express prior written consent. Nothing herein shall restrict 
the use of information available to the general public or from disclosure by Buyer 
pursuant to any order of the court. Buyer agrees to reimburse Seller for any damages 
resulting from Buyer’s breach of this confidentiality provision.
intellectual ProPerty rigHts - All patents, copyrights, designs, drawings and 
other technical or commercial information relating to the products, including any 
software provided by Seller pursuant to any proposal, tender or the contract, and the 
intellectual property rights therein made or acquired by Seller prior to or during the 
preparation of the proposal or tender or in the course of work on the contract shall be 
and remain the exclusive property of Seller.
If a product furnished to Buyer becomes or, in Seller’s opinion, may become the subject 
of any claim, suit or proceeding for infringement of any intellectual property rights, 
Seller may at its option and expense (i) obtain for Buyer the right to use, lease or sell the 
product, (ii) replace the product, (iii) modify the product, or (iv) remove the product and 
refund the purchase price paid by Buyer less a reasonable amount for use, damage or 
obsolescence. Seller will not be liable for any infringement arising from the combination 
of products or from the use of a product in practicing a process. Seller’s total liability to 
Buyer will not, under any circumstances exceed the purchase price paid for the 
allegedly infringing product. Buyer agrees, at its expense, to protect and defend Seller 
against any claim of intellectual property right infringement arising from compliance 
with Buyer’s designs, specifications or instructions and to hold Seller harmless from 
damages, costs and expenses attributable to any such claim.
indemnity & insurance – Buyer agrees to defend, indemnify and hold the Seller 
(and its agents, representatives, employees, officers, related companies, successors 
and assigns, and customers) harmless from all claims, demands, actions, damages and 
liabilities (including legal fees and consequential and incidental damages) arising out of 
any injury (including death) to any person or damage to any property in any way 
connected with any act or omission of Buyer, its agents, employees, or subcontractors.
LIMITATION OF DAMAGES – EXCEPT IN THE EVENT OF WILFUL MISCONDUCT, GROSS 
NEGLIGENCE, INJURY (INCLUDING DEATH) TO ANY PERSON, THE SELLER SHALL 
HAVE NO LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT 
AND NO CLAIM HOWSOEVER CAN BE BROUGHT AGAINST THE SELLER. IN ANY 
EVENT, THE LIABILITY OF THE SELLER SHALL NOT EXCEED AN AMOUNT 
EQUIVALENT TO THE CONTRACT PRICE. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE SELLER BE 
LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, 
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER IT WAS INFORMED ABOUT THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 
DAMAGES, such as (but not limited to) loss of use, production, revenue, contracts, 
increase in operating costs, damage to third party property (whether originally supplied 
by the SELLER or not), economic or financial loss or damage, nor for any other form of 
indirect or consequential loss or damage (including claims of third parties), whatsoever 
arising out of or in connection with this Agreement, including any act or omission of the 
SELLER relating to the manufacture or supply of the products, their resale by the 
BUYER or their use by any customer or any advice or technical support given in relation.
WAIVER - No failure to exercise and no delay in exercising on the part of Seller any right, 
power or privilege hereunder will operate as a waiver thereof nor will any single or 
partial exercise of any right, power or privilege hereunder preclude further exercise of 
the same right, power or privilege.
validity of Provisions - In the event any provision or any part or portion of any 
provision of these Terms and Conditions shall be held to be invalid, void or otherwise 
unenforceable, such holding shall not affect the remaining part or portions of that 
provision, or any other provision hereof.
susPension – If Buyer fails to make any payment when due or to perform on time any 
of its other obligations under this contract Seller shall be entitled to suspend 
performance of the contract until the failure is remedied.
termination – Seller shall be entitled to terminate the contract in the event Buyer is 
in breach of any of its obligations hereunder and fails to remedy the breach within 
twenty eight (28) calendar days after receiving written notification thereof from Seller or 
if Buyer goes into liquidation, receivership, administration or makes any voluntary 
arrangement with any of its creditors. Any party may terminate the agreement with 
immediate effect if the other party is in material breach of the agreement. Any 
termination of the contract in accordance with the terms hereof shall become effective 
upon service of a written notice of termination on the other party. Upon termination, 
howsoever arising, Seller shall be entitled forthwith to suspend any further deliveries 
under the contract without any liability to Buyer. Within 14 days of such a notice of 
termination, howsoever arising, Buyer shall pay to Seller.
- the outstanding balance of the contract price for products which have been delivered 
and for those products which are then capable of being delivered, and
- the costs incurred or committed by Seller up to the date of notice of termination in 
performing work on products which are not then in a deliverable state plus a reasonable 
margin to be agreed between the parties which shall not be less than 15%, and - the 
costs reasonably incurred by Seller as a result of the termination.
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This obligation shall not, however, apply in respect of deficient or delayed products and 
in respect of which Buyer has terminated the contract by reason of the Seller’s continual 
failure to remedy the deficiency or delay.
storage - If Buyer does not take delivery of products within 7 days of notification that 
they are ready for delivery Seller shall be entitled on behalf of Buyer to put the products 
into storage at Buyer’s expense. Seller shall be deemed to have delivered such 
products to Buyer on storage and shall be entitled to payment on presentation of  
the warehouse receipt in place of any bill of lading or similar document otherwise 
required under the contract. Risk shall pass to Buyer on storage, but title shall  
only pass in accordance with the title provision set out above.
variations - Unless otherwise provided in the contract, no variation to the contract 
may be made unless jointly agreed in writing by Seller and Buyer. If any variation 
increases or reduces the cost or time to Seller of performing the contract then the 
contract price and/or programme shall be adjusted accordingly. Seller shall not be 
obliged to accept any variation if the net effect, including any variations already made, 
is to increase or reduce the contract price by more than 15%. Variations shall, if not 
the subject of a quotation from Seller which has been accepted by Buyer prior to the 
variation being ordered, be priced by reference to the contract price or, where this is 
not relevant, by cost plus 25%. The time for performance of the contract shall 
automatically be adjusted in accordance with any variation.
general – Any notice required or permitted to be given by either party to the other 
hereunder shall be in writing addressed to the other party at its registered office or 
such other address as may at the relevant time have been notified pursuant to this 
provision to the party giving the notice. Notices may be sent by registered mail, 
facsimile transmission or electronic mail and shall be deemed delivered when 
received by the other party.
The headings herein have been used for ease of reference only and shall not affect 
the meaning or interpretation of this contract in any manner whatever.
Buyer shall not be entitled to cede, transfer and/or assign any of its rights or 
delegate any of its obligations under this contract, without the prior written consent 
of Seller. Seller may cede, transfer and/or assign its rights or delegate any of its 
obligations under this contract without the prior approval of the Buyer.
comPliance – (1) No Improper Means of Obtaining Business. The Seller and the 
Buyer intend that no payments or transfers of value shall be made which have the 
purpose or effect of public or commercial bribery, acceptance of or acquiescence in 
extortion or kickbacks, or other unlawful or improper means of obtaining business. 
(2) No Bribes. The Buyer will not, directly or indirectly, pay, offer, authorize or 
promise any monies or anything of value (such as gifts, contributions, travel, or 
entertainment) to any person or organization (including any employee or official of 
any governmental authority, government owned or controlled entity, public 
international organization or political party; any candidate for political office; or any 
employees of any of the Buyer’s or the Seller’s customers) for the purpose of 
improperly influencing their acts or decisions in violation of any antibribery or 
anti-corruption laws, including the United States International Corrupt Practices 
Act, laws under the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention and local anti-corruption laws 
(collectively, “Anti-Corruption Laws”). The Buyer will take appropriate actions to 
ensure that any person representing or acting under its instruction or control 
(“Buyer’s Agents”) will also comply with this Section. (3) No Kickbacks. No part of 
the payment of any amounts payable under this Agreement will be distributed to the 
Seller, its affiliates or customers, or any of its employees or their family members. 
(4) No Conflicts. Except as disclosed in writing to the Seller (in a questionnaire 
response or otherwise), the Buyer represents that it does not have any reason to 
believe that there are any potential conflicts of interest regarding its relationship 
with the Seller, such as family members who could potentially benefit from the 
commercial relationship established by this Agreement; and neither the Buyer, nor 
any of the Buyer’s Agents, have any family members who are government officials or 

political party candidates in a position to influence the Buyer’s commercial 
relationship with the Seller. (5) Accurate Books and Records. The Buyer will 
maintain complete and accurate books and records in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles in the Buyer’s jurisdiction, consistently applied, 
properly and accurately recording all payments made by the Buyer or Buyer’s 
Agents in performance of this Agreement or related to it, and any commission, 
compensation, reimbursement, or other payment made by or on behalf of the Seller 
to the Buyer or Buyer’s Agents. The Buyer will maintain a system of internal 
accounting controls reasonably designed to ensure that it maintains no off-the-book 
accounts and that its assets are used only in accordance with its management 
directives. (6) Notification. The Buyer will notify the Seller promptly if (a) the Buyer 
or any of the Buyer’s Agents have reason to believe that a breach of this Section has 
occurred or is likely to occur; or (b) if any conflicts of interest arise after the signing 
of this Agreement, including if any of the Buyer’s Agents or their family members 
become a government official or political party candidate in a position to influence 
the Buyer’s commercial relationship with the Seller. The Buyer will send all such 
notices to ethics@pentair.com or to such other location as the Seller may designate 
in writing. (7) Compliance Certification. The Buyer will, when and as may be 
requested by the Seller from time to time, provide to the Seller a written 
certification in form and substance satisfactory to the Seller that the Buyer is in 
compliance with this Section. (8) No Payments for Improper Activities. The Seller 
will not be required under any circumstances to take any action or make any 
payments that the Seller believes, in good faith, would cause it or its affiliated 
companies to be in violation of any Anti-Corruption Laws. If the Seller at any time 
believes, in good faith, that a breach of any of the representations and warranties in 
this Section has occurred or may occur, the Seller may withhold any commission, 
compensation, reimbursement, or other payment until such time as the Seller has 
received confirmation to its reasonable satisfaction that no breach has occurred or 
will occur. The Seller shall not be liable to the Buyer for any claim, losses, or 
damages whatsoever related to the Seller’s decision to withhold any commission, 
compensation, reimbursement, or other payment under this provision.  
(9) Audit Rights. If the Seller at any time believes, in good faith, that the Buyer has 
breached the warranties, representations or agreements in this Section, then the 
Seller will have the right to audit the Buyer‘s books and records related to this 
Agreement in order to verify the Buyer’s compliance with the provisions of this 
Section. The audit will be performed by individuals selected by the Seller. However, 
upon request by the Buyer, the Seller will select in its sole discretion an independent 
third party to conduct an audit in order to certify to the Seller that no breach has 
occurred or will occur. The Buyer will fully cooperate in any audit conducted by or on 
behalf of the Seller. (10) Termination Rights. Any breach of the warranties, 
representations or agreements in this Section will constitute grounds for immediate 
termination of this Agreement for cause by the Seller and no commission, 
compensation, reimbursement or other payment will be due to the Buyer. The Buyer 
will indemnify and hold the Seller harmless against any actions, legal claims, 
demands, proceedings, losses, damages, costs, expenses and other liabilities of 
whatever nature resulting from the Buyer’s breach of the representations, 
warranties and agreements contained in this Section. (11) Data Privacy Consent.  
The Buyer consents to the collection, processing and international transfer of data 
and information related to the business relationship between it and the Seller, 
including the transfer of personally identifiable data (for example names, email 
addresses, telephone numbers) to and between the Seller and its affiliates wherever 
they may be located, for the purposes of allowing the Seller and its affiliates to 
evaluate the Buyer’s experience and qualifications and implement any business.  
The Buyer has the right to: (a) request access to this data; (b) rectify or cancel any 
inaccurate or expired data; and (c) object to any processing that does not conform to 
these purposes. The Buyer may exercise its rights by writing to the Seller at  
ethics@pentair.com or to such other location as the Seller may designate.
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